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Executive Summary
MEISTER - Mobility Environmentally friendly, Integrated and economically Sustainable Through innovative
Electromobility Recharging infrastructure and new Business Models - project aims to change the paradigm in
the electromobility market by providing interoperable platforms and services for easy, convenient, and barrier-free access to charging, billing and smart grid service.
The MEISTER Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook constitutes an informational tool on
the main products and findings obtained throughout the project. The Handbook provides a set of guidelines
for e-mobility stakeholders and public administrations on the business cases developed for the project and
the Five Cases methodology, as well as the legal documents and applicable legal frameworks, in order to
facilitate and guide the assessment innovative e-mobility BMs, implications for Europe-wide take-up and
rollout of results, methods and recommendations for action on EU and national levels for a more harmonized
take up on the internal European market, standardization recommendations, transferability assessment (intra-city, inter-city).
On the one hand, the MEISTER project has elaborated and tested six innovative Business Models (BMs) for
smart and integrated services to promote e-mobility in different stages of city maturity (from the planning
stage of a new neighbourhood to an old city centre). The starting point will be the existing urban e-mobility
ecosystems where the stakeholders’ interests, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of those
ecosystems will be deeply analysed.
To tackle the challenge of creating viable alternatives for current BMs, MEISTER has explored new cooperation frameworks and six innovative BMs, both for existing urban areas and new ones to be built. The six BMs
were analysed, developed and documented in three pilot cities (Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm), enabling the
elaboration of seven different Business Cases (BCs):


BC1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Berlin.



BC2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet in Málaga.



BC3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm.



BC4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs in Málaga.



BC5 - Smart Park and Charge in Berlin.



BC6 - Smart Park and Charge in Málaga.



BC10 - Smart Charging in Stockholm.

The Handbook provides information on the methodology used to achieve these results, as well as a compilation of the aforementioned Final Business Cases.
On the other hand, the Handbook also describes the products achieved during the project, in order for stakeholders to get acquainted with the results of the project and their applications. The products described are:


P2. Meister Roaming & Accounting Platform



P.3 Meister Integrated Real Time Information & Booking Services.
o

P3A: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility app

o

P3B: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility display

o

P3C: MEISTER Smart e-mobility dashboard

o

P3D: MEISTER Smartphone app for EV drivers

o

P3E: MEISTER Urban Logistic Companies App
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o


P3F: MEISTER Municipal e-carsharing App

P.5. Meister Smart Charging and Storage Platform.

Finally, the Handbook offers guidance on the procurement of the MEISTER products, as well as templates for
the required legal documents (Preliminary market consultation / Request for information; Contract notice;
Request for proposals, including administrative and technical specifications). An overview and compilation
of the European regulatory and standard framework on the topic of charging infrastructure for EVs has also
been included.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
The purpose of D8.7 is to provide a set of guidelines for e-mobility stakeholders and public administrations
that includes, among others: publication of Business Cases, publication of Request For Proposal (RFP) and
legal templates of the products, publication of Five Case methodology guide to assess innovative e-mobility
BMs, implications for Europe-wide take-up and rollout of results, methods and recommendations for action
on EU and national levels for a more harmonized take up on the internal European market, standardization
recommendations, transferability assessment (intra-city, inter-city), As part of this MEISTER Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook, the analysis of the EU regulatory and standard framework will be
compiled.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document constitutes the final deliverable of the MEISTER project and its Work Package 8. It includes
information related to WP 2, 3 and 6.
The document constitutes a Handbook that will be published and disseminated through the MEISTER tools
(such as the EeMEC) and the MEISTER partners. It aims to offer a set of general and easy-to-implement guidelines on the results of the project and E-Mobility and Smart Urban mobility.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
The document is structured in six chapters.
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the deliverable. Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals of the Five
Business Case methodology that was implemented during the MEISTER project, while Chapter 3 collects the
seven (7) Full Business Cases elaborated to assess innovative e-mobility BMs:


BC1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Berlin.



BC2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet in Málaga.



BC3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm.



BC4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs in Málaga.



BC5 - Smart Park and Charge in Berlin.



BC6 - Smart Park and Charge in Málaga.



BC10 - Smart Charging in Stockholm.

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the products developed during the MEISTER project:


P2. Meister Roaming & Accounting Platform



P.3 Meister Integrated Real Time Information & Booking Services.
o

P3A: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility app

o

P3B: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility display

o

P3C: MEISTER Smart e-mobility dashboard

o

P3D: MEISTER Smartphone app for EV drivers

o

P3E: MEISTER Urban Logistic Companies App

o

P3F: MEISTER Municipal e-carsharing App
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P.5. Meister Smart Charging and Storage Platform.

Chapter 5 offers guidance on the procurement of the MEISTER products, as well as templates for the required
legal documents (Preliminary market consultation / Request for information; Contract notice; Request for
proposals, including administrative and technical specifications).
Chapter 6 provides an overview and compilation of the European regulatory and standard framework on the
topic of charging infrastructure for EVs.
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FIVE BUSINESS CASE METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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MEISTER E-MOBILITY BUSINESS CASES

Seven business cases were elaborated during Meister project to assess six innovative e-mobility BMs:


BC1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Berlin.



BC2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet in Málaga.



BC3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm.



BC4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs in Málaga.



BC5 - Smart Park and Charge in Berlin.



BC6 - Smart Park and Charge in Málaga.



BC10 - Smart Charging in Stockholm.

The Full Business Case from each of them are included below.
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BUSINESS CASE 1. E-CAR SHARING AS HOUSING
SERVICE IN BERLIN
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Berlin (BC1) that has been developed, tested and
validated within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented in the pilot city of
Berlin (Germany).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2

SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT

The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirmation of the business
needs and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital
and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and
project management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications and actual
implementation according to the pilots demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

This document is structured into ten chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case E- Car Sharing as
a Housing Service in Berlin (BC1). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Berlin (Germany) and
provides an overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as the main
stakeholders involved in BC1. Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context of E-carsharing as Housing Service in Berlin (BC1). Chapter six includes the economic appraisal with the results of the
process of selection of the preferred option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit
Analysis. Chapter seven offers a broad commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement
options and the tendering process with the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all the bids. Chapter
eight includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost of the investment
and its affordability and long-term impact focuses on BC1. Chapter nine includes the management strategic
planning to guide the actual future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the main results of
the FBC report and the best practices and lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASES METHODOLOGY & MEISTER PROJECT.

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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E-CAR-SHARING AS HOUSING SERVICE IN BERLIN.

Car-sharing services provide short-term vehicle rental to users and are designed to provide the same convenience as a personal vehicle. Members avoid the high fixed costs of owning an automobile, including purchase, insurance, maintenance, and parking expenses. Instead, they pay higher variable costs in the form of
fees charged by the hour or by the kilometre.
Car-sharing is an approach to the growing transportation problems in metropolitan areas. To build more
housing as well as to modernize the inventory traffic planning in the neighbourhood car-sharing plays a more
important role for housing companies or project developers. The development of the E-car-sharing as a Housing service can reduce the amount of car ownership and hence reduce building costs for parking garages and
leaving more space for the construction of apartments. So far car-sharing services are only available in a
limited area, for economic reasons mainly encompassing the dense city centre. New mechanisms of how to
establish car-sharing services and other alternative transportation modes in new district developments must
be tested. Contrary to the usual market-approach that demand is followed by supply, an attractive and functional shared e-mobility service generates demand from the outset. To ensure the viability and the success
of the E-car-sharing as Housing Service, the service must be reliable, innovative and attractive. Moreover, it
is more attached to the geographical particularities of the neighbourhood, a strong understanding of the
tenants’ needs as well as comprehensive marketing measures.
BC1 aims at designing E-car-sharing as a Housing Service to provide a mobility service that meets the needs
of new Neighbourhood tenants. EVs will be available in dedicated neighbourhood stations within the residential district. E-car-sharing as Housing Service will allow tenants to book EVs in advance, online or via a
smartphone app with attractive conditions to use the car for personal use such as grocery shopping or leisure
activities. E-car-sharing as a Housing Service will have fixed stations with charging infrastructure providing
roundtrips with the start and the endpoints being the same. The New Waterfront City (named as Waterkant)
in the Berlin borough of Spandau was chosen as a pilot area to develop and test E-car-sharing as Housing
Service BC. In this undeveloped area, 2,500 new flats will be built up, beginning in 2017 until 2023. In the
centre of Waterkant neighbourhood, a Mobility Hub is planned to be built to offer a large district garage,
space for car and bike-sharing and charging stations for EVs. Further innovative mobility elements are prioritized such as tenant car-sharing, bike-sharing stations, other sharing services (i.e. cargo bikes) as well as the
linking of modes of transport on one platform (tenant app).
Finally, due to construction delays in Waterkant, the BC 1, has been tested in two different locations:

4



Falkenberg is also a newly built neighbourhood, belonging to the urban district of Berlin-Lichtenberg
and located at the north-eastern outskirts of the city. Currently, there are 100 housing units, and 115
will be added during demonstration phase.



Mariendorf is a housing estate built in the 1970s, which has been modernised over the past 5 years.
Total number of housing units amounts to 734.

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN BERLIN

One of the strengths of the city of Berlin in terms of fostering e-mobility is the so-called Berlin Model. The
Berlin Model was achieved via a European-wide tender of charging infrastructure in which the municipality
of Berlin placed several requirements that the winner of the tender and further charge point operators (CPOs)
in Berlin need to meet to operate charging points (CPs) in public space. This includes that all CPOs and emobility service providers need to connect to the city-owned charging infrastructure platform which guarantees non-discriminatory access to all charging stations and make the Berlin ecosystem independent from
commercial platform operators with their terms and conditions. The Berlin Model guarantees a providerindependent and non-discriminatory access to all CPs across the city that enables the city administration to
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have a strong influence on the charging infrastructure roll-out. Furthermore, it facilitates strong cooperation
between the city administration and CPOs on the advancement of charging infrastructure in the city.
The city of Berlin has a wide distribution of innovative mobility services including station-based and freefloating car-sharing operators, bike-sharing and scooter-sharing systems as well as ride-sharing services that
are in successful operation. This shows that the city of Berlin is a good test field for new mobility services, as
many citizens seem to be open towards new technologies and services. Furthermore, the car-sharing operators already have EVs in their fleets, which leads to the high visibility of top-of-the-range EV models in the
cityscape. This constant visibility can increase the awareness and acceptance of citizens for this technology.
Another strength of the City of Berlin in the e-mobility field is the variety of the research and pilot projects
in which the city administration has been actively involved such as Move Urban, ElMobilBerlin, LaWoMa,
WiMobil, MOLECULES or City2.e 2.0. In these project in-depth analyses have been carried out on parking
detection, use of charging infrastructure or EV car-sharing that build a profound basis for the city administration to set their electromobility agenda.

4.1 PLANS AND POLICIES
Following, the main local, regional and national plans and strategies from the city of Berlin on electric and
sustainable mobility are presented:
Table 1– National, regional plans and policies in Berlin.

National Plans

Document
National Development Plan EMobility of the
Federal Government (2009)

Description
The document gives a wide overview over Germany’s plans regarding e-mobility on a national level and
the necessary steps to get there. It points out potentials (climate protection, securing energy supply,
development of Germany as technical and industrial location, reducing of local emissions, integrating
vehicles into the grid, new mobility) but also challenges (research and development of energy storage,
vehicle technic and grid integration, frame conditions, markets and international comparison), as well
as a SWOT-analysis. Furthermore, it describes the state of the art of the federal government’s activities
regarding e-mobility, which mostly consists of state promotion for research programs on energy storage, vehicles and system and grid integration. Following this part is one about recommendations for
further activities as promotion projects for research and development to make Germany one of the
leading markets in e-mobility. A big focus is thereby on vehicles and components as well as on infrastructure; holistic mobility concepts, demonstration and field test for market development also have a
part in this. The importance of European and international cooperation is also stressed. In the end the
text suggests a three-phased approach for Germany to become a leading market in e-mobility (20092011, 2011-2016 and 2017-2020). List of relevant policies in the document:
• High-tech strategy
• Paper on an alternative drive and hybrid concepts
• Renewable Energy Law
• National Sustainability Strategy
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National Plans

Document
Government
Program E-Mobility (2011)

Regional Plans

To Shape Berlin
Together. Solidarity. Sustainable. Cosmopolitan. Coalition
Agreement
(2016 – 2021)

Mobility Strategy Brandenburg 2030

Description
The program is structured in four main parts: State of the art, participant’s interaction, the government’s future actions and outlook. Emphasized are the innovative alliances and new platforms between
different players of different fields of e-mobility (as economics, research, politics and society). The focus is also on research and development projects in the areas of batteries, EVs, charging infrastructure
and grid integration as well as on managing all interdisciplinary participants. There are a few holistic
approaches as so-called ‘display windows’ and ‘lighthouses’ which should focus a region’s or field’s
effort in e-mobility and make it visible for a wide audience. Another important point is charging infrastructure, which is discussed economically as well as regarding existing laws (focus on public charging
infrastructure). Other topics are energy supply, resources and materials, recycling and dangerous
goods. There are further discussed incentives and measures for road traffic laws to be customized regarding e-mobility, and tax mechanisms and changes in emissions and environment law, which could
and should be adapted. Following there is a long part of other regulations regarding specific traffic and
vehicle law and a final chapter about international cooperation. List of relevant policies:
• Display Window E-Mobility
• Lighthouses E-Mobility
• Network Training and Further Education E-Mobility
• Special Parking Spots for EVs
The document is about various topics important for the current political session in Berlin (2016-2021),
like education, housing, economics, social issues and society, judiciary, health, mobility turn, climate
protection, digitalization and sustainability. How are these three parties going to take on the tasks and
problems occurring in the State of Berlin and what are their plans and visions for the future.
Within the topic of mobility, e-mobility is only mentioned briefly: the coalition is going to push forward
e-mobility in car-sharing and the already ongoing purchase premium for EVs on a federal level. Furthermore, they are supporting the retooling of taxi fleets to e-mobility as well as autonomous cars. Parking
space management is also discussed (to widen it throughout the whole inner-city area) as well as alternative modes of housing and mobility to reduce the ground-level parking spaces. An intermodal mobility online platform is also to be installed by BVG and VBB in cooperation with bike and car-sharing
companies. The gathered mobility information should be accessible by everyone.
There is a big focus on public transportations and on bike traffic in the current Coalition agreement, as
they are the most sustainable and efficient modes of transportation in a city as Berlin by the three
parties. The mobility aspects only hold a very small portion of the agreement (p. 39-49 from 190 pages)
and from these relevant topics for the MEISTER project only have 1-2 pages. List of relevant policies:
• Purchase premium for EVs
• The idea of an intermodal mobility platform with Berlin’s public transportation
• Masterplan Parking
• Alternative and combined modes of housing and mobility in newly build housing areas
The Mobility Strategy 2030 gives a wide overview over the general conditions of the main modes of
transportation in the Brandenburg area, as well as over recent trends (increasing population, climate
and environment, economy, mobility behaviour and innovations) and goals the state of Brandenburg
aims for regarding their future mobility. The text focuses on the ‘traditional’ modes of transportation
and which measures to take to prepare these for a future with less young people, changing mobility
behaviour and climate. The mobility strategy aims to:
• mobilize the capital area Berlin-Brandenburg in a European context,
• to secure mobility in all area’s needs-based,
• to design mobility as an active growth and structure policy,
• to adjust, maintain and develop appropriate infrastructure,
• to secure mobility target group-wise,
• to design sustainable mobility,
• to use the digital ‘revolution’ to communicate mobility solutions
• and to shape mobility socially just and roadworthy.
• For every single ‘goal’, there are a few smaller aims defined and how to achieve these with different
measures and how to evaluate the approaches. As Brandenburg is a rather rural area, it is still not
one of the leading actors in the implementation process of e-mobility.
• List of relevant policies within the document:
• Support to secure mobility in rural areas regarding e-mobility
• Formulation of guidelines of the state government for e-mobility regarding an energy strategy
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Document
State Regional/Local
Traffic Plan
2018

Local Plans

Regional Plans

Local Transport
Plan Berlin
2014-2018

Support Program‚ E-Mobility close to business (2018)
City Development Plan Traffic Berlin (2011)

Berlin´s Urban
Transportation
Development
Plan 2025
(2015)

Description
The plan is mainly focused on track based on public transportation in the metropolitan area of BerlinBrandenburg. The text is structured into five main parts: Review (what has been achieved since 2013),
basics for a regional traffic plan, requirements for the track based public transportation system, infrastructure and main concepts. It gives a wide overview of train and bus lines in Brandenburg, how these
are occupied, and recent construction works. Furthermore, it states Brandenburg’s idea for the new
mobility strategy of 2030 and how this is financed. Brandenburg’s track-based public transportation is
highly focusing on their links into the Berlin area and how to satisfy the customer’s needs in getting
around in the rural but simultaneously rather than urban area. The main track infrastructure has to be
maintained but also to be adjusted e.g. for needs of disabled passengers, growing commuter streams
or digitalization processes. Another main goal is to further develop the integrated transportation system (either between different modes of transportation or between different areas) and to work within
this closely with the state of Berlin.
The Local Transport Plan of Berlin focuses on local public transportation (PT) in the Berlin metropolitan
area; the document is structured in five main parts: basics/current situation, framework for PT service,
infrastructure, service planning and monitoring. The Berlin approach on PT does not differ from any
other city’s aim: it wants to supply the population with an efficient, sustainable, comfortable, fast, accessible and safe mode of transportation in a growing polycentral metropole area. In a certain degree,
the city is trying to integrate PT and private car traffic, as well as e-mobility, but with more a focus on
electric busses than on EVs and E-car-sharing. The middle part of the document mainly describes necessary standards and regulations for a PT service and the already existing and planned PT infrastructure.
The NVP aims to predict the city’s future needs in PT by evaluating three scenarios and their impacts
on the different modes of transport (local/regional train, subway, tram, busses), as well as future
changes in the city’s main traffic infrastructure (e.g. airports Tegel and BER). The NVP gives a wide
overview of the Berlin’s recent and planned PT system and infrastructure.
The document gives an overview of which measures are supported in which way (financial etc.) and
how high the subsidy amount is going to be. Interested parties can apply for a support for consultation
(regarding potential or implementation), the grant for acquisition (purchase or leasing of BEVs) or a
grant for the development of charging infrastructure.
The StEP is Berlin’s sustainable and future mobility approach. The paper is rewritten every few years to
include new developments and aims in the metropole area. The first few chapters describe which tasks
need to be taken to design a sustainability city mobility. An integrative strategic approach with 10 different topics (increasing population, air pollution control, road infrastructure, economic traffic, etc.)
and a future mobility model (sustainable mobility for all; liveable city; attractive inner city; efficient,
effective and sustainable economic traffic; clean, quiet and post-fossil; innovative and new mobility
technologies; connected metropole area; connected international). The StEP has a timeframe 20102025 and a financial frame of about 7.5 Billion €. There are different measures for every topic in the
future model and in the document’s end there is an estimation of the effectiveness of the suggested
measures. E-Mobility and charging infrastructure have a small part in the approach from 2011, their
importance should get adapted in the new version, yet to be released. Right now, they only are mentioned regarding clean, quiet and post-fossil traffic and controlling traffic in the inner-city area (Carsharing etc.). List of relevant policies within the document:
• Guide for Car-sharing locations and for Charging infrastructure in public and private parking areas
• Testing alternative drive technologies (regarding e-mobility)
Berlin´s main objectives documented in their SUMP are to reduce private motor vehicle transport, foster the modal shift towards biking, walking and the use of public transport, reduce CO2 emissions and
air pollution as well as to support innovative new mobility services such as car-sharing, bike-sharing
and of course all kinds of electromobility.

4.2 STAKEHOLDERS
The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Berlin.
Table 2– Stakeholders in the city of Berlin
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
• The Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection (SenMUVK) is part of
the government of the Federal State and the City of Berlin. In 2008, Berlin as the first German city started
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Stakeholders

Description
activities to introduce EV and to organize the installation of charging infrastructure in public space. Since
August 2009 the transport division is responsible for the model region on electromobility and since 2011
Berlin is the national showroom for e-mobility, both programs funded by the German Federal Government. The transport division has the task of developing an integrated strategy towards low or even carbon-free mobility in Berlin as the main target of the new Berlin Urban Transportation Development Plan.
In this function several, partly conflicting needs e.g. in the use of public space has to be balanced, introduction strategies for new technologies have to be implemented

Housing company

• Gewobag is one of the most important housing companies in Berlin and Brandenburg managing around
70,000 residential units and providing a broad range of property services. Gewobag is a member of the
BBU (Berlin and Brandenburg housing companies) and contributes to meeting the objectives in the Climate Protection Agreement signed with the Berlin Senate. On behalf of the State of Berlin, Gewobag is
pursuing the goal of providing affordable housing for a large population and increasing municipal housing stock.

Providers of e-mobility services

• Mobileeee is a full-electric German provider of stationary car-sharing.

Charge point operators (CPO)

• Allego is the main Charging Point Operator in Berlin. It delivers charging facilities (fast charging, regular
charging, high power charging, etc.) that can be used by all electric cars and every EV driver. 4 charging
stations of the CPO Allego were available in Mariendorf.
• Chargepoint is the main Charging Point Operator worldwide. 2 charging stations of the CPO Chargepoint
could be used by E-Carsharing users in Falkenberg.

5

STRATEGIC CASE.

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for E-carsharing as Housing Service BC in the city of Berlin. This part of the strategic case:
•
defines the strategic objectives,
•
identifies the current needs,
•
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
•
identifies the benefits, and
•
identifies the risks.

5.1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Berlin as a metropolitan area with an increasing population aspires to push forward e-mobility and reduce
private car ownership. The overall objectives of the city of Berlin within this BC are the following ones:
1.
Pushing electric and sustainable mobility: E-car-sharing services are needed to successfully
manage the climate protection plan by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, namely the
reduction of CO2 and nitrogen oxide. Furthermore, these services offer initial access to new
technologies – namely EVs – which is meant to increase user acceptance to reduce restraints
towards the technology.
2.

Reducing combustion cars: The city aims at reducing the number of private cars by providing
mobility services. Not owning a car supports openness towards mobility alternatives.

3.

Reducing the number of parking spaces in housing areas: The city aims to design a sustainable
take on future mobility and to release more street space for public usage. Furthermore, a
reduction in construction costs supports housing companies offering affordable housing.

5.2

CURRENT NEEDS

Currently, car-sharing is provided in Berlin by different mobility service companies. However, mostly all of
the cars offered by car-sharing companies use combustion engines. Their service is limited to the very inner
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city of Berlin and car-sharing services are not offered as part of a neighbourhood service. Therefore, E-carsharing as Housing Service is an innovative service that will provide a car-sharing service with a fleet of EVs
for tenants in a neighbourhood context. BC1 will address the high private car ownership and will enable
tenants of new or modernized housing systems to use E-car-sharing as Housing Service. The E-car-sharing as
Housing Service BC will address the following needs in the city of Berlin:
•
•
•

5.3

Improve the mobility offer to Gewobag tenants in a neighbourhood context.
Increase the share of EVs among Gewobag residents.
Reduce parking spaces and construction costs in order to increase public space.

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the essential,
desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
Gewobag is the municipal housing company responsible for the construction of houses in the Waterkant
neighbourhood that will offer an innovative E-car-sharing as Housing Service to Waterkant tenants. Within
this scope, Gewobag will hire a third-party car-sharing operator to provide Waterkant first 600-800 tenants
with an E-car-sharing service. At first, up to four EVs will be integrated into an offer called “E-car-sharing as
Housing Service”, which is an integrated part of the marketing strategy of Waterkant. The EVs will have fixed
parking and charging stations in Gewobag’s underground parking in Waterkant. The neighbourhood Mobility
App and Neighbourhood Mobility Display (MEISTER Product 3A and 3B) will be developed and implemented
for Waterkant tenants to register, book and pay for the e-car-sharing service within MEISTER project.
Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Intermediate scope:
The intermediate scope of this BC proposes integrating into the E-car-sharing as Housing Service EVs from
multiple car-sharing companies that operate in Berlin in addition to Waterkant E-car-sharing as a Housing
Service. For this option to occur, it will be necessary to foster E-car-sharing companies to deploy car-sharing
services in Waterkant neighbourhood and integrate the information from different car-sharing companies in
the MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility app and Neighbourhood Mobility Display (product 3A and 3B).
Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
The maximum scope proposes extending E-car-sharing as Housing Service to other Gewobag’s housing areas
in the city centre and other Berlin neighbourhoods outside Waterkant. The fleet provided by the different Ecarsharing operators will be composed of at least 50 EVS. These will be parked in semi-public and private
spots in the selected neighbourhoods. MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility app and Neighbourhood Mobility
Display (product 3A and 3B) will be implemented for citizens to register, book and pay for the E-car-sharing
service throughout the city. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this
BC.
Table 3– Potential scope and service requirements of BC1

Scope

Minimum

Intermediate

Location: Gewobag’s underground
parking in Waterkant neighbourhood.
Users: Waterkant tenants.

Location: Waterkant private parking stations.
Users: Waterkant tenants.
Vehicles: EVs from multiple E-carsharing companies.
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Location: expansion to other Gewobag housing areas in Berlin.
Users: Citizens
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Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Vehicles: 4 EVs provided by a thirdparty car-sharing operator.

Vehicles: 50 EVs from multiple Ecar-sharing companies operating in
the whole city.
 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting
legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient
and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3):
Technology
requirements

-

Neighbourhood Mobility App (P3A): The app will be used by residents to plan and use mobility offers. It will
allow seeing different mobility offers as car-sharing, bike-sharing, public transport and others in the surrounding area. It will provide functionalities to reserve, book and use Waterkant car-sharing and to find and
reserve Gewobag Charging infrastructure through deep link integration.

-

Neighbourhood Mobility Display (P3B): The display will be installed in or in front of a building and will be
used by residents to be informed about all mobility offers available to leave the locations. It will allow seeing
different mobility offers as car-sharing, bike-sharing, departure times of public transport and others in the
surrounding area.

 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the E-car-sharing as Housing Service BC could provide to the city of Berlin.
The following table identifies monetary and non-monetary, direct and indirect, as well as qualitative and
quantitative benefits for the city of Berlin:
Table 4 – Benefits of BC1
Benefits
categories

Welfare

Environmental

Reputational

Description
• Raise awareness and change citizens’ culture of having a private vehicle.
• Liberalization of public space for other
uses.
• Improvement of the mobility offer to
Waterkant tenants and citizens in a growing city.
• Reduction of gas emissions and noise pollution to the atmosphere.
• Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an alternative to private motorized vehicles.
• Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.
• The positioning of the City and the cityrun companies as innovative and sustainable.
• Contribution to the brand image of the
City: attraction of investments and tourism due to innovative positioning and
commitment to sustainability
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Beneficiaries

Approximate quantification

• Tenants and other
direct users.
• Public transport
services (indirectly).
• Citizens (indirectly).

Reduced dependency on a private
car benefitting neighbourhood tenants who drive less than
10,000km/year, in terms of money
savings.

• Tenants and other
direct users.
• Citizens (indirectly).

A reduction of the noise caused by
fuel cars is expected.
Total elimination of air-pollutant
emissions.

• City administration
(indirectly).
An improved city-brand image is expected to spawn worldwide attraction.
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Benefits
categories

Mobility

Technological

Economic

Political

5.5

Beneficiaries

Description
• Reduction in the number of vehicles in
circulation.
• Reduction in the number of parking
spaces required.
• Cover the mobility needs of Waterkant
tenants and citizens.
• Implementation of innovative technology
platforms.
• Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructures of sustainable technologies.
• Creation of wealth in the city and the
companies of the city.
• Creation of employment (new business
and jobs).
• Reduction of fuel consumption and its
costs.
• Contribution to the Smart City Berlin
plan: reinforcement of sharing services
• Contribution to the Climate Protection
plan 2050: addressing the transport sector change.

• City administration.
• Citizens.
• Mobility provider
(carsharing providers)
• Mobility providers
• Citizens

• Business in the city
(indirectly).
• Citizens and employees (indirectly).
• City administration
(indirectly).
• City administration
(indirectly).

Approximate quantification

A car-sharing vehicle replaces up to
10 private cars, according to common estimations.
Introduction of new technologies for
the creation of innovative Business
Models reinforces competition and
improves consumer choice.
Growth of carsharing, together with
cycling and public transport could
create additional jobs in the German
service sector.
Bold private support to public policy
initiatives creates an enabling environment for more effective sectoral
changes.

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by Berlin stakeholders.
Table 5– Risks of BC1
Risk categories
Business risks

Service risks

External environmental risks

5.6

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High commercial risk for car-sharing provider as operational costs can lead to current losses.
Gewobag changes its concept and the E-car-sharing service is no longer available at Waterkant.
Insufficient demand: E-car-sharing service not used by tenants.
E-car-sharing provider not interested in deploying service in Waterkant.
The parking facility is not ready in Waterkant.
The advertisement for the E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Waterkant is too late among tenants.
Delay in building Waterkant neighbourhood.
Lack of charging infrastructure for EVs in Waterkant.
Costs associated with the deployment of the E-car-sharing services in Waterkant and uncertain gains.
National and European regulation on EVs.
High competition of other mobility services (scooters, bikes, etc.).

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered during the tasks for the definition of the
Outline Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC1
Constraints
Critical demand for
BC1

Description
BC1 viability and success is limited by the existence of:
• Clear potential in terms of number of users.
• Fitting mobility behaviour in terms of number and length of journeys per year.
• Consumer awareness about available innovative transport offer.
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Constraints

Description

Barriers on comfort
and trust of BM1
Customers’ willingness to pay
Financial stability
of the service provider

Barriers on comfort and trust are constraints for guaranteeing a widespread use of the new technologies
and functionalities integrated and, in the end, for gaining long-term customer loyalty to service.
Willingness to pay is decisive for BM1 to ensure the economic and financial viability of the innovative
service.
Prerequisite to guarantee the provision of the service until the end of the project timeline.

Dependency of BC1 on factors outside the direct scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table.
Table 7 - Dependencies of BC1
Dependencies
Public incentives
Traffic regulations
Market dynamics

6

Description
Incentives for not having a privately-owned car in Berlin (e.g. high parking fees, limited residential parking,
free public transportation, ...) can influence the demand of the service.
Entry bans for conventional vehicles into the city centre can foster the demand of E-carsharing services.
Price of alternative mobility services, such as public transport and other substitutional offers can affect
positively or negatively the service appeal.

ECONOMIC CASE.

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
identifies critical success factors (CSF),
•
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
•
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

6.1

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC1
CSF

Description

Strategic fit and
business needs
Potential value for
money
Supplier capacity
and capability
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

• Long-term sustainability of the service: E-car-sharing as Housing Service becomes a new alternative for
mobility in Waterkant and the city of Berlin.
• E-car-sharing as Housing Service creates additional value for citizens and car-sharing companies.

6.2

• Scalability of E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The service is replicated by companies in other neighbourhoods.
• Profitability of the service (E-car-sharing as Housing Service is profitable for the service provider).
• Enough demand in the neighbourhood for E-car-sharing as a Housing Service.

LIST OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for E-car-sharing as Housing Service BC in the strategic
case. The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered in terms of scale,
scope and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
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•
•
•
•

Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of services provided, level of coverage
and target end-users.
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
Service delivery alternatives include the potential service providers.
Funding alternatives include potential funding sources for funding the project.

Berlin stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives during the MEISTER meeting that
took place on the 18th of June 2019 in Malaga. The alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives
that need to be further analysed (M), the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
Table 9 – Options assessment of BC1
Dimension

Scale,
scope and
location
Service solution

Service
delivery

Funding

Assessment

Options within each Dimension

R

M

P

E-car-sharing as Housing Service for tenants in the Waterkant neighbourhood (Minimum scope).

☐

☐

☒

E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Waterkant integrated with other E-car-sharing companies (Intermediate scope).
E-car-sharing in various Gewobag’s locations of the city (i.e. Waterkant, city centre, etc.) (Maximum scope).
MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility App and Display (PA and P3B).

☐

☒

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

Third-party car-sharing app from a private operator (Integrated in MEISTER products).

☐

☒

☐

Third-party provides E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Waterkant neighbourhood.

☒

☐

☐

Gewobag contracts a third-party Car-sharing Operator and platform service provider to provide
the E-car-sharing service.
Gewobag does not hire the carsharing operator but rents its parking and charging infrastructure
to the latter.
Funding from MEISTER project (software).

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

Funding from Gewobag.

☐

☒

☐

Public funding from Berlin City Council.

☐

☒

☐

Funding from private companies.

☒

☐

☐

Funds from public entities. (i.e. Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe BVG, Berlin Transport Company)

☐

☒

☐

When combined, the preferred and possible alternatives give rise to three feasible options to be further
studied (Minimum option, Intermediate option and Maximum option).
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of Gewobag managers involved. The summary
table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and the degree
to which each option meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key service requirements, as
well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration; yellow implies
the factors are partially met; and green denotes the option fully meets the criteria analysed.
Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC1
Status Quo

Minimum Option

Intermediate Option

Maximum Option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partially

Partially

Does it meet the investment objectives?
Pushing electric and
sustainable mobility

No

Reducing combustion
cars

No
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Status Quo
Reducing the number of
parking spaces in
housing areas

Minimum Option

Intermediate Option

Maximum Option

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Partially

Partially

No

Partially

Partially

Partially

No

Yes

Partially

Partially

• Own services.
• Access to usage
data.
• Easy adaptions (tariffs, branding)
• Gradual strategic
alignment can improve the offer to
tenants.
• Tendering process
• Significant initial investment and commercial risk borne
by Gewobag in the
long-term.
• Capacities outside
core-business are
required.

• Intensified competition increases consumer choice.
• Expenses and risk
borne are not significant in the
short-term.

• Scaling-up of business to other Gewobag housing districts.
• Housing and mobility are offered as a
unique integrated
service.

• Complex integration in MEISTER
products.
• Complex stakeholder management.
• Tenants perceive
the mobility service
as a third-party
one, and not as Gewobag exclusive
service.
• Significant economic risk for carsharing operators.
• Impossibility to leverage car-sharing as
a new business
niche.
• No adaptations on
mobility offer are
possible.

• Significant capacities outside corebusiness are required.
• The risk is borne by
Gewobag in the
long-term.

No

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?
Strategic fit and business
needs
Potential value for
money
Supplier capacity and capability
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
Advantages

• E-carsharing is not
offered by a third
party

Disadvantages

• E-carsharing is not
available for tenants.

6.3

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on both assessments presented, Berlin stakeholders selected the minimum scope option as the preferred way forward and assessed the intermediate scope and the maximum scope as possible options. Following the options for further examination are described:
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•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. In this BC, the Status quo is not a realistic option as E-car-sharing as Housing
Service is an innovative service so it will be the first time that it will be deployed in the city of Berlin by a
municipal housing company.
•
Minimum scope option (Preferred way forward):
The minimum-scope option is assessed as the preferred alternative for BC1. Within this option, Gewobag will
manage the E-car-sharing as Housing Service and for the time-period of MEISTER project, the service will be
provided to Waterkant tenants which will be able to book car-sharing EVs by minutes, hours or days. At first,
Gewobag will offer up to four e-car-sharing vehicles. Gewobag will also invest in the installation and
operation of the charging infrastructure in the Waterkant underground parking for the e-car-sharing vehicles
(scale, scope and location). Gewobag will contract a third-party car-sharing operator and platform service
provider that will provide the fleet of EVs and the booking platform (white label service). Gewobag will
develop its own car-sharing brand and create its own tariff system. The car-sharing operator will manage the
fleet of vehicles, the booking and invoicing, the verification of driver’s license, and the customer service
(24/7) (service delivery). The entire e-car-sharing process will be mapped within the MEISTER Neighbourhood
Mobility App and Display by integrating the Mobility Service operator’s backend. A CPO will be in charge of
operating the charging infrastructure installed by Gewobag (service solution). MEISTER project funding will
cover the development and implementation of the Neighbourhood Mobility app and display and Gewobag
will cover the costs of the e-car-sharing service provider (funding).
•
Intermediate scope option (Possible):
This option represents the intermediate scope of service and change. It consists of integrating information
from the e-car-sharing providers that operate in the city of Berlin and also in Waterkant into E-car-sharing as
Housing Service provided by Gewobag (scale, scope and location and service delivery). The relationship
between Gewobag and the e-carsharing operators will revolve around the provision of parking and charging
infrastructure to the latter through a rental agreement for the use of the said (service delivery). Tenants will
be able to inform themselves and, as far as possible, book car-sharing vehicles from multiple providers via
MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility app. The availability of E-carsharing as a housing service as well as further
shared offers can be seen on the Mobility Display (service solution). Funding for the integration of information
from Waterkant Neighbourhood platform with other car-sharing operators’ platforms will be analysed from
different sources (i.e. Berlin City Council, Berlin transport company and private companies) (funding).
•
Maximum scope option (Possible):
This option represents the maximum scope of service and change. This option consists of extending E-carsharing as Housing Service to other Gewobag’s housing areas in the city centre and other Berlin
neighbourhoods outside Waterkant. A fleet of 50 EVs will be parked in semi-public and private spots in the
selected neighbourhoods (scale, scope and location and service delivery). MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility
app and Neighbourhood Mobility Display will be implemented for citizens to register, book and pay for the
e-car-sharing service throughout the city (service solution). Funding for extending e-car-sharing as Housing
Service to other Gewobag’s housing areas will be analysed from different sources (i.e. Berlin City Council,
Berlin transport company and private companies) (funding).

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

Main business risks, service risks and other external risks are considered drawing on the results
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•
•
•

of the SOBC presented in table ‘Risks of BC1’, while new risks not considered before have been
added, such as “design risks”, “building risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5 (1 low – 5 high), depending on its impact and
probability of happening with regard to each option.
A final risk score has been calculated.
An initial assumption is that there is no substitutional offer so far (Status Quo), which underpins
the impossibility and lack of need of quantifying Status Quo risks.

The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix
Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Intermediate
Maximum
Minimum Scope
Scope
Scope

Risk

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

Design
Building
Funding
Operational
High commercial risk for car-sharing provider as operational costs
can lead to current losses
Gewobag changes its concept and the e-car-sharing service is no
longer available at the neighbourhood
Insufficient demand: E-car-sharing service not used by tenants.
E-car-sharing provider not interested in deploying service in
demonstration site
The parking facility is not ready in demonstration site
The advertisement for the E-car-sharing as Housing Service in
demonstration site is too late among tenants.

1
1
1
1

1
3
5
5

1
2
2
2

1
3
5
5

1
4
4
3

1
4
5
5

1

1

5

4

1

1

1

5

3

5

3

5

4

2

2

1

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

1

5

2

5

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

Delay in building neighbourhood
Lack of charging infrastructure for EVs in neighbourhood.
National and European regulation on EVs
High competition of other mobility services (scooters, bikes, etc.).
Total Risk Score
Rank

1
2
1
1

5
5
1
3

1
3
1
1

5
5
1
3

1
5
1
1

5
5
1
4

6.5

102
1

148
2

163
3

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study. The purpose of the analysis is to identify which
of the short-listed options provides the greater Value for Money, that is, presents greater benefits for the
least cost.
Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and
figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by Gewobag. An initial assumption is that the
appraisal period is 10 years. It is also important to note Gewobag frames BC1 new service within its housing
service strategy and it also takes a very conservative approach regarding the end-users reception of ‘Ecarsharing as a Housing Service’.
The discount rate applied in the economic analysis reflects the social view on how future benefits and costs
should be valued against present ones. According to Annex III to the Implementing Regulation on application
form and CBA methodology (Cost and benefit analysis), for the programming period 2014-2020 the European
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Commission recommends that for the social discount rate 3 % is used for major projects in Member States
other than Cohesion countries.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for each shortlisted option. A
minus sign in the last row denotes a Net Present Value, rather than a Net Present Cost.
The Total Project Cost and the Total Net Present Cost show better results under the Intermediate Scope
option. The Status Quo, used as a counterfactual, also reveals positive results. However, it is not a feasible
option because it does not foster the key underlying objective Gewobag within MEISTER, which is promoting
the widespread use of e-mobility by setting up a new service. The Minimum scope (Preferred option) and the
Maximum Scope show a Net Present Cost instead of a Net Present Value over the appraisal period, owing to
the conservative perspective in the revenue calculations.
Table 12 - Cost Analysis of shortlisted options in BC1
Cost analysis
Quantifiable costs
Cost items

Status quo

Capital cost

-

Revenue cost
Vehicle renting

Minimum scope (preferred option)

-

Charge Point Operation
Energy consumption
Employees
Parking lots (opportunity
costs)
Total project cost
Net Present Cost

-36.595,98 €

Intermediate scope

Maximum scope

75.300,00 €

8.800,00 €

176.500,00 €

499.259,82 €
392.381,00 €

16.500,00 €
-€

6.240.747,70 €
4.904.762,50 €

16.500,00 €
24.378,82 €

16.500,00 €
-€

206.250,00 €
304.735,20 €

66.000,00 €

-€

825.000,00 €

42.240,00 €

-€

528.000,00 €

616.799,82 €
214.343,53 €

25.300,00 €
-23.764,51 €

6.945.247,70 €
1.914.544,12 €

The main quantifiable non-cash benefit expected to originate from BC1 has been defined as the reduction in
CO2 emissions, which is proportional to the amount of EVs projected to be used for the ‘E-carsharing as a
Housing Service’ in each option.
Table 13 - Benefits Analysis of shortlisted options in BC1
Benefits analysis
Quantifiable benefits (€)
Minimum scope (preferred option)

Cost items

Status quo

Intermediate scope

Maximum scope

Reduction in CO2 emissions

None

1.689,60€

1.689,60€

21.120,00€

Total

None

1.689,60€

1.689,60€

21.120,00€

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in each option is analysed and presented.
Table 14- Cost and Benefits annualisation for shortlisted options in BC1
Status Quo
Year

Costs

Benefits +
Revenues

Cost and Benefit analysis (annualised) (€)
Minimum scope (preferred
Intermedium scope
option)
Benefits +
Benefits +
Costs
Costs
Revenues
Revenues

Maximum scope
Costs

Benefits +
Revenues

0

-

3.840,00

124.527,26

12.673,60

-

3.993,60

791.840,70

158.420,00

1

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

15.593,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

194.920,00

2

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

18.513,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

231.420,00
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3

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

23.513,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

293.920,00

4

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

29.353,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

366.920,00

5

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

35.193,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

439.920,00

6

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

41.033,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

512.920,00

7

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

46.873,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

585.920,00

8

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

52.713,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

658.920,00

9

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

58.553,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

731.920,00

10

-

3.840,00

49.227,26

64.393,60

-

3.993,60

615.340,70

804.920,00

Net
cost

-42.240,00

NPC

-36.595,98 (NPV)

6.6

218.390,22

-27.429,60

214.343,53

- 23.764,51 (NPV)

1.965.127,70
1.914.544,12

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Once all costs, benefits and risks have been assessed and quantified, when possible, the preferred option has
been selected. The table below summarises the key outcomes of the cost, benefits and risk appraisals of the
shortlisted options.
Table 15 - Economic Analysis Results
Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal (CBA)

Qualitative benefits appraisal

Risk Appraisal (Rank)

Status Quo

Minimum scope

Intermediate
Scope

Maximum Scope

Result

Result

Result

Result

NPV 36.595,98
Meets:
 0/3 Investment
objectives
 0/5 CSF.
Advantages do
not outweigh disadvantages.
N/A

NPC -214.343,53
 Meets:
 3/3Investment
Objectives.
 4/5 CSF.
Advantages outweigh disadvantages.
1

NPV 23.764,51
Meets:
 2/3 Investment
objectives
 3/5 CSF
Advantages partially outweigh
disadvantages.
2

NPC -1.914.544,12
Meets:
 2/3 Investment
objectives
 1/5 CSF.
Advantages outweigh disadvantages.
3

The Minimum scope option emerges as the preferred option because it has:
 The lowest NPC, although it does not have the highest NPV, which corresponds to the Intermediate
option.
 The most significant intangible benefits (meets all investment objectives and most of CSF, as well as
its advantages clearly outweigh its disadvantages). On the other hand, the Intermediate option only
meets 3 out of 5 CSF and ‘potential achievability’ has emerged as one of the unmet factors.
 The lowest risk level
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial case fully outlines the deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic
case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services required for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for
implementing the E-car-sharing as Housing Service in Berlin was defined and assessed. Furthermore, a
preferred way forward for implementing BC1 was confirmed by Gewobag housing company and Senate
Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection Berlin (SenMUVK).
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC1 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the full participation of Berlin stakeholders. The commercial strategy
details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to the point the current
status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
In this Full Business Case phase all private sector bids are identified and described and VFM assessment of
the procurement options is elaborated, considering the results of the pilot demonstration.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
‘E-carsharing as a Housing Service’ is an e-mobility innovation project, where some procurement activities
are funded under the MEISTER project within H2020 framework. Most of the commercial activities within
‘E-carsharing as a Housing Service’, however, are also funded with own private capital resources. Moreover,
options for transforming BC1 into a profitable revenue-funded business model, are fully outlined in the
present Full Business Case.
Gewobag’s approach to the market will primarily rely on private contracting arrangements. The commercial
offers’ evaluation model will be guided by several key factors:
•
•
•
•

Getting useful feedback from the market. Including transparency that requirements for BC1
implementation and the development of other MEISTER products can be met entirely.
Ensuring an efficient use of time and resources.
Properly assessing financial and non-financial characteristics of the deals mapped within BC1
for an appropriate supplier and agreement selection.
Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC1 to the best attainable
quality for the lowest cost.
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7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC1, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.

7.2.1 Key contractual agreements and payment and charging mechanisms
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BC1 in the short, but also longterm, has been conducted in OBC. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant both for the first piloting
phase within the MEISTER project, as well as for the subsequent potential full roll-out.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required for BC1 (object of the
contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) used. Suppliers have also been
identified (provider) and the timescales have been updated according to the final schedule, of the
demonstration pilots). Moreover, funding sources for each contract have been described.
Finally, the payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been fully outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made
for the goods and services to be procured by the key organisations (Gewobag) for the delivery of BC1. The
anticipated charging mechanisms, on its part, shape the regime (fees, tariffs, etc.) established for charging
end-users of BC1 for the reception of services delivered under this framework.
In each contract, the specific payment structure will depend on the contractual relationship between the
parties, as well as on the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of
the agreement. Contracts with end-users and related charging mechanisms, that is, user fees creating
revenue streams in BC1, are also set forth at the end of the table. However, expenses and revenue streams
resulting from these contractual relationships will be dealt with in more detail in the Financial Case.
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements
#C

Contracting
part

C1

Gewobag

C2

Gewobag /
General
Contractor

C3

Gewobag

Object of the contract

Provider

EVs for carsharing, including
maintenance as well as insurances.

Carsharing provider: Mobileeee

CP installation

CPs provider: Chargepoint

CP operation

CPO: Chargepoint /Allego

Type of agreement

Selection
through procurement.
Private contract.

Selection
through procurement. Private contract.
Selection
through procurement. Private contract.

Timescale

05/2020open

Estimated
cost

35.671€
(annual)

03/2020

8.400€

Initially
05/202005/2021

To be determined

C4

Gewobag

Set up platform provider & branding, maintenance of software

Shared-mobility platform provider: Mobileeee (MOQO)

Private contract

02/2020 –
open

5.000€

C5

Gewobag

Provision of parking spots for Mobileeee (linked to C1)

Gewobag

In-House

Initially
05/202005/2021

~4.000€

C6

Gewobag/VMZ

Integration in neighbourhood mobility app and display

Interfaces providers:
Mobileeee, MOQO and
ChargePoint

MEISTER
agreement
/private contract

12/2019 –
05/2020
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~ 1.500€

Payment mechanism
Gewobag rents cars with
included carsharing services for a long-term period.
Carsharing provider pays
Gewobag for the
amount of energy consumed.
There is a kick-back revenue (50%) if total revenue exceeds monthly
costs.
Gewobag’ payment is
linked to the final provision of the CPs.
Gewobag pays Up front
free for operation of CPs
for a certain time frame.
Gewobag pays a
monthly fee for the platform and software
maintenance services
and a one-time fee for
the branding services.
Gewobag provides parking spots for free to the
carsharing operator.
Gewobag pays a onetime fee.

Funding
source

Gewobag

Gewobag

Gewobag

Gewobag

Gewobag

MEISTER
budget
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C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

Gewobag

Gewobag

Revision of the parking space ordinance
Brand development

Provider: Gewobag /
BBH
Gewobag /
Marketing agency: Jens
Hagendorf Brand Strategy

Gewobag

Marketing

Provider: Gewobag / to
be determined

Gewobag

tuning of vehicles and charging infrastructure

Provider: Gewobag / to
be determined

Energy supply

Energy Provider: to be
determined

Gewobag

In-House

In-House
In-House / procurement .
To be determined.
In-House / procurement .
To be determined
Private contract

until
12/2019

~ 5.000€

until 4/2019

30.000 –
40.000€

N/A
Gewobag payment is
linked to the adequate
provision of services
over the contract term.

Gewobag

Gewobag

To be determined
01/2020 –
03/2020
Start of
demonstration phase
Initially
05/202005/2021

~ 25.000€

Gewobag
N/A

500€

-

Geowobag
Gewobag pays for the
energy needed to operate the charging infrastructure (in kWh).

Gewobag

Contracts with end-users and charging mechanisms
Contracting part
Tenants

Service
Usage of Carsharing services
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Provider

Charging mechanism

Carsharing operator

Usage (time-based tariff). Energy costs are also included.
Each user pays individual usage to carsharing operator.
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7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already described. The following table contains the required attributes for the
services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others. Some contracts have
been broken down into their basic components for specification purposes, while others have been grouped
for practical and assessment purposes due to their close connection.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference
contract

Required outputs/ services
EVs rental

C1

Insurance services
Maintenance and cleaning
services

C2-C3

Installation and operation
of Charging Points

Platform provision and
software maintenance.

Desirable attributes

Aspirational attributes

• All-season tires, climate control and parking assistance.
• All included under the same EV’s rental contract.
• Comprehensive coverage, medical payments
and personal injury protection.
• All included in the same EVs’ rental contract.
• Full maintenance services.
• Cleaning service
• Installation at the convenient time and place.
• 11 kW per charging point.
• Technical maintenance of charging points
• Service hotline in case of malfunctioning
• Solid connection of hardware and software
• Full software maintenance.
• Service hotline in case of malfunctioning

• Low user contribution in
the event of damage
• Renewal of cars after a certain time
• Insurance in case of damages

• The platform supports the
inclusion of electric vehicles other than cars

C4
Branding
C5

Provision of parking spots

New Gewobag-Brand for cars, booking platform
and marketing brochures to advertise E-Carsharing
as a housing service
• 4 parking spots.
• Access to usage data

Booking services
C6

C8

Billing and payment services
Legal assessment of local
parking regulation
Brand development

C9

Marketing services

C10

Tuning

C11

Energy supply for the
charging infrastructure

C7

• Access to usage data

-

• Open interface for integration into mobility app, display and storage platform
-

• Legal approach tailored to e-mobility.

-

•
•
•
•

-

Development of name, logo, claim
Flyer development and production
On site information activities
Tuning of EVs taking as a basis the MEISTER logo
and EU logo requirements.
• Power supply without interruptions.
• Power from 100% green energy source

-

7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The commercial implementation timescale for BC1 is the final approach to the market over the duration of
the first piloting phase of BC1. Therefore, the contract duration specified is mostly aligned with the duration
of the piloting activities, although they can last longer, be extended or renewed for the final rollout. For
obvious reasons, no in-house provided services and goods have been included.
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Given the fact the full roll-out of BC1 is distant in time and depends on the results of the MEISTER pilot phase,
the need to further detail the procurement timescales in the long run, will be assessed in the Full Business
Case Stage.
Table 18 - Indicative procurement timeline
Procurement Milestone
Screening phase
Commercial Plan outlined.
Scoping of goods and services requirements.
Pre-procurement market sounding.

Description

Final date/period

Key features delineated.
Internal discussions with MEISTER partners for the specification of IT-requirements, data protection, branding and communication.
Identification of different suppliers and first proactive steps
towards their attraction.

3Q 2019
3Q 2019

Definition of main characteristics of the contractual agreements.
Engagement with stakeholders, including key suppliers (i.e.
holding interviews with different car-sharing operators).

3Q 2019

3Q 2019

Pre-contractual phase
Key contractual arrangements.
Pre-procurement market engagement.

3Q 2019

Evaluation.
Contract negotiation.
Contractual phase: contract signing
EVs for carsharing + maintenance+
insurance (#C1)

Assessment of commercial deals and terms.
Discussion of contract terms.
Contract period covers 06/2020 – open.

2Q 2020

Charging Points installation. (#C2)
Charging Points operation. (#C3)
Set up platform provider & branding,
maintenance of software. (#C4)

Contract period covers 06/2020.
Contract period covers 06/2020 to 09/2021.
Contract period covers 02/2020-open.

1Q 2020
2Q 2020
1Q 2020

Integration in neighbourhood mobility app and display. (#C6)

Contract period covers 12/2019 – 06/2020

2Q 2020

Brand development. (#C8)
Energy supply (#C11)

Contract period covers 11/2019 – 06/2020
Contract period covers 09/2020-09/2021

1Q 2020
2Q 2020
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7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC1 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC1 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between Gewobag, as the promoter
organisation, and other providers. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk borne by each party.
Table 19 - Risk allocation for BC1
Potential allocation of risk
Risk Category

Reason

Private
(Gewobag)

Private
(other
partners)

Business risk

100%

0%

• Gewobag is BC1 main promoter.

Design

100%

0%

• Business design is a sole responsibility within Gewobag.

Equipment
installation

50%

50%

Implementation

70%

30%

Shared

√

• Heavy reliability upon delivery commitments and services of
needed partners (CPO).

√

• Gewobag: Implementation taking place on Gewobag’s property.
• Private other: heavy reliability upon delivery commitments of
needed partners (CPO, MSP).

√

• Gewobag: Monitoring and feedback to service providers in order to improve service levels.
• Private other: A lot of the quality service level will be outsourced to the corresponding service providers.

Availability and
Performance

20%

80%

Operational

0%

100%

• The operative part is outsourced by Gewobag to a third party.

20%

• Gewobag: not properly addressing potential users is a revenue risk.
• Private other: development of other competitor mobility services.

Revenue

80%

√

Termination

100%

0%

• Once implemented, it will be Gewobag’s responsibility to
make the service thrive.
• External service providers need to be existent and reliable
throughout the project timeline.

Technology and
Obsolescence

100%

0%

• Main risk with Gewobag, who will make the decisions about
used technology.

Financing

100%

0%

• The carsharing will solely be financed by Gewobag.

Legislative

-

-

-

• No real risk expected

50%

50%

√

• Residual value risk for infrastructure is with Gewobag.
• Residual value risk for the cars is with Carsharing operator or
Mobility Service Provider.

Residual value
risks

After the pilot demonstration this allocation risk has been confirmed by the promotor of the Business Case,
Gewobag.

7.4

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

Contract and relationship management is being performed by Gewobag, as well as the supplier’s
performance review.


There will be an extension of the contracts by one year after MEISTER Project for #C1 (EVs for
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carsharing, including maintenance and insurances), #C3 (Charging Points operation), #C6 (Provision
of parking spots) and #C11 (Energy supply), if the overall results of BC1 are successfully validated in
the Full Business Case stage.
On the other hand, Procurement of new goods and services not currently needed or provided in
house or by partners within MEISTER framework will be studied. Software maintenance and update
of the neighbourhood mobility app and the display outside MEISTER framework will have to be
performed by an organisation chosen for this purpose, under a specific contractual agreement to be
determined, should the overall results of BC1 be validated in the Full Business Case stage.

7.5

VFM ASSESSMENT OF PROCUREMENT OPTIONS.
Table 20: VFM Assessment of Procurement Options

Reference
contract

Private Sector Bids
BID 1 (selected): Mobileeee
BID 2:OPLY

C1

BID 3: Cambio
C2-C3

BID 1 (selected): ChargePoint
BID 1 (Mobileeee):
BID 2:OPLY and Cambio
BID 1 (selected): Gewobag
BID 1 selected): MOQO
BID 1 (selected): BBH
BID 1 (selected): Jens Hagendorf
BID 1 (selected): internal resources
BID 1 (selected): own resources
BID 1 (selected): GASAG

C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11

7.6

Comparative VFM
Best monthly provision price for electric vehicles
Higher monthly provision costs fpr vehicles and services, no white label option
Higher monthly provision costs for vehicles and services, no option of
revenue sharing
Selection process did not happen within MEISTER
White-label solution enabled own branding “SpreeAuto”
Only co-branding option and other qualitative aspects
was given to the project for free
Best price
special expertise
special expertise
Text
Best price & 100% green energy

FULL DETAILED OUTPUTS SPECIFICATION.

The purpose of this section is to fully detail the output specifications of the procurement activities drawing
on the key contractual agreements already described in chapter 7.2.2. The following table contains the
required outputs/services in compare with the final output. Some contracts have been broken down into
their basic components for specification purposes, while others have been grouped for practical and
assessment purposes due to their close connection.
Table 21: Full detailed outputs specification
Reference
contract
C1

Required
outputs/
services
EVs
rental

Desirable attributes

• All-season tires, climate control and parking
assistance.
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Full detailed output specification

Vehicles are handed over with the following standard
equipment: All-Seasons tires, climate control, parking assistance, warning triangle, safety vests, first aid kit, navifation system, charging cable
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Reference
contract

Required
outputs/
services
Insurance
services

Desirable attributes

• All included under the same EV’s rental contract.
• Comprehensive coverage, medical payments
and personal injury protection.
• All included in the same EVs’ rental contract.
• Full maintenance services.
• Cleaning service

Maintenance
and
cleaning services

C2C3

C4

Installation
and operation
of
Charging
Points
Platform
provision
and
software
maintenance.
Branding

C5

C6

C7

Provision of
parking
spots
Booking services
Billing
and
payment
services
Legal
assessment of
local

•
•
•
•

Installation at the convenient time and place.
11 kW per charging point.
Technical maintenance of charging points
Service hotline in case of malfunctioning

• Solid connection of hardware and software
• Full software maintenance.
• Service hotline in case of malfunctioning

Full detailed output specification

Each vehicle is comprehensively insured by the provider
with comprehensive insurance as well as motor vehicle
liability insurance
Minimum maintenance and cleaning service every 14
days:
-interior and exterior cleaning.
-checking the tires for pressure and damage
- checking the bodywork, windows, mirrors and gauges
for damage
- checking of technical functionality inside the vehicle
such as radio, 12V socket, etc.
- completeness check of glove box (e.g. for presence of
manual, parking cards, etc.)
- Check completeness of parking disc, ice scraper, highvisibility vest, first-aid kit
• 11 kW per charging point.
• Technical maintenance of charging points
• Service hotline in case of malfunctioning

• Landingpage www.spreeauto.berlin
• App for Andriod and iOS
• Service Hotline

New Gewobag-Brand for cars, booking platform
and marketing brochures to advertise E-Carsharing as a housing service
• 4 parking spots.

Name, logo, claim, CI-Concept, Branding Guideline

• Access to usage data

Access to booking plattform

• Access to usage data

Access to booking plattform

• Legal approach tailored to e-mobility.

Contract for usage within demonstration phase
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Reference
contract

C8

C9

8

Required
outputs/
services
parking
regulation
Brand
development
Marketing
services

C10

Tuning

C11

Energy
supply
for the
charging infrastructur
e

Desirable attributes

• Development of name, logo, claim

Full detailed output specification

Name, logo, claim, CI-Concept, Branding Guideline

• Flyer development and production
• On site information activities
• Tuning of EVs taking as a basis the MEISTER
logo and EU logo requirements.
• Power supply without interruptions.
• Power from 100% green energy source

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable considering potential funding sources for
Gewobag to deploy E-car-sharing as Housing Service BC was defined.
In the OBC stage, the Financial Case studies the delivery of the BC within the available or potential capital
resources. The purpose is to address the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential funding
sources, and to this end, the detailed financial implications of the said option are described.
For BC1 financial forecasting, an appraisal period of 10 financial years has been selected by relevant Gewobag
managers.
It is important to note that Gewobag frames ‘E-carsharing as a Housing Service’ within its housing marketing
strategy and it a risky pricing strategy has been defined.
Given the uncertainty about the potential demand, for modelling purposes, an initial assumption is that the
first year, the EVs will be used only 4% of the available time (1 reservation/day = 1 hour/day). From the first
year onwards, the estimated use increases by one daily reservation each year, reaching 10 daily reservations
in the tenth year.

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires a fully updated capital and operational expenditure of around 600.000€ over
11 years.
The funding for the project will be made up from three main sources:


MEISTER funding, mainly for the App development for BC1, which is to further detailed.
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Revenues obtained from the ‘E-carsharing as a Housing Service’, which are expected to make the
service self-sustaining at some point in time. First year are the revenue obtained from the
demonstration pilot.
Gewobag’s own budget, which will fund the capital and revenue needs not covered by the abovementioned sources, in the medium and long-term.

The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 11-year modelled period. According to the model, the capital needs projected will need to be
covered by Gewobag’s own budget at least until the 7th year of operation.
Table 22 - Capital requirements for BC1

Preferred option:
Total

Capital and funding requirement
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

102.176,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

27.276,00 €

13.112,00 € 14.302,00 €

20.142,00 €

25.982,00 €

31.822,00 €

37.662,00 €

43.502,00 €

49.342,00 €

55.182,00 €

61.022,00 €

66.862,00 €

89.064,00 € 12.974,00 €

7.134,00 €

1.294,00 €

-€

-€

-€

-€

-€

-€

-€

*Funded by:
Existing funds
(own)
Additional funds
(MEISTER)
Additional funds
(grants)
Revenue
Total funding
requirements

8.2

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
The delivery of ‘E-car-sharing as Housing Service’ (BC1) will entail the introduction of a price tariff which is to
be defined, but will likely be as follows: a fee of € 4/hour including a maximum of 10km, and 0.19 euros for
each additional Km.
This tariff has been set with the aim to offer a price competitive service to the tenants, which is also able to
foster e-mobility. The pricing model has been based on similar mobility offers already existing in Germany
for similar stationary car sharing services, as well as rental cars.
Nonetheless, there will be no effect on other prices charged by Gewobag for services different from those
introduced by BC1.

8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Potential impact on the balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account has been assessed as
follows:
 Implementation of BC1 ‘E-car-sharing as Housing Service’ will result in an increase of fixed assets
(charging infrastructure) for Gewobag.
 An increase in Gewobag’s liabilities is also expected.
 Revenues from BC1 services will lead to an increase in working capital throughout the demonstration
phase.
All in all, no major negative impacts on the balance sheet are expected and Gewobag managers have not
identified significant issues nor risks.
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8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply an increase in capital and revenue costs comparing to the existing
arrangements in the Status quo option. The overall costs of BC1 over the appraisal period have been studied
and verified in the demonstration and the annualised spend profile is presented in the table below.
For the first 4 years, the annual cashflow is negative as the expenses are not fully covered from revenues.
Both the annual cashflow and the cumulative cashflow show signs of improvement from the 4th year onwards,
when inflow is expected to exceed outflow. In the long run it is projected ‘E-carsharing as a housing service’
can become partially and even fully self-sustainable.
Table 23 - Cashflow analysis for BC1
Item
Revenue
(inflow)
Cost (outflow)
Annual cash
flow
Cumulative

FY0

FY1

FY2

FY3

Annuali sed cashflow
FY4
FY5

FY6

FY7

FY8

FY9

FY10

Total

13.112,00
-102.176,00

14.302,00
- 27.276,00

20.142,00
- 27.276,00

25.982,00
- 27.276,00

31.822,00
- 27.276,00

37.662,00
-27.276,00

43.502,00
-27.276,00

49.342,00
-27.276,00

55.182,00
-27.276,00

61.022,00
-27.276,00

66.862,00
- 27.276,00

418.932,00
-374.936,00

- 89.064,00
- 89.064,00

- 12.974,00
-102.038,00

- 7.134,00
-109.172,00

- 1.294,00
-110.466,00

4.546,00
-105.920,00

10.386,00
-95.534,00

16.226,00
-79.308,00

22.066,00
-57.242,00

27.906,00
-29.336,00

33.746,00
4.410,00

39.586,00
43.996,00

43.996,00

Regarding the overall affordability of BC1, there is an initial funding gap in capital and operational costs of
the service during the first years of operation. There is a confirmation by Gewobag relevant managers that
costs originating during the first and a half year of operation (demonstration phase), will be covered by the
budget of the organisation. Thus, in the short-term BC1 will be funded without the need to borrow funds.
Contingencies (consistent with the risk analysis conducted) have also been foreseen to ensure there is
sufficient financial cover.
The first year of the appraised period, there is a shortfall of around 89.000€. Moreover, the cumulative
cashflow amounts to approximately +43.000 € at the end of the appraisal period. For the medium and long
term, additional options- including changes in the tariff and fees charged- will be assessed once financial
costs and actual demand of the service are assessed after the MEISTER pilot activities.
All things considered, BC1 financial case shows the preferred option could be affordable in the medium and
long term with a suitable pricing strategy in place.
Gewobag also seems to be able to fund, through different sources, the overall cost of deploying BC1
throughout the analysed period. The organisation’s balance sheet and the income and expenditure account
seem not to be negatively affected and should not undergo any major issue.

9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC1, and at the same time details the arrangements to
ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The Management Case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:



The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
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The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC1.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project has been assessed as high due to the interest of Gewobag housing company in providing their tenants
with the E-car-sharing as Housing Service. Considering existing E-car-sharing providers that could expand
their service into the neighbourhoods selected, the management structure of the project has been further
be defined in the Outline Business Case stage.
In the Outline Business Case stage, a specific workshop to discuss the definition of the Management case
took place in Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the full participation of Berlin cluster. The resulting
Management case describes the basic BC1 management structure and project team. It also deals with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a benefits realisation
plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.
After the pilot demonstration the details of the project management have been verified or updated.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project Management structure established for BC1 is composed by two (2) project appointees, one (1) project
leader, and five (5) project team members. This basic structure also counts on the support provided through
the department for corporate communication.
There is a Project Management Office, a general unit in charge of monitoring and supervising the projects
within the organisation. Periodic status updates of the project progression are also directed to this Office.
Finally, pending decisions are reported to the responsible officer.
The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the described reporting
and governance arrangements for BC1. Key roles and responsibilities within BC1 are also named in the chart

Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC1
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On the other hand, the assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps
in the project structure. Key activities not provided in-house or under the MEISTER project have been
outsourced to external service providers, who hold the following project roles:




Carsharing provider. Mobileeee is the fleet operator, that provides the cars, the car-related services
(insurance, cleaning, maintenance, etc.) and operates on the booking platform (including billing
services) provided by MOQO. Their participation is needed from the beginning to the end of the
demonstration phase.
Charge Point Operator. ChargePoint & Allego hold the role of the charge point operator, as a
technical operator of the charging stations used, including backend and billing services. Their
participation is needed from the beginning to the end of the demonstration phase.

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC1 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 24 - BC1 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes
Gewobag has
developed and
adopted an emobility strategy
(Planning)

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date

e-Mobility strategy with
analysis of customer needs as
well as competencies and
potential within Gewobag was
formulated

Internal resources

• Concept for increasing customer benefit and improving
neighbourhood offers.

03/2018
05/2019

Assessment of market
potential for identified emobility fields of action:
Parking, Charging Sharing

Internal resources
+ external
consultants

• Integration of the topic of emobility into the Group strategy.

03/2018
05/2019

Gewobag joined the
MEISTER-Consortium
(Initiation)

The project proposal in the
Horizon 2020 programme
involves, inter alia, ECarsharing as a housing Service

Internal resources

• The proposal got accepted.

Start of
Meister
Project
09/2018

Market and
Stakeholder analysis
for BC Piloting
(Preparatory work)

Interviews with different
carsharing operators

Internal resources

• Evaluation and calculation of
different options.

10/201803/2019

Clarification of own
requirements for BC1
(Preparatory work)

Evaluation and calculation of
different options; specification
talks to internal stakeholders
for IT-requirements; dataprotection, branding &
communication

Internal resources

• Specifications for internal decision template.

04/201905/2019

Preparation of
decision template for
internal approval
(Preparatory work)

Communication and
engagement once the
preferred option got internally
approved

Internal resources

• Decision template signed by
the CEO and the responsible
officers at Gewobag.

05/2019

Tendering process
(Preparatory work)

Preparation and
implementation of the tender

Internal resources

• Selection of preferred cooperation partner.

07/2020

Coordination of
Internal Stakeholders
[Project Support
Team]

Contract management

Internal resources

• Conclusion of contracts.

09/2019 –
02/2022

Tendering and Installation of
charging points

Internal resources

• Construction and delivery
schedule.

09/2019 –
06/2020
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Stages or outcomes
(Preparatory work)

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date

Demo site preparation

Internal resources

• Construction and delivery
schedule.

09/2019 –
06/2020

Carsharing design and
branding

Internal resources

• Ensure market impact

09/2019 ongoing

Communication concept for
tenants

Internal resources

• User interest in the service has
to be secured despite usage issues posed by COVID-19.

09/2019 –
09/2020

Set up the Backend of charging
infrastructure

Internal resources

• Potential technical issues and
possible delays have to be
monitored.

09/2019 –
04/2020

API-Integration in MEISTERMobility App

Internal resources

• Potential technical issues and
possible delays have to be
monitored.

09/2019 –
09/2020

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)

• Pre-selection of sites.
• Preparation of communication activities.
• Validation of BC1.
• Pilot review.

Internal
resources.
MEISTER partners
resources.
External
stakeholders’
resources.

• Defined in section ‘Pilot Management’.

09/2020 09/ 2021

Extension of Piloting

Validation of BC1
Further Communication activities

Internal resources

•

09/20219/2022

Evaluation of BC1: actual usage
vs operating costs.

Internal
resources.
MEISTER partners
resources.

Analysis of costs of scaling (if
appropriate)

Internal
resources.
MEISTER partners
resources.

Roadmap to full BC
deployment

Internal resources

Enhanced BC rollout

Internal resources

Coordination of
external Stakeholders
(Preparatory work)

Go-live
(Completion)

9.2

• Appropriate assessment of
overall affordability and potential challenges ahead.
• Effective change management
and internal communication of
results.
• Improvement opportunities
defined and realised.

Mid 2021
-02/2022

Mid 2021
-02/2022
Mid 2021
02/2022
Mid 2021
02/2022

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that having a change management plan is
essential in order to successfully implement and test the Business Model E-carsharing as a Housing service.
Therefore, the present section deals with the potential impact of the changes brought by BC1 itself on the
internal culture, systems and processes of Gewobag, and that have been studied as an integral part of the
project. A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC1 and affecting the promoter’s organisation
has been elaborated.
Table 25 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change
Business impact:

Communicating Change
Internal stakeholders that have to be
involved in the final lessons learnt
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Reinforcing change
How is change going to be supported?
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Understanding change
• BC1 will strengthen the attractiveness
of Gewobag's housing offer and might
open up a new market segment for
the organisation. The dimension of
this impact will depend on the level of
direct involvement, outsourcing and
possible scaling-up of the business
model.
Impact on processes:
• Depending on the dimension of business changes, the current organisational structure might need to be updated, to include a specific team for
the new service offered.
• BC1 results and lessons learnt will
feed into the business strategy of Gewobag and into potential future e-mobility innovation projects.
Impact on staff:
• New structure and processes will
need to be communicated to existing
staff.
• New staff might be needed to cover
new business needs

9.3

Communicating Change
exercise:
• All decision-makers and employees.
• Specifically, those whose position can
be directly related to the new e-mobility service, i.e., Business Development Department, Communication
Department, Energy-related teams.
• Meister Consortium.

•
•

•
•

Reinforcing change
Assessment of functioning of processes.
Long-term success review of integration of innovative e-mobility services
(BC1) within Gewobag’s scope of business action.
Regular reports on usage data.
Implementation of derived corrective
actions.

External stakeholders involved:
• Tenants. As the target users aimed to
provide with an attractive mobility offer.
• E-carsharing company. Engagement is
needed in order to secure availability
of EVs. The carsharing operator will
also cooperate with Gewobag to promote the e-carsharing offer.
How is communication going to take
place?
• Circulating lessons-learnt reports.
Holding general and/or specific meetings. Carsharing will be promoted in
Service-App.
Article in the customer magazine.
Posts on Twitter and Instagram.
Promotion of the E-carsharing offer by
giving out vouchers.
• For the E-carsharing company:
On-Site meeting for information and
registration of tenants in both pilot
sites.
User-Evaluation through Focus-Group
or questionnaire.
Regular evaluation of usage data and
adaption to usage patterns.
• For MEISTER Consortium:
Gewobag will share usage data with
the MEISTER Consortium.

BENEFITS REALISATION

Benefits realisation is closely linked to the KPIs framework defined for BC1 within WP7 by relevant MEISTER
partners. The present section includes an overview of the actual benefit realisation against the planned
realisation.
Considering the definitive KPIs from the pilot demonstration, the benefits realisation Plan is included in the
following table:
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Table 26 – Benefits Realisation plan
Benefits
categories

Welfare

Environmental

Reputational

Mobility

Technological

Economic

Political

Description
• Raise
awareness
and
change citizens’ culture of
having a private vehicle.
• Liberalization of public
space for other uses.
• Improvement of the mobility offer to tenants and citizens in a growing city.
• Reduction of gas emissions
and noise pollution to the
atmosphere.
• Promote the use of nonpolluting
transportation
means as an alternative to
private motorized vehicles.
• Promote the use of energyefficient vehicles.
• The positioning of the City
and the city-run companies
as innovative and sustainable.
• Contribution to the brand
image of the City: attraction
of investments and tourism
due to innovative positioning and commitment to sustainability
• Reduction in the number of
vehicles in circulation.
• Reduction in the number of
parking spaces required.
• Cover the mobility needs of
tenants and citizens.
• Implementation of innovative technology platforms.
• Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructures of
sustainable technologies.
• Creation of wealth in the
city and the companies of
the city.
• Creation of employment
(new business and jobs).
• Reduction of fuel consumption and its costs.
• Contribution to the Smart
City Berlin plan: reinforcement of sharing services
• Contribution to the Climate
Protection plan 2050: addressing the transport sector change.
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Beneficiaries
• Tenants and
other direct users.
• Public transport
services (indirectly).
• Citizens (indirectly).
• Tenants and
other direct users.
• Citizens (indirectly).

Approximate quantification, indicators, and final
values

Reduced dependency on a private car benefitting
neighbourhood tenants who drive less than
10,000km/year, in terms of money savings.

A reduction of the noise caused by fuel cars is expected.
Total elimination of air-pollutant emissions.

• Gewobag
• City administration (indirectly).
E-Carsharing set up a much noticed application
An improved city-brand image is expected to spawn
worldwide attraction.

• City administration.
• Citizens.
• Mobility provider
(carsharing providers)
• Mobility providers
• Citizens

• Business in the
city (indirectly).
• Citizens and employees (indirectly).
• City administration (indirectly).
• City administration (indirectly).

A car-sharing vehicle replaces up to 10 private cars,
according to common estimations. 40 combustions
cars replaced (20 in Falkenberg and 20 in Mariendorf).

Introduction of new technologies for the creation of
innovative Business Models reinforces competition
and improves consumer choice.

Growth of carsharing, together with cycling and
public transport could create additional jobs in the
German service sector.

Bold private support to public policy initiatives creates an enabling environment for more effective
sectoral changes.
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9.4

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC1.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists all risks
identified in earlier steps, as well as new additional risks assessed during the definition of the Outline Business
Cases. The table will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input facilitated by
involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or workshops.
Table 27 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Responsible
organisation

Interdependencies with
other risks

Mitigation measures

-

High commercial risk for
car-sharing provider as
operational costs can lead
to current losses.

• Mobileeee
(Carsharing
operator)
• Public CPO
Allego
(Charge
Point provider)

• Insufficient demand
leads to low revenues
that makes the BM’s
profitability negative.
• Also affected by level
of competition in the
mobility market.

• Negotiations with the carsharing operator.
• Negotiations with charge point operator.

-

Gewobag changes its
concept and the E-carsharing service is no longer
available at the
neighbourhood.

• Gewobag

• Depends on all other
risks.

• Constant review of usage data for timely
decisions about the concept.

-

Insufficient demand: E-carsharing service not used by
tenants.

• Gewobag
• MobileeeeCarsharing
operator

• In addition to higher
operational costs, this
leads to a negative
BM.

• Use marketing and communication activities to booster demand.
• Creation of vouchers to make tenants try
out the offer.
• Not applicable for pilot phase, because
there is already an interested Carsharing
provider.
After MEISTER:
• Improvement of attractiveness and affordability of the BC1.
• Intensification of engagement actions
towards external stakeholders, and especially carsharing providers.
• Change in pilot site (DONE).

Key Risks

-

E-car-sharing provider not
interested in deploying
service in demonstration
site.

• Gewobag

• Depends on the commercial risk borne by
the Carsharing operator.

-

The parking facility is not
ready in demonstration
site.

• Gewobag

• Interrelated with the
delay in building the
neighbourhood

-

The advertisement for the
E-car-sharing as Housing
Service in demonstration
site is too late/too early
among tenants.

• Gewobag
• MobileeeeCarsharing
operator

-

Delay in building
neighbourhood.

• Gewobag
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-

• Affects availability of
parking and/or charging facilities

• Timely marketing activities should be coordinated with the carsharing operator
and branding services provider.
• Adjust the launching of marketing activities depending on the initiation of the pilots.
• Close supervision of construction works.
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New
risk?

Responsible
organisation

Key Risks

• Public CPO
Allego
Charge Point
provider

Lack of charging
infrastructure for EVs in
neighbourhood.

-

National and European
regulation on EVs.

-

• Gewobag

High competition of other
mobility services (scooters,
bikes, etc.).
-

Costs of implementation of
charging points (and
uncertain gains).

√

9.5

Interdependencies with
other risks

Mitigation measures

-

• Close supervision of installation works.

-

• Not considered to be relevant.
• Close and constant follow-up of latest
legislative initiatives.
• Turn to external experts if needed.

• Gewobag
• Public CPO
Allego Carsharing Operator

• Affects the level of
commercial risk borne
and the demand.

• Monitoring of competitor’s offer.
• Timely and appropriate adaption of the
e-mobility service offered for users in order to increase its appeal (pricing strategy, expanding to new areas, etc.).
• Creation of vouchers to make tenants try
out the offer.

• Gewobag

• Linked to operational
cost risk.

• Usage of already existing charging infrastructure.

PILOT MANAGEMENT

BC1 demonstration has as its objectives:


The development and testing of new smart mobility services, and especially the evaluation of their
usage, initially, in the Berlin borough of Waterkant.

Since the beginning of BC1 definition, the following measures have been made for the pilot planning.



Lack of presence of necessary physical set-up contributors in the MEISTER Consortium. As there
was no carsharing operator in the Consortium, nor a provider of charging infrastructure, Gewobag
set-up a tendering process.
Unavailable physical infrastructure in originally planned site (Waterkant). The testing of BC1 (ECarsharing as a Housing Service) can support ongoing housing projects and is dependent on physical
infrastructure that is often not available or used differently as planned. Consequently, the delays in
the construction works and that have led to the unavailability of the key physical infrastructure in
Waterkant have made the promoter organisation to change the pilot site. At the moment of drafting
this OBC, the newly selected pilot sites are two: Falkenberg and Mariendorf. A minimum of 4 EVs will
be deployed during the pilot phase, 1 being deployed in Falkenberg, and 3 in Mariendorf.
Additionally, 1 charging point will be available for each car (min. 11 kW per charging point).

Further information about the pilot demonstration is included in 6.3.
Key stages of the pilot phase of BC1 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 28 - Key stages and arrangements for pilot phase
Key stage

Activities

Resources

(Pre-) Selection of
possible
demonstration-sites

Analysis of customer
needs & requirements for
action

Internal resources
(Business Development)
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Actions planned to
overcome complications
Addressing existing
mobility concepts for the
pre-selected locations.

Approximate
date
done
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Key stage

Activities

Resources

Actions planned to
overcome complications

Approximate
date

Falkenberg: done.
Assessment of
possibilities to install
infrastructure

Internal resources
(Business Development &
Energy)

Mariendorf: public
charging infrastructure
operated by Allego
(ongoing).

05/2020

Falkenberg: done
Assessment of available
parking lots

Branding of the Cars
Preparation of
Branding and
communication
activities

Internal resources (Asset
Management)

Corporate Communication

Mariendorf: Agreement to
use existing charging
infrastructure (including
parking lots) in progress.
Name and Design is ready
to use. First car should be
delivered in March and
will then be used for the
marketing materials.
Test phase for Webpage
and Booking-App

07/2020

04/2020

Branding of the Webpage
and Booking-App

Corporate Communication
& Carsharing operator

Branding Marketing
materials

Corporate Communication

Article in customer
magazine and promotion
in Service-App.

starting
04/2020

Start of pilot phase

Corporate Communication
& Carsharing Provider

Press release.

08/2020

On-Site Event

Carsharing Provider

Pilot phase
(validation of BCs
with pilot users)

Possible adaptions after
test phase.

Tenants should have the
opportunity to register for
the carsharing-offer
directly.

06/2020

Did not happen
)

Gewobag gives out
vouchers.
User activation through
different activities

Project partners of
MEISTER

VMZ integrates offer in
Neighbourhood-Mobility
App.

09/2020

SenUVK and IKEM support
BM through activation
activities.

Regular review of
the usage data
(Pilot Review)

Analyses of usage data (1)

Project partners of
MEISTER

Reporting of results and
adaption of offer and/or
activation methods.

12/2020

Analyses of usage data (2)

Project partners of
MEISTER

Reporting of results and
adaption of offer and/or
activation methods.

06/2020

Analyses of usage data (3)

Project partners of
MEISTER

Reporting of results and
adaption of offer and/or
activation methods.

09/2021
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9.6

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post
demonstration Business Case assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
The Business Case of E-car-sharing as a Housing Service is well- aligned to local policies and priorities in Berlin:
pushing electric and sustainable mobility to manage the climate protection plan, reducing combustion cars
and private car ownership, and reducing the number of parking spaces in housing areas to release more
street space for public usage and hence reduce building costs for parking garages.
The preferred option selected to deliver the E-car-sharing housing service —provides to tenants the booking
of car-sharing EVs by minutes, hours or days— provides the optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks.
This preferred option has been tested in a one year of successfully demonstration that highlights positive
results such as high number of usage, positive environmental effect (see D7.2) and findings of IA
demonstrates that this preferred option has a significant potential to decrease the private car ownership in
urban and suburban neighbourhoods. As a result of the testing, there will be an extension of the the car
sharing service beyond the demonstration phase.
The results of the procurement arrangement for the pilot provides the best value for money and the contracts
include the desirable attributes and requirements for providing the service. Considering the assumptions of
the pilot it seems that the capital needs projected will need to be covered by Gewobag’s own budget at least
until the 4th year of operation. Until then, BC1 can be seen a new mechanism of how to attract sharing
operators to the outskirts and operate “as a housing service” to make a location more accessible and more
attractive.
All things considered, BC1 financial case shows the preferred option could be affordable in the medium and
long term with a suitable pricing strategy in place. However, according to the pilot site leader, the economic
viability of the BC should only be evaluated in at least two years after the end of the demonstration due to
significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The preferred option of the Business Case also has demonstrated that involves key Stakeholders of e-mobility
in Berlin —local government, housing company, a provider of e-mobility services and charge point operators
(CPO)— and that the service can be delivered successfully using available capability and project management
processes.
It seems fair to conclude that BC1 is not reflecting a business model due to its own economic drive. It seems
rather to be an extra service of a housing company in order to provide future-oriented mobility services to
its inhabitants. Due to its project management, it could serve to foster emobility in a city like Berlin as well
as to contribute to achieve climate goals.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IA

Impact Assessment

IOT

Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit
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Acronyms List
SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet in Málaga (BC2) that has been developed, tested
and validated within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented in the pilot
city of Málaga (Spain).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirmation the business
needs and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital
and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and
project management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications and actual
implementation according to the pilots demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case E-car-sharing in
Municipal Fleet in Málaga (BC2). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Málaga (Spain) and provides an overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as the main stakeholders involved in BC2. Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context of E-car-sharing
in Municipal Fleet in Málaga (BC2). Chapter six includes the economic appraisal with the results of the process of selection of the preferred option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit Analysis.
Chapter seven offers a broad commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement options
and the tendering process with the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all the bids. Chapter eight includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost of the investment and
its affordability and long-term impact focuses on BC2. Chapter nine includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the main results of the
FBC report and the best practices and lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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3

E-CAR-SHARING IN MUNICIPAL FLEET IN MALAGA

E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet BC in the city of Malaga will provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility which, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets. The E-carsharing in the Municipal Fleet BC will be developed and tested to enable municipal employees of Malaga City
Council to share the use of the municipal EVs outside the working hours.
This demonstration was launched in the City of Malaga, and it was developed to provide an example of new
sustainable ways of mobility which could turn into in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
The business case has enabled municipal employees of Malaga City Council to share the use of the municipal
EVs outside the working hours.
This part of the strategic case defines the strategic objectives, identifies the current needs, defines the
potential scope and service requirements, identifies the benefits, and identifies the risks.
The overall objective of Malaga City Council is to boost the use of the municipal fleet of EVs among Malaga
municipal employees. The main objectives for the municipality are the following ones:
1. Increase the use of shared EVs among municipal employees and study their behaviour:
- Reduce the use of private vehicles among municipal employees.
- Increase education and awareness of e-mobility among the municipal employees. The implementation of the e-carsharing service aims at changing the mindset and culture of private vehicle users and reduce their reliance on private vehicles.
2. Optimize the use of the municipal EVs: Malaga City Council aims at optimizing the use of the
municipal fleet of EVs by offering e-carsharing service to municipal employees outside working
hours.
3. Analyse the affordability of municipal e-carsharing: Identify a profitable business model for sharing fleets of EVs (cost of the service for the user, maintenance and charging costs, depreciation of
shared EVs, health security measures, etc.).

4

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN MALAGA

Malaga has a broad range of experiences in preceding innovation projects in the field of e-mobility which
contributed to including e-mobility topics in the city’s strategic agenda and create a strong local network of
stakeholders dedicated to promoting innovative and sustainable mobility solutions. These projects include
EU-project Elviten which deployed 40 e-bikes for last-mile delivery and the EU-project, “Zero Emission Mobility to all” (ZEM2ALL) program which introduced the mass testing of EVs and charging infrastructure. Also,
it should be mentioned that e-mobility and sustainable mobility measures are strongly anchored in Malaga’s
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan [3].
One of the main strengths of the city of Malaga is the strong involvement of the public parking corporation
SMASSA in the city´s e-mobility strategies as a central stakeholder to enforce the e-mobility incentives. The
city administration in Malaga and SMASSA identifies the topics of parking and the use of public space as
crucial for the development of e-mobility and citizens’ mobility behaviour. The municipal parking corporation
(SMASSA) has the purpose to solve the parking problems that exist in the city of Malaga, providing a service
of quality to citizenship. Currently, SMASSA operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface and underground).
It offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the city of Malaga. Furthermore, SMASSA manages the SARE area. The SARE area includes the parking spaces that are on the public
road and are regulated with fees. The SARE area has the purpose of limiting the maximum time for parking
in high demand areas.
Malaga City Council and SMASSA parking corporation introduced a set of incentives to foster EVs and their
drivers. Among the privileges and regulatory measures for EVs to foster e-mobility are the following ones:
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•

Tax reduction and entering the restricted area of the historic city centre with EVs.

•

15 on-street parking spots for the exclusive use of BEV (free of fees). These parking spaces are in
large influx areas of the city. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs have free parking in
regulated on-street parking areas of the city (SARE area).

•

Currently, there are 17 parking spots (9 recharging posts) in 9 parking lots, reserved for EVs in
different underground SMASSA parking facilities. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs
can obtain an RFID card to access any off-street SMASSA parking, where they have 45 minutes of
free parking.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main regional and local plans and strategies from the city of Malaga on urban mobility, electric
and sustainable mobility are presented:

Regional plans

Table 1- Regional plans and policies in Malaga
Document

Description

Metropolitan Transportation Plan of the
Malaga Area (2015)

The purpose of the Plan is to establish the bases for a new mobility model with greater participation of sustainable modes to the detriment of the private automobile, a reduction in mobility
that is not necessary through the incorporation of urban policies and a definition of the multimodal transport system for the territorial scope.
The Strategy provides a proposal of regional action to attend jointly and in coordination with the
needs of the territory, and all the selected Motor Projects for sustainable development and improvement of well-being, quality of life and social cohesion of all citizens of Malaga, valuing the
most valid resources and with greater potential with which the province. Regarding sustainable
mobility, this strategy promotes actions for:
• Transformation of the province of Malaga towards a low carbon economy.
• Sustainable urban development in the province of Malaga.
• Sustainable transportation and connectivity.
The Agenda 21 document establishes concrete actions to face the challenge of rationalizing the
use of private vehicles.
The objective of this plan is to improve air quality and pollution level in Malaga and contribute
to reducing the emissions of gaseous particles originated by road traffic, one of the sectors that
pollute the most. Concrete objectives of this plan are to reduce air pollution and preserve air
quality, have better knowledge about the evolution of air quality and integrate objectives to improve air quality and pollution level in other sectoral policies and promote citizen awareness.
The Malaga 2020 Strategy establishes strategic lines to achieve sustainable mobility. The following are the main strategic lines: Promote intramodality to achieve efficient use of different modes
of transport. Promote the use of any means of transport non-polluting as an alternative to the
vehicle private motorized, both in the city and in the metropolitan area. Reach the goal of zero
deceased, zero injured, zero congestion and zero emissions pollutants. Facilitate the incorporation of the electric vehicle as an alternative to the vehicle for the private use of conventional
technology (thermal engines). Encourage the development of an infrastructure of support for
electric mobility, together with the increase in demand for use of electric vehicles. Define a series
of actions that may favour related industrialization activities with the production of the components and necessary infrastructures for the development of electric mobility. Achieve an agile
and orderly urban distribution of merchandise and products
The goals of the ordinance are to encourage the use of more sustainable modes (on foot, by
bicycle) and public transport. Reduce the dependence of private vehicles on intercity journeys.
Reduce the displacements generated by the peri-urban activity centres (industrial parks, technology centres, university campuses, health centres and hospitals).

Malaga Advanced
Territorial Strategy
(2016)

Agenda 21 Malaga
(2015)
Malaga Air Quality
Plan (2017)

Local plans

Malaga strategy 2020
(2017)

Municipal Mobility
Ordinance of Malaga
(2014)
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Document

Description

Malaga Electric Vehicle Mobility Plan
(2017)

This plan describes the importance of promoting the development of charging infrastructures to
integrate the electric vehicle. In Malaga there is an electric charging network, with a total of 35
public charging points (26 fast charging). The Mobility plan defines the benefits provided to EVs
in the City of Malaga: The EVs have the maximum tax reduction, free parking and no time limit
in SARE area, and 45 minutes of free parking in the municipal parking buildings. There are 15
parking spaces of exclusive use for EVs distributed in the city and located at points with a large
influx. Furthermore, EVs can access the restricted area of the historic centre.
In its strategic line for sustainable mobility, there are some initiatives directly engaged with the
MEISTER project, among them:
• New plots for efficient and sustainable logistic in the City Centre and Port.
• Reserve one whole floor at the future new parking in Gigantes street for goods distribution in
the City Centre using EVs.
• The City Council will deploy Charge Points Net on street and new ones CP in off-street semipublic parking facilities.
• New parking slots for EVs and hybrids to get the number of 200 units by the whole city.
• By the end of 2023, the municipal vehicle fleet will be 100% integrated by EV and hybrid vehicles.
In this plan, the City Council of Malaga proposes three lines: Transport Intramodality, Integral
Traffic Management, Parking and Electric Mobility to contribute to Intelligent Mobility.

Malaga Council Government Plan
2019/2023

Malaga Smart: Strategic Plan for Technological Innovation
(2018 – 2022)
Malaga Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan
(SUMP) 2015-2035

4.2

The Malaga SUMP was approved in 2015 and has its horizon in the year 2035. It is a tool for
anticipating urban growth with the objective to promote the use of different modes of transport
to improve travel and strengthen neighbourhoods. Among the most relevant general objectives
of the Plan to achieve the new mobility model urban area, the following stand out: (1) Create
safe and functional spaces for walking. (2) Achieve a high-quality, integrated and competitive
public transport system. (3) Encourage the use of bicycles as a regular mode of transport. (4)
Promote rational use of the private car. (5) Use parking management as a tool to achieve sustainable mobility. (6) Promote intramodality. (7) Make mobility safe as well as developing necessary regulations to achieve all these goals. (8) Achieve an urban distribution of merchandise and
products that are agile and orderly. (9) Get safe mobility. (10) Inform, train and educate on the
principles and strategic lines that are formulated in this Plan.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Malaga.
Table 2– Stakeholders in the city of Malaga
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
Malaga City Council is a public institution with a wealth of experience in European Funding programmes.
Since 1989, it has been coordinating projects and networks with a direct influence on public policies especially related to the Urban Environment.
The following departments of Malaga City Council are directly involved in MEISTER project:
• The Innovation and New Technologies Department is responsible for the deployment of charging infrastructure, deployment of intelligent management systems, digitalization of public services and fostering
renewable generation facilities. Furthermore, it prepares and manages projects for ICT deployment.
Within MEISTER, the innovation department will provide and manage the EV fleet for the E-car sharing
in the municipal fleet (BC1).
• The Urban Environment Observatory (OMAU) of the city of Malaga manages the urban development
projects executed in the municipality. The OMAU deals with the preparation and implementation of the
projects, including tasks such as the communication and dissemination of project results. Furthermore,
OMAU is responsible for managing the Urban Agenda that is the strategic framework for the sustainability of the city. It also deals with the technical implementation of local and transnational projects which
are related to the Agenda. The main tasks include the development and updating of the monitoring tools
linked to the system of indicators which are processed via a Geographic Information System.
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Stakeholders

Description
• The Management of Urbanism Department is responsible for managing, modifying and reviewing the
general planning and urban infrastructure works in the municipality of Malaga as well as the participation of the municipality in European programs.
• The Mobility and Accessibility Department is responsible for the management, regulation and information of traffic and mobility in the city, performing, among others, studies on traffic, mobility and public transport and dissemination of sustainable mobility y in Malaga.

Local entities

• SMASSA is the Municipal Parking Corporation of Malaga. It is 51% owned by Malaga City Council and is
integrated at the Mobility Area of the Malaga Council. It operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface
and underground) and offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the
city of Malaga. SMASSA is currently also responsible for location planning of public charging points as
well as issuing tenders for charging infrastructure implementation phases.
• CIEDES Foundation is the Centre for Strategic Research and Economic and Social Development of the
city of Malaga. It is a private non-profit organization in charge of providing technical advice to the city
of Malaga. CIEDES is responsible for conducting strategic plans, feasibility studies and technical studies
as well as identifying financing sources for the municipality. Furthermore, it represents Malaga City in
national and international networks and cooperation projects.

5

STRATEGIC CASE

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for E-carsharing in the Municipal Fleet BC in the city of Malaga. This part of the strategic case:
•
defines the strategic objectives,
•
identifies the current needs,
•
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
•
identifies the benefits, and
•
identifies the risks.

5.1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of Malaga City Council is to boost the use of the municipal fleet of EVs among Malaga
municipal employees. The main objectives for the municipality are the following ones:
1. Increase the use of shared EVs among municipal employees and study their behaviour:
- Reduce the use of private vehicles among municipal employees.
- Increase education and awareness of e-mobility among the municipal employees. The
implementation of the e-car-sharing service aims at changing the mindset and culture of private
vehicle users and reduce their reliance on private vehicles.
2. Optimize the use of the municipal EVs: Malaga City Council aims at optimizing the use of the
municipal fleet of EVs by offering e-car-sharing service to municipal employees outside working
hours.
3. Analyse the affordability of municipal e-car-sharing: Identify a profitable business model for sharing
fleets of EVs (cost of the service for the user, maintenance and charging costs, depreciation of shared
EVs, etc.).

5.2

CURRENT NEEDS

Malaga City Council aims at setting a basis for a municipal e-car-sharing service that will allow municipal
employees to use a shared fleet of municipal EVs outside their working schedule. E-car-sharing in Municipal
Fleet will provide an example of new sustainable ways of mobility and will contribute to increasing the use
of EVs and reducing fossil fuels in circulation in the City of Malaga. Therefore, the overall needs of the Malaga
City Council for delivering E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet are the following ones.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.3

Optimize the use of the municipal fleet
Integrate technological solutions (app, dashboard) in mobility services
Provide services taking into account cleaning and safety protocols
Increase the use of the municipal EV fleet.
Innovate with new e-mobility carsharing services and mobility as a service concept.
Test new business models.
Foster economic growth and investment attraction in the City of Malaga.
Contribute to the reputation of the City of Malaga.
Raise awareness of the use of sustainable models

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the essential,
desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
Malaga City Council has a fleet of EVs that is currently, used by municipal staff for work purposes during the
public administration working hours (from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.). Within the minimum scope of the BC, the viability
of renting a reduced number of municipal public EVs (starting with four EVs) will be explored. E-car-sharing
service will be available for municipal employees that register in the e-car-sharing app and will be available
outside the public administration working hours. There will be fixed and stationary parking and charging
stations in Tabacalera municipal buildings in which the shared EVs need to be parked when the service is
ended. There will be the same number of EVs as parking and charging stations to make sure that each EV can
be charged and parked every day. Users of the e-car-sharing service will be asked to return the EVs to the
designated parking spots after they use them. In this way, the next municipal servant will find the EV charged
and parked in the designed parking spot. An e-car-sharing app (MEISTER product 3F) will be deployed for
users to register and provide the required information. The app will allow users to book EVs and check the
status and availability of EVs (location, State of charge, available timetable, etc.) and will show a bill for the
e-car-sharing service (although not a real payment will take place). Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and
4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Intermediate scope:
The whole fleet of EVs from the municipality will be included in the e-car-sharing scheme. It will be possible
to specify the availability and requirements for the use of each vehicle (i.e. time window, location in which it
needs to be returned, etc.). At this scope, the car-sharing service will not be for the exclusive use of municipal
employees but for citizens that register in the e-car-sharing app and fulfil the requirements for using e-carsharing service. The EVs integrated into the e-car-sharing service will have fixed parking spots with charging
points in different municipal parking spaces in which the EVs need to be parked and charged when the service
is ended. Within BC, an e-car-sharing app (MEISTER product 3F) will be deployed for users to register, check
EVs conditions (location, specific car, state of charge, available timetable, etc.), book, pay and receive invoices
for the use of EVs. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
The E-car-sharing service will integrate EVs from multiple stakeholders (City Council, private companies,
citizens, etc.). The owners of the EVs will specify the requirements to use the EVs such as available time
window, designed location or parking spot for the EV, etc. The offer and the demand for the EV fleet will be
opened, as any citizen or entity could be the user and/or provider of the EVs integrated into the e-car-sharing
service. The number of parking spots for the EVs will increase accordingly to the number of EVs in the e-car-
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sharing service. Public, as well as private parking spots, will be available within the e-car-sharing scheme. An
e-car-sharing app (MEISTER product 3F) will be deployed for users to register, include new EVs in the e-carsharing service, check EVs conditions, book and pay for the use of EVs. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2
and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
Table 3 – Potential scope and service requirements of BC2
Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

 Fleet: municipal EVs (starting with  Fleet: whole fleet of municipal
 EV fleet from multiple stakehold4).
EVs.
ers (City Council, private companies, owners of EVs, etc.).
 Users: municipal employees.
 Users: registered citizens.
 Users: registered citizens.
 Location: fixed charging and park-  Location: public charging and
ing stations at Tabacalera building.
parking stations for EVs.
 Location: public and private parking spaces with CPs.
 Limited schedule: from 3 p.m. to 8  Limited schedule: from 3 p.m. to 8
a.m. and weekends.
a.m. and weekends.
 Unlimited schedule.
Technology
 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
requirements
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting
legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
Scope

 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient
and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3).
- E-car-sharing app (P3F): The app will be used by Malaga municipal employees to reserve and use EVs belonging to the municipal fleet for periods.
 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet BC could provide to the City of Malaga.
The following table identifies monetary and non-monetary, direct and indirect, as well as qualitative and
quantitative benefits:
Table 4 -Benefits of BC2
Benefits
categories
Welfare

Environmental

Reputational

Description

Beneficiaries

 1.Improvement of the quality of life in the city.
 2.Raise awareness and change the citizens’ culture of having a private vehicle.
• 3.Improvement of the mobility offer in the city.

 1.Public employees/Citizens
(directly/ indirectly)
 2. Citizens (indirectly)
 3. Citizens (indirectly)

 4.Reduction of gas emissions and noise pollution
to the atmosphere.
 5.Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an alternative to motorized vehicles.
• 6.Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.

 4. Citizens (directly)
 5. Public employees (directly)
 6. City administration (directly)

 7.The positioning of the City as innovative and
sustainable.
 8.Promotion of innovation in the City.
• 9.Contribution to the brand image of the City: attraction of investments and tourism due to innovative the positioning and commitment to sustainability

 7.City administration (directly)
 8.City administration/EVs providers (directly)
 9.City administration/services
private companies (directly/indirectly)
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Benefits
categories
Mobility

Technological

Economic

5.5

Beneficiaries

Description

Approximate
quantification

 10.Reduction in the number of fossil-fuel vehicles
in circulation.
 11.Reduction in the number of parking spaces required.
• 12.Foster new sustainable ways of mobility in the
city.

 10. Citizens (directly)
 11. Citizens (indirectly)
 12.Citizens/City administration
(indirectly)

 13.Implementation of innovative technology
platforms.
• 14. Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructure of sustainable technologies.
• 15. Creation of employment (new business and
jobs).
• 16.Reduction of fuel consumption and its costs.

• 13.Private TI companies/public
employees (directly)
• 14.EVs providers (private companies) (indirectly)

Not quantified

• 15.Citizens (indirectly)
• 16.Citizens/Public employees
(indirectly/directly)

Not quantified

Not quantified

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by Malaga stakeholders.
Table 5 – Risks of BC2
Risk categories
Business risks

Service risks

External environmental risks

5.6

Description









Lack of municipal resources (personal and technical) to operate e-car-sharing service.
Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the evolving needs of the city of Malaga.
Lack of legal procedures and viability to install charging points in public spaces due to local regulation.
Lack of parking facilities for shared EVs (CPs not available, spaces for shared EVs not available parking).
Costs of implementation of the service and uncertain gains.
Lack of offer of shared EVs.
Demand lower than expected. Citizens do not use e-car-sharing service.
Private competitors (who might offer free services or lower prices) could decrease the demand for the
public points or vehicles.

 National and European regulation on EVs.
 Technological changes (standardization, adaptation and compatibility of the EVs and charging points).
 High competition of other mobility services (private e-car-sharing company, e-scooters, e-bikes, etc.).

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered, described and managed during the tasks for
the definition of the Outline Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC2
Constraints

Description

Value proposition of the service for
users
Ensure good condition of EV

Uncertainty about the service capacity to fulfil users’ needs and to replace current ways
of transportation.
EV always in proper conditions for use.

Ensure legal coverage and health
and safety conditions
Battery Autonomy

Insurance coverage for users must be provided.

Training

Ensure effective training in the use of App and EV

Enough range to cover users’ needs.
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Dependency of BC2 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
Table 7 - Dependencies of BC2
Dependencies
Ensure efficient battery charging.
Technical maintenance.
Control procedures for the correct
use and proper conditions.
Clear rights and responsibilities’ definition.

6

Description
Define process and responsibilities for battery charging.
Technical maintenance needs to be provided by a third party.
Need for clear and well-established procedures for operational control.
Users need straightforward information of which are their rights and responsibilities.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
identifies critical success factors (CSF),
•
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
•
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

6.1

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC2
CSF
Strategic fit and
business needs

Potential value for
money

Description
 Long-term sustainability of the service: E-car-sharing service as an alternative for mobility in the city.
 Improvement of the mobility services in the city: Citizens consider e-car-sharing service as an added
value to the city and its citizens.
 Contribution to the reputation of the city of Malaga.
 The scheme creates additional value for all the EV fleet owners, offering the possibility to generate income when EVs were not used.

Supplier capacity
and capability

 Scalability of the service: E-car-sharing service is replicated by other organizations and private companies in other neighbourhoods.
 Traditional suppliers of car-sharing services could also participate in the scheme being the owners of
part of the fleet.

Potential affordability

 Optimization of EV public investment.
 The cost of the fleet is shared among different stakeholders (fleet owners) and fleet investments are not
new investments but already planned.
 Reduction of the investment costs for the deployment of the e-car-sharing service (as it is not necessary
to buy a new fleet of EVs).

Potential achievability

 Availability of personnel and resources at the municipality for the deployment of the service.
 Risks are shared among multiple stakeholders.
 The impact on the demand risk is reduced as the market develops from an existing fleet of EVs.

6.2

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet BC in the strategic
case. The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered in terms of scale,
scope and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of service provided, level of coverage and
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•
•
•

target end-users.
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
Service delivery alternatives include potential service providers.
Funding alternatives include the potential funding sources for funding the project.

Malaga stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives during the MEISTER meeting that
took place on the 18th of June 2019 in Malaga. The alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives
that need to be further analysed (M), and the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
Table 9– Options assessment of BC2
Assessment

Dimension

Options within each Dimension

Scale,
scope and
location

Municipal EV fleet with fixed parking and charging spots at the Tabacalera building for municipal
employees (Minimum scope).
Municipal EVs fleet with public parking spaces for e-car-sharing EVs plus alternative parking spaces
in SMASSA facilities for citizens (Intermediate scope).
Integrated service of EVs from multiple organizations such as private companies, City Council and
private EVs owners with private and public parking and charging stations (Maximum scope).
E-car-sharing app (P3F) for registering users, booking and paying + Security guards aiding.

Service solution

Service
delivery

Funding

E-car-sharing app (P3F) for registering users, booking and paying + Code-operated safe box for the
keys.
E-car-sharing app (P3F) for registering users, booking and paying + Adaptation of EV’s technology
and integration with the e-car-sharing app so that EVs can be opened with the app.
SMASSA delivers the e-car-sharing service.

R

M

P

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☒

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☒

A third-party delivers the e-car-sharing service.

☒

☐

☐

MEISTER project funding (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from the Malaga City Council.

☐

☒

☐

Funding from SMASSA.

☒

☐

☐

Funding from a private company.

☒

☐

☐

Public funds from funding entities (FEDER, etc.).

☒

☐

☐

The City Council delivers the e-car-sharing service (Innovation and New Technology department).

When combined, the preferred alternatives presented in the table above give rise to only one feasible option
to be further studied, which corresponds to the Minimum scope option.
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of private managers involved. The summary
table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and the degree
to which the option selected for further study meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key
service requirements, as well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration, yellow implies
the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the aspect analysed.
Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC2
Does it meet the investment objectives?
Increase the use of shared EVs among municipal
employees and study their behaviour
Optimize the use of the municipal EVs
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Minimum Option

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
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Status Quo

Minimum Option

Analyse the affordability of municipal e-car-sharing

No

Yes

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?

No

Yes

Strategic fit and business needs

No

Yes

Potential value for money

No

Yes

Supplier capacity and capability

No

Yes

Potential affordability

No

Yes

Potential achievability

No

Yes

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
Advantages

• Availability of EV during working
hours.

Disadvantages

• Not optimized use of EV. Low capacity
utilization.

6.3

• Foster car sharing solutions. Reduce
number of cars.
• Reduce less efficient and more
polluting ways of transportation.
• Additional benefits for City Council
workers.
• Positive example for other public or
private administrations.
• More public employees than EVs
available.
• Loss making model (any payment is
considered for the employees).
• Difficult to ensure that users bring EV
back
next
day.
Unexpected
circumstances (such as illness) may
reduce availability even for some days.

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on the assessment, Malaga stakeholders recommended the minimum option as the preferred way
forward and rejected the intermediate and maximum scope options. Following the options for further examination in the Outline Business Case (MEISTER Deliverable 2.2) are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and provides a baseline against which the other listed options
should be compared. The status quo option, in this case, is the provision by Malaga City Council of a municipal
fleet of EVs that can be used by municipal employees for work purposes during the working time (from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.). This option is not a realistic option as the objective of the Municipality is to optimize and
widen the use of the municipal EV fleet.
•
Minimum scope option (Preferred way forward):
The minimum option, selected as the preferred way forward, consists of widening the use of the municipal
EVs outside the working time. Municipal employees will be able to use four municipal EVs for personal purposes outside the municipal working time (from 3 p.m. to 8 a.m.). The EVs will have designated and fixed
parking and charging spots at Tabacalera municipal building (scale, scope and location). A municipal e-carsharing app (MEISTER P3F) will be managed by the Innovation and New Technology department from the
Malaga City Council, and will allow for an automatic unblocking of cars booked by users (service solution).
Furthermore, security guards will monitor the use of the EVs at Tabacalera parking facility (service delivery).
Funding for the development of the e-car-sharing app will be covered by MEISTER project and funding for
the operation of the e-car-sharing service (such as maintenance and insurance costs) will be managed by the
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municipality (funding). This option represents a realistic and achievable option as it optimizes the use of the
municipal fleet of EVs and should be further analysed in the Outline Business Case.

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

•
•
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘ Risks of BC2’, and new risks not considered before have been
added, such as “design risks”, “building risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
A final risk score has been calculated.
An initial assumption is that there is no substitutional offer so far (Satus Quo), which underpins
the impossibility and lack of need of quantifying Status Quo risks.

The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix
Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Status Quo
Minimum Scope

Risk
Prob

Score

Prob

Score

Design
Building
Funding

-

-

2
1
2

5
1
3

Operational
Lack of municipal resources (personal and technical) to operate e-car-sharing
service
Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the evolving needs of the city
of Malaga.
Lack of legal procedures and viability to install charging points in public spaces
due to local regulation
Lack of parking facilities for shared EVs (CPs not available, spaces for shared
EVs not available parking).
Costs of implementation of the service and uncertain gains.
Lack of offer of shared EVs.
Demand lower than expected. Citizens do not use e-car-sharing service
Private competitors (who might offer free services or lower prices) could decrease the demand for the public points or vehicles.
National and European regulation on EVs
Technological changes (standardization, adaptation and compatibility of the
EVs and charging points).
High competition of other mobility services (private e-car-sharing company, escooters, e-bikes, etc.).

-

-

2

5

2

5

-

-

1

4

-

-

2

4

-

-

2

4

-

-

1
3
1

4
4
4

3

3

-

-

1

3

2

5

-

-

3

3

Total risk score
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6.5

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study.
this section has been detailed from the OBC stageconsidering the data available from the pilot demonstration
in Malaga
This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with the preferred option (minimum scope).
Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and
figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by the Council of Málaga and the results of
the demonstration.
An initial assumption is that the appraisal period is 10 years.
The discount rate applied in the economic analysis reflects the social view on how future benefits and costs
should be valued against present ones. According to Annex III to the Implementing Regulation on application
form and CBA methodology (Cost and benefit analysis), for the programming period 2014-2020 the European
Commission recommends that for the social discount rate 3 % is used for major projects in Member States
other than Cohesion countries.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for preferred option in comparison
with the status quo. A minus sign in the last row denotes a Net Present Value, rather than a Net Present Cost.
Table 12 - Cost Analysis of minimum scope in BC2

€m
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs
Staff
EVs Insurance
contract
Modification of
EVs maintenance
contract
Charging Point
maintenance and
technical support

Cost analysis
Quantifiable costs
Status quo
58.161,60 €
40.931,00 €
-€

Minimum scope
259.106,85 €
278.678,25 €
91.056,00 €

27.206,00 €

21.492,25 €
57.980,00 €

13.725,00 €

57.980,00 €

App maintenance

-€

36.000,00 €

Electricity Bill
Total project cost
Net Present Cost

-€
99.092,60 €
93.864,65 €

14.170,00 €
537.785,10 €
341.335,04 €

The main quantifiable non-cash benefit expected to originate from BC2 has been defined as the reduction in
CO2 emissions versus the status quo.
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Table 13 - Benefits Analysis of minimum scope in BC2
Cost and benefit analysis
Quantifiable benefits
items

Status quo

Minimum scope

Cost of C02 emmissions mitigated

-

11.530,35

Total

-

11.530,35

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in minimum scope is analysed and presented.

Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Present cost
NPC

6.6

Table 14- Cost and Benefits annualisation for shortlisted options in BC2
Cost and benefit analysis (€)
Status Quo
Minimum scope
Costs
Benefits
Costs
Benefits
35.694,60
717,44
22.851,25
11.846,81
22.851,25
11.846,81
43.621,20
25.183,90
14.216,17
25.183,90
14.216,17
14.540,40
27.516,55
16.585,53
27.516,55
16.585,53
29.849,20
18.954,89
29.849,20
18.954,89
32.181,85
21.324,25
109.177,43
392.536,64
93.864,65
341.335,04

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Based on the assessment of the qualitative benefits and of the risks, the Minimum Scope option has emerged
as the Preferred Option pending the result of the full Cost and Benefit Analysis, which will be presented in
D.2.3. Full Business Cases.
Rationale behind this selection is based on:
 Significant intangible or qualitative benefits.
 A very low risk level.
The table below summarises the key outcomes of the benefits (quantifiable and also qualitative: Critical
Success Factors and Advantages) and risk appraisals of the shortlisted options.
Status Quo

Minimum scope

Result

Result

-

NPC 341.335,04 €.

Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal (CBA)
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Qualitative benefits appraisal

N/A

Positive. Meets all
investment objectives, CSF
and advantages outweigh
disadvantages.

Risk Appraisal

N/A

108/375
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for
implementing the E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet in Malaga was defined and assessed. Furthermore, a
preferred way forward for implementing BC2 was confirmed by Malaga City Council managers.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC2 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the participation of Malaga City Council managers. The commercial
strategy details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to the point
the current status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
In this Full Business Case phase all private sector bids are identified and described and VFM assessment of
the procurement options is elaborated, considering the procurement procedure carried out for the pilot
demonstration.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
BC2 is an e-mobility innovation project, where some procurement activities are funded under the MEISTER
project within H2020 framework. The rest of the foreseen procurement funding needs will be mainly covered
though Malaga City Council own budget.
As a public entity, Malaga City Council’s approach to the market will rely on the use public procurement
proceedings.
The tendering processes are intended to meet the following objectives:




Ensure transparency and openness.
Incentivise providers to deliver high quality services and goods.
Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC2 to the best attainable quality
for the lowest cost.
Specific tendering guidelines, recommendations and relevant regulation that must be observed for the
sourcing of the required goods, services or expertise, have been anticipated:
 Contracting procedure in Malaga City Council is based on Public Sector Contracts Law (Ley 9/2017,
BOE 9-11-2017).
Malaga’s approach to market fits with local, national and EU procurement policies and rules. For this, the
entity has ensured that public procurement processes and contractual agreements to be launched for the
delivery of solutions under BC2 will comply with the above-mentioned framework and all other relevant
procurement regulations.
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7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC2, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.

7.2.1 Key contractual agreements
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements necessary to implement BC2 in the short, but also longterm, has been conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant both during the first piloting
phase under the MEISTER project, as well as for the subsequent potential full roll-out.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required in the long-term for the
full implementation of BC2 (object of the contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or
agreement) to be used. Possible suppliers (providers) and indicative timescales (timescale) have also been
considered. Moreover, funding sources for each contract have been defined. Services and goods directly
under
Finally, a first payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made for
the goods and services to be procured by the key organisation (Malaga CC) for the delivery of BC2. The
anticipated charging mechanisms, on its part, shape the regime (fees, tariffs, etc.) established for charging
end-users of BC2 for the reception of services delivered under this framework, as well as for paying other
partners within the Business Case.
In each contract, the specific payment structure will depend on the contractual relationship between the
parties, as well as on the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of
the agreement. Additionally, potential contracts with end-users and related charging mechanisms, that is,
user fees creating revenue streams in BC2 are also set forth at the end of the table. However, expenses and
revenue streams resulting from these contractual relationships are dealt with in detail in the Financial Case.
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Table 15 - Key contractual agreements

#C

Contracting
part

Object of the contract

Provider

Type of agreement

Timescale

Estimated
cost

Payment
mechanism

Funding
source

#C1

Malaga CC

EVs maintenance

-

Public Procurement

Already in
place.

100€ per year and EV
= 400€ per year

Annually

Malaga CC

#C2

Malaga CC

Provision of EVs (old), parking
spots reserved for EVs, and Charging Points

To be determined

In-house

Initially,
MEISTER pilot
duration.

-

-

Malaga CC

#C3

Malaga CC

Acquisition of new additional EVs
(in case after the MEISTER project,
current EVs are replaced with
new)

To be determined

Public Procurement

To be defined.
After MEISTER project.

30.000€ per EV

After purchase

Malaga CC

#C4

Malaga CC

EVs car banners

To be determined

Public Procurement

MEISTER pilot
duration.

200€ x # of EV = 800€

End of Service

Innovation
area budget
(Malaga CC)

#C5

Malaga CC

App development and technical
support

To be determined

Initially under MEISTER Project. After
MEISTER, though
Public Procurement.

Initially,
MEISTER pilot
duration.

5.000-10.000€

Monthly /
Quarterly

TBD

#C6

Malaga CC

EVs Insurance

100€ per year and EV
= 400€ per year

Annually

Malaga CC

Contracting part
EV users (initially,
civil servants)

Service
Usage of EVs
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Already in
place.
Contracts with end-users and charging mechanisms
-

Public Procurement

Provider
MEISTER Consortium (Malaga CC)

Free the

1st year

Charging mechanism
and a fixed fee per day of usage after the
second year.
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7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others. Some
contracts have been broken down into their basic components for specification purposes, while others have
been grouped for practical and assessment purposes due to their close connection.
Table 16 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference
contract
#C1

Required outputs/ services

Desirable attributes

EVs maintenance services

#C3

New EVs

#C4

Car banners

#C5

App development

#C6

EVs insurance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full coverage
100% electric
Compatible with Charging Points
More technical details are to be defined.
MEISTER logo
Graphic design
Printing
Android/iOS App
Full technical support
Friendly interface
Full coverage

7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan that would have to be followed in the BC2 full rollout stage for approaching the market. Only third-party provided services and goods are considered and,
depending on the nature of the latter, the recommended approach to market will be defined. According to
the applicable law, the approach may take the form of a full or simplified tender, following an open or
restricted procedure, or might also be a minor contract with a different and specific procedure.
A first approximation to the indicative timescales has been already set forth. Given the fact the full roll-out
of BC2 is distant in time and depends on the results of the MEISTER pilot phase, the need to further detail
the procurement timescales in the long run, will be assessed in the Full Business Case Stage.

7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC2 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC2 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between Malaga City Council, as the public
promoter organisation, and the private providers involved. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of
risk borne by each party.
Table 17 - Risk allocation for BC2
Potential allocation of risk

Reason

Risk Category
Public

Shared

Private

Client / Business risks

100%

0%

-

-

Design

100%

0%

-

-

Development and Construction

N/A

N/A

-

-

√

A private company is in charge
of the development and the
maintenance of the APP and
dashboard

Transition and Implementation

70%
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-

Availability and Performance

100%

0%

-

Operating

20%

80%

√

Revenue

N/A

N/A

-

100%

0%

-

-

-

-

0%

100%

Financing

100%

0%

-

-

Legislative

100%

0%

-

-

Residual value risks

100%

0%

-

-

Termination
Technology and Obsolescence

7.4

A third party will be in charge
of the maintenance.
-

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

Contract management arrangements and key contractual issues have been considered for BC2 during the
preparation tasks for the OBC (D.2.2.). No additional special clauses, other from the foreseen in the standard
contracts, have been considered necessary, to manage specific risks in the contractual agreements.
Moreover, contract and relationship management is going to be performed as described:







#C1. EVs maintenance. Contract management will be performed by the Operational services division
of Malaga CC.
#C2. Provision of EVs (old), parking spots reserved for EVs, and Charging Points. Operational
services division of Malaga CC and SMASSA parking association will be in charge of these in-house
provided goods.
#C3. Acquisition of new EVs. Contract management will be performed by the Innovation and
Digitalisation division of Malaga CC.
#C4. EVs car banners. Contract management will be conducted by the Innovation and digitalisation
division of Malaga CC.
#C5. App development and technical support. Contract management by Innovation and
digitalisation division of Malaga CC.
#C6. EVs Insurance. Contract management will be commissioned to the Operational services division
of Malaga CC.

BC2 continuity after the end of MEISTER project will open up the following points at issue:
 Tendering of new contracts for a longer term (goods and services currently provided by MEISTER
consortium). Needs to tender new contracts for the provision of services currently contracted under
short-term agreements for the pilot phase or under the MEISTER agreement will be considered. This
is especially applicable for #C5 App development and technical support.
 Tendering of new contracts (goods and services not currently provided by MEISTER consortium).
Needs to tender a new contract for the provision of ‘New EVs’ (#C3) to replace the old ones used for
the pilot and/or to expand the EV fleet, will be assessed.
 Extension and broadening of the scope of some contracts. Some contracts already concluded, as
#C1 EVs Maintenance and #C6 EVs Insurance, will need to be adapted to the scope of BC2 for the
long-term, as it would be necessary if the fleet of EVs is renewed or expanded.
 Termination or non-extension of some contracts. #C4 is concluded for pilot purposes, but will not
need to be renewed in the long-term after MEISTER project.
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7.5

VFM ASSESTMENT OF PROCUREMENT OPTIONS.

It has not been necessary to carry out any procurement procedure for developing the demonstration because
the contracts were already underway or were made in house or under MEISTER project. Hence, it has not
been possible to make an assessment of the value for money of procurement options.

7.6

FULL DETAILED OUTPUTS SPECIFICATION.

Current contracts comply with the attributes and outputs required as can be showed in the following table:
Table 18: Full detailed outputs specification
Reference
contract

Required outputs/ services

#C1

EVs maintenance services

#C3

New EVs

#C4

Car banners

#C5

App development

• Android/iOS App
• Full technical support
• Friendly interface

#C6

EVs insurance

• Full coverage

Desirable attributes

Full detailed output specification

• Full coverage

• Full coverage (including cleaning protocol)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% electric
Compatible with Charging Points
More technical details are to be defined.
MEISTER logo
Graphic design
Printing
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100% electric
Compatible with Charging Points
More technical details are to be defined.
MEISTER logo
Graphic design
Printing
Android/iOS App
Full technical support
Friendly interface
Including different functionalities: such as
booking service, incidents report, availability
timetable, map with optimal route
• Privacy Policy
• Full coverage
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8

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable considering potential funding sources for Malaga
City Council to deploy ‘E-carsharing in Municipal Fleet’ was defined. Lack of relevant and timely provided
financial information (received on April 27, 2020) for BC2 has hindered the detailed definition the Financial
Case.
In the FBC stage, the Financial Case has studied the delivery of the BC within the available or potential capital
resources. The purpose will be to address the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential
funding sources, and to this end, the detailed financial implications of the said option will be described.

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires a fully updated capital and operational expenditure of around 500.000€ over
11 years.
The funding for the project will be made up from three main sources:




MEISTER funding, mainly for the Municipal e-carsharing App developed by ETRA.
Revenues obtained from the ‘E-carsharing in Municipal Fleet’, which are expected to make the
service self-sustaining at some point in time. First year are the revenue obtained from the
demonstration pilot.
Malaga City Council own budget, which will fund the capital and revenue needs not covered by the
above-mentioned sources, in the medium and long-term.

The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 11-year modelled period. According to the model, the capital needs projected will need to be
covered by Malaga´s City Council own budget most of the years according to the renovation of the old
vehicles.
Table 19 - Capital requirements for BC2
Year 0
Preferred option:
Capital costs
Revenue
costs
Total
*Funded by:
Existing funds
(MLG City
Council)
Additional
funds
(MEISTER)
Revenue
Total funding
requirements

8.2

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Capital and funding requirement
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

20.000,00

8.800,00

31.515,85

0,00

86.765,05

0,00

48.056,25

0,00

32.453,85

0,00

0,00

22.764,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

7.588,00

31.515,85
7.588,00

20.000,00

31.564,00

39.103,85

7.588,00

94.353,05

7.588,00

55.644,25

7.588,00

40.041,85

7.588,00

39.103,85

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

20.000,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

10.950,00

10.950,00

13.140,00

13.140,00

15.330,00

15.330,00

17.520,00

17.520,00

19.710,00

0,00

31.564,00

28.153,85

0,00

81.213,05

0,00

40.314,25

0,00

22.521,85

0,00

19.393,85

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
This section will study the effect of the proposed deals on the charging mechanisms in place or that will be
established by the organisation for the services provided in BC2.
The delivery of ‘E-car-sharing in Municipal Fleet’ (BC2) has established a price tariff of 15€ per day per vehicle.
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It has been considered according to the use in the pilot demonstration a rate of use of e carsharing service
of 40%.
Nonetheless, there will be no effect on other prices charged by the Municipality of Málaga for services
different from those introduced by BC2.

8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Potential impact on the balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account has been assessed as
follows:
 Implementation of BC2 ‘E-car-sharing in municipal fleet in Malaga’ will result in an increase of fixed
assets (vehicles and charging infrastructure) for the Municipality.
 An increase in expenditure account is expected related the renewal and the acquisition of new
vehicles (9) and charging point (5).
 Revenues from BC2 services will lead to an increase in working capital throughout the demonstration
phase.
All in all, no major negative impacts on the balance sheet are expected and Malaga fleet managers have not
identified significant issues nor risks.

8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply an increase in capital and revenue costs comparing to the existing
arrangements in the Status quo option. The overall costs of BC2 over the appraisal period have been studied
and verified in the demonstration and the annualised spend profile is presented in the table below.
The annual cashflow is negative as the expenses are not fully covered from revenues. In the long run it is
projected ‘E-carsharing in municipal fleet’ should become partially and even fully self-sustainable, trying to
increase the rate of use at least 50%.
Table 20 - Cashflow analysis for BC2
Item

FY0

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

Annu alised cashflow
FY5
FY6

Revenue
(inflow)

-

-

10.950,00

10.950,00

13.140,00

13.140,00

15.330,00

Cost ( outflow)

-

35.694,60

22.851,25

22.851,25

25.183,90

25.183,90

27.516,55

Annual cash
flow
Cumulative

-

- 35.694,60
- 35.694,60

- 11.901,25
- 47.595,85

- 11.901,25
- 59.497,10

- 12.043,90
- 71.541,00

- 12.043,90
- 83.584,90

- 12.186,55
- 95.771,45

FY7

FY8

FY9

FY10

Total

15.330,00

17.520,00

17.520,00

19.710,00

133.590,00

27.516,55

29.849,20

29.849,20

32.181,85

278.678,25

- 12.186,55
-107.958,00

- 12.329,20
-120.287,20

- 12.329,20
-132.616,40

- 12.471,85
-145.088,25

- 145.088,25

Regarding the overall affordability of BC2, there is a funding gap in capital and operational costs of the service
during the ten years of operation. There are necessary additional funds, will be covered by the budget of the
organisation. Thus, in the short-term BC2 will be funded with the budget of the Municipality.
The first year of the appraised period, there is a shortfall of around 35.000€. Moreover, the cumulative
cashflow amounts to approximately 145.000 € at the end of the appraisal period. For the medium and long
term, additional options- including changes in the tariff and fees charged- will be assessed once financial
costs and actual demand of the service are assessed after the MEISTER pilot activities.
All things considered, BC2 financial case shows the preferred option could not be affordable in the medium
and long term with the estimations considered, so new actions should be taken in place to try to make this
service profitable. And contingencies (consistent with the risk analysis conducted) have also been foreseen
to ensure there is sufficient financial cover.
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9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC2, and at the same time it details the arrangements
foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The Management Case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC2.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project is considered high due to the interest of Malaga City Council and its Innovation and New technologies
department in fostering electric and sustainable means of transport in addition to optimizing the use of the
existing fleet of EVs, through the deployment of ‘E-carsharing in Municipal Fleet’.
Considering the readiness and resources of the municipality, the management structure of the project was
defined in detail in the OBC stage (D.2.2.- Outline Business Cases). In the OBC stage, a specific workshop to
discuss the definition of the Management case took place in Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the
participation of key municipal employees of Malaga City Council. The resulting Management case describes
the basic BC2 management structure and project team. It also deals with commitment of key stakeholders,
project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a benefits realisation plan, and other pilot-related
arrangement activities.
The pilot demonstration has confirmed the definition of management made for the OBC.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Malaga City Council key internal departments involved include the Innovation and digitalization Department
(NT), the Town planning Department (GMU), the Observatory of urban environment (OMAU), the
Operational services division, the Legal Area, the Communication Area, the Human Resources Area and the
Accounting Area.
Currently, Malaga City Council has no specific project management methodology in place nor plans to
implement one. However, there is a person in charge for the main departments involved (NT andGMU), who
internally scales requirements to other areas if necessary. There is continuous coordination and
communication with the Project coordinator entity in Malaga (CIEDES) and SMASSA, as linked third parties.
Internal supervision is done by each department responsible and the overall actions are centralized and
supervised by the Coordinator partner (CIEDES). There are also internal periodic meetings to coordinate
Project development (MLG, SMASSA and CIEDES) where feedback about other partner’s progress is
exchanged.
Key roles and responsibilities have been defined as follows:


Innovation and digitalization Department (NT). Project leader within Malaga City Council. After
MEISTER pilot, this area will be in charge of the service management (fleet e-car sharing). This
department is in charge of the requirements design and testing of the platform (APP). It also
guarantees BC2 is aligned with the municipal policies and NT Department guidelines (e.g. BC must be
in line with Sustainable Development Objectives).
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Town planning Department (GMU). In charge of the adaptation of MEISTER Project to the urban
municipal planning and Sustainable Urban Mobility Strategies. This department guarantees BC2 is
aligned with the Municipal policies and GMU Department guidelines (e.g. BC must be in line with
Urban development Municipal Plan).
Accounting area. This are is in charge of accounting costs and revenues of BC2.
Communication Area. Coordination of dissemination activities (internal focus on municipal
employees and external focus on citizens).

For the full-scale and long-term implementation of BC2, the following roles have been foreseen:
 Operational services division. This division will be in charge of the modification of current
contractual agreements for the full-scale and long-term deployment of BC2 (e.g. maintenance and
insurance contracts).
 Legal Area. The Legal Area will be commissioned with the revision of the modifications of the current
contracts in place and the design of the new potential contracts after MEISTER pilot for the full-scale
and long-term implementation of BC2 (e.g. acquisition of new EVs).
 Human Resources area. For the full-scale and long-term implementation of BC2, this area will
coordinate final users (civil servants) and implementation measures to ensure the service provided
complies with health and safety requirements. It will also be in charge of the development of a new
internal procedure and user’s handbook.
The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the already described
management and governance arrangements for BC2 within Malaga City Council.
Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC2

The assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps in the project
structure. Key activities not provided in-house or under the MEISTER project have been externalised through
other specialised public entities or external service providers, who hold the following project roles:


SMASSA. Coordination with SMASSA is required to increase available parking spots reserved for EVs.
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CIEDES. This entity is in charge of the project coordination of Malaga relevant partners in MEISTER,
as well as of project consulting and Technical and economic monitoring of the project.
External providers. Coordination with providers is required to define contract conditions, including
the scope, price, and the technical attributes of the services and goods. These providers include ¡ the
App developer, EVs maintenance service providers, EVs providers, Technical support service
providers.

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC2 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 21 – BC2 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date

In-house
provided

• Legal information updated.

Civil servants online survey.
The survey was internally designed to
analyse whether employees appreciated the added value of the future
service.

In-house
provided

• Ensuring an adequate
minimum participation: 80
employees finally took
part (40% of total employees in Tabacalera’s building complex).
• Main conclusions of the
survey: Most people are
very interested in participating in the Project.

Closed in
March 2020

Coordination with
stakeholders
(Preparatory works)

Coordination meetings for
establishing the roles of each entity.

In-house
provided

• Revision of Meister agreement amendment.

February
2019.

BC feasibility analysis

Analysis of possible options to be
implemented, analysis of current
contracts subscribed, analysis of
current use of available EVs, definition
of the target, revision of current
regulations, compatibility checking
with municipal policies and internal
guidelines.

In-house
provided

• Cost overruns due to the
project
• Percentage of people participating in the project
• Real increase in added
value.

2018-1Q
2020

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)

Different pilot preparation activities
defined in Pilot Plans documents.
Pilot site definition.
Resources deployment.

In-house
provided

• Management of potential
delays.

2Q 2020 -4Q
2021

Summary of the situation of mobility
in Malaga City.

Strategic Planning
(Needs assessment)

Go-live (potential next
steps after MEISTER)
(Completion)

9.2

Analyse the results of the pilot to
decide if it is available to be
extrapolated to other areas of the
MLG City Council.
Carry out meetings with other
municipalities to study the possibility
to replicate the business case.

In-house
provided

•
•
•
•

indicators
Main results
Surveys to the end users
Conclusions of the meetings

2019

1Q and 2Q
2022

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that no change management plan is
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currently in place in Malaga City Council, as a promoter organisation for BC2.
However, a change management plan has been deemed desirable in the medium-term by the responsible
MEISTER participants, considering that new processes and services will be provided (initially offered only to
municipal employees). Therefore, the present section deals with the potential impact of the changes brought
by BC2 itself on the internal culture, systems and processes of Malaga City Council, and that have been
studied as an integral part of the project. A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC2 and
affecting the promoter’s organisation has been elaborated.
Table 22 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change
Business impact:
• Validation of BC2 will involve the potential replicability of the model to
other users.
• Full implementation will require new
public procurement processes, in line
with those presented in the Commercial Case, to ensure the provision of
the needed goods and services (i.e.,
new EVs).
• BC2 long-term sustainability will require the introduction of a charging
mechanism.
Impact on processes:
• BC2 full-scale and long-term implementation will require the NT area to
be in charge of service management.
• BC2 will prompt the use of new technologies by the employees (app).

Communicating Change
Internal staff involved:
• End users (initially, civil servants)
External stakeholders involved:
• Citizens (potential end-users)
• Other stakeholders.
How is communication going to take
place?
For internal and external communication and engagement:
• Emails and news from the ‘employee
portal’ (internal dissemination)
• News, City Council official website,
university events (external dissemination).
For end-users:
• User’s manual preparation (both for
citizens and municipal employees).
• Survey to employees to analyse potential interest in the added value of
BC2 service.
• Training of municipal employees in
the use of the new services and the
booking procedure.
• A service satisfaction survey should be
carried out.
For the relevant internal departments:
• The New Tech. Area, the Operational
services division and the Legal Area,
among others, will coordinate for the
establishment of the required contracts and charging mechanisms and
will also coordinate with the Communication Area for the implementation
of the envisaged information tasks.
• The Observatory of Urban Environment, the Town planning department,
and other areas will be included in the
full BC2 deployment for supporting
tasks.
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Reinforcing change
How is change going to be supported?
• After the end of MEISTER project and
the demonstration of BC2, replicability of the model will be assessed, as
well as the introduction of mechanisms for ensuring its financial sustainability.
• Measures for reinforcing change will
include a lessons-learnt exercise,
which will impact on the change management plans outlined.
• EV assignment criteria, health and
safety procedures and quality procedures will be reviewed, in case they
exist, or developed.
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9.3

BENEFITS REALISATION

The findings from the indicators of ex post evaluation developed in D.7.2 show:
•

•

•

9.4

The BC contributes to increase the use of shared EVs and to reducing the use of private vehicles
among municipal employees
•

Doing so, the BC shows a strong economic impact by reducing the mobility cost from the
participating employees

•

However, the BC cannot fully exploit the potential to reduce private car use, as the total
number of uses is not significant enough.

•

The demonstration clearly showed that the BC can contribute to optimizing the use of the
municipality’s EV fleet.

The BC has a significant and multifaceted social impact
•

The BC was able to achieve a high social awareness among employees towards the use of
the fleet vehicles as e-car sharing cars.

•

The BC achieved a noticeable social acceptance of the employees towards the use of the
fleet vehicles as e-car sharing cars.

•

The impact assessment has only identified a very small number of operational barriers
within the BC. The vast majority of these barriers have been overcome during the
demonstration.

The BC shows a clear potential to reduce C02 emissions by replacing trips made by private ICEVs with
trips made by e-carsharing cars.
•

However, due to the low utilisation, the environmental impact of the BC is marginal
compared to the estimated total number of C02 emissions caused by the use of private cars
by all employees from the municipality.

•

The impact assessment did not take into account the possible indirect environmental impact
of the BC by saving C02 emissions due to the non-production of new private vehicles.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC2.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists all risks
identified in earlier steps and will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input
facilitated by involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or
workshops.
Table 23 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

-

Lack of municipal resources
(personal and technical) to
operate e-car-sharing service

Human Resources Area

-

 If the pilot is successful, it will be expanded
to new users and new EVs will be incorporated. In this case, new workers will have to
be hired and given the appropriate training.

-

Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the
evolving needs of the city
of Malaga.

New Technologies Department

-

 Review of municipal plans to anticipate adaptation to possible changes.

Responsible
organisation
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New
risk?

Responsible
organisation

Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures

-

Lack of legal procedures
and viability to install
charging points in public
spaces due to local regulation

New Technologies Department

-

 Coordination with SMASSA for installing the
CPs in public parking (in the long-term).

-

Lack of parking facilities for
shared EVs (CPs not available, spaces for shared EVs
not available parking).

New Technologies Department

-

 Coordination with SMASSA to define exclusive parking spots for current and new EV
(short and long-run).

-

Costs of implementation of
the service and uncertain
gains.

New Technologies Department

Interdependent
with private competition risk.

 Quantify the use of the service and if it is
successful, define new potential users, new
EVs and an adequate price to guarantee financial viability (long-run).

-

Lack of offer of shared EVs.

New Technologies Department

-

 If the pilot is successful, the purchase of new
EVs will be studied for its incorporation in
the budget planning (long-run).

-

Demand lower than expected. Citizens do not use
e-car-sharing service

Communication Area

Interdependent
with cost of implementation risk.

 Dissemination plan, communicating the advantages of the service.

-

Private competitors (who
might offer free services or
lower prices) could decrease the demand for the
public points or vehicles.

New Technologies Department

Related to the cost
of implementation
of the service risk.

 Guarantee availability of charging points and
EVs, and establish competitive service prices
(in the mid-term).

-

National and European regulation on EVs

Legal Area

-

-

Technological changes
(standardization, adaptation and compatibility of
the EVs and charging
points).

New Technologies Department

-

-

High competition of other
mobility services (private ecar-sharing company, escooters, e-bikes, etc.).

New Technologies Department

Related to the cost
of implementation
and lower than expected demand
risk.

9.5

Key Risks

 Keeping up with the regulatory framework.

 Keeping up with technological progress. Assistance to technical conferences on e-mobility.

 Analyse if it is necessary to incorporate, in
the future, other mobility services.

PILOT MANAGEMENT

BC2 demonstration has as its objective:


Testing the viability of e-carsharing of municipal fleet allowing the use of municipal EVs for private
purposes.
Four EVs will be available for the municipal employees outside their working hours, with
corresponding parking spots with charging infrastructure at Tabacalera building premises. A purposedeveloped app for their booking and use will be available, providing information to the users about
the State of Charge, availability, EVs’ technical conditions, location and billing. Piloting activities will
be almost fully aligned with the described preferred option, although unblocking of reserved EVs by
the users will not be done directly through the App, but will take place with the support of security
guards working in the parking lot . The pilot will serve to better know the distances, schedules and
other relevant drivers’ behaviours and needs in order to improve the future potential services.
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Key stages of the pilot phase of BC2 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 24 - Key stages and arrangements for pilot phase
Key stage

Activities

Resources

Actions planned to overcome
complications


(Pre-) Pilot analysis
and preparation
activities

BC2 pilot design and
definition

Procurement of needed
infrastructure and other
resources
Survey to employees
(online) with the aim of
measuring their interest
in the service

Pilot phase
(validation of BCs
with pilot users)

Closed in 2019



Coordination with thirdparty stakeholders.



Ensuring enough
participation and analysis
of results.

Pilot duration

Pilot duration

New Tech. staff

Testing MEISTER app:



Pilot review and
reporting of results

Internal Staff (New
Tech., Town
Planning)

Planning of achievable
scope and internal
organization, in line with
municipal guidelines and
polices.

Approximate
date

Validate
functionalities
Ensure the app’s
interface is userfriendly

Collection and analysis of
usage data.

New Tech. staff and
Town Planning Dept.
staff



Revision of technical app
requirements ant testing.

MLG partners (MLG
City Council and
CIEDES), New Tech.
staff and Town
Planning Dept. staff,
ETRA



Ensure enough
participation to answer the
final users survey.
Measuring the different
indicators by using the app



Mid 2021
onwards.

Further information about the results of the pilot demonstration is included in D.6.4.

9.6

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post
demonstration Business Case assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
The Business Case of E-Carsharing in Municipal fleet is well- aligned to local policies and priorities in the city
of Málaga: reduce the use of private vehicles among municipal employees and increase education and awareness of e-mobility among the municipal employees.
In this way, the potential of this type of initiative to replace the use of conventional own vehicles (ICEVs) that
pollute other cleaner and more sustainable means has been demonstrated. As well as the optimization of
the use of the municipal fleet that before the pilot during non-working hours, was without use or utility.
According with the results of the pilot of the Business Case the pilot was carried out efficiently. The municipal
employees have made use of the car sharing and have used the app to make the necessary reservations. The
demand showed that the use of the municipal fleet could be optimized after working hours. The implementation of the user manual and the training stage has been essential for making it easier for users to access
the EVs and use the App properly. Also, the cleaning measures applied have been key considering that the
project was carried out during the COVID-19 health crisis, guaranteeing the safety of the users.
Despite of the results of the testing, the preferred option has not been deployed yet, so when that implementation is carried out, a final assessment of the commercial, financial and management cases that allow
establishing the Definitive FBC of the E-Carsharing as a Housing Service must be done; in particular, concerning the assessment of the value for money of the procurement procedure and the affordability and profitable
of the business case.
This final business case would allow to offer an e-carsharing services by using the municipal fleet, useful to
replicate this business case in other areas of the Malaga City Council or in other municipalities.
However, there are technical aspects to be considered to obtain better results if the use of Evs is extended
to other municipal employees or to citizenship (greater autonomy of the EVS, EVS with comprehensive insurance, greater flexibility in available booking schedule, etc.).
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IOT

Internet of Things

IA

Impact Assesment

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic
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Acronyms List
RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Case - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm (BC3) that has been developed, tested, and validated within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented
in the pilot city of Stockholm (Sweden).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revised, and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with the
managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirms the business needs
and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described
and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and project
management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications, and actual
implementation according to the pilot demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope, and
structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case
methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case Delivery of
Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm (BC3). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context Stockholm
(Sweden) and provides an overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as
the main stakeholders involved in BC3. Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context
Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm (BC3). Chapter six includes the economic appraisal with the results
of the process of selection of the preferred option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit Analysis. Chapter seven offers a broad commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement options and the tendering process with the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all the bids. Chapter eight includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost of the
investment and its affordability and long-term impact focuses on BC1. Chapter nine includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the
main results of the FBC report, and the best practices and lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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3

HOME CARE SERVICES WITH EVS IN STOCKHOLM

With BC3 “Delivery of Home Care services with EVs”, the city council’s fleet managers will replace parts of
the municipal fleet for delivery of home care services with EVs and adapt the procurement criteria for private
home care service providers in order to incentivise electrification in the providers’ fleet.
While the transition to a fossil fuel free municipal fleet is ongoing (among others through electrification), the
City of Stockholm needs to work with procuring fossil fuel free services – in this case delivery of home care
services by EVs. To this purpose, Stockholm aims under BC3 to gather knowledge and information about the
fleet and conditions under which the private providers are delivering home care services, in order to estimate
the potential of introducing relevant clauses in the next procurement.
BC3 Delivery of homecare services with EVs involves 19 EVs and 19 charging points in parking facilities in
several Stockholm city districts. 19 EVs Renault Zoe were delivered by the end of December 2021 in the districts of Bromma (11), Skärholmen (1), Spånga-Tensta (2) and Älvsjö (5) For the evaluation purposes, the City
of Stockholm selected the districts of Bromma and Spånga-Tensta and four EVs.

4

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN STOCKHOLM

The City of Stockholm has the ambition and objective of becoming one of the world’s leading clean vehicle
cities by 2030. This will help transform Stockholm’s inner city by reducing emissions and noise [4]. To achieve
this, the City of Stockholm has a Climate Strategy and a Clean Vehicles Programme to phasing out fossil-fuels
by 2030 in the municipal organisation and 2040 in the city as a whole.
Furthermore, the City of Stockholm’s urban mobility plan advocates prioritisation of sustainable modes of
transport. Enabling a transition to electrified transportation and e-mobility is considered an important component of the City’s work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, use of fossil-fuel, and to improve air quality.
The City of Stockholm is addressing e-mobility and the electrification of transportation using a multi-pronged
approach, requiring interaction with multiple stakeholder groups, vehicle types and mobility service providers. Following is a set of the tasks performed by City of Stockholm:


Development of a market for different kinds of EVs by coordinating the national procurement of EVs
with public and private organisations.



Demonstration activities of various electric fleets for the delivery of public services such as smart
logistics in various EU projects (e.g. CIVITAS Eccentric, GrowSmarter).



Development of a comprehensive approach to identify potential charging points and facilitate the
installation of charging points by third parties.



Deployment of wide-ranging public information campaigns aimed at housing associations, fleet managers and other purchasers of EVs and users of charging infrastructure.

To foster knowledge exchange and international cooperation, the city of Stockholm is also an active member
in several European and global networks and initiatives, e.g. CIVITAS initiative, Covenant of Mayors, Clinton
Initiative C40, EUROCITIES, Citelec, ICLEI, Cities for Climate Protection and European Sustainable Cities and
Towns Campaign.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main local plans and strategies from the city of Stockholm on electric and sustainable mobility
are presented.
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Table 1 - Local plans and policies in Stockholm.

Local Plans

Document
Strategy for a
fossil-fuel free
Stockholm by
2040 (2016)

Fossil-fuel free
organisation
2030 (2018)

Local Plans

The Stockholm
Environment
Programme
2016-2019
(2016)

Guidelines for
managing vehicles within the
municipal organisation and
municipal companies (2016)
Clean vehicles in
Stockholm
(webpage)
(2016)
Urban Mobility
Strategy (2012)

Description
This strategy lays down a framework for how the City of Stockholm may contribute to eliminating fossil
fuels, recognising those areas where the city has the mandate to act. The strategy has three main parts:
sustainable energy use, eco-efficient transport and resource-efficient natural cycles. ‘Sustainable energy use’ includes buildings, district heating and electricity production with renewable energies. ‘Resource-efficient natural cycles’ includes recycling and biogas production. ‘Eco-efficient transport’ includes fossil-free road transport, aviation, shipping and heavy machinery. Regarding road transport, the
city’s population will grow, and thus more passenger and goods transport will be required. The strategy
emphasises physical planning as an important measure for the City of Stockholm to influence transportation, but it also recognises that the City and the Swedish government may use regulations and financial incentives to reduce fossil fuel use.
The strategy places responsibility for action plans and implementation of the strategy on municipal
committees and boards. Some high-level policies are:
• The City works to introduce local Environmental Zones from which vehicles running on fossil fuels
will be banned by 2040 at the latest.
 The City presents an action plan for a fossil free road transport sector and investigates the feasibility
of prohibiting the sale of fossil-fuels by 2040, with a sub-target for 2030. A report with proposals
for action was presented by the end of 2017.
The document contains a brief inventory of the City’s fossil fuel use for buildings and transport. A conclusion from this is that they have already come rather far in phasing out fossil fuels. Yet, the main part
of the document contains suggestions for further reductions in fossil fuel use. With respect to transport,
suggested measures include enabling infrastructure for renewable fuels and procuring fossil-free
transport services.
Comprehensive targets: Sustainable energy use, Environmentally friendly transport, Sustainable land
and water use, Resource-efficient recycling, A non-toxic Stockholm, A healthy indoor environment.
Within the target ‘environmentally friendly transport’, sub-targets include reduction of car traffic, clean
air, noise reduction, reduction of fossil fuel use and a city that is more attractive for pedestrians. Road
transport is in focus, although the programme covers all means of transport. Responsibility for implementation and follow-up of measures to reach the targets and sub-targets is placed on the City’s boards
and committees, which incorporate the targets in their activity plans. The environmental programme
provides quantitative indicators for follow-up. The programme does contain suggested measures, such
as offering land for charging stations, considering noise in procurements and using ICT (information and
communication technology) measures in traffic planning.
These guidelines specify the management of vehicles within the municipal organisation and the
municipally owned companies. Responsibilities are defined, as are environmental and safety-related
requirements. There are also guiding principles for when a car may be procured and when other means
of transport should be considered instead. If possible, when procuring a car weighing less than 3.5
tonnes, choose a fully electric vehicle. Otherwise, choose a plug-in hybrid EV. Third option is a biogas
or ethanol car, and fourth option a mild hybrid. Carpools are encouraged when the expected distance
driven is lower than 7500 km/year.
This webpage summarises the responsibilities of the municipal department Clean vehicles in Stockholm
and presents goals and outcomes. The department guides individuals and organisations in finding
sustainable options, contributes to projects and procurements, and works with infrastructure for
sustainable fuels and vehicles. The webpage has links to reports and statistics. Relevant goals are
reaching 100% ‘green’ cars in the municipal fleet and 20% of sold cars in Stockholm to be electric.
The strategy is based on an expected growth of the Stockholm region’s population by 25% until 2030.
For efficient transport, city planning needs to facilitate walking, cycling and using public transport to a
higher degree. Car traffic needs to be reduced. The strategy contains four aims: enabling increased
transport needs without using more space; ensuring accessible and reliable transport alternatives; increasing attractiveness for pedestrians; and minimising negative impact from transportation. Each of
these comprehensive aims is further defined in more specific objectives.
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Document
Strategy for
electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrids (2011)

Local Plans

City of Stockholm’s EV strategy

4.2

Vehicle strategy
for the municipal organisation
and municipally
owned companies (2016)

Description
This document contains a synthesis of knowledge for introducing electric vehicles and charging infrastructure and a strategy for the introduction of this technology (which at the time of writing, 2010, was
rather immature). It summarises regulations that determine where and how charging infrastructure
may be developed, as well as which vehicles that exist on the market and how electric vehicles may
spread among citizens. Some issues are raised, where there is a need for more knowledge and/or policy
for how the City should act, such as distribution and payment for charging electricity and responsibility/ownership regarding charging infrastructure. Responsibility for introducing charging infrastructure
is distributed among municipal entities. The participation in national and EU EV projects is encouraged,
as is participation in procurement initiatives and in the update of national regulations on EVs.
The strategy provides an assessment of relevant regulations and a list of measures that need to be
implemented so that essential infrastructure can be installed in an efficient and optimal way.
 The strategy gives the City of Stockholm the task of creating and implementing technology-neutral
incentives for super-clean vehicles. The City shall work to achieve changes to parking regulations,
which today prevent the introduction of reduced or free parking in public places for clean vehicles.
 The strategy gives the Environment and Health Administration the task of initiating a national or
international stakeholder group for procurement of EVs and plug-in hybrids, apply for national
and/or EU projects for EVs and plug-in hybrids and develop regulations related to EVs and plug-in
hybrids
 The strategy gives the Traffic Committee the task to monitor to ensure that systems for charging and
payment are as accessible and user-friendly as possible, propose a limited number of places on
streets in the inner city where CPs for EVs can be located without major disruption to road-users,
street cleaning and waste collection services.
 The strategy gives Stockholm Parking AB the task to conduct a limited expansion of CPs, analyse how
CPs are used, monitor that the electricity supplied at CPs on municipal land or in municipal parking
garages should be environmentally certified
 The strategy gives the property Management Committee the task to install CPs for those administrations that purchase electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles.
 The strategy gives the Urban Planning Committee the task to monitor the need to establish rapidCPs operated by commercial entities and develop aesthetic guidelines for the design of CPs.
 Procurement and ownership of vehicles within the municipal organisation and the municipally
owned companies shall be economically and ecologically sustainable, and traffic safety shall be a
guiding principle. The document provides procurement guidelines.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Stockholm.
Table 2 - Stakeholders in the city of Stockholm
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
Stockholm City Council (Stockholms stad) is the main actor responsible for the transport system and environment aspects of transport in the city.
• The Environment and Health Department from the City of Stockholm is the authority for citizens’ health
and environmental issues in the city of Stockholm and comprises approximately 200 employees. The
Department is also responsible for the climate action planning of the city. The climate action group coordinates the work and monitors the implementation and the result of all climate actions undertaken in
the city. The Environment and Health Department has extensive experience in EU-projects as coordinator of GrowSmarter, BEST, Trendsetter and Zeus and as a participant in ECCENTRIC, BiogasMAx, Catalist,
Cute, Moses, Plume, Niches, Elcidis and E-tour projects.
• Äldreförvaltningen is the Eldercare department of Stockholm City Council.
• Serviceförvaltningen is the Procurement department of Stockholm City Council responsible for developing the criteria and requirements for the procurement process.

Local entities

• Stadsdelar are the city district departments within the Stockholm municipality. Stockholm is divided into
14 districts.
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Stakeholders

Description

Private companies

• Private Home Care Service providers and entrepreneurs are selected through a procurement process by
Stockholm City Council to deliver Home Care services.
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5

STRATEGIC CASE

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for delivery
of Home Care services with EVs BC in the city of Stockholm. This part of the strategic case:
•
defines the strategic objectives,
•
identifies the current needs,
•
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
•
identifies the benefits, and
•
identifies the risks.

5.1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the city of Stockholm within this Business Case are the following ones:
1.
Increase the use of EVs in the Home Care service: taking good examples and adapting procurement criteria to foster Home Care service contractors to use EVs and e-bikes instead of fossil
ones.
2.
Promote the fossil fuel-free city organization by 2030: Include a fossil-free city fleet and all procurements of transportation services being fossil fuel free as well.

5.2

CURRENT NEEDS

The city of Stockholm has a municipal fleet of 60 vehicles for delivering Home Care services. The municipality
has 100% clean vehicles today and the City Council is working actively for a fossil fuel-free fleet by 2030. The
aim of the City of Stockholm within this BC is to replace part of the municipal fleet for delivering Home Care
services with EVs. In addition to the municipal fleet, the City Council contracts private operators for delivering
Home Care services with their own fleet of vehicles. These private operators are contracted by the City Council through a procurement process. The current procurement criteria do not require private operators to deliver Home Care services with EVs. Therefore, the Stockholm City Council is interested in modifying and adapting the procurement criteria for fostering the use of EVs for Home Care delivery among private operators.
Given this context, this BC will address the following needs in the city of Stockholm:
•
Increase the knowledge, needs and benefits for transforming the fleet of vehicles among procurers from Home Care service.
•
Adapt the criteria in the procurement procedure to demand EVs for delivering Home Care service.
•
Increase the number of EVs both from private and public procurers used for Home Care service.

5.3

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the essential,
desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
At the minimum scope, the Stockholm City Council will replace 25% (15 out of 60 vehicles) of the municipal
fleet for delivering Home Care services with EVs. Furthermore, Stockholm City Council will take the necessary
actions to modify the procurement criteria and adapt the requirements to foster the use of EVs for the delivery of Home Care services among private operators. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•

Intermediate scope:
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At the intermediate scope, the Stockholm City Council will replace between 30 and 40 vehicles that have the
preconditions to be swapped to EVs for delivering Home Care services. Furthermore, the Stockholm City
Council will modify the procurement criteria and adapt the requirements to foster the use of EVs for the
delivery of Home Care services among private operators. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1 and 4 will be
implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
At the maximum scope, part of the private fleet of vehicles that deliver Home Care services will be replaced
with EVs. In addition, the modification of the procurement criteria and adaptation of the requirements will
be implemented so that private operators introduce EVs. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1 and 4 will be
implemented to support this BC.
Table 3 – Potential scope and service requirements of BC3
Minimum

Scope

Intermediate

Maximum

 25% of the municipal fleet (15  Between 30 and 40 (around 50%)  Part of the private vehicles will
of the municipal vehicles will be
be replaced with EVs.
vehicles) will be replaced with
replaced with EVs.
 Procurement criteria will be
EVs.
modified so that private
 Procurement criteria will be  Procurement criteria will be
modified so that private
operators introduce EVs for
modified so that private
operators introduce EVs for
delivering Home Care services.
operators introduce EVs for
delivering Home Care services.
delivering Home Care services.

 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on
Technology
the details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their imrequirements
plementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and
the supporting legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.

 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will
be used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the Delivery of Home Care services with EVs BC could provide to the City of
Stockholm. Following the main benefits for the city of Stockholm have been identified:
Table 4 – Benefits of BC3
Benefits
categories

Description

Beneficiaries

Approximate quantification

Welfare

• Raise awareness and change the
citizen's culture on EVs.

• Eldercare services and working
groups/ operations in the city of
Stockholm (indirect).
• Other cities (Indirect).

Environmental

• Reduction of gas emissions and
noise pollution to the atmosphere.
• Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an
alternative to motorized vehicles.

• Citizens of Stockholm, as well
as tourists and visitors (indirect).
• Employees of eldercare services
(direct).

Difficult to quantify.
• Best practices in the public administration can set good examples potentially transferrable to
the private sectors and end-users– if care service can do it, it
can be appropriate for other
sectors.
• It can also prompt public governance practices of a high
standard, with potential to be
replicated - other cities can be
inspired.
• Amount of emissions and noise
pollution in Stockholm are expected to descend.
• Total amount of EVs is expected
to increase.
• Positive motivational factor are
expected to be prompted in the
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Benefits
categories

Reputational

Technological

Description

Beneficiaries

• Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.
• Better working environment for
Home Care service employees.
• Positioning of the City as innovative and sustainable.
• Contribution to the brand image
of the City: attraction of investment and tourism due to innovative positioning and commitment to sustainability
• Implementation and expansion
of EV infrastructures of sustainable technologies.

working environment of eldercare services employees.

• Local economy (indirect).

Difficult to quantify.
• An improved city-brand image is
expected to spawn worldwide
attraction.

• End-beneficiaries of eldercare
services.
• Employees of eldercare services
(direct).

• Introduction of new technologies for the creation of innovative Business Models improves
consumer choice and prompts
new technological solutions in
other
• Estimate: 80% cheaper fuel
costs.
• Other potential savings relating
to EVs whole lifecycle maintenance compared to fuel cars.
• Ecologic provision of Eldcare
services and the use of standard-setting instruments through
public procurement for the use
of EVs, constitute a step forward
towards in the Strategy, especially in view of a global trend of
ageing population.

Economic

• Reduction of fuel consumption
and its costs.

• City district departments (direct).

Political

• Support of the Climate Strategy
on Fossil fuel free by 2040.

• Citizens (indirect).

5.5

Approximate quantification

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by Stockholm stakeholders participating in MEISTER project.
Table 5 – Risks of BC3
Risk categories

Business risks
Service risks

External
environmental
risks

5.6

Description
• Changes in the municipal EV regulation.
• High investment costs for setting up charging infrastructure.
• Customer base of the Home Care service changes constantly, meaning that the car’s ordinary parking is
the only place where it can be recharged.
• Absence of standard parking spaces for setting up charging infrastructure: Home Care providers depart
from a certain hub or from their home, but this can change over time (e.g. hubs can be reclustered).
• Inconsequent driving patterns due to changing customer base.
• Home Care entrepreneurs not interested.
• Transport makes a very little part of procurement of Home Care services and legally hard to motivate a
clause on EVs (proportionality principle).
• Technical limitations in terms of electricity supply.
• Withdrawal of the subsidies for purchase of electric vehicles.
• Withdrawal of the subsidies for setup of charging infrastructure.

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
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delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered, described and managed during the tasks for
the definition of the Outline Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC3
Constraints

Description
The reason to invest may not be clear if to run the old cars is cheaper than the running of the new EVs.
Current funding system (bonus-malus system that rewards low emission CO2 vehicles, congestion tax
and price of electricity shapes the future possibilities and viability of the Business Case).
Late entry in the project has put time constraints on the definition of the Business Case.
Depending on the available power in the building.

Resources
Regulations
Organisational
Power deficiency

Dependency of BC3 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
Table 7 - Dependencies of BC3
Dependencies
Infrastructure

Technological
Delivery times

6

Description
Charging infrastructure needs to be available for charging the EVs. However, it can be hard to install
chargers if the capacity in the building is not enough and the cost of upgrading the power to the building
can be too high for private property owners.
Appropriate cars in the market are needed, as newly acquired EVs need to match the operation needs of
the Eldercare services.
There is some level of dependency regarding the delivery times of the EVs from the manufacturer.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
•
•

6.1

identifies critical success factors (CSF),
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level which does not exclude important options.
Table 8 – Critical Success Factors of BC3
CSF
Strategic fit and
business needs
Potential value for
money
Supplier capacity
and capability
Potential
affordability
Potential
achievability

6.2

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contributes to making Stockholm a fossil-free organization by 2030.
Contributes to making Stockholm a fossil-free city by 2040.
Environmental profile and marketing asset for companies driving EVs.
Lower operational costs due to lower total cost of ownership for EVs
Time savings as cars are charged while being parked
Market availability of EVs appropriate for the delivery of Home Care service.

• Availability of national subsidies for the purchase of EVs
• Availability of national subsidies for setting up charging infrastructure (up to 50%)
• The Environment Department has the expertise and capacity to formulate procurement requirements
and advice the Eldercare department ahead of upcoming procurement of Home Care services.

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
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the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for the Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs BC
in the strategic case. The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered in
terms of scale, scope and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of services provided, level of coverage
and target end users.
•
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the services are delivered according to
the technology that can be used.
•
Service delivery alternatives include the potential service providers.
•
Funding alternatives includes the potential funding sources for funding the project.
Stockholm stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives. The alternatives that need to
be rejected (R), the alternatives that need to be further analysed (M), the preferred alternatives (P) within
each category were identified.
Table 9 – Options assessment of BC3
Dimension
Scale, scope and
location
Service solution
Service delivery

Funding

Assessment
R
M
P

Options within each Dimension
25% of the Home Care services municipal fleet is replaced with EVs (Minimum scope)
50% of the Home Care services municipal fleet is replaced with EVs (Intermediate scope)
Part of the private fleet of Home Care services is replaced with EVs (Maximum scope)
EV - drivers app (MEISTER P23)

☐
☒
☒
☒

☐
☐
☐
☐

☒
☐
☐
☐

Smart Mobility Dashboard (MEISTER P3C)

☒

☐

☐

Private procurers

☒

☐

☐

Public procurers (Stockholm city council).

☐

☐

☒

Both public and private procurers.

☒

☐

☐

Funding from MEISTER project (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from Stockholm City Council.

☐

☐

☒

Funding from private companies (procurers).

☐

☒

☐

Public funds from other funding entities.

☐

☒

☐

When combined, the preferred alternatives presented in the table above give rise to one feasible option to
be further studied, which corresponds to the Minimum scope option.
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of private managers involved. The summary
table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and the degree
to which each option meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key service requirements, as
well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
The assessment methodology has been based in a scoring exercise (1 being the lowest and 5 being the
highest), performed by relevant managers of the promoter organisation, which was later translated into
three degrees of suitability. Red colour indicates the option assessed fails to meet the factors taken into
consideration, yellow implies the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the
aspect analysed.
Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC3
Status Quo

Minimum Option

Partially

Yes

Does it meet the investment objectives?
Increase the use of EVs in the Home Care
service.
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Promote the fossil fuel-free city organization by 2030.

Status Quo

Minimum Option

Partially

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Partially

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Partially

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?
Strategic fit and business needs.
a.Contributes to making Stockholm a fossil-free organization by 2030.
b.Contributes to making Stockholm a fossil-free city by 2040.
Potential value for money
c. Environmental profile and marketing asset for companies driving EVs.
d.Lower operational costs due to lower
total cost of ownership for EVs
e.Time savings as cars are charged while
being parked
Supplier capacity and capability
f. Market availability of EVs appropriate
for the delivery of Home Care service.
Potential affordability
g.Availability of national subsidies for the
purchase of EVs
h.Availability of national subsidies for setting up charging infrastructure (up to
50%)
Potential achievability
i. The Environment Department has the
expertise and capacity to formulate procurement requirements and advice the
Eldercare department ahead of upcoming procurement of Home Care services.

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
 Works well as it is.

 Positive environmental impact
 Untapped potential for savings.

 Improvable environmental impact
 Untapped potential for savings

 Access to charging is to be solved.
 Investment scope.
 Significant obstacles for testing: target group and charging infrastructure availability.

Advantages

Disadvantages

6.3

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on the assessment, the City of Stockholm selected the minimum scope option as the preferred way
forward and rejected the intermediate and maximum scope options to be implemented within MEISTER
project. Following the options for further examination in the Outline Business Cases (MEISTER Deliverable
2.2) are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. Currently, Home Care services are provided in Stockholm by private procurers
and municipal vehicles. However, only 4 out of the 60 municipal vehicles are EVs. In this BC, the Status quo
is not a realistic option as the City of Stockholm aims at increasing the delivery of Home Care Services with
EVs.
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•
Minimum scope (Preferred way forward):
The minimum option, selected as the preferred way forward, consists of replacing 32% of the municipal fleet
of vehicles (19 vehicles) with EVs. Furthermore, the procurement criteria to foster the use of EVs among
private operators will be modified (scale, scope and location). The new EVs will be used by the municipal
Home Care services’ staff, while the expected new EVs incorporated under the new green procurement
criteria will be purchased and operated by the private providers (service solution and delivery). This would
represent an option that would contribute to the reduction of the polluting emissions, advancing towards
the objective of a fossil-fuel free public fleet and public procurement processes. Funding for the development
of EV-drivers app will be covered by MEISTER project and funding for the replacement of vehicles will be
managed by the municipality (funding).

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project-implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

•
•
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘Risks of BC3’, and new risks not considered before have been
added, such as “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
A final risk score has been calculated.
An initial assumption is that there is no substitutional offer so far (Status Quo), which underpins
the impossibility and lack of need of quantifying Status Quo risks.

The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix for BC3
Risk

Risk Score (Impact x
Probability)
Minimum Scope
Prob

Impact

Funding

1

3

Operational
Changes in the municipal EV regulation.
High investment costs for setting up charging infrastructure.
Customer base of the Home Care service changes constantly, meaning that the car’s ordinary
parking is the only place where it can be recharged.
Absence of standard parking spaces for setting up charging infrastructure: Home Care providers
depart from a certain hub or from their home, but this can change over time (e.g. hubs can be reclustered).
Inconsequent driving patterns due to changing customer base.
Home Care entrepreneurs not interested.
Transport makes a very little part of procurement of Home Care services and legally hard to motivate a clause on EVs (proportionality principle).

2
2
3

3
3
5

5

4

3

5

5
3

4
4

3

5

Technical limitations in terms of electricity supply.
Withdrawal of the subsidies for purchase of electric vehicles.

3
2

4
3
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Risk Score (Impact x
Probability)
Minimum Scope

Risk
Withdrawal of the subsidies for setup of charging infrastructure.
Power failure
Rank

6.5

Prob

Impact

2
2

4
3
144/325

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study. The purpose of the analysis is to identify which
of the short-listed options provides the greater Value for Money, that is, presents greater benefits for the
least cost. Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA.
Basic assumptions and figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by City of Stockholm.
An initial assumption is that the appraisal period is 7 years.
The discount rate applied in the economic analysis reflects the social view on how future benefits and costs
should be valued against present ones. According to Annex III to the Implementing Regulation on application
form and CBA methodology (Cost and benefit analysis), for the programming period 2014-2020 the European
Commission recommends that for the social discount rate 3 % is used for major projects in Member States
other than Cohesion countries.
The following table summarises the results of the cost analysis for the Status Quo and the Minimum Scope
option. A minus sign indicates a positive figure that can be explained by the reception of public grants which
outweigh other cost elements.
The CBA has been updated from OBC according to the new assumptions of 19 electric vehicles and charging
operation and the results of the pilot demonstration (annual km travelled per vehicle and the consumption
of electricity).
Table 12 - Cost analysis of shortlisted options in BC3
Cost and benefit analysis
Quantifiable costs
Cost items
Capital cost
Revenue cost
Annual Cost of Leasing EV
Annual cost of leasing CV
Existing staff
Additional staff
Insurance cost Evs
Insurance cost CVs
Maintenance cost CVs
Maintenance cost Evs
Tyre replacement EV
Tyre replacement CV
Cost of energy (electricity)
Cost of energy (fuel)
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Status quo
(SEK)
- kr
28.839.948,00 kr
- kr
8.778.000,00 kr
837.900,00 kr
- kr
- kr
974.700,00 kr
1.086.876,00 kr
- kr
- kr
912.000,00 kr
- kr
16.078.104,00 kr

Minimum scope (preferred option)
(SEK)
-

1.041.000,00 kr
27.020.576,60 kr
4.274.088,00 kr
5.852.000,00 kr
837.900,00 kr
116.375,00 kr
324.900,00 kr
649.800,00 kr
724.584,00 kr
146.300,00 kr
304.000,00 kr
608.000,00 kr
1.965.101,60 kr
10.718.736,00 kr

19

Total cost of road tax for EVs
Total cost of road tax for CVs
Renting of CPs
Other
Cost of Co2 emmissions
Total project cost
Total Net Present Cost (3% discount factor)

- kr
172.368,00 kr
- kr

47.880,00 kr
114.912,00 kr
336.000,00 kr

22.670,13 kr
28.862.618,13 kr
26.410.919,99 kr

15.113,42 kr
25.994.690,02 kr
23.706.794,97 kr

The Total Project Cost and the Total Net Present Cost show significantly optimal results under the Minimum
Scope (Preferred option). Benefits stemming from the Preferred Option are mainly savings on different cost
items and are set forth in the table below.
Table 13 -Benefit Analysis of shortlisted options in BC3
Cost and benefit analysis
Quantifiable benefits
Benefits

Status quo

Cost of Energy
Maintenance
CO2 emissions
Total

Minimum scope (preferred option)

16.078.104,00 kr
-

1.086.876,00 kr
22.670,13 kr
17.142.309,87 kr

-

Savings

12.683.837,60 kr

-

3.394.266,40

870.884,00 kr
15.113,42 kr
13.539.608,18 kr

-

215.992,00
7.556,71
3.602.701,69

-

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits in each option is analysed and presented.
Table 14 - Cost and Benefits annualisation for shortlisted options in BC3
Costs and benefits (global)
Status Quo
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
NPC

6.6

Costs (SEK)
Benefits
- 3.956.769,00 kr
N/A
- 3.956.769,00 kr
N/A
- 3.956.769,00 kr
N/A
- 4.942.869,00 kr
N/A
- 4.030.869,00 kr
N/A
- 4.030.869,00 kr
N/A
- 4.030.869,00 kr
N/A
26.410.919,99

Minimum scope (preferred option)
Costs (SEK)
2.657.303,18 kr
3.698.303,18 kr
3.698.303,18 kr
4.684.403,18 kr
3.772.403,18 kr
3.772.403,18 kr
3.772.403,18 kr

Benefits
516.830,73
516.830,73
516.830,73
516.830,73
516.830,73
516.830,73
516.830,73
23.706.794,97

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Once all costs, benefits and risks have been assessed and quantified, when possible, the preferred option has
been selected. The table below summarises the key outcomes of the cost, benefits (quantifiable and also
qualitative) and risk appraisals of the shortlisted options.
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Table 15 - Economic analysis results for BC3
Status Quo

Minimum Scope

Result

Result

26.410.919,99 kr

23.706.794,97 kr

Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal (NPC)

Qualitative benefits appraisal

Meets:
 Partially the Investment Objectives.
 1/5 of CSF.
Advantages do not outweigh disadvantages.

Risk Appraisal

N/A

Meets:
 All Investment objectives.
 All CSF.
Advantages partially outweigh
disadvantages.
144/325

Consequently, Minimum scope option clearly emerges as the preferred option because it has:
 The lowest NPC for the time period appraised.
 Significant intangible benefits (meets all investment objectives and CSF, and its advantages outweigh
its disadvantages).
 A low risk level.
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for
implementing Delivery of Home Care services with EVs BC in Stockholm was defined and assessed.
Furthermore, a preferred way forward for implementing BC3 was confirmed by Stockholm City Council.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC3 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the participation of Stockholm managers. The commercial strategy
details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to the point the current
status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
In this Full Business Case phase all private sector bids are identified and described and VFM assessment of
the procurement options is elaborated, considering the results of the pilot demonstration.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
‘Delivery of Home-Care Services with EVs’ is an e-mobility innovation project, where some procurement
activities are mostly under the MEISTER project within H2020 framework. BC3 will utilise:




Funding from MEISTER project for the city personnel costs related to advisory services internally in
the city and the dialogue with private home care providers
Funding from Stockholm City Council for the acquisition of the EVs.
Existing and new infrastructure funded by the City of Stockholm

By the end of December 2021, the City of Stockholm had delivered 19 EVs in city district departments
delivering Eldercare services in their respective district. Four (4) additional were in the pipeline and depend
on access to EVSE.
As a public entity, Stockholm City Council’s approach to the market will rely on the use of public procurement.
The tendering processes are intended to meet the following objectives:




Ensure transparency and openness.
Incentivise providers to deliver high quality services and goods.
Attain the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC3 to the best attainable quality for
the lowest cost. For this, Stockholm CC procurement processes follow a TCO perspective.
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Specific tendering guidelines, recommendations and relevant regulation that must be observed for the
sourcing of the required goods, services or expertise, have been anticipated:




Public procurement is governed by the Swedish Public Procurement Act (2016:1145– LOU), which
is largely based on EU Directive concerning public procurement. The fundamental principles for
public procurement are specified in 2016:1145– LOU and apply to all procurement of products,
services and works. There are the principle of non-discrimination, equal treatment, transparency,
proportionality and mutual recognition.
The public procurement process starts with the identification of a need and an analysis of how this
need can be satisfied. After that, the procurement is planned and a calculation of the total value of
the contract must be made. The calculation of the value aims to establish how the total value of the
contract relates to the ‘thresholds’, which determines which rules are to be applied.

Stockholm City Council’s approach to market fits with local, national and EU procurement policies and rules.
For this, the entity has ensured that public procurement processes and contractual agreements to be
launched for the delivery of solutions under BC3 will comply with the above-mentioned framework and all
other relevant procurement regulations.

7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC3, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.

7.2.1 Key contractual agreements and payment and charging mechanisms
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BC3 in the short, but also longterm, has been conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant both during the first piloting
phase under the MEISTER project, as well as for the subsequent potential full roll-out.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required for BC3 (object of the
contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) to be used. Possible suppliers have
also been identified (provider) and indicative timescales have been outlined (timescale). Moreover, funding
sources for each contract have been defined.
Finally, a first payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made for
the goods and services to be procured by Stockholm City Council for the delivery of BC3. In each contract,
the specific payment mode will depend on the contractual relationship between the parties, as well as on
the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of the agreement.
It is also important to note that there will be no money earned by Stockholm City Council during the pilot
period of BC3 and after the end of MEISTER. BC3 is to be a public service largely funded by taxes, as it already
is now, and therefore no direct charging mechanisms are projected. However, expenses and potential savings
are dealt with in detail in the Financial Case.
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements
#C

C1

Contracting
part

Stockholm
City Council
(CC)

Delivery of Home Care Services
with EVs

Set of contracts tendered through public Procurement

In-house provided (different city districts)

-

Central fleet managers
and elderly service department

In-House (Stockholm City Council Procurement Department)

MEISTER project
duration.

To be determined

N/A

MEISTER Funding

Public procurement

Existing.
7 year contract continuously renewed.

To be determined

Periodic fee
under a leasing contract.

Stockholm CC
funding

Public procurement

Existing.

To be determined

Periodic fee.

Public procurement

Existing.

To be determined

Periodic fee.

To be determined

Periodic fee.

To be determined.

According to
milestones in
relevant contract.

To be determined

Monthly fee

C3

Stock CC

Leasing contract for acquisition
of EVs.

C4

Stock CC

Insurance services

Car manufacturer / car
dealer: Volkswagen financial service/ Upplandsmotor/Renault
Protector insurance to be
defined

C5

Stock CC

Fleet administration

Service provider:
Leaseplan.

C6

Stock CC

Services for specific devices
(breath alcohol ignition interlock
device)

Safety device provider:
Dräger

C7

Stock CC

Funding
source

Home care services provider: Different private
operators appointed
through public procurement

Stock CC

C2

Provision of Charging infrastructure
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Already existing.
Defined duration
for privately
operated services.

Existing.
Public procurement

Option 1. Newly installed
charger: many different
EVSE providers.
Option 2. Rental of a
charger in a parking spot:
many different EVSE providers.

Timescale

Payment

Provider

Research for updating public
procurement criteria

Type of agreement

Estimated
cost

Object of the contract

Public procurement

Initially, for the pilot duration (starting in 3Q 2020)

To be determined

According to
service delivery milestones
as specified
under each
contract.
N/A

Tax funded
public service

Stockholm CC
funding
Stockholm CC
funding
Stockholm City
Council funding

Stockholm City
Council funding
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7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others. Some
contracts have been broken down into their basic components for specification purposes, while others have
been grouped for practical and assessment purposes due to their close connection.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference
contract

Required outputs/ services

C1a

Delivery of Home Care services with EVs (private providers)

• Increased number of EVs both from private and
public procurers used for Home Care services.

-

C1b

Delivery of Home Care services with EVs (in-house)

• 25% of the public fleet for providing Home Care
services must be fossil fuel free (EVs).

-

C2

Research for updating public
procurement criteria

C3

Acquisition of EVs

C4

Insurance services

• New criteria have to abide by the proportionality
principle, taking into consideration factors such as
the size of the companies’ fleet providing Home
Care services.
• Model must charge 3 phase/16A.
• Use a TCO when procuring the cars, including
guaranteed repurchase value.
• Breath alcohol ignition interlock devices.
• Full coverage insurance.

C5
C6

Fleet administration
Services for specific devices

• Comprehensive services.
• Comprehensive services.

Charging infrastructure

• All parking spaces should provide access to a
charger.
• One charger per car.

C7

Desirable attributes

Aspirational attributes

-

-

• The solution should
have a bearable cost.
• It should not pose capacity issues.

7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan to be followed over the duration of BC3 for
approaching the market.
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan that would have to be followed in the BC3 pilot and
full roll-out stage for approaching the market. Only third-party provided services and goods will be
considered and, depending on the nature of the latter, the recommended approach to market will be defined.
According to the applicable law, the approach may take the form of a full or simplified tender, following an
open or restricted procedure.
A first approximation to the indicative timescales has been already set forth. The need to further detail the
procurement timescales in the long run, will be assessed when the deployment of the new EVs in the Home
Care Services.

7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC3 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC3 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between the different stakeholders and
providers involved. The table below illustrates a the percentage (%) of risk borne by each party.
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Table 18 - Risk allocation for BC3
Potential allocation of risk

Public
(Stock
CC)

Private
Home Care
services
providers

Other
providers
(EVs,
related
services,
software.)

Business risk

100%

-

-

-

Design

80%

20%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Implementation

100%

-

-

-

Availability and
Performance

-

-

-

-

• The risk that the service provided does not reach
the quantity of the offer is not deemed relevant.

50%

50%

-

-

• Risks regarding operating costs and performance
standards is with the service providers, both public
and private.

Revenue

-

-

-

-

• BC3 is not revenue-funded.

Termination

-

-

-

-

• Risk of contract termination is not deemed relevant.

-

• Risk related to the use of sub-optimal technical solutions has not been assessed as significant, as software developed within the MEISTER project is intended to be innovative, as newly procured EVs also
are.

Risk Category

Equipment
installation

Operational

Technology and
Obsolescence

-

-

-

Local
entities

Financing

-

-

-

-

Legislative

60%

40%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

Residual value
risks

7.4

Reason

• Business imperatives to be met are borne by the
promoter organisation, Stockholm CC.
• Risk related to the adequate design of the Business
Model is borne by the promoter organisation, Stockholm CC, and to a lesser extent by the private providers, which have been directly consulted to consider their views in the design of the Business
Model.
• Precise equipment installation (CPs) is still to be decided. One option is to rent the CPs and the other
one is to install the CPs.
• Implementation risk is with the promoter organisation, which is directly in charge of the planning and
delivery of BC3.

• No lack of funding has been detected so far for BC3.
• Solutions procured for this Business Case are mostly
funded with public resources that do not pose significant burdens on the promoter organisation.
• An unforeseen change in the regulation or relevant
policies is a risk borne by all stakeholders involved in
the provision and in the management of the service:
the private service providers and Stockholm CC.
• The value of the physical asset at the end of the
contract period is a risk borne by the car dealer,
which provides the EVs to Stockholm CC through a
leasing contract. The risk lies with the car company
for the first 48 months after it is transferred to the
city

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

No additional special clauses have been identified as necessary to manage specific risks in certain contractual
agreements.
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Contract and relationship management is going to be performed by City of Stockholm, and suppliers’
performance will be reviewed according to KPIs and milestones foreseen in the contracts.
BC3 will continue after the end of MEISTER project.
Based on lessons-learnt from the electrification of the municipal fleet and the consultation from the city’s
fleet managers with the city district departments, the following requirements have been implemented in the
procurement:

7.5



All vehicles used in the assignment must not be older than six years from the date when the vehicle
was first put into service.



All vehicles needs to meet the criteria for climate bonus, or



Operated with vehicle gas, ethanol or gases other than LPG with a tax-based emission value of no
more than 190 grams of carbon dioxide per kilometer (WLTP), according to the Swedish Transport
Agency's Road Traffic Register



And fulfill Euro 6 or better



Have studless winter wheels

VFM ASSESTMENT OF PROCUREMENT OPTIONS

It has not been necessary to carry out any procurement procedure for developing the demonstration because
the contracts were already underway or were made in house. Hence, it has not been possible to make an
assessment of the best value for money of procurement options.
The decision to use of EVs among private providers fleet came into force but no procurement has been done
yet.
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8

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable for, City of Stockholm to deploy the delivery of
Home Care services with EVs BC was defined.
In the OBC stage, the Financial Case studies the delivery of the BC within the available or potential capital
resources. The purpose is to address the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential funding
sources, and to this end, the detailed financial implications of the said option are described.
For BC3 financial forecasting, an analysis timeframe of 7 financial years has been selected by the Fleet
Managers at the Environment Department, City of Stockholm. This decision has been done with the purpose
of aligning the financial model with the duration of the EVs leasing contracts, which constitute the main
assets in BC3.
All the financial l information and modelling has been updated from OBC according to the new assumptions
of 19 electric vehicles and charging operation and the results of the pilot demonstration (annual km travelled
per vehicle and the consumption of electricity).

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires an estimated capital and revenue expenditure of around 22 million SEK over
the appraisal period.
The funding for the project will be made up from three main sources:
 City of Stockholm budget, for the rest of the capital costs and revenue costs, including the leasing of
the EVs.
 National grants (Sweden), for the leasing of the EVs, which would take the form of a one-off grants
in the first year of implementation of BC3.
The table below sets out the estimated financial impact (capital and revenue) of the preferred option over
the 7-year modelled period as well as the total funding requirements, once the projected funding options
have been considered. No relevant funding needs emerge from the analysis, as BC3 service would be a taxfunded service.
Table 19 - Capital requirements for BC3
Capital and funding requirements (SEK)
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Preferred option:
Capital costs

-

Revenue costs
Other
costs
(financing)
Total

1.041.000,00
3.687.453,80

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.687.453,80

3.687.453,80

4.673.553,80

3.761.553,80

3.761.553,80

3.761.553,80

10.849,38

10.849,38

10.849,38

10.849,38

10.849,38

10.849,38

10.849,38

2.657.303,18

3.698.303,18

3.698.303,18

4.684.403,18

3.772.403,18

3.772.403,18

3.772.403,18

*Funded by:
Existing
funds
(BUDGET)
Additional
funds (MEISTER)
Additional
funds
(PUBLIC GRANT)
Revenue
Total
funding
requirements

1.418.303,18

-

0

3.698.303,18

-

0

1.239.000,00

3.698.303,18
0

-

N/A

N/A
-

-

-

0

N/A

-

4.684.403,18

-

0

N/A

-

3.772.403,18

-

0

N/A

-

3.772.403,18

0

N/A

-

3.772.403,18

N/A

-

-

The analysis has shown BC3 full implementation will not pose any funding needs.
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8.2

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
The delivery of Home Care services with EVs (BC3) constitutes a public service for Stockholm citizens, and is
therefore funded from the public budget of the City Council.
From the financial perspective, implementation of the preferred option entails that end-users, namely,
elderly people, are not charged through any ad hoc charging mechanism for the reception of the abovementioned services. Consequently, ‘net effect on prices’ is not a relevant point for BC3.

8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Implementation of BC3 ‘Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs” will not result in the creation of major
assets for Stockholm City Council. The leasing of the new EVs is considered an operating lease and,
consequently, there will be no transfer of ownership at the end of the leasing contract.
On the other hand, lease payments for the EVs acquired for the defined time period will constitute an
operating monthly expense in the income and expenditure account. However, Fleet Managers at the
Environment Department, City of Stockholm have not identified significant issues nor risks regarding this
matter.
Hence, the organisation’s balance sheet and the income and expenditure account should not to be negatively
impacted.

8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply a decrease in capital and revenue costs of 2.850.260 SEK.
comparing to the existing arrangements in the Status quo option. The overall costs of BC3 over the appraisal
period, including capital expenditure, operating expenditure and financing costs, have been studied. The
annualised spend profile is presented in the table below.
Table 20 - Cashflow analysis for BC3
Annualised cashflow
Item
Revenue (inflow)
Cost (outflow)

Annual cash flow

Cumulative

FY0
0
2.657.303,18
kr
2.657.303,18
kr
2.657.303,18
kr

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

FY5 FY6

0
0
0
0
0
0
3.698.303,18 3.698.303,18 4.684.403,18 3.772.403,18 3.772.403,18 3.772.403,18
kr
kr
kr
kr
kr
kr
- 3.698.303,18 3.698.303,18 4.684.403,18 3.772.403,18 3.772.403,18 3.772.403,18
kr
kr
kr
kr
kr kr
- 6.355.606,36 10.053.909,54 14.738.312,72 18.510.715,90 22.283.119,08 26.055.522,26
kr
kr
kr
kr
kr kr

Total
0
26.055.522,26
kr
26.055.522,26
kr

Regarding the overall affordability of BC3, no funding gap has been revealed, not only because ‘Delivery of
Home Care Services with EVs’ is a tax-funded public service, but also because there are clear cost savings
compared to the ‘Do nothing’ of ‘Status Quo’ scenario.
The following issues have also been considered:
 Contingencies (consistent with the risk analysis conducted) have been foreseen to ensure there is
sufficient financial cover.
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Moreover, no costs have been incurred in ahead of the business case approval at the organisation’s
own risk.
Additional personnel costs for procuring the solutions defined in the Commercial case have been
included in the Financial model.

The financial case shows the preferred option is affordable and that Stockholm City Council is able to fund,
through different sources, the overall cost of deploying BC3 throughout the analysed period.

9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC3, and at the same time details the arrangements
foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The management case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC3.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project has been assessed as high due to the interest of Stockholm City Council and private procurers in
replacing the fleet of vehicles with EVs. Considering the readiness and resources of the municipality, the
management case for the project has been further be defined in the Outline Business Case stage.
In the Outline Business Case stage, a specific workshop to discuss the definition of the Management case
took place in Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the online participation of the City of Stockholm.
The resulting Management case describes the basic BC3 management structure and project team. It also
deals with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a benefits realisation plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project Management structure established for BC3 in the City of Stockholm is coordinated and leaded by
Maria-Angeliki Evliati (Project Coordinator and Manager).
‘Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs in Stockholm is managed by the 2 Fleet Managers of the Environment Department in the municipality. and reports results to the Environment and Health Committee.
The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the already described
governance arrangements for BC3.
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Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC3

In connection to the reporting structure provided, The City of Stockholm has two overarching project management models. One of them is used for large investment projects (Systemstöd Stora InvesteringsProjekt)
and the other one is used for all types of projects (Lilla Ratten).
The model describes what the project is about, how to plan, lead and follow up the project in order to
achieve the project results. This model provides the city with a standardised routine and a harmonised
methodology, and its use is mandatory.
The assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps in the project
structure. Key project roles are:





Fleet Management. This unit (1) acts as the coordinating contact with Eldercare Services Department
and City District Departments, and (2) assists with technical knowledge and expertise on vehicles and
infrastructure. Within the unit, two key responsible persons, apart from the Project Coordinator,
support BC3.
Eldercare Services Department. The Department has the overall responsibility for the transition to
EVs in the delivery of homecare services by private providers’, through development of new
procurement criteria. One responsible person directly supports this objective of BC3.
City District Departments. The City District Departments are in charge of implementing
electrification of their fleet through purchase/leasing of EVs and ensuring access to charging
infrastructure.

External service providers have also a prominent role within BC3, namely:


Providers of eldercare services. Providers of eldercare services have already participated in the
state of play survey mapping. They will also be involved in the analysis of the possibilities and feasibility to develop and introduction new procurement criteria.

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC3 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
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Table 21 – BC3 Scheduling
Stages or
outcomes
Strategic
Planning
(Planning)

Engagement
with
stakeholders for
BC piloting
(Initiation)

Preparatory
works

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)
Go-live
(potential next
steps after
MEISTER)
(Completion)

9.2

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date

Planning and initiation

MEISTER
resources
(full-time staff)

• Successful entry in MEISTER Consortium

November 2019

Setting of main objectives of
Stockholm CC within MEISTER
Business Cases

MEISTER
resources
(full-time staff)

Internal information (breakfast
meetings with vehicle
responsible persons in each
department)

MEISTER
resources
(full-time staff)

Follow-up with City District
Departments

MEISTER
resources
(full-time staff)

• Number of EVs introduced (checked twice a
year).

Throughout the
pilot

Preparation of criteria for
procurement of vehicles with a
priority on EV, plug-in hybrid
electric and gas.

MEISTER funding
(full-time staff)

• Environmental/green
procurement criteria.
• Successful selection of a
provider (after MEISTER)
• Lowest TCO (Total Cost
of Ownership) possible.

End of 2020

Procurement of charging boxes

MEISTER
resources
Stockholm CC
(Fleet
Management
Function) and
Stockholm
Parking Authority

Demo site preparation

MEISTER
resources

Assessment and enhancements

MEISTER
resources

Roadmap to full BC deployment

Internal
resources

Enhanced BC rollout y follow-up

Internal
resources

• Ensure Stockholm Business Cases have a certain degree of innovation.
• Successfully arousing interest and engagement

• Successful selection of a
provider.
• Best Value for Money.
• Meeting of foreseen tendering timeline.

• Management of potential delays and other pilot-related issues.
• Appropriate assessment
of overall costs and potential challenges ahead.
• Successful development
of feasible green procurement criteria to
reach the target by
2030.
• Effective change management and internal
communication of results.

November 2019

Twice a year

August-2021

SeptemberNovember 2021
Mid 2021 onwards
After MEISTER
project

After MEISTER
project

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that having a change management plan is
essential in order to successfully implement and test the Business Model ‘Delivery of home Care Services
with EVs in Stockholm’. A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC3 and affecting the promoter’s
organisation has been elaborated.
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Table 22 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change

Communicating Change

Reinforcing change

Business impact:
• Implementation of BC3 will require
the establishment of new contracts, in
line with those presented in the Commercial Case, to ensure the provision
of the needed goods and services (i.e.,
EVs, charging boxes, etc.).

Internal stakeholders that have to be
involved in the final lessons learnt
exercise:
• Fleet managers
• Procurement officers
• City districts and eldercare management
External stakeholders involved:

How is change going to be supported?
• By the end of MEISTER project and of
the demonstration of BC3, Stockholm
City Council will develop a lessonslearnt exercise. This will include an assessment of the overall impact of BC3
on the objectives initially defined, and
of the adequacy of the equipment
procured.
• Formulation and implementation of
corrective actions after the MEISTER
project.
• Evaluating potential for upscaling

Impact on processes:
• Introduction of new procurement criteria for Delivery of Home Care Services related to minimum quotas of
EVs in fleets will create new challenges and possibilities for private operators: adaption of EV fleets will require new business capabilities,
investments, new fleet management
processes, employee training, etc. It
could, also, unleash possibilities for
business diversification.
• BC3 will increase the relative share of
EVs in the public fleet for the delivery
of Home Care Services, which may impact the functioning of the Fleet Management unit, creating new key issues
to monitor. New EVs will also require
different maintenance tasks and strategies for their management.
• New commercial framework will require additional tasks for the management of the new contracts.
• BC3 results and lessons learnt will
feed into the policies of Stockholm
City Council.

• Private providers of eldercare services. Specially those driving 3-shifts.
• Home Care Services employees.
How is communication going to take
place?
• Circulating lessons-learnt reports.
• Holding general and/or specific meetings.
For Private providers:
• Participation at the survey mapping
state of play.
• Spreading internally and externally
good examples that EVs are appropriate for delivery of eldercare services.
• Additional involvement at a later
stage, for the assessment of the feasibility of the new procurement criteria.
• Timely informative tasks about the introduction of new procurement criteria.
For Home Care Service employees:
• Information and training activities, if
deemed necessary.

Impact on staff:
• New work processes linked to the introduction of new EVs and equipment
will need to be communicated to existing staff in charge of procurement
and fleet management activities.
• New vehicles, with slightly different
functioning and requirements will be
used by Home Care Service employees.

9.3

BENEFITS REALISATION

The benefits founded from the ex post evaluation of the pilot demonstration are the following:
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Table 23: Socio-economic benefit of BC3 arising from CO2 emission reduction
Target Level

Socio-economic benefit in €

CO2 savings per 100 km driven

1.71

CO2 savings per fleet vehicle during the demonstration year

459

CO2 savings of all vehicles of the home care service fleet operating in three shifts during

4,590

the demonstration year

Thus, the demonstration demonstrated that the BC can promote a fossil-free municipal fleet and that the BC
has a substantial potential to decrease the CO2 emissions in the transport sector by electrifying municipal
fleets. Moreover, due to the high mileage of the EVs used and due to the low CO2 emission factor from the
Nordic electricity mix, the socio-economic benefit of BC3 is significant, too, when considering the current CO2
price levels in the EU.

9.4

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC3.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists some of
the risks identified in earlier steps, namely, those deemed enough relevant at this point of the project to be
monitored. The table will be periodically updated, with input facilitated by involved stakeholders and through
periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or workshops.
Table 24 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

Interdependencies
with other risks

Stockholm Parking

Dependent on the absence of parking spaces
with chargers, the
changing customer
base of the Eldercare
service and the availability of national subsidies for investments in
EVs and charging infrastructure

• Common procurement to reduce costs.

-

• An EV with sufficiently long range and
fast charging infrastructure, the vehicle
does not need to charge during day
time. In this sense there is no dependency to where the client is.

-

High investment costs for
setting up charging infrastructure.

-

Customer base of the
Home Care service changes
constantly, meaning that
the car’s ordinary parking is
the only place where it can
be recharged.

City District Departments
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New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures

-

• In some cases, charging infrastructure
has been assessed as not technically feasible in the building. Hence, Stockholm
CC has identified alternative parking
spots where the owner is interested in
investing in charging infrastructure. Alternatively, in some cases the City Council has also opted for other fossil-free vehicles, such as biogas or plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles.
• An EV with sufficiently long range and
fast charging infrastructure will permit
the vehicle to avoid needing to charge
during day time. In this sense there is no
dependency to where the client is.

City District Departments

-

Absence of standard parking spaces for setting up
charging infrastructure:
Home Care providers depart from a certain hub or
from their home, but this
can change over time (e.g.
hubs can be reclustered).

Stockholm CC

• This is linked to a poorly dimensioned
charging infrastructure. Consequently,
Stockholm CC has opted for other fossilfree vehicles, such as biogas or plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles.

√

Insufficient EVs’ range for
the trips associated to the
delivery of homecare services.

-

Home Care entrepreneurs
not interested.

Fleet management, Eldercare
Department

-

• Highlight good examples.
• Procurement criteria.

-

Technical limitations in
terms of electricity supply.

City District Departments

-

• Find alternative parking spaces.

Withdrawal of the subsidies
for purchase of electric vehicles.

Fleet Manager
and City District
Departments,
Private providers

-

• Review contract times in order to spread
costs during a longer period.
• Closely monitor the TCO of EVs.

-

• Regulatory monitoring tasks.

-

• An EV with sufficiently long range and
fast charging infrastructure, the vehicles
do not need to charge during day time.
In this sense there is no dependency to
where the client is.

-

-

-

√

√

Changes in the municipal
EVs regulation.
Inconsequent driving patterns due to changing customer base.
Transport makes a very little part of procurement of
Home Care services and legally hard to motivate a
clause on EVs (proportionality principle).

City Council
City District Departments

Opt for another clean fuel vehicle.
Eldercare department

No relevant applicability of
MEISTER apps and Dashboard to the ordinary
routes of the staff providing
municipal Home Care Services in Stockholm.

Stockholm CC

Timely delivery of vehicles
from the manufacturer.

Stockholm CC
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All

Analysis of alternatives:
 Redefining the BM value proposition.
 Seeking of new a new group of pilot
users.

Stockholm CC has opted for other fossilfree vehicles, such as biogas or plug-in hybrid electric vehicles.
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9.5

PILOT MANAGEMENT

BC3 demonstration has as its objectives:



To test the procurement of fossil-fuel free services, by firstly gathering knowledge and information
about the fleet and conditions under which the private providers are delivering homecare services,
in order to estimate the potential of introducing relevant clauses in the next procurement.
To follow the pathway for replacing 19 out of 57 vehicles of the municipal Home Care service fleet
with EVs.

The municipal providers of Home Care services participated in the pilot phase. Currently, those services are
being provided in the inner city and outskirts of Stockholm and this will also be the location of the pilot. As
of April 2020, 9 fossil-fuel free vehicles have been delivered in the city district departments of Bromma-Alvik,
Skärholmen, Spånga-Tensta and Älsvjö.
Further information about the pilot demonstration is included in D.6.5.
Key stages of the pilot phase of BC3 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 25 - Key stages and arrangements for pilot phase
Key stage

Resources

Actions planned to overcome complications

Approximate
date

First pilot concept
definition

MEISTER
resources
and
Consortium
partners

• Early planning despite late entry in the project.
• Definition of pilot users (Home Care services
employees)

2Q-3Q 2019

Analysis of
concrete emobility context in
Stockholm

MEISTER
resources
and
Consortium
partners

Activities

(Pre-) Pilot analysis
and definition

Planning and
deployment of
resources

Pilot review and
reporting of results

9.6

Tendering process
MEISTER
funding

• Study to map the private providers’ fleet,
consisting of a survey to the private providers.
• Analysis of potential to introduce procurement criteria.
• Discussion of outcomes with Eldercare Department.
• Early planning of the tendering process
(screening phase, pre-contractual phase, contractual phase).
• Assessment of the available and suitable EV
models.
• Assessment of options to access charging infrastructure.

3Q 2019-2Q
2020

Throughout the
pilot

Collection of pilot
data

MEISTER
Consortium
partners

• Early planning of indicators and data sources
list, including frequency of collection.

Public
communication

MEISTER
resources.

• Press release on pilot phase beginning.

3Q 2020

Project
partners of
MEISTER

• Reporting of results to MEISTER partners.
• Adaption of BC concept and operationalisation.
• Report to relevant managers in Stockholm CC.

Mid-2021
onwards

BC review: analysis
of data.

1Q-2Q 2020

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post pilot
demonstration Business Case assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
The Business Case Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs is well- aligned to local policies and priorities in
Stockholm and represents an option that would contribute to the reduction of the polluting emissions,
advancing towards the objective of a fossil-fuel free public fleet.
A major driver of this business model is a clear political vision for large scale electrification of the transport
sector in Stockholm. Together with advice and support provided by the fleet managers internally in the city
organization, it became possible to achieve a city council decision setting environmental criteria in
procurement of private providers of home care services.
The preferred option shows significantly optimal results with savings on different cost items compared to the
business as usual.
But the current Full Business Case only includes the verification of the commercial, financial and management
based on the results of the pilot phase. However, once the preferred option been deployed with the 19
electric vehicles for the delivery home care services, it is necessary to develop a final Full Business Case that
includes an assessment of the commercial, financial and management cases This assessment will verify all
the information contained in this document, the new requirements introduced in the procurement for
private home care service providers in order to incentivise electrification in the providers’ fleet and if the
preferred option can be delivered successfully using available capability and project management processes.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IA

Impact Assessment

IOT

Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value
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Acronyms List
OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenMUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the E- Logistics Enabling Ultra-Low Emissions Hub in Málaga (BC4) that has been developed, tested and validated within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented
in the pilot city of Málaga (Spain).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirmation of the business
needs and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital
and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and
project management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications and actual
implementation according to the pilots demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case E- Logistics Enabling Ultra-Low Emissions Hub in Málaga (BC4). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Málaga
(Spain) and provides an overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as
the main stakeholders involved in BC4. Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context
of E- Logistics Enabling Ultra-Low Emissions Hub in Málaga (BC4). Chapter six includes the economic appraisal
with the results of the process of selection of the preferred option that maximises Value for Money through
a Cost and Benefit Analysis. Chapter seven offers a broad commercial strategic that identify and describes all
the procurement options and the tendering process with the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all
the bids. Chapter eight includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost
of the investment and its affordability and long-term impact focuses on BC4. Chapter nine includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the
main results of the FBC report and the best practices and lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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3

E-LOGISTICS ENABLING ULTRA-LOW EMISSIONS HUBS IN MALAGA (BUSINESS
CASE 4)

The Historic Centre of Malaga suffered a transformation that started in 2002 with the pedestrianisation of
the streets. Nowadays, Malaga Historic Centre has 35,000 inhabitants and a population density of 115 inhabitants/ha. The urban distribution problem in this area is due to the high demand of the foodservice industry
and HORECA channel (that includes restaurants, hotels and shops). Demand oscillation is influenced by the
increase in the floating population (tourism). The average of distribution vehicles that access the city centre
is 221 vehicles/day (allowed time window: from 7 a.m. to 11 a.m.), of which, 132 vehicles/day access to the
Historic City Centre.
In the Historic Centre of Malaga, logistics companies distribute goods using EVs operating from an Urban
Centre of Ecological Distribution (CUDE). The CUDE is a 3.000 square meters centre in which heavy vehicles
(up to 3.5 tonnes) place products that are then distributed using light EVs. Currently, SMASSA parking company rents cages and space in the CUDE for storing goods (courier, food, etc.) to more than 30 transport and
parcel companies. These companies distribute every day their goods and parcels throughout the Historic
Centre with their own electric trucks and bicycles. Furthermore, the CUDE offers distribution companies a
municipal shared EV to distribute goods to the shops and restaurants in the old city. The time window for the
electric trucks to leave the CUDE and distribute packages through the Historic City Centre is from 08:00 to
20:00 (Monday to Friday).
This BC will study sharing resources (loading and unloading points, EVs and charging points) among the logistics companies to optimize their use and enable smart management and operation of the logistics activities.
The focus of this BC is to define, test and validate collaborative last-mile distribution centres for different
logistic activities such as courier, food industry and parcel service in the city of Malaga.

4

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN MALAGA

Malaga has a broad range of experiences in preceding innovation projects in the field of e-mobility which
contributed to including e-mobility topics in the city’s strategic agenda and create a strong local network of
stakeholders dedicated to promoting innovative and sustainable mobility solutions. These projects include
EU-project Elviten which deployed 40 e-bikes for last-mile delivery and the EU-project, “Zero Emission Mobility to all” (ZEM2ALL) program which introduced the mass testing of EVs and charging infrastructure. Also,
it should be mentioned that e-mobility and sustainable mobility measures are strongly anchored in Malaga’s
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan [3].
One of the main strengths of the city of Malaga is the strong involvement of the public parking corporation
SMASSA in the city´s e-mobility strategies as a central stakeholder to enforce the e-mobility incentives. The
city administration in Malaga and SMASSA identifies the topics of parking and the use of public space as
crucial for the development of e-mobility and citizens’ mobility behaviour. The municipal parking corporation
(SMASSA) has the purpose to solve the parking problems that exist in the city of Malaga, providing a service
of quality to citizenship. Currently, SMASSA operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface and underground).
It offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the city of Malaga. Furthermore, SMASSA manages the SARE area. The SARE area includes the parking spaces that are on the public
road and are regulated with fees. The SARE area has the purpose of limiting the maximum time for parking
in high demand areas.
Malaga City Council and SMASSA parking corporation introduced a set of incentives to foster EVs and their
drivers. Among the privileges and regulatory measures for EVs to foster e-mobility are the following ones:
•
Tax reduction and entering the restricted area of the historic city centre with EVs.
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•

15 on-street parking spots for the exclusive use of BEV (free of fees). These parking spaces are in
large influx areas of the city. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs have free parking in
regulated on-street parking areas of the city (SARE area).

•

Currently, there are 17 parking spots (9 recharging posts) in 9 parking lots, reserved for EVs in
different underground SMASSA parking facilities. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs
can obtain an RFID card to access any off-street SMASSA parking, where they have 45 minutes of
free parking.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main regional and local plans and strategies from the city of Malaga on urban mobility, electric
and sustainable mobility are presented:

Regional plans

Table 1- Regional plans and policies in Malaga
Document

Description

Metropolitan Transportation Plan of the
Malaga Area (2015)

The purpose of the Plan is to establish the bases for a new mobility model with greater participation of sustainable modes to the detriment of the private automobile, a reduction in mobility
that is not necessary through the incorporation of urban policies and a definition of the multimodal transport system for the territorial scope.
The Strategy provides a proposal of regional action to attend jointly and in coordination with the
needs of the territory, and all the selected Motor Projects for sustainable development and improvement of well-being, quality of life and social cohesion of all citizens of Malaga, valuing the
most valid resources and with greater potential with which the province. Regarding sustainable
mobility, this strategy promotes actions for:
• Transformation of the province of Malaga towards a low carbon economy.
• Sustainable urban development in the province of Malaga.
• Sustainable transportation and connectivity.
The Agenda 21 document establishes concrete actions to face the challenge of rationalizing the
use of private vehicles.
The objective of this plan is to improve air quality and pollution level in Malaga and contribute
to reducing the emissions of gaseous particles originated by road traffic, one of the sectors that
pollute the most. Concrete objectives of this plan are to reduce air pollution and preserve air
quality, have better knowledge about the evolution of air quality and integrate objectives to improve air quality and pollution level in other sectoral policies and promote citizen awareness.
The Malaga 2020 Strategy establishes strategic lines to achieve sustainable mobility. The following are the main strategic lines: Promote intramodality to achieve efficient use of different modes
of transport. Promote the use of any means of transport non-polluting as an alternative to the
vehicle private motorized, both in the city and in the metropolitan area. Reach the goal of zero
deceased, zero injured, zero congestion and zero emissions pollutants. Facilitate the incorporation of the electric vehicle as an alternative to the vehicle for the private use of conventional
technology (thermal engines). Encourage the development of an infrastructure of support for
electric mobility, together with the increase in demand for use of electric vehicles. Define a series
of actions that may favour related industrialization activities with the production of the components and necessary infrastructures for the development of electric mobility. Achieve an agile
and orderly urban distribution of merchandise and products
The goals of the ordinance are to encourage the use of more sustainable modes (on foot, by
bicycle) and public transport. Reduce the dependence of private vehicles on intercity journeys.
Reduce the displacements generated by the peri-urban activity centres (industrial parks, technology centres, university campuses, health centres and hospitals).

Malaga Advanced
Territorial Strategy
(2016)

Agenda 21 Malaga
(2015)
Malaga Air Quality
Plan (2017)

Local plans

Malaga strategy 2020
(2017)

Municipal Mobility
Ordinance of Malaga
(2014)
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Document

Description

Malaga Electric Vehicle Mobility Plan
(2017)

This plan describes the importance of promoting the development of charging infrastructures to
integrate the electric vehicle. In Malaga there is an electric charging network, with a total of 35
public charging points (26 fast charging). The Mobility plan defines the benefits provided to EVs
in the City of Malaga: The EVs have the maximum tax reduction, free parking and no time limit
in SARE area, and 45 minutes of free parking in the municipal parking buildings. There are 15
parking spaces of exclusive use for EVs distributed in the city and located at points with a large
influx. Furthermore, EVs can access the restricted area of the historic centre.
In its strategic line for sustainable mobility, there are some initiatives directly engaged with the
MEISTER project, among them:
• New plots for efficient and sustainable logistic in the City Centre and Port.
• Reserve one whole floor at the future new parking in Gigantes street for goods distribution in
the City Centre using EVs.
• The City Council will deploy Charge Points Net on street and new ones CP in off-street semipublic parking facilities.
• New parking slots for EVs and hybrids to get the number of 200 units by the whole city.
• By the end of 2023, the municipal vehicle fleet will be 100% integrated by EV and hybrid vehicles.
In this plan, the City Council of Malaga proposes three lines: Transport Intramodality, Integral
Traffic Management, Parking and Electric Mobility to contribute to Intelligent Mobility.

Malaga Council Government Plan
2019/2023

Malaga Smart: Strategic Plan for Technological Innovation
(2018 – 2022)
Malaga Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan
(SUMP) 2015-2035

4.2

The Malaga SUMP was approved in 2015 and has its horizon in the year 2035. It is a tool for
anticipating urban growth with the objective to promote the use of different modes of transport
to improve travel and strengthen neighbourhoods. Among the most relevant general objectives
of the Plan to achieve the new mobility model urban area, the following stand out: (1) Create
safe and functional spaces for walking. (2) Achieve a high-quality, integrated and competitive
public transport system. (3) Encourage the use of bicycles as a regular mode of transport. (4)
Promote rational use of the private car. (5) Use parking management as a tool to achieve sustainable mobility. (6) Promote intramodality. (7) Make mobility safe as well as developing necessary regulations to achieve all these goals. (8) Achieve an urban distribution of merchandise and
products that are agile and orderly. (9) Get safe mobility. (10) Inform, train and educate on the
principles and strategic lines that are formulated in this Plan.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Malaga.
Table 2– Stakeholders in the city of Malaga
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
Malaga City Council is a public institution with a wealth of experience in European Funding programmes.
Since 1989, it has been coordinating projects and networks with a direct influence on public policies especially related to the Urban Environment.
The following departments of Malaga City Council are directly involved in MEISTER project:
• The Innovation and New Technologies Department is responsible for the deployment of charging infrastructure, deployment of intelligent management systems, digitalization of public services and fostering
renewable generation facilities. Furthermore, it prepares and manages projects for ICT deployment.
Within MEISTER, the innovation department will provide and manage the EV fleet for the E-car sharing
in the municipal fleet (BC1).
• The Urban Environment Observatory (OMAU) of the city of Malaga manages the urban development
projects executed in the municipality. The OMAU deals with the preparation and implementation of the
projects, including tasks such as the communication and dissemination of project results. Furthermore,
OMAU is responsible for managing the Urban Agenda that is the strategic framework for the sustainability of the city. It also deals with the technical implementation of local and transnational projects which
are related to the Agenda. The main tasks include the development and updating of the monitoring tools
linked to the system of indicators which are processed via a Geographic Information System.
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Stakeholders

Description
• The Management of Urbanism Department is responsible for managing, modifying and reviewing the
general planning and urban infrastructure works in the municipality of Malaga as well as the participation of the municipality in European programs.
• The Mobility and Accessibility Department is responsible for the management, regulation and information of traffic and mobility in the city, performing, among others, studies on traffic, mobility and public transport and dissemination of sustainable mobility y in Malaga.

Local entities

• SMASSA is the Municipal Parking Corporation of Malaga. It is 51% owned by Malaga City Council and is
integrated at the Mobility Area of the Malaga Council. It operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface
and underground) and offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the
city of Malaga. SMASSA is currently also responsible for location planning of public charging points as
well as issuing tenders for charging infrastructure implementation phases.
• CIEDES Foundation is the Centre for Strategic Research and Economic and Social Development of the
city of Malaga. It is a private non-profit organization in charge of providing technical advice to the city
of Malaga. CIEDES is responsible for conducting strategic plans, feasibility studies and technical studies
as well as identifying financing sources for the municipality. Furthermore, it represents Malaga City in
national and international networks and cooperation projects.

5

STRATEGIC CASE

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for City Elogistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs BC in the city of Malaga. This part of the strategic case:
•
•
•
•
•

5.1

defines the strategic objectives,
identifies the current needs,
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
identifies the benefits, and
identifies the risks.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of Malaga City Council and key stakeholders within this BC are the following ones:
1.
Allocation and smart management of last-mile distribution hubs for urban logistics: Provide
low-emissions urban hubs to distribute goods in the Historic Centre and its surroundings. The
last-mile distribution urban hubs will enable logistics companies to distribute and pick up parcels
and merchandise with bicycles, tricycles and EVs that can circulate in pedestrian streets.
2.

5.2

Reduce and regulate the traffic of heavy goods vehicles in the city: Promote the use of the
proper size of EVs with enough battery range to cover the distribution area.

CURRENT NEEDS

Due to the increase of e-commerce, tourists, and the number of restaurants, the distribution and warehousing capacity of the current distribution centre (CUDE) is insufficient to cover the distribution demand in the
Historic Centre. Furthermore, another challenge of the CUDE is that it is located on the first floor of an underground car park and is connected to the street through a sloped ramp. This fact hinders EVs to take out
heavy goods from the CUDE to the street (especially when it is raining). Due to the difficulties and the limited
capacity of the CUDE, logistic companies that distribute heavy goods to the HORECA channel (Restaurants,
hotels and cafes) require additional land plots and other areas in the surface next to the Historic Centre to
cover the distribution needs.
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Given the situation in the Historic Centre, the City Council is committed to analyse existing challenges and
analysing alternatives for last-mile distribution. such as including new services to the current CUDE (e.g. app
development) or building a new Distribution Centre.

5.3

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the essential,
desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
Deployment of several loading and unloading spaces around the city. They will serve for the last-mile
distribution of specific types of goods (i.e. parcel service, heavy goods, etc.). The Urban logistics driver app
and manager app (MEISTER products 3EI and 3E2) will be developed and implemented for logistic companies
to book loading and unloading spaces in the city centre. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be
implemented to support this BC.
•
Intermediate scope:
The intermediate scope within this BC consists of adapting the CUDE and limiting its use for specific
distribution goods such as parcel service. The distribution of heavy goods will no longer take place in the
CUDE. Parcel companies that operate in the CUDE will have the possibility to have their private fleet of EVs
or use a shared fleet of EVs offered by the CUDE manager. The Urban logistics driver app and manager app
(MEISTER products 3EI and 3E2) will be developed and implemented for logistic companies to book and
monitor the use of shared EVs, charging points, and loading and unloading spaces in the city centre.
Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
A new Urban Distribution Centre will be constructed in the surroundings of the Historic Centre the for lastmile distribution of different types of goods. The new Urban Distribution Centre will allow the cross-docking
and transfer of multiple types of goods (parcel service, heavy goods, etc.) from heavy vehicles to last-mile
distribution light EVs. The Distribution Centre will provide charging stations for charging last-mile distribution
EVs and a fleet of EVs to be shared by logistics companies. Last-mile distribution companies that operate
from the Distribution Centre could also have their private fleet of EVs. The urban logistics driver app and
manager app (MEISTER products 3EI and 3E2) will be developed and implemented for logistic companies to
book and monitor the use of shared vehicles, loading and unloading spaces and charging points. Furthermore,
MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
Table 3– Potential scope and service requirements of BC4
Minimum
Scope

Deployment of various loading and
unloading spaces in the city centre
for distribution companies.

Intermediate

Maximum

Adaption of the current CUDE +
provide a shared fleet of EVs, charging points, and loading and unloading spaces in the city centre for distribution companies.

Construction of a new Urban Distribution Centre + provide a shared
fleet of EVs, charging points, and
loading and unloading points in the
city centre for distribution companies.

Technology
 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
requirements
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting
legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
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Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient
and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3):
- Urban logistics driver app (P3E1): The app will be used by drivers or EVs of logistics companies in Malaga to
know what resources of logistic hubs have been reserved for their vehicles for the day.
- Urban logistics manager app (P3E2): The web app will be used by the management staff of the logistics
companies of Malaga to request and manage the reservation of resources in the logistics hubs in the city
and to assign them to the vehicles and drivers of the fleet.
 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the ‘E-logistics enabling ultra-low Emissions hubs in Malaga’ could provide
to the City of Malaga. The following table identifies monetary and non-monetary, direct and indirect, as well
as qualitative and quantitative benefits:
Table 4 -Benefits of BC4
Benefits
categories
Welfare

Description

Beneficiaries

Approximate
quantification
Not quantified.

 1.Improvement of the quality of neighbours from the Historic City Centre
(fewer heavy goods vehicles, less noise,
less pollution).
 2.Raise awareness on e-mobility among
businesses (i.e. distribution companies,
shops and restaurants).
• 3.More efficient last-mile distribution
service for citizens.

• 1, 2, 3. Citizens (directly)

Environmental

 4.Reduction of gas emissions and noise
pollution to the atmosphere.
 5.Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an alternative to private motorized vehicles for last-mile logistics.
• 6.Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles in last-mile logistics.

• 4. Citizens (indirectly).
• 5. Goods Distribution companies directly).
• 6. Citizens and companies (fleet, distribution, etc) –(indirectly).

Not quantified.

Reputational

 7.The positioning of the City as innovative
and sustainable.
 8.Promotion of innovation in the City.
• 9.Contribution to the brand image of the
City: attraction of investments and tourism due to the innovative positioning and
commitment to sustainability.

• 7. City administration (directly).
• 8. Citizens, companies, city administration (indirectly).
• 9. City administration and private and
public companies (indirectly).

Not quantified.

Mobility

 10.Reduction of traffic in the city.
• 11.Reduction in the number of heavy and
polluting vehicles in circulation.

• 10, 11, 12. Citizens (indirectly).

Not quantified.

Technological

 12.Implementation of innovative technology platforms for last-mile logistics.
• 13.Implementation and expansion of EV
infrastructure of sustainable technologies.
• 14.Creation of wealth in the city and the
companies of the city.

• 13. Distribution companies and providers
(tech developer companies) – (directly).
• 14. Citizens (indirectly).

Not quantified.

• 15. Citizens and Private companies (directly).

Not quantified.

Economic
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Benefits
categories

Beneficiaries

Description
• 15.Reduction of fuel consumption and its
costs.

5.5

Approximate
quantification

• 16. Citizens (indirectly).

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by Malaga stakeholders.
Table 5– Risks of BC4
Risk categories

Business risks

Service risks

External environmental risks

5.6

Description
 Lack of funding for the construction of a new urban distribution centre.
 Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the evolving needs of the city of Malaga.
 Local regulation: Municipal regulation does not allow logistics companies to book loading and unloading
parking spaces.






Lack of space in the city centre for the installation of last-mile merchandise distribution centres.
Not covering the mobility and logistics needs of distribution and logistics companies.
The insufficient charging infrastructure deployed in the city for charging EVs from logistics companies.
Costs of implementation of the last-mile distribution hubs (and uncertain gains).
Technological challenges (lack of availability of EVs with enough capacity and autonomy for distributing
heavy goods).
 The involvement of stakeholders (restaurants, hotels, shops, logistics companies) is not guaranteed.
 Involvement and commitment of logistics companies in the construction of a new distribution centre.

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered, described and managed during the tasks for
the definition of the Outline Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC4
Constraints

Description

Available spaces

 A new logistical centre would require considerable space, to comply whit the logistical needs and requirements of a high-population neighbourhood. In addition, available public spaces would be required for loading and unloading areas.

General Urban Plan

 Malaga’s General Urban Plan refers to new urban developments, restricting the construction of new
spaces related to logistics/commercial/industrial uses. These standards refer to (dimension, use, mitigation of externalities, etc.).

Legal considerations

 Some legal regulations could limit the scope of the model/ the service requirements/ the technology
requirements.

Agreed and available budgets

 The construction of a new logistics centre may lead to significant budget needs. European funds or
public grants may be required to finance the project.

Timescales

 Implementation time could be longer than MEISTER project, considering project size, permissions required and contracts to be subscribed with different providers.

Dependency of BC4 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
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Table 7 - Dependencies of BC4
Dependencies
Authorisation and
licenses

6

Description
 Authorisation and licenses depending on the local government should not create unusual dependencies.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
identifies critical success factors (CSF),
•
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
•
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

6.1

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC4
CSF

Description

Strategic fit and
business needs

 Long-term sustainability of the new distribution hubs.
 Improvement of the logistics and distribution services in the city.
 Contribution to the reputation of the city of Malaga.

Potential value for
money

 The new distribution hubs create additional value to logistics companies (reduction of fuel costs, etc.).

Supplier capacity
and capability

 Technological availability: Availability of EVs in the market that fit the logistics needs (autonomy, loading capacity, etc.) and enough charging points around the city for distribution services.
 Scalability of the distribution hubs to other city neighbourhoods.

Potential affordability

 Availability of funding for new last-mile distribution hubs and charging points for EVs.
 Profitability in the operation of the new last-mile distribution hubs.

Potential achievability

 Availability of personnel and resources at the municipality for managing the distribution hubs.
 Involvement of key stakeholders (municipality, distribution and logistics companies, shops and restaurants, etc.).

6.2

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs
BC in the strategic case. The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered
in terms of scale, scope and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of service provided, level of coverage and
target end-users.
•
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
•
Service delivery alternatives include potential service providers.
•
Funding alternatives include the potential funding sources for funding the project.
Malaga stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives during the MEISTER meeting that
took place on the 18th of June 2019 in Malaga. The alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives
that need to be further analysed (M), and the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
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Table 9–Options assessment of BC4
Assessment

Dimension

Options within each Dimension

Scale,
scope and
location

Deployment of new loading and unloading on street spaces around the current logistics hub (Minimum scope).
Adaptation of the CUDE and limitation of its use for specific distribution goods such as parcels
(Intermediate scope).
Construction of a new Urban Distribution Centre (Maximum scope).

Service solution

Service
delivery

Funding

R

M

P

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☒

App for calculating logistic distribution routes.

☒

☐

☐

Urban logistics driver app (MEISTER P3E1)

☐

☐

☒

Urban logistics manager app (MEISTER P3E2)

☐

☐

☒

A private company manages the CUDE.

☐

☒

☐

SMASSA manages the CUDE. It rents parking spots, space and a fleet of EVs to logistics companies.

☐

☐

☒

Mixed: SMASSA rents CUDE for a private operator to manage it.

☐

☒

☐

MEISTER project funding (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from the Malaga City Council.

☐

☐

☒

Funding from SMASSA.

☐

☐

☒

Funding from a private company.

☒

☐

☐

Public funds from funding entities (FEDER, etc.).

☐

☐

☒

When combined, the preferred and possible alternatives in the above-presented table give rise to two
feasible options to be further studied, which correspond to the Minimum and Maximum scope option.
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of private managers involved. The summary
table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and the degree
to which each option meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key service requirements, as
well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration, yellow implies
the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the aspect analysed.
Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC4
Status Quo

Minimum Option

Maximum Option

No

Partially

Yes

Partially

Partially

Yes

Partially

Partially

Yes

No

No

Yes

Partially

Partially

Yes

Contribution to the reputation of the city of
Malaga

Yes

Yes

Yes

Potential value for money

No

No

Yes

Does it meet the investment objectives?
Allocation and smart management of lastmile distribution hubs for urban logistics
Reduce and regulate the traffic of heavy
goods vehicles in the city

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?
Strategic fit and business needs
Long-term sustainability of the new
distribution hubs.
Improvement of the logistics and distribution
services in the city.
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Status Quo

Minimum Option

Maximum Option

No

No

Yes

Partially

Partially

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The new distribution hubs create additional
value to logistics companies (reduction of
fuel costs, etc.).

No

No

Yes

Potential affordability

No

Partially

Yes

Partially

Partially

Yes

Profitability in the operation of the new lastmile distribution hubs.

No

Partially

Yes

Potential achievability

No

Partially

Yes

Availability of personnel and resources at the
municipality for managing the distribution
hubs.

No

Partially

Yes

Involvement of key stakeholders
(municipality, distribution and logistics
companies, shops and restaurants, etc.).

No

Partially

Yes

• An intermediate reduction of carbon emissions
by replacing fuel vehicles
with electric vehicles.

• Carbon emissions reduction by replacing
fuel vehicles with
electric vehicles.
• Services management by using a
smart platform
(booking, availability).
• Improvement of mobility in the city centre.
• Specialised loading
and unloading areas
will improve logistics
and service times.

• Carbon emission reduction by replacing
fuel vehicles with electric vehicles
• Services management
by using a smart platform (booking, availability)
• improve mobility in a
high population neighbourhood in the city
• loading and unloading
areas will improve logistics and service
times
• A new distribution
centre will improve the
city's reputation and
expand services to citizens
• Having two distribution centres will lead
to economies of scale

The new distribution hubs create additional
value to logistics companies (reduction of
fuel costs, etc.).

Supplier capacity and capability
Technological availability: Availability of EVs
in the market that fit the logistics needs
(autonomy, loading capacity, etc.) and
enough charging points around the city for
distribution services.
Scalability of the distribution hubs to other
city neighbourhoods.

Availability of funding for new last-mile
distribution hubs and charging points for EVs.

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
Advantages
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Disadvantages

6.3

Status Quo

Minimum Option

Maximum Option

• City council authorization
is required to use public
space as loading and unloading areas.

• City council authorisation is required to
use public spaces as
loading and unloading areas.
• Creating loading and
unloading zones for
each type of goods,
may not be possible
under current legislation.
• Including charging
points in loading and
unloading areas
(public space) may
not be possible due
to current regulation.

• City council authorisation is required to use
public spaces as loading and unloading areas.
• High capital and labour
investment are required.
• Need to find a suitable
location with the necessary dimensions.
• Requires design and
construction meeting
technical specifications.
• More implementation
time is needed.
• Must be approved and
aligned with the city's
urban planning.
• Including charging
points in loading and
unloading areas (public
space), may not be
possible due to current
regulation.

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Initially, in the SOBC stage, Malaga managers rejected the minimum scope option, assessed the intermediate
scope as possible and recommended the maximum scope as the preferred way forward. In the OBC stage
(MEISTER Deliverable 2.2), Malaga managers decided to change the content and scope of the options, transforming the initially named as ‘intermediate scope’ into a new minimum scope alternative, and renaming the
old minimum scope option as the new intermediate scope option. As a result of the assessment above-presented, the newly defined ‘minimum scope’ was evaluated as the possible option to be further studied, together with the maximum scope option, which remains to be the preferred way forward. Following these
options are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. The current CUDE has limited capacity to cover last-mile distribution needs in
Malaga Historic centre. This option is no longer a realistic option for City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs BC as Malaga City Council needs to solve existing challenges and implement solutions for last-mile
distribution needs.
•

Minimum scope option (Possible):

The intermediate scope option consists of deploying on-street loading and unloading areas around the
current logistics hub (CUDE) in Malaga city centre (scale, scope and location). These public spaces will be used
by last-mile goods distribution EVs’. MEISTER urban logistics drivers and managers app (MEISTER P3E1 and
P3E2) will be developed and offered to logistics operators- the CUDE´s clients- as an additional service for
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booking loading and unloading areas and controlling the access to the current logistics hub (service solution)
The service will be managed and operated by SMASSA parking association (service delivery). Funding for the
development and installation of the app will be included in MEISTER project (funding). This option represents
a possible option and should be further analysed in MEISTER D2.2 Outline Business Case.
•
Maximum scope option (Preferred way forward):
This option represents the maximum scope option and is the preferred way forward. It will study the construction of a new Urban Distribution Centre in a populated neighbourhood for last-mile distribution (scale,
scope and location). Within this option, MEISTER Urban logistics driver app and manager app (MEISTER P3E1
and P3E2) will be deployed to book a shared fleet of EVs, charging points and on-street loading and unloading
spaces. PV panels will be installed for the generation of energy needed in the new CUDE (service solution).
The service will be directly managed and operated by SMASSA parking association. SMASSA will rent storage
space, parking spots, EVs and CPs installed in the new Urban Distribution Centre to logistics companies. A
mixed management approach (service concession) will also be considered, in which SMASSA will rent the
CUDE to an organisation in charge of operating it – see Risk Allocation- (service delivery). Funding for the
development and installation of the Urban logistics driver and manager apps will be included in MEISTER
project and the funding for the construction of a new urban distribution centre needs to be obtained from
different sources (municipal budget, SMASSA budget, EU grants, etc.) (funding).

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘Risks of BC4’, and new risks not considered before have been
added, such as “design risks”, “building risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
•
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
•
A final risk score has been calculated.
The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix
Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Status Quo

Risk
Prob

Minimum Scope

Score

Prob

Score

Maximum Scope
Prob

Score

2

5

Design

-

-

1

1

Building

-

-

1

1

3

5

Funding

-

-

1

3

5

5

Operational

1

3

2

3

3

4

Lack of funding for the construction of a new urban
distribution centre.

-

-

-

-

4

5

Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the
evolving needs of the city of Malaga

3

5

3

5

3

5

Local regulation: Municipal regulation does not allow
logistics companies to book loading and unloading

-

-

2

5

2

5
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Status Quo

Risk
Prob

Score

Minimum Scope
Prob

Score

Maximum Scope
Prob

Score

parking spaces
Lack of space in the city centre for the installation of lastmile merchandise distribution centres.

-

-

2

5

-

-

Not covering the mobility and logistics needs of
distribution and logistics companies.

5

5

2

4

2

5

The insufficient charging infrastructure deployed in the
city for charging EVs from logistics companies.

5

5

3

3

1

1

Costs of implementation of the last-mile distribution
hubs (and uncertain gains).

0

0

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

The involvement of stakeholders (restaurants, hotels,
shops, logistics companies) is not guaranteed.

-

-

-

-

3

5

Involvement and commitment of logistics companies in
the construction of a new distribution centre.

-

-

-

-

4

5

Technological challenges (lack of availability of EVs with
enough capacity and autonomy for distributing
heavy goods).

Risk score
Rank

6.5

93/350
2

92/350
1

178/350
3

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study.
Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and
figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by SMASSA.
The discount rate applied in the economic analysis reflects the social view on how future benefits and costs
should be valued against present ones. According to Annex III to the Implementing Regulation on application
form and CBA methodology (Cost and benefit analysis), for the programming period 2014-2020 the European
Commission recommends that for the social discount rate 3 % is used for major projects in Member States
other than Cohesion countries.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for each shortlisted option. A
minus sign denotes a Net Present Value, rather than a Net Present Cost.
Table 12 - Cost analysis of shortlisted options in BC4
Cost analysis
Quantifiable costs
€m

Status quo

Intermediate
scope

Maximum scope
(preferred option)

Capital Costs
Revenue Costs

1.102.000,00 €
1.760.030,00 €

1.168.500,00 €
1.710.030,00 €

6.407.200,00 €
3.045.030,00 €

Staff expenses
Maintenance expenses

1.280.000,00 €
320.030,00 €

1.200.000,00 €

2.250.000,00 €
450.030,00 €

Other expenses
App Maintenance (preventive)
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160.000,00 €
-€

300.030,00 €
150.000,00 €
27.000,00 €

300.000,00 €
27.000,00 €
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App Maintenance (corrective)
Loading and unloading Public area maintenance (on the street)

18.000,00 €
15.000,00 €
2.878.530,00 €
728.591,00 €

-€
-€

Total project cost
Net Present Cost

2.862.030,00 €
649.172,27 €

18.000,00 €
-€
9.452.230,00 €
- 848.005,59 €

The Total Project Cost and the Total Net Present Cost show better results under the Maximum Scope option.
In fact, it indicates a Net Present Value instead of a Net Present Cost over the appraisal period. The Status
Quo, used as a counterfactual, and the Intermediate scope, do not show positive results.
The main quantifiable non-cash benefit expected to originate from BC4 has been defined as the reduction in
CO2 emissions, which is proportional to the amount of EVs projected to be used for the ‘City E-logistics
Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hub’ in each option. An initial assumption is that 8 EVs would be deployed for
the Maximum scope option, and 4EVs would be made available in the Intermediate scope. The difference in
this amount is due to the fact that a higher number of logistic operators is expected to show interest in the
services of a potential new CUDE.
Table 13 - Benefits analysis of shortlisted options in BC4
Benefits analysis
Quantifiable benefits
Cost items

Status quo

Maximum scope (preferred
option)

Intermediate scope

Reducction in CO2 emissions

-

12.544,00

25.088,00 €

Total

-

12.544,00

25.088,00 €

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in each option is analysed and presented.
Table 14 - Cost and Benefits annualisation for shortlisted options in BC4
Cost and benefit analysis (€)
Status Quo
Year

Costs

Benefits

Intermedium scope
Costs

Benefits

Maximum scope
Costs

Benefits

0

1.212.000,00

145.000,00

1.168.500,00

784,00

6.407.200,00

1.568,00

1

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

716.968,00

2

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

717.683,40

3

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

718.399,52

4

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

719.116,35

5

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

719.833,90

6

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

864.348,99

7

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

865.211,77

8

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

866.075,42

9

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

866.939,93

10

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

867.805,30

11

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

868.671,53

12

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

869.538,64

13

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

870.406,61
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Cost and benefit analysis (€)
Status Quo
Year

Costs

Intermedium scope

Benefits

Costs

Maximum scope

Benefits

Costs

Benefits

14

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

871.275,45

15

110.000,00

145.000,00

114.000,00

150.784,00

203.000,00

872.145,16

Net Cost

542.000,00

NPC

6.6

615.956,00

649.172,27

728.591,00

-

2.823.787,95

-

848.005,59

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Based on the assessment of the qualitative benefits and of the risks, the Maximum Scope option has emerged
as the Preferred Option pending the result of Cost and Benefit Analysis, which will be presented in D.2.3. Full
Business Cases. The table below summarises the key outcomes of the benefits and risk appraisals of the
shortlisted options.
Table 15 - Economic Analysis Results
Status Quo

Minimum scope

Result

Result

649.172,27 (NPC)

728.591,00 (NPC)

Maximum scope

Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal (CBA)

Qualitative benefits appraisal

Risk Appraisal (score)

Meets:
 Partially 1 out of 2
investment
objectives
 Partially 2/5 CSF.
Advantages partially
outweigh disadvantages
2

Meets:
 Partially 2/2
investment
objectives
 Partially 4/5 CSF
Advantages partially
outweigh
disadvantages
1

Result
-

848.005,59 (NPV)

Meets:
 All investment
objectives
 All CSF
Advantages partially
outweigh
disadvantages
3

The rationale behind this selection is based on:
 A high Net Present Value over the appraisal period compared to the rest of the options.
 Significant intangible or qualitative benefits.
 A relatively high level of risk in comparison to other options, but still a medium level of risk when
contextualised (178 out of 350 as risk score).
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for
implementing the City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs BC in the city of Malaga was defined and
assessed. Furthermore, a preferred way forward for implementing BC4 was confirmed by Malaga City Council
managers.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC4 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the participation of SMASSA workers participating in MEISTER. The
commercial strategy details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to
the point the current status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
The commercial case has not suffered any modification due to the preferred option —the construction of a
new Urban Distribution Centre (CUDE) for last-mile distribution— couldn´t be tested due to the new CUDE is
planned for the medium term, Thus, any new contracts have been sign and the demonstration of last mile
distribution has been developed with internal resources and under Meister Project.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
The ‘City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs BC in the city of Malaga’ is an e-mobility innovation
project, where some procurement activities are funded under the MEISTER project within H2020 framework.
Options for covering funding needs for the foreseen contracts and for transforming BC4 into a profitable
revenue-funded business model, are assessed in the present Outline Business Case, and are going to be
outlined in the Full Business Case.
The tendering processes are intended to meet the following objectives:




Ensure transparency and openness.
Incentivise providers to deliver high quality services and goods.
Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC2 to the best attainable quality
for the lowest cost.

Malaga’s approach to market fits with local, national and EU procurement policies and rules. For this, the
entities have ensured that public procurement processes and contractual agreements to be launched for the
delivery of solutions under BC4 will comply with the above-mentioned framework and all other relevant
procurement regulations.
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7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC4, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.

7.2.1 Key contractual agreements
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BC4 in the long-term, has been
conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant for the potential BC4 full roll-out. However, no
provisional short-term contracts concluded only for BC4 piloting activities have been included beyond those
directly linked to the MEISTER Products.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required for BC4 (object of the
contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) to be used. Possible suppliers have
also been identified (provider) and indicative timescales have been outlined (timescale). Moreover, funding
sources for each contract have been defined.
Finally, a first payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made for
the goods and services to be procured by Malaga City Council and SMASSA for the delivery of BC4.
In each contract, the specific payment mode will depend on the contractual relationship between the
parties, as well as on the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of
the agreement. Additionally, potential contracts with end-users and related charging mechanisms, that is,
user fees creating revenue streams in BC4, are also set forth at the end of the table. However, expense and
revenue streams resulting from these contractual relationships are dealt with in more detail in the Financial
Case.
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements
#C

Contracting
part

Object of the contract

Provider

Type of agreement

Timescale

Estimated
cost

Payment

Funding
source

#C1

SMASSA

New Logistic hub
Geotechnical Study: Document
Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In-house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

-

SMASSA +
grant

#C2

SMASSA

Geotechnical Study: Management
(license request and fee payment)

SMASSA

Municipal regulations

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

500 € - 1.500 €

Single payment

SMASSA +
grant

#C3

SMASSA

Geotechnical Study: Definition
and execution

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

25.000 €

Single payment

SMASSA +
grant

#C4

SMASSA

SMASSA or outsourcing

TBD

400 €

Single payment

#C5

SMASSA

Safety and Health coordination
(labour risks prevention services)
Topographic Study: Document
Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In-house

500 €

-

SMASSA +
grant
SMASSA +
grant

#C6

SMASSA

Topographic Study: execution

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

Single payment

#C7

MLG city
council

Archaeological study: Document
Management (tender and award)

MLG city council (OMAU)

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

2.000 €

-

#C8

MLG city
council

Archaeological study: Document
Management (municipal approval)

MLG city council (OMAU)

Municipal regulations

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

2.000 €

-

#C9

MLG city
council

Archaeological study

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

400.000 €

monthly

#C10

MLG city
council

Adapt / new regulation

TBD

Public procurement/public contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

40.000 €

monthly
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Public procurement/Private contract
Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.
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SMASSA +
grant
MLG city
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MLG city
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(OMAU)
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council
(OMAU)
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SMASSA +
MLG city
council
(OMAU) +
grant
MLG city
council/SMASSA
MLG city
council
(OMAU)
MLG city
council
(OMAU)

#C11

MLG city
council/SMASSA

Land Acquisition

MLG city council

Public procurement/concession

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

600.000 €* or
1.100 000 €**

-

#C12

MLG city
council/SMASSA

Notarial deed

TBD

Public procurement

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

57.000 €* or
10.000 €**

Single payment

#C13

MLG city
council

Project writing: Document Management (tender and award)

OMAU/SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

5.000 €

-

#C14

MLG city
council

Project planner + Project management team

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

240.000 €* or
20.000€**

5 payments

#C15

SMASSA

Project: Management (license request and fees payment)

SMASSA

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

209.550 €* or
30.000 €**

2 payments

SMASSA

#C16

SMASSA

Civil liability insurance: Document
Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

-

SMASSA

#C17

SMASSA

Building insurance

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

35.000 €* or
15.000 €**

3 payments

SMASSA

#C18

SMASSA

Decennial Insurance: Document
Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

-

SMASSA

#C19

SMASSA

Decennial Insurance: execution

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

30.000 €* or
5.000 €**

3 payments

SMASSA

#C20

SMASSA

Technical control office: Document Management (tender and
award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

#C21

SMASSA

Technical control office: execution

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

10.500 €* or
3.000 €**

By deliverables (every 3
months)

SMASSA +
grant

#C22

SMASSA

Construction and bid specifications (tender and award)

OMAU +
SMASSA

OMAU + SMASSA

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

5.000 €

-

OMAU +
SMASSA

#C23

SMASSA

Construction (includes new CPs,
PV panels and EVs)

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

4.670.000 €* or
350.000 €**

monthly

SMASSA+
grant
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#C24

SMASSA

Safety and Health coordination
(labour risks prevention services)

SMASSA or outsourcing

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

7.200 €* or
3.200 €**

#C25

SMASSA

Audit studies: Document Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

#C26

SMASSA

Audit studies: execution

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

5.000 €* or
2.000 €**

5 payments

SMASSA +
grant

#C27

SMASSA

Other expenses and other works
required

SMASSA /TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

150.000 €*
20.000€**

-

SMASSA

#C28

SMASSA

Property appraisal: Document
Management (tender and award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

-

SMASSA +
grant

#C29

SMASSA

Property appraisal: Execution

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

7.000 €* or
2.000 €**

5 payments

SMASSA +
grant

#C30

SMASSA

Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management (tender and
award)

SMASSA

In house

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

1.000 €

-

SMASSA +
grant

#C31

SMASSA

Dissemination/Advertising: Execution

TBD

Public procurement/Private contract

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

40.000 €* or
10.000 €**

5 payments

SMASSA +
grant

Logistic management platform
(APP) development

TBD

TBD

Initially, MEISTER pilot
duration.

TBD

TBD

TBD

Distribution management platform (APP) development

ETRA/TBD

TBD

Initially, MEISTER pilot
duration.

TBD

TBD

TBD

New Logistic hub Management

ETRA/TBD

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

TBD

TBD

TBD

Maintenance

TBD

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

50.000 €/year

TBD

TBD

#C32

#C33

#C34

#C35

MLG city
council SMASSAexternal
operator
MLG city
council SMASSA
MLG city
council SMASSA
MLG city
council SMASSA-
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external
operator
#C36

MLG CCSMASSAexternal
operator

Operation

TBD

TBD

Conclusion after MEISTER project.

150.000
€*/year or
100.000
€**/year

TBD

TBD

Contracts with end-users and charging mechanisms
Contracting part/
customers
Logistic companies
Logistic companies
Logistic companies

Service

Provider

Charging mechanism

Use of space
Electric Recharge service (EVs
owned by logistics companies)

SMASSA

TBD/(€/kg)

SMASSA

TBD / (€/kWh)

Use of Shared EVs

SMASSA

TBD/ (€/Km)

An initial assumption about the dimensions for the new logistics centre would be: (*) 1.500 m2 basement and 1.500 m2 low level, (**) building of 1.000 m2
(only adaptation of the building is required).
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7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others. Some
requirements and attributes have been updated according to the test of the Meister application.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
#

Required outputs/ services

#C2
#C3

New Logistic hub
Geotechnical Study: Document Management
Geotechnical Study: Management
Geotechnical Study: Definition and execution

#C4

Safety and Health coordination

#C5

Topographic Study: Document Management

#C6

Topographic Study: execution

#C7

Archaeological study: Document Management

#C8

Archaeological study: Document Management

#C9

Archaeological study

#C10

Adapt / new regulation

#C11

Land Acquisition

#C12
#C13
#C14
#C15

Notarial deed
Project writing: Document Management
Project planner + Project management team
Project: Management
Civil liability insurance: Document Management

#C1

#C16
#C17

Building insurance

#C18

Decennial Insurance: Document Management

#C19

Decennial Insurance: execution

#C21
#C22
#C23

Technical control office: Document Management
Technical control office: execution
Construction and bid specifications
Construction

#C24

Safety and Health coordination

#C25

Audit studies: Document Management

#C26

Audit studies: execution

#C27

Other expenses and other works required

#C28

Property appraisal: Document Management

#C29

Property appraisal: Execution

#C20
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Desirable attributes
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, building technical
code)
Based on municipal regulation
Based on regulation (building technical code)
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, building technical
code, labour risk prevention Law)
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, building technical
code
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, building technical
code) and conditions of Town Planning Department (GMU): culture
Ministry and archaeology Area
Based on municipal regulation
Based on conditions of culture Ministry and archaeology Area
(GMU)
Based on municipal guidelines (GMU + Traffic area)
Based on municipal guidelines (technical capacity, labour, resources)
Based on municipal guidelines
OMAU + SMASSA + CTE + NORMATIVAS SECTORIALES
Base on building construction Law + municipal requirements report
Based on municipal regulation /SMASSA conditions
SMASSA conditions
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral regulation)
SMASSA conditions
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectorial regulation)/ SMASSA conditions
SMASSA conditions
Based on regulation (building technical code)/SMASSA conditions
OMAU + SMASSA conditions
Base on building construction Law and sectoral regulation
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, building technical
code, labour risk prevention Law)
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral regulation)
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral regulation)
SMASSA conditions
SMASSA conditions
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral regulation)
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#

Required outputs/ services

Desirable attributes

#C30

Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management (

#C31

Dissemination/Advertising: Execution

#C32

Logistic management platform (APP) development

#C33

Distribution management platform (APP) development

#C34

New Logistic hub Management

#C35

Maintenance

#C36

Operation

SMASSA conditions
Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral regulation)
Based on municipal guidelines (technical capacity, labour, resources)
• Android/iOS App
• Full technical support
• Friendly interface
• Including different functionalities: such as booking service, incidents report, availability timetable in loading/unloading area,
map with optimal route
Privacy Policy
Booking service (space, recharge point, EV)
Based on municipal guidelines (technical capacity, labour, resources)
Based on municipal guidelines (technical capacity, labour, resources)

7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan to be followed over the duration of BC4 for
approaching the market in the long-run.
Depending on the nature of the services and goods to be procured, the recommended approach to market
will be defined. According to the applicable law, the approach may take the form of a full or simplified tender,
following an open or restricted procedure, or might also be a minor contract with a different and specific
procedure. Contracting procedure in Malaga City Council and SMASSA is based on the public sector
procurement Law (Ley 9/2017, BOE 9-11-2017) and on additional internal provisions (approved by the Board
of Directors of SMASSA, 16/June/2018).
However, given the fact BC4 full roll-out is distant in time and will depend on multiple factors, including the
results of the MEISTER pilot phase, the need to further detail the procurement timescales in the long run,
will be assessed in the Full Business Case Stage.

7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC4 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register depending on
the type of service exploitation analysed: service concession or direct exploitation. Relevant managers within
BC4 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between SMASSA, as the public promoter organisation, and
the rest of private stakeholders involved (these are the providers in the case of ‘Direct exploitation’, and the
‘concession holder’ in the case of ‘service concession’). The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk
that would be borne by each party.
After the assessment, relevant Malaga managers have chosen the ‘direct exploitation’ option as the best
alternative to follow. Hence, BC4 contract-related risk allocation will draw on the said approach.
Table 18 - Risk allocation for BC4
Potential allocation of risk
Risk Category

Client / Business risks

Direct exploitation

Service concession

SMASSA

Other (private)

SMASSA

Other (private)

100%

0%

50%

50%
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Design

0%

100%

0%

100%

Development and Construction

50%

50%

0%

100%

Transition and Implementation

50%

50%

0%

100%

Availability and Performance

50%

50%

0%

100%

Operating

100%

0%

0%

100%

Revenue

100%

0%

0%

100%

Termination

50%

50%

50%

50%

Technology and Obsolescence

100%

0%

50%

50%

Financing

100%

0%

50%

50%

Legislative

100%

0%

0%

100%

Residual value risks

100%

0%

50%

50%

7.4

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

Contract management arrangements and key contractual issues have been considered for BC4 during the
preparation tasks for the OBC (D.2.2.). Accordingly, contract and relationship management is going to be
performed by the below-defined entities and departments within SMASSA and Malaga City Council. For those
goods and services in-house provided, the department defined as responsible is the one in charge of securing
the said provision.
Table 19 - Contract management and responsibilities for in-house provided goods and services
#

#C2
#C3
#C4
#C5
#C6

Contract
New Logistic hub
Geotechnical Study: Document Management
Geotechnical Study: Management
Geotechnical Study: Definition and execution
Safety and Health coordination
Topographic Study: Document Management
Topographic Study: execution

#C7

Archaeological study: Document Management

#C8

Archaeological study: Document Management

#C9

Archaeological study

#C10

Adapt / new regulation

#C11

Land Acquisition

#C12

Notarial deed

#C13

Project writing: Document Management

#C14

Project planner + Project management team

#C15

Project: Management

#C1
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Area responsible
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
MLG city council - Observatory of urban environment
(OMAU)
MLG city council - Observatory of urban environment
(OMAU)
MLG city council - Observatory of urban environment
(OMAU)
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU) and
Traffic area
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU),
Observatory of urban environment (OMAU) -and -SMASSA
(technical office)
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU),
Observatory of urban environment (OMAU) -and -SMASSA
(technical office)
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU),
Observatory of urban environment (OMAU
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU),
Observatory of urban environment (OMAU
Technical office (SMASSA)
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#C16
#C17
#C18
#C19
#C20
#C21
#C22
#C23
#C24
#C25
#C26
#C27
#C28
#C29
#C30
#C31
#C32
#C33
#C34
#C35
#C36

Civil liability insurance: Document Management
Building insurance
Decennial Insurance: Document Management
Decennial Insurance: execution
Technical control office: Document Management
Technical control office: execution
Construction and bid specifications
Construction
Safety and Health coordination
Audit studies: Document Management
Audit studies: execution
Other expenses and other works required
Property appraisal: Document Management
Property appraisal: Execution
Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management
Dissemination/Advertising: Execution
Logistic management platform (APP) development
Distribution management platform (APP) development
New Logistic hub Management
Maintenance
Operation

Legal area (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Accounting (SMASSA)
Accounting (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Accounting (SMASSA)
Accounting (SMASSA)
Communication responsible (SMASSA)
Communication responsible (SMASSA)
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

BC4 continuity after the end of MEISTER project will open up the following points at issue:






Tendering of new contracts for a longer term (goods and services currently provided by MEISTER
consortium). Needs to tender contracts for the provision of services currently contracted under
short-term agreements for the pilot phase or under the MEISTER agreement have been considered.
This is especially applicable for #C32 ‘Logistic Management platform development’ and #C33
‘Distribution management platform development’, which will need to be in place for the refining and
technical support of the apps once the MEISTER project is over.
Tendering of new contracts (goods and services not currently provided by MEISTER consortium).
Needs to tender new contracts for the provision of goods and services not currently provided by any
partner of the MEISTER Consortium have been assessed. Most of the contracts outlined in the
Commercial Case do not currently exist and will need to be purpose-developed and tendered, as they
are directly linked to the construction of the new logistics hub.
Extension and broadening of the scope of some contracts. Decision-makers have considered the
matter of extending or broadening of the scope of existent contracts to be irrelevant, as most or all
of them are directly linked to the operation of the current logistics hub.
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8

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable considering potential funding sources for Malaga
City Council and SMASSA to deploy City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs BC was defined.
In the OBC stage, the Financial Case studies the delivery of the BC within the available or potential capital
resources. The purpose is to address the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential funding
sources, and to this end, the detailed financial implications of the said option are described.
For BC4 financial forecasting, an analysis timeframe of 16 financial years has been selected by relevant
SMASSA managers.
This Financial Case couldn´t be updated because the New CUDE is still in planning —Covid 19 has delayed the
construction of the building— only the cost of the Urban Logistic Companies App have been confirmed.

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires an estimated investment of more than 9 million € over 15 years. However,
concrete expenses and revenue forecasts are currently being studied to be official approved by Board of
Directors in SMASSA.
The funding for the project will be made up from the following main sources:
 MEISTER funding, mainly for the development and testing of the first version of the MEISTER Apps.
 EU grants (Spanish MOVES programme) for the rest of the capital costs and revenue costs eligible.
 Málaga City Council (OMAU) and SMASSA’s own budget, for other costs.
 Revenues obtained charging mechanisms for new services, allowing BC4 to fully refinance itself and,
therefore to be fully self-sustainable in the long run.
The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 16-year modelled period.
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Table 20 - Capital requirements
Capital and funding requirements (€)
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Year 13

Year 14

Year 15

Preferred option:
Capital
costs
Revenue
costs

6.407.200,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

-150.000,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

6.257.200,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

3.511.360,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

203.000,00

649.000,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

2.096.840,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Revenue

0,00

715.400,00

716.115,40

716.831,52

717.548,35

718.265,90

862.780,99

863.643,77

864.507,42

865.371,93

866.237,30

867.103,53

867.970,64

868.838,61

869.707,45

870.577,16

Total funding requirements

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Financing
costs
Total
*Funded by:

Existing
funds
(SMASSA)

Existing
funds
(OMAU)
Additional
funds
(MEISTER)
Grants
(IDAE)

TBD
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8.2

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
The deployment of ‘City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs’ (BC4) will require the introduction of
the charging mechanisms already described in the Commercial Case.
The potential pricing model to be studied over the MEISTER project will probably be based on a fee charged
to logistic operators per ton of merchandise managed through the new CUDE services.
For financial modelling purposes, a fee of 10€/ton is assumed for the first 5 years of operation, which
increases to 12€/ton from the sixth year of operation onwards.
However, this tariff will be definitively set with a purpose to offer a price competitive service to the logistic
operators and, therefore, will draw on the willingness to pay shown by these relevant stakeholders. For the
moment, two logistic operators have shown their interest in, at least, taking part in the testing activities of
BC4, it is a free added value.

8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Potential impact on the balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account has been assessed as
follows:
 Implementation of BC4 will result in an important increase of fixed assets, including a whole new
logistics building, new EVs, newly installed Charging Points and new PV panels.
 Revenues from BC4 services are also expected to lead to an increase in the organisation’s current
assets.
 Should all the funding sources studied be finally available, especially the EU grants, the organisation’s
balance sheet and the income and expenditure account should not be negatively impacted.

8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply an increase in capital and revenue costs to the existing
arrangements in the Status quo option. The overall costs of BC4 over the appraisal period have been studied
and the annualised spend profile is presented in the table below. It is important to note contingencies
(consistent with the risk analysis conducted) have been foreseen to ensure there is sufficient financial cover.
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Table 21 - Cashflow analysis for BC4

Annualised cashflow
Item

FY0

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

FY5

FY6

FY7

FY8

FY9

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

Total

Revenue
(inflow)

-

715.400,00

716.115,40

716.831,52

717.548,35

718.265,90

862.780,99

863.643,77

864.507,42

865.371,93

866.237,30

867.103,53

867.970,64

868.838,61

869.707,45

870.577,16

12.250.899,95

Cost
(outflow)

-6.557.200,00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Annual
cash
flow

-6.557.200,00

715.400,00

716.115,40

716.831,52

717.548,35

718.265,90

862.780,99

863.643,77

864.507,42

865.371,93

866.237,30

867.103,53

867.970,64

868.838,61

869.707,45

870.577,16

Cumulative

-6.557.200,00

-5.841.800,00

-5.125.684,60

-4.408.853,08

-3.691.304,74

-2.973.038,84

-2.110.257,85

-1.246.614,07

- 382.106,6

483.265,27

1.349.502,57

2.216.606,10

3.084.576,74

3.953.415,35

4.823.122,80

5.693.699,95
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The table shows that, except for the first year, the annual cashflow presents positive figures. This makes
possible the cumulative cashflow to turn positive in the Financial Year 9.
Regarding the overall affordability of BC4, there is a significant funding gap in capital costs which is expected,
however, to be covered through the already mentioned EU grants. In the long run, BC4 is projected to
become fully self-sustainable.
All things considered, the Financial Case shows the preferred option could be affordable and SMASSA could
be able to fund, through different sources, the overall cost of deploying BC4 throughout the analysed period,
both in the short and long run.

9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC4, and at the same time details the arrangements
foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The Management Case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC4.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project is considered high due to the interest of the Malaga City Council and logistics companies in solving
existing challenges for last-mile distribution in the Historic Centre.
Considering the readiness and resources of the municipality as well as the support from the municipal parking
corporation (SMASSA) and distribution and logistics companies in participating in the progress of the project,
the management structure of the project was defined in detail in the OBC stage (D.2.2.- Outline Business
Cases). In the OBC stage, a specific workshop to discuss the definition of the Management case took place in
Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the full participation of Malaga relevant public managers. The
resulting Management case describes the basic BC4 management structure and project team. It also deals
with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a benefits
realisation plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SMASSA’s internal areas and roles involved in BC4 include the Managing Director and Subdirector, the
Technical office, the Services Area, the Accounting and Administrative Area, the Legal and Administrative
Unit, the Communication Area, the Human Resources Area, and the IT Area.
For BC4, there is a specific Project management procedure approved by Quality planning area. However,
some departments (e.g. Technical Office) have asked for the improvement of this procedure, which are
foreseen to take place in the mid-term.
The Project Management structure established for BC4 is mainly coordinated and leaded by SMASSA’s
Technical Office. Internal coordination procedure is defined as follows: The Technical Office is in charge of
the coordination with the other areas involved within SMASSA. This Area internally scales the necessities of
the project to other areas if it is necessary. There is also a continuous coordination and communication with
the project coordinator in Malaga (CIEDES) and Malaga City Council.
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The Technical Office is in charge of internally supervising the development of BC4 implementation, which is
at the same time reviewed and centralised by the general coordinator entity (CIEDES). There are also internal
periodic meetings to coordinate the Project development (SMASSA, Malaga City Council and CIEDES) which
make possible progress reporting. Since 2021 the project management is assumed by CIEDES and ETRA.












Managing Director. Strategic decision making.
Managing Subdirector. (not shown in the chart) Responsible for the Administration, Sales, New
Developments and Legal Department Branch.
Technical office. Area in SMASSA in charge of new projects development, reforms, civil works,
reforms, civil work maintenance, subsidies coordination, other agencies coordination, contacts
monitoring. It has an active technical participation in Meister Project, as well as acts as the Project
Coordinator within SMASSA.
Services Area. Area in SMASSA in charge of the Parking lots management, facilities maintenance,
work centres responsible (internal staff and outsourcing), parking lots access authorization, contract
monitoring (cleaning, security, facilities maintenance, relationship with end users, etc). It also
directly contributes to pilot execution.
Accounting and Administrative Area. In charge of accounting the costs and revenues of MEISTER
and BC4.
Legal and Administrative Unit. Reviews the modifications regarding current contracts and design of
new possible contracts after MEISTER pilot (e.g. app development).
Communication Area. Coordinates dissemination Activities of Meister BC4 pilot.
Human Resources. In charge of human resources tasks regarding employees involved in BC4.
IT Area. Computer and systems Support activities.

The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the already described
governance arrangements for BC4 within Malaga City Council/SMASSA.
Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC4

The assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps in the project
structure. Key activities not provided in-house or under the MEISTER project have been outsourced to
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external public entities or service providers, who hold the following project roles:








Malaga City Council (Mobility, OMAU, NT, GMU). Coordination with some Malaga City council Areas
is required to share information, ensure compliance with municipal policies, obtain municipal data,
guarantee municipal regulation compliance, etc.
CIEDES. In charge of the project coordination in Malaga, project consulting and Technical/Economic
monitoring of the Project in Malaga.
Providers. Coordination with providers is required to define contracts conditions (e.g., technical
attributes, scope, price, etc.). Providers such as the App developer (ETRA for the pilot), etc.
Consulting firm (Estudio 7). Engineering consulting firm specialized in mobility, commissioned with
carrying out a logistic study within Meister Project scope, to analyse (from the logistical and
environmental point of view) potential neighbourhoods for new logistic centres.
ADISABES (Association of food, beverage and hotel supplies Distributors and other Distributor
companies and associations. ADISABES provides valuable information about client’s needs. It is an
important partner that has shown interest in the new services of the logistic centre (loading and
unloading area for EVs, app for booking the service, etc.).
Logistics Companies (current logistics centre clients or not). Logistics Companies provide valuable
information about client’s needs and have shown interest in the new services of the logistics centre
(loading and unloading area for EVs, app for booking the service).

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC4 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 22 – BC4 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes

Strategic Planning
(Needs detection)

Engagement with
stakeholders
(Coordination for
initiation)

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date





Internal Staff

Contracts.
Providers.
Clients data
Clients’ declaration of
interest.
 Scope of the study to be
carried out by an engineering consulting company.

2019/2020

 Internal meetings (services,
technical Area, etc.).

Internal Staff

 Define real needs of
current service.
 SMASSA needs and Meister Project objectives
have to share common
topics through BC4.

2019/2020

 Coordination meetings to
establish the roles of each entity
(Malaga CC, SMASSA and
CIEDES).

Internal Staff

 Revision of Agreement
amendment.

 Review of the documentation of
current logistic centre (service,
needs, current clients,
associations, etc.)
 Contacting distributors (Logistic
centre’s clients).
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Stages or outcomes

Activities

Resources

BC feasibility analysis
(Preparatory works)

 Analysis of possible options to
be implemented, analysis of
current contracts subscribed,
analysis of current use of the
logistics centre, analysis of
current advantages and
disadvantages of the services,
definition of the target, revision
of current regulations,
compatibility checking with
municipal policies and internal
guidelines.

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)

 Selection of site
 BC pilot plans
 Definition and deployment of
resources

Go-live (potential
next steps after
MEISTER)
(Completion)

 To be determined

9.2

 Internal
staff.
 Engineering
firm.
 Other to be
determined.

 Internal
Staff

 To be
determined

Key points for monitoring

Date

 Business Model definition
(WP2).
 Deliverables within WP6
relative to pilots.
 Compliance with logistic,
environmental and mobility measures.

2019/2020

 Management of potential
internal and third-party
delays.

2019-2020

 To be determined

Mid 2021
onwards

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that no change management plan is
currently in place in SMASSA, as a promoter organisation for BC4. However, it has been deemed desirable
to assess and present some broad change management considerations that will be key to ensure the
successful implementation and testing of BC4 City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions hubs in Malaga,
considering that new processes and services are to be provided. Therefore, the present section deals with
the potential impact of the changes brought by BC4 itself on the internal culture, systems and processes of
the promoters’ organisations, and that have been studied as an integral part of the project.
A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC4 and affecting the promoters’ organisations has been
elaborated.
Table 23 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change

Communicating Change

Reinforcing change

Business impact:
• New procurement processes. If the pilot is successful and the expected
funding is obtained, the full-scale implementation of BC4 will require an
important amount of new public procurement processes, in line with those
presented in the Commercial Case, to
ensure the provision of the needed
goods and services (i.e. construction
of the new CUDE itself).
• New potential clients. The new CUDE
foreseen in BC4 will allow a significant
increase in the potential number of
logistic companies, distributors and
other, that could and would want to
use the new infrastructure and technology developments. BC4 creates
new engagement and communication

Stakeholders involved:
• Current users/clients (logistics companies).
• CUDE employees.
• Potential users/clients.

How is change going to be supported?
• BC4 pilot execution will wrap up with
a lessons-learnt exercise, which will
impact on the design of the future potential contracts, on the design of the
future provision of new services- including value proposal and financial
sustainability- and on the elaboration
of the training materials.
• Internal procedures, corporate culture
communication, health and safer policies and performance handbooks will
need to be reviewed, if they are in
place, or developed, to support
change introduced by BC4.

How is communication going to take
place?
For internal stakeholders (CUDE Employees and management departments).
• Informative and training activities regarding app usage (app functionalities, control policies, answers to possible users’ requests, etc.) for CUDE
employees. This also includes emails
and news from the ‘employees’ portal’.
• SMASSA and other entities’ key departments need to coordinate for the
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Understanding change
needs and possibilities with these new
potential clients.
Impact on processes:
• Use of new apps. BC4 would mean logistics drivers to start using the new
logistics MEISTER app.
• New staff needs: technicians, workers,
security employees, etc.

9.3

Communicating Change
definition and design of the new contracts to be potentially subscribed.
For external stakeholders (current and
potential clients):
• Development of a procedure to guarantee an adequate use of the platform by the clients.
• Direct communication with current
users about the new app, the booking
service of loading and unloading areas
and the overall added value.
• Dissemination plan, news and other
communication channels (news, official website, university events), including direct communication activities, to engage potential clients.

Reinforcing change

BENEFITS REALISATION

In BC4 pilot, the pilot users are the current goods distribution companies. The current infrastructure of the
old CUDE has been used, as well as a public on-street loading and unloading area, with MEISTER signalling.
The MEISTER app functionalities of managing booking and controlling access have been implemented and
tested.
The findings from the indicators of ex post evaluation in D.7.2 of this pilot demonstration, show:
•

The BC has a high potential to reduce the operating costs of logistics operators through lower costs
for unloading parking spaces
•

•

The BC shows a very high potential of reducing CO2 emissions by electrifying the vehicles used for
the last mile delivery services in the center of Malaga
•

•

9.4

However, as only two ICEV are currently replaced by EVs, this potential is not exhausted

However, as the two EVs used in the BC only account for a small share of the total mileage
of the last miles delivery services is not exhausted

The BC shows a potential of reducing the parking demand by parcel deliveries by the usage of
bicycles, tricycles, and EVs and the reservation of unloading parking spots.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC4.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists all risks
identified in earlier steps and will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input
facilitated by involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or
workshops.
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Table 24 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

-

Lack of funding for the
construction of a new urban
distribution centre.

OMAU / GMU /
SMASSA Technical
Office

-

Change of strategies, policies
and plans based on the evolving
needs of the city of Malaga.

Major and Town
Councillors/
CIEDES/ SMASSA /
New Technologies
Dep.

-

Local regulation: Municipal
regulation does not allow
logistics companies to book
loading and unloading parking
spaces.

SMASSA Malaga
Mobility
department/Urban
Planning
Department
(GMU)

-

Lack of space in the city centre
for the installation of last-mile
merchandise distribution
centres.

Urban Deployment
Department
(GMU) / SMASSA

-

Not covering the mobility and
logistics needs or cost
expectations of distribution and
logistics companies.

SMASSA

-

The insufficient charging
infrastructure deployed in the
city for charging EVs from
logistics companies.

New Technologies
Department /
GMU/ SMASSA

-

Costs of implementation of the
last-mile distribution hubs (and
uncertain gains).

Interdependencies
with other risks

-

Mitigation measures
 Search for new ways of funding
(private or public funding).
 Cheaper adaptations: current
public spaces as Distribution
spaces.

-

 Contact with legislators to reach
consensus.
 Adaption to the new policies
maintaining the main objectives of
the BC.

-

 Change location of loading and
unloading spaces to non-public
spaces.
 Change “booking” to an
“authorized vehicles only” space
(and if not booking, at least a high
level of guaranteed available space
when arriving to the spot).

Linked to mobility
needs risk.

 Search for spaces near city
centre.
 Adaptation, building and local
decrees for current public spaces
as Distribution spaces.

Linked to insufficient infrastructure
risk, space unavailability and technical
challenges risk.

 Search for other users for the
spaces and vehicles.
 Make new studies to adapt to the
new necessities.

Linked to mobility
needs risk.

 Installation of new infrastructure.
 Contact with private CP operators
to allow the use of their
infrastructure.

SMASSA, GMU,
OMAU, New
Technologies
department.

-

 New studies to define optimal size,
minimal assumable prices, new
partners, costs/incomes ratio to 1,
search for municipal or other
funding.

-

Technological challenges (lack of
availability of EVs with enough
capacity and autonomy for
distributing heavy goods).

SMASSA / EV’s
Manufacturers

Linked to mobility
needs risk.

 Reduce the scope of the routes.
 Allow only lighter goods.
 Admit temporally the use of other
low emission Vehicles.

-

The involvement of stakeholders
(restaurants, hotels, shops,
logistics companies) is not
guaranteed.

Adisabes / SEUR /
DHL/ SMASSA

-

 Contacts with other associations,
entrepreneurs or business
chambers.

-

Lack of habit of logistics
operators to use technology
(apps, dashboard) for
distribution services

SMASSA and App
developer (ETRA)
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New
risk?

Key Risks

-

The involvement and
commitment of logistics
companies in the construction of
a new distribution centre is not
guaranteed

9.5

Responsible
organisation

Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures

-

 Contacts with other associations,
entrepreneurs or business
chambers.

SEUR DHL/
SMASSA, Major
and Town
Councillors

PILOT MANAGEMENT

A pilot demonstration of BC4 has been carried out not based on preferred option but with the same objective
:


Testing the feasibility, the loading and unloading logistics schemes, the last-mile distribution and
the access to the city centre with EVs. It will serve to better understand and tailor collaborative
logistics among fleet operators and goods distribution.

In BC4 pilot, the pilot users are the current goods distribution companies. The current infrastructure of the
old CUDE has been used, as well as a public on-street loading and unloading area, with MEISTER signalling.
The MEISTER app functionalities of managing booking and controlling access have been implemented and
tested.
Key stages of the pilot phase of BC4 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 25 - Key stages and arrangements for pilot phase
Key stage

(Pre-) Pilot analysis
and definition

Pilot preparation
(pilot users’
engagement)

Pilot phase
(Execution)

Dissemination and
reporting of results

Resources

Actions planned to overcome
complications

Approximate
date

Internal Staff
(SMASSA in
coordination with
some Malaga City
Council Areas:
Mobility and GMU).

 Achievable scope, internal
organization, in line with
SMASSA guidelines and
procedures.

2018-2020

• Keeping contacts during the
whole pilot duration.

2019-2021

 Revision of main
conclusions and feedback.

2019-2020

Activities
BC pilot design and
definition:
 Coordination
meetings.
 Analysis of current
mobility needs.
 Letter to current
users (distributors)
with the aim of
informing about new
added value services
and pilot.
 Logistics Study
carried out by an
engineering
consulting firm
specialized in
mobility.
 Testing of the App
and of the integration
of charging
infrastructure with
the MEISTER platform
 Communication of
MEISTER approach.

Internal staff
(SMASSA).
 MEISTER Consortium.

External provider

Internal staff
MEISTER Consortium
Internal staff:
Communication areas
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requirements.
• Coordination with third-parties and within SMASSA.

2020-2021
Pilot launch:
May 2021
Whole MEISTER
project.
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Key stage

Activities
 Reporting and
circulation of results
report.

Resources

Actions planned to overcome
complications

of SMASSA and
Malaga CC.
Other MEISTER
partners (ETRA)

Approximate
date
Showcase:
December 2021
BC4
Dissemination
video:
November 2021

Further information about the results of the pilot demonstration is included in D.6.4.

9.6

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. But in this case, a
post demonstration of loading and unloading logistics schemes in old CUDE, the last-mile distribution and
the access to the city centre with EVs assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
Business Case 4: E-Logistics enabling ultra-low emissions hubs is well- aligned to local policies and priorities
in Malaga since contributes to the reduction of CO2 emissions and the traffic of heavy good vehicles.
The preferred option —the construction of the new CUDE— will be deployed after the post-pandemic
economic recovery, when it is financially decided internally to undertake new projects. Therefore, some of
the cases of the OBC have not been tested, financial and commercial. However, the pilot developed on the
old CUDE to test the feasibility, the loading and unloading logistics schemes, the last-mile distribution and
the access to the city centre with EVs was carried out efficiently.
The main logistic distributors have made use of the service and have used the app to make the necessary
reservations in the loading/unloading areas on the street and into the old CUDE. The last mile distribution
service has been provided in a more efficient and sustainable way by using electric vehicles and technological
applications to monitor and to manage the services.
The new solutions provided for the EVs were essential to provide the services and the speedy process with
the city council to assign parking spots on the street with MEISTER signs to promote this business case.
Besides the development of the logistic study was very useful to analyse the feasibility to deploy in the new
CUDE. Financial model results also show this model can be very interesting in the medium term to be
replicated.
However, there are technical aspects to be considered in order to obtain better results especially in the new
CUDE (for example, the automatic control of electric vehicle parking spaces on the street through the use of
detection systems such as cameras or barriers synchronized with the reservation app).
Finally, when the new CUDE will be implemented, the Full Business Case should be updated to verify all aspects related to management, procurement procedure and financial viability of the project established in the
OBC.
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Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
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Full Business Case
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Grid Control Center
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Impact Assesment
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Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider
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Net Present Cost
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Net Present Value
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Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure
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Strategic Outline Business Case
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SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
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1

INTRODUCTION

The topic of parking and regulation of parking is rather important for the implementation of e-mobility as
EVs usually need a free parking space in front of a charging station and parking is one of the main issues of
current urban transport policy. The integration of smart parks, that is, parking spots with CPs for EVs should
be deployed to provide the cities with a better environmental framework.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the Smart Park & Charge in Berlin (BC5) that has been developed, tested and validated
within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented in the pilot city of Berlin
(Germany).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirms the business needs
and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described
and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and project
management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications and actual
implementation according to the pilots demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case Smart Park &
Charge in Berlin (BC5). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Berlin (Germany) and provides an
overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as the main stakeholders
involved in BC1. Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context Smart Park & Charge in
Berlin (BC5). Chapter six includes the economic appraisal with the results of the process of selection of the
preferred option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit Analysis. Chapter seven offers
a broad commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement options and the tendering process with the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all the bids. Chapter eight includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost of the investment and its affordability and longterm impact focuses on BC5. Chapter nine includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual
future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the main results of the FBC report and the best
practices and lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

2.1 MEISTER BUSINESS CASES
MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
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civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.


BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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3

SMART PARK AND CHARGE IN BERLIN.

The main strategy of the municipality of Berlin is to provide accessible charging and parking infrastructure
for the general uptake of e-mobility.
The objective of the Berlin City Council within the Smart Park and Charge is to facilitate the use of EVs and
whilst reducing parking demand fostering efficient parking and charging solutions. It will help to operate
semi-public charging infrastructure more efficiently through protecting it from incorrectly parked vehicles
and making the parking and charging process more user-friendly.
The main business case is the increase of the turnover per parking spot and charging station through Smart
Park and Charge services and applications that will allow users to reserve a parking spot and a charging
station. The increased turnover of parking spots and charging stations is expected to increase the revenue
streams for parking space providers and charge point operators by the improved occupancy rate.
BC5 Smart Park and Charge and corresponding services were demonstrated in the Berlin pilot site of
Lindenstraße in a neighbourhood of Berlin Kreuzberg, which is a district in the inner-city area. Gewobag´s
premises in Lindenstraße has been identified as a suitable demonstration site because two public charging
stations, one of them AC and the other one DC charging, were already installed and are operated since 2016.
The charging infrastructure had one of the highest uses in all of the public charging points in Berlin.
As the parking demand in this area is very high, the charging stations are often blocked by non-EVs and EVs
charging there sometimes occupy the space longer than allowed or necessary, which hinders their efficient
use and poses a problem that has not yet been satisfactorily addressed. The charging stations are located on
Gewobag parking lots, in semi-public areas, in which a reservation of parking spots with physical barrier can
be deployed and tested, whether that protects charging points from unauthorized usage.
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4

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN BERLIN

One of the strengths of the city of Berlin in terms of fostering e-mobility is the so-called Berlin Model. The
Berlin Model was achieved via a European-wide tender of charging infrastructure in which the municipality
of Berlin placed several requirements that the winner of the tender and further charge point operators (CPOs)
in Berlin need to meet to operate charging points (CPs) in public space. This includes that all CPOs and emobility service providers need to connect to the city-owned charging infrastructure platform which guarantees non-discriminatory access to all charging stations and make the Berlin ecosystem independent from
commercial platform operators with their terms and conditions. The Berlin Model guarantees a providerindependent and non-discriminatory access to all CPs across the city that enables the city administration to
have a strong influence on the charging infrastructure roll-out. Furthermore, it facilitates strong cooperation
between the city administration and CPOs on the advancement of charging infrastructure in the city.
The city of Berlin has a wide distribution of innovative mobility services including station-based and freefloating car-sharing operators, bike-sharing and scooter-sharing systems as well as ride-sharing services that
are in successful operation. This shows that the city of Berlin is a good test field for new mobility services, as
many citizens seem to be open towards new technologies and services. Furthermore, the car-sharing operators already have EVs in their fleets, which leads to the high visibility of top-of-the-range EV models in the
cityscape. This constant visibility can increase the awareness and acceptance of citizens for this technology.
Another strength of the City of Berlin in the e-mobility field is the variety of the research and pilot projects
in which the city administration has been actively involved such as Move Urban, ElMobilBerlin, LaWoMa,
WiMobil, MOLECULES or City2.e 2.0. In these project,s in-depth analyses have been carried out on parking
detection, use of charging infrastructure or EV car-sharing that build a profound basis for the city administration to set their electromobility agenda.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main local, regional and national plans and strategies from the city of Berlin on electric and
sustainable mobility are presented:
Table 1– National, regional plans and policies in Berlin.

National Plans

Document
National Development Plan EMobility of the
Federal Government (2009)

Description
The document gives a wide overview over Germany’s plans regarding e-mobility on a national level and
the necessary steps to get there. It points out potentials (climate protection, securing energy supply,
development of Germany as technical and industrial location, reducing of local emissions, integrating
vehicles into the grid, new mobility) but also challenges (research and development of energy storage,
vehicle technic and grid integration, frame conditions, markets and international comparison), as well
as a SWOT-analysis. Furthermore, it describes the state of the art of the federal government’s activities
regarding e-mobility, which mostly consists of state promotion for research programs on energy storage, vehicles and system and grid integration. Following this part is one about recommendations for
further activities as promotion projects for research and development to make Germany one of the
leading markets in e-mobility. A big focus is thereby on vehicles and components as well as on infrastructure; holistic mobility concepts, demonstration and field test for market development also have a
part in this. The importance of European and international cooperation is also stressed. In the end the
text suggests a three-phased approach for Germany to become a leading market in e-mobility (20092011, 2011-2016 and 2017-2020). List of relevant policies in the document:
• High-tech strategy
• Paper on an alternative drive and hybrid concepts
• Renewable Energy Law
• National Sustainability Strategy
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National Plans

Document
Government
Program E-Mobility (2011)

Regional Plans

To Shape Berlin
Together. Solidarity. Sustainable. Cosmopolitan. Coalition
Agreement
(2016 – 2021)

Mobility Strategy Brandenburg 2030

Description
The program is structured in four main parts: State of the art, participant’s interaction, the government’s future actions and outlook. Emphasized are the innovative alliances and new platforms between
different players of different fields of e-mobility (as economics, research, politics and society). The focus is also on research and development projects in the areas of batteries, EVs, charging infrastructure
and grid integration as well as on managing all interdisciplinary participants. There are a few holistic
approaches as so-called ‘display windows’ and ‘lighthouses’ which should focus a region’s or field’s
effort in e-mobility and make it visible for a wide audience. Another important point is charging infrastructure, which is discussed economically as well as regarding existing laws (focus on public charging
infrastructure). Other topics are energy supply, resources and materials, recycling and dangerous
goods. There are further discussed incentives and measures for road traffic laws to be customized regarding e-mobility, and tax mechanisms and changes in emissions and environment law, which could
and should be adapted. Following there is a long part of other regulations regarding specific traffic and
vehicle law and a final chapter about international cooperation. List of relevant policies:
• Display Window E-Mobility
• Lighthouses E-Mobility
• Network Training and Further Education E-Mobility
• Special Parking Spots for EVs
The document is about various topics important for the current political session in Berlin (2016-2021),
like education, housing, economics, social issues and society, judiciary, health, mobility turn, climate
protection, digitalization and sustainability. How are these three parties going to take on the tasks and
problems occurring in the State of Berlin and what are their plans and visions for the future.
Within the topic of mobility, e-mobility is only mentioned briefly: the coalition is going to push forward
e-mobility in car-sharing and the already ongoing purchase premium for EVs on a federal level. Furthermore, they are supporting the retooling of taxi fleets to e-mobility as well as autonomous cars. Parking
space management is also discussed (to widen it throughout the whole inner-city area) as well as alternative modes of housing and mobility to reduce the ground-level parking spaces. An intermodal mobility online platform is also to be installed by BVG and VBB in cooperation with bike and car-sharing
companies. The gathered mobility information should be accessible by everyone.
There is a big focus on public transportations and on bike traffic in the current Coalition agreement, as
they are the most sustainable and efficient modes of transportation in a city as Berlin by the three
parties. The mobility aspects only hold a very small portion of the agreement (p. 39-49 from 190 pages)
and from these relevant topics for the MEISTER project only have 1-2 pages. List of relevant policies:
• Purchase premium for EVs
• The idea of an intermodal mobility platform with Berlin’s public transportation
• Masterplan Parking
• Alternative and combined modes of housing and mobility in newly build housing areas
The Mobility Strategy 2030 gives a wide overview over the general conditions of the main modes of
transportation in the Brandenburg area, as well as over recent trends (increasing population, climate
and environment, economy, mobility behaviour and innovations) and goals the state of Brandenburg
aims for regarding their future mobility. The text focuses on the ‘traditional’ modes of transportation
and which measures to take to prepare these for a future with less young people, changing mobility
behaviour and climate. The mobility strategy aims to:
• mobilize the capital area Berlin-Brandenburg in a European context,
• to secure mobility in all area’s needs-based,
• to design mobility as an active growth and structure policy,
• to adjust, maintain and develop appropriate infrastructure,
• to secure mobility target group-wise,
• to design sustainable mobility,
• to use the digital ‘revolution’ to communicate mobility solutions
• and to shape mobility socially just and roadworthy.
• For every single ‘goal’, there are a few smaller aims defined and how to achieve these with different
measures and how to evaluate the approaches. As Brandenburg is a rather rural area, it is still not
one of the leading actors in the implementation process of e-mobility.
• List of relevant policies within the document:
• Support to secure mobility in rural areas regarding e-mobility
• Formulation of guidelines of the state government for e-mobility regarding an energy strategy
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Document
State Regional/Local
Traffic Plan
2018

Local Plans

Regional Plans

Local Transport
Plan Berlin
2014-2018

4.2

Support Program‚ E-Mobility close to business (2018)
City Development Plan Traffic Berlin (2011)

Berlin´s Urban
Transportation
Development
Plan 2025
(2015)

Description
The plan is mainly focused on track based on public transportation in the metropolitan area of BerlinBrandenburg. The text is structured into five main parts: Review (what has been achieved since 2013),
basics for a regional traffic plan, requirements for the track based public transportation system, infrastructure and main concepts. It gives a wide overview of train and bus lines in Brandenburg, how these
are occupied, and recent construction works. Furthermore, it states Brandenburg’s idea for the new
mobility strategy of 2030 and how this is financed. Brandenburg’s track-based public transportation is
highly focusing on their links into the Berlin area and how to satisfy the customer’s needs in getting
around in the rural but simultaneously rather than urban area. The main track infrastructure has to be
maintained but also to be adjusted e.g. for needs of disabled passengers, growing commuter streams
or digitalization processes. Another main goal is to further develop the integrated transportation system (either between different modes of transportation or between different areas) and to work within
this closely with the state of Berlin.
The Local Transport Plan of Berlin focuses on local public transportation (PT) in the Berlin metropolitan
area; the document is structured in five main parts: basics/current situation, framework for PT service,
infrastructure, service planning and monitoring. The Berlin approach on PT does not differ from any
other city’s aim: it wants to supply the population with an efficient, sustainable, comfortable, fast, accessible and safe mode of transportation in a growing polycentral metropole area. In a certain degree,
the city is trying to integrate PT and private car traffic, as well as e-mobility, but with more a focus on
electric busses than on EVs and e-car-sharing. The middle part of the document mainly describes necessary standards and regulations for a PT service and the already existing and planned PT infrastructure.
The NVP aims to predict the city’s future needs in PT by evaluating three scenarios and their impacts
on the different modes of transport (local/regional train, subway, tram, busses), as well as future
changes in the city’s main traffic infrastructure (e.g. airports Tegel and BER). The NVP gives a wide
overview of the Berlin’s recent and planned PT system and infrastructure.
The document gives an overview of which measures are supported in which way (financial etc.) and
how high the subsidy amount is going to be. Interested parties can apply for a support for consultation
(regarding potential or implementation), the grant for acquisition (purchase or leasing of BEVs) or a
grant for the development of charging infrastructure.
The StEP is Berlin’s sustainable and future mobility approach. The paper is rewritten every few years to
include new developments and aims in the metropole area. The first few chapters describe which tasks
need to be taken to design a sustainability city mobility. An integrative strategic approach with 10 different topics (increasing population, air pollution control, road infrastructure, economic traffic, etc.)
and a future mobility model (sustainable mobility for all; liveable city; attractive inner city; efficient,
effective and sustainable economic traffic; clean, quiet and post-fossil; innovative and new mobility
technologies; connected metropole area; connected international). The StEP has a timeframe 20102025 and a financial frame of about 7.5 Billion €. There are different measures for every topic in the
future model and in the document’s end there is an estimation of the effectiveness of the suggested
measures. E-Mobility and charging infrastructure have a small part in the approach from 2011, their
importance should get adapted in the new version, yet to be released. Right now, they only are mentioned regarding clean, quiet and post-fossil traffic and controlling traffic in the inner-city area (Carsharing etc.). List of relevant policies within the document:
• Guide for Car-sharing locations and for Charging infrastructure in public and private parking areas
• Testing alternative drive technologies (regarding e-mobility)
Berlin´s main objectives documented in their SUMP are to reduce private motor vehicle transport, foster the modal shift towards biking, walking and the use of public transport, reduce CO2 emissions and
air pollution as well as to support innovative new mobility services such as car-sharing, bike-sharing
and of course all kinds of electromobility.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Berlin.
Table 2– Stakeholders in the city of Berlin
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
• The Senate Department for the Environment, Mobility, Consumer and Climate Protection (SenUMVK) is
part of the government of the Federal State and the City of Berlin. In 2008, Berlin as the first German
city started activities to introduce EV and to organize the installation of charging infrastructure in public
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Stakeholders

Description
space. Since August 2009 the transport division is responsible for the model region on electromobility
and since 2011 Berlin is the national showroom for e-mobility, both programs funded by the German
Federal Government. The transport division has the task of developing an integrated strategy towards
low or even carbon-free mobility in Berlin as the main target of the new Berlin Urban Transportation
Development Plan. In this function several, partly conflicting needs e.g. in the use of public space has to
be balanced, introduction strategies for new technologies have to be implemented

Housing company

• Gewobag is one of the most important housing companies in Berlin and Brandenburg managing around
70,000 residential units and providing a broad range of property services. Gewobag is a member of the
BBU (Berlin and Brandenburg housing companies) and contributes to meeting the objectives in the Climate Protection Agreement signed with the Berlin Senate. On behalf of the State of Berlin, Gewobag is
pursuing the goal of providing affordable housing for a large population and increasing municipal housing stock.

Providers of e-mobility services

• Mobileee is a full-electric German provider of stationary car-sharing.

Charge point operators (CPO)

• Allego is the main Charging Point Operator in Berlin. It delivers charging facilities (fast charging, regular
charging, high power charging, etc.) that can be used by all electric cars and every EV driver.

5

STRATEGIC CASE

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for Smart
Park and Charge BC in the city of Berlin. This part of the strategic case:
•
defines the strategic objectives,
•
identifies the current needs,
•
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
•
identifies the benefits, and
•
identifies the risks.

5.1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Berlin City Council aims at digitalization and promotion of e-mobility making charging stations more accessible and parking space management more efficient. The objectives of the city of Berlin within Smart Park and
Charge BC are the following ones:
1.
Digitalize the management of parking spaces in front of CPs.

5.2

2.

Better usage and higher turnover of parking spaces in front of CPs.

3.

Pushing sustainable mobility increasing the share of EVs and reducing CO2-emissions and air
pollution.

CURRENT NEEDS

Public charging infrastructure in Berlin is in the inner-city area because in the outer areas most of the people
in need of recharging their EVs use their own charging stations – like wall boxes – at their homes or place of
work. Furthermore, nowadays there is no possibility to reserve parking spaces in public areas or in front of
public CPs given that the German federal law does not allow it.
Providers of e-mobility services in Berlin, however, stated that their offers would benefit if parking spaces
with charging opportunities would be bookable. Given this situation, Berlin City Council will first start to collaborate with Gewobag municipal housing company in the deployment of Smart Park and Charge service in
Gewobag’s parking lots in Berlin. Therefore, the focus of the Berlin City Council and Gewobag within this BC
will be to study and test the digitalization of charging infrastructure for enabling EV drivers to book for charging and parking stations.
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5.3

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires
delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the
essential, desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
Within this scope, Gewobag municipal housing company will deploy parking stations with CPs for tenants in
its underground parking facility in Waterkant (Tiefgarage). Parking and charging stations will be equipped
with parking barriers for allowing the entrance to EV drivers that have booked a charging and parking station.
The implementation of MEISTER Neighbourhood app and Display (products 3A and 3B) will allow Waterkant
tenants to book and pay for parking stations with CPs. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be
implemented to support this BC.
•
Intermediate scope:
Smart Park and Charge will be deployed at Gewobag’s semi-public parking stations with CPs at Berlin innercity area (Lindenstraße). Parking stations will be equipped with parking barriers for allowing the entrance to
EV drivers that have booked a parking station with a CP. The target users of Smart Park and Charge service
will be citizens and e-mobility providers of the city Berlin. MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility app and Display
(products 3A and 3B) will be implemented for booking and paying for smart park and charge service.
Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
Semi-public and private parking stations with CPs from multiple stakeholders (shopping malls, private
companies, etc.) will be integrated into Smart Park and Charge service. MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility
app and Display (products 3A and 3B) will offer functionalities for citizens to register, book and pay for smart
park and charge service. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
Under this option, current public DC charging stations in Berlin, around 10, with 20 charging points, could be
equipped with parking barriers, as well as another 30 additional AC charging stations in semi-public locations,
with a total of 60 charging points.
Table 3 – Potential scope and service requirements of BC5
Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Scope

Location: Gewobag’s parking stations with CPs in Waterkant (Tiefgarage).
Users: Waterkant tenants.

Location: Semi-public parking stations with CPs in Berlin inner-city
area (Lindenstraße).
Users: Citizens and e-mobility providers of Berlin.

Location: Semi- public and private
parking stations with CPs citywide.
Users: Citizens and e-mobility providers of Berlin.

Technology
requirements

 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service
provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3):
-

-

Neighbourhood mobility app (P3A): The app will be used by residents to plan and use mobility offers. It
will allow seeing different mobility offers as car-sharing, bike-sharing, public transport in the surrounding
area. It will provide functionalities to reserve, book and use Waterkant Car-sharing and to find and reserve
Gewobag Charging infrastructure.
Neighbourhood mobility display (P3B): The display will be installed in or in front of a building and will be
used by residents to be informed about all mobility offers available to leave the locations. It will allow
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Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

seeing different mobility offers as car-sharing, bike-sharing, departure times of public transport and others
in the surrounding area.
 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the Smart Park and Charge BC could provide to the City of Berlin. Following
the main benefits for the city of Berlin have been identified:
Table 4 - Benefits of BC5
Benefits
categories

Welfare

Environmental

Description

 Raise awareness and change citizens’ culture
on the use of EVs.
 Improvement of the mobility offer to EV drivers.
 Increase the value and confidence of EV users.
 Reduction of gas emissions and noise pollution
to the atmosphere.
 Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an alternative to motorized vehicles.
 Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.
• The positioning of the City as innovative and
sustainable.
• Contribution to the brand image of the City: attraction of investments and tourism due to innovative positioning and commitment to sustainability.

Beneficiaries

 Citizens
 EV Drivers

 Citizens (indirect).

Approximate quantification
 Available public charging stations should increase in number.
 Amount of EVs in Berlin should
be encouraged when BC5 is
implemented, thanks to new
routing functionalities and easier parking and charging.
 Amount of emissions and noise
pollution in Berlin are expected to descend.
 Total amount of EVs in Berlin is
expected to increase.

 City administration (indirect).

 An improved city-brand image
is expected to spawn worldwide attraction.

Mobility

• Reduction in the number of fossil fuels cars in
circulation.
• Cover the mobility needs of EV drivers.

• City administration (indirect)
• Citizens.

 Opportunities for parking and
charging of EVs are expected
to foster the use of EVs, while
fossil-fuel vehicles are being
discouraged.

Technological

 Implementation of innovative technology platforms.
• Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructure of sustainable technologies.

• City/Companies (indirect)
• City/CPOs

 Number of users of implemented technology platforms
is expected to be substantial
enough.

• City, Companies, citizens,
State (indirect)

 The amount of jobs and businesses are expected to be positively impacted.
 Accordingly, tax revenue is expected to rise.
 Reduction in fuel consumption
will reduce amount of CO2
and, therefore, monetary compensations.

Reputational

Economic

5.5

 Creation of wealth in the city and the companies of the city.
 Creation of employment (new business and
jobs).
 Reduction of fuel consumption and its costs.

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
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following risks were identified by Berlin stakeholders within Smart Park and Charge BC.
Table 5 – Risks of BC5
Risk categories
Business risks

Service risks

External environmental risks

5.6

Description
• Change in the municipal parking and charging regulation.
• “Berlin Model” fails or changes the strategy of the City of Berlin.
• Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. CPOs, EV users, shopping centres and malls) for the
deployment of parking and charging stations.
• Lack of charging points for the expansion of EVs.
• Interoperability challenges with the installed charging infrastructure: Currently, installed charging infrastructure may not work properly.
• Costs of implementation of charging points (and uncertain gains).
• Restrictions from current parking law that does not allow to book public spaces.
• Private competitors who might offer lower prices could decrease the demand for public CPs.
• Increasing costs of electricity.
• National and European regulation on EVs and charging infrastructure.

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered during the tasks of definition of the Outline
Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC5
Constraints
Delayed funding
Billing

Description
Without the timely funding, the tendering process for the parking barriers cannot be started in due
time.
Open questions about whether there should be money earned during the project or not, and who
should receive it.

Dependency on BC5 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
Table 7 - Dependencies of BC5
Dependencies
Legal framework
Involvement of
CPO and parking
lot owner
Operation of parking barriers

6

Description
A set of contractual agreements has to be established by all involved partners
Crucial cooperation with the CPO, to provide the charging infrastructure, and with the parking lot
owner, is needed.
Operation of parking barriers needs to be clarified and handled by a third party.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
identifies critical success factors (CSF),
•
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
•
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.
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6.1

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC5
CSF

Description

Strategic fit and
business needs
Potential value for
money
Supplier capacity
and capability
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

• Contribution to the reputation of the city of Berlin. The city continues to be a leading market for EV and
charging infrastructure.
• Optimization of the use of parking and charging stations.

6.2

• Standardization of charging infrastructure.
• Scalability and profitability of parking and charging infrastructure for providers.
• Technical compatibility of charging points and EVs from e-car-sharing scheme.

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for Smart Park and Charge BC in the strategic case.
The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered in terms of scale, scope
and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of services provided, level of coverage and
target end-users.
•
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
•
Service delivery alternatives include the potential service providers.
•
Funding alternatives include the potential funding sources for funding the project.
Berlin stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives during the MEISTER meeting that
took place on the 18th of June 2019 in Malaga. The alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives
that need to be further analysed (M), the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
Table 9– Options assessment of BC5
Dimension

Options within each Dimension

Scale,
scope and
location

Smart Park and Charge service for Waterkant tenants in Gewobag’s parking stations (Minimum
scope).
Smart Park and Charge service at semi-public stations in Berlin inner-city (Lindenstraße) (Intermediate scope).
Semi-public and private parking stations citywide for citizens (Maximum scope).

Assessment
R

M

P

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

Service solution

Stand-alone booking app with IOT parking barriers.

☒
☐

☐
☒

☐
☐

MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility app and display (P3A and P3B).

☐

☐

☒

Service
delivery

Gewobag manages Smart Park and Charge service.
Third-party provides support for Smart Park and Charge service.

☐
☐

☒
☐

☒

Berlin City Council manages park and charge service.

☐

☒

☐

Funding from MEISTER project (software).
Funding from Berlin City Council.

☐
☒

☐
☐

☒
☐

Funding from a private company.

☐

☒

☐

Public funds from other funding entities.

☐

☒

☐

Funding
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Dimension

Options within each Dimension
Funding from Gewobag.

Assessment
R

M

P

☐

☒

☐

When combined, the preferred and possible alternatives in the above-presented table, give rise to two
feasible options to be further studied, which correspond to the Minimum and Intermediate option.
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of private managers involved. Maximum
scope alternative has not been assessed as it has been rejected in the last step, as can be seen in the relevant
table.
The summary table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and
the degree to which each option meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key service
requirements, as well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration, yellow implies
the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the aspect analysed.
Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC5
Status Quo

Minimum Option

Intermediate Option

No

Partially

Yes

No

Partially

Yes

No

Partially

Partially

Strategic fit and business
needs

No

Partially

Potential value for
money

No

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Does it meet the investment objectives?
Digitalize the management of parking services
in front of CPs.
Better usage and higher
turnover of parking
space sin front of CPs.
Pushing sustainable mobility increasing the
share of EVs and reducing CO2 -emissions and
air pollution
Does it meet Critical Success Factors?

Supplier capacity and capability
Potential affordability

Yes

Partially

Potential achievability

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
Advantages

• No further investment
needed. Already operating
charging points.
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be reservable by Berlin citizens and MSPs , which
means possible higher turnover.
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Status Quo
Disadvantages

Minimum Option

• Use of a charging point is
not certain.

• High effort for equipping a
small amount of charging
points.
• Operational and billing system to be set up.
Are main benefits expected to be significant under each option?
Increase the value and
confidence of EV users
The positioning of the
City and the city-run
companies as innovative
and sustainable.
Contribution to the
brand image of the City:
attraction of investments
and tourism due to innovative positioning and
commitment to sustainability

6.3

Intermediate Option
• Operational and billing system to be set up.

No

Partially

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Partially

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on the assessment, Berlin stakeholders selected the minimum scope option as a possible option, selected intermediate scope option as the preferred way forward and rejected maximum scope option. Following the options for further examination in the Outline Business Cases (MEISTER Deliverable 2.2) are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. In this BC, the Status quo is not a realistic option as Smart Park and Charge
service is an innovative service that will be deployed for the first time in the city.
•
Minimum scope option (Possible):
The minimum scope option consists of deploying Smart Park and Charge service in Gewobag’s private parking
and charging stations in the Tiefgarage located in Waterkant. Smart Park and Charge service will be available
for Waterkant tenants and will be deployed in designated parking stations with CPs (scale, scope and location). Parking stations will be equipped with 4 parking barriers for allowing the entrance to EV drivers that
have booked parking stations with CPs (4AC CP). The Neighbourhood Mobility app and display (P3A and P3E)
will be implemented for users to search for charging stations, book CPs and have an overview of mobility
services in the Waterkant neighbourhood (service solution). The charging infrastructure, as well as the parking spots themselves, will be provided and managed by Gewobag (service delivery). The funding required for
the implementation of Smart Park and Charge service will be analysed from different sources (i.e. Berlin City
Council, Berlin transport company and private companies) (funding).
•
Intermediate scope (Preferred way forward):
This option includes the preferred alternative and should be further analysed in MEISTER D2.2 Outline
Business Case. This option consists of deploying Smart Park and Charge service at semi-public parking stations
with CPs in the inner city of Berlin (Lindenstraße), as well as in other locations (scale, scope and location). At
Lindenstra?e, the parking stations belong to Gewobag and the installed public fast-charging infrastructure
(2AC and 2DC CPs) is part of the Berlin Model. The CPs will be excluded from the Berliner Model during
MEISTER project and will be open to citizens and e-mobility providers. A total of 11 parking and charging
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stations in Lindenstrasse and other selected location, will be equipped with IOT-parking barriers for allowing
the use of parking and charging stations to EV drivers who have booked them in advance. A third company
will handle the technical support of the parking barriers (service delivery). The booking service of the parking
stations will be provided through the Neighbourhood Mobility app and the Neighbourhood Mobility display
will inform potential users of mobility possibilities (service solution). Funding for the Apps will be covered by
the MEISTER budget, and funding required for the implementation of Smart Park and Charge and for the
deployment of technology will be analysed from different sources (i.e. Berlin City Council) (funding).

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

•
•
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘Risks of BC5’, and new risks not considered before have been
added, such as “design risks”, “building risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
A final risk score has been calculated.
An initial assumption is that there is no substitutional offer so far (Status Quo), which underpins
the impossibility and lack of need of quantifying Status Quo risks.

The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix
Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Intermediate Scope
Status Quo
Minimum Scope
Maximum Scope

Risk

Design
Building
Funding
Operational
Change in the municipal parking and charging regulation
“Berlin Model” fails or changes the strategy of the City of
Berlin
Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. CPOs,
EV users, shopping centres and malls) for the deployment
of parking and charging stations.
Lack of charging points for the expansion of EVs.
Interoperability challenges with the installed charging infrastructure: currently, installed charging infrastructure
may not work properly.
Costs of implementation of charging points (and uncertain gains).
Restrictions from current parking law that does not allow
to book public spaces.
Private competitors who might offer lower prices could
decrease the demand for public CPs
Increasing costs of electricity.
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Score

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

1

3

1
2
3
3
1

1
3
5
5
4

1
3
4
3
1

1
3
5
5
4

1

4

1

4

1

4

1

4

2

5

3

5

1

3

1

4

1

5

2

3

2

4

2

4

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

4

2

4

2

5

1

3

1

3

1

4

1

2

1

2

1

2
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Intermediate Scope
Status Quo
Minimum Scope
Maximum Scope

Risk
National and European regulation on EVs and charging infrastructure

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

1

3

1

3

1

4

Total Risk Score
Rank

6.5

42/250
1

87/350
2

105/350
3

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study. The purpose of the analysis is to identify which
of the short-listed options provides the greater Value for Money, that is, presents greater benefits for the
least cost.
Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and
figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by SenUMVK and Gewobag. An initial
assumption is that the appraisal period is 5 years.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for each shortlisted option. A
minus sign denotes a Net Present Value rather than a Net Present Cost. The intermediate scope option
emerges as the one with the highest Net Present Value.
Table 12 - Cost analysis of shortlisted options in BC5
Costs analysis
Quantifiable costs (€)

Capital cost

38.000,00

Intermediate (preferred
option)
19.180,00
74.610,00

Revenue cost
Cost of Existing staff

30.984,00
12.480,00

41.424,00
12.480,00

118.596,00
34.320,00

Cost of Additional staff
Cost of operation of AC CPs
Cost of operation of DC CPs
Cost of operation of parking lots

0,00
5.760,00
10.440,00
2.304,00

3.120,00
11.520,00
0,00
2.304,00

8.580,00
25.920,00
10.440,00
6.336,00

Cost of operation of parking barriers
Parking lots (opportunity costs)
Total project cost
Net Present Cost

0,00
23.040,00
92.024,00
70.653,61

12.000,00
23.040,00
83.644,00
-39.820,86

33.000,00
63.360,00
256.566,00
-104.434,85

Cost items

Status quo

Minimum scope

Main benefits emerging from BC5 have been defined as the savings in CO2 emissions generated in each
option. The calculations in the below-presented table show CO2 savings obtained from the Intermediate
scope option are clearly higher than in the rest of the scenarios.
Table 13 - Benefits analysis of shortlisted options in BC5
Benefits analysis
Quantifiable benefits (€)
Status quo
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Cost of CO2 not emitted
Total

0,00

36.276,71
36.276,71

122.846,12
122.846,12

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in each option is analysed and presented.
Table 14 - Cost and Benefits annualisation for shortlisted options in BC5
Cost and benefit analysis (annualised) (€)
Status Quo

6.6

Minimum scope

Preferred option (Intermediate)

Year

Costs

Benefits

Costs

Benefits

Costs

Benefits

0

-85.004,00

0,00

-47.484,00

0,00

-175.226,00

0,00

1

-9.004,00

3.840,00

-10.432,00

26.001,74

-54.037,22

76.121,82

2

-9.004,00

3.840,00

-10.432,00

26.001,74

-54.037,22

76.121,82

3

-9.004,00

3.840,00

-10.432,00

26.001,74

-54.037,22

76.121,82

4

-9.004,00

3.840,00

-10.432,00

26.001,74

-54.037,22

76.121,82

5

-9.004,00

3.840,00

-10.432,00

26.001,74

-54.037,22

76.121,82

NPC

70.653,61

-39.820,86

-104.434,85

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Once all costs, benefits and risks have been assessed and quantified, when possible, the preferred option has
been selected. The table below summarises the key outcomes of the cost, benefits and risk appraisals of the
shortlisted options.
Table 15 - Economic Analysis Results
Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal
(CBA)

Status Quo

Minimum scope

Intermediate Scope

Result

Result

Result

- 70.653,61 (NPC)

39.820,86 (NPV)

104.434,85 (NPV)

Qualitative benefits
appraisal

Meets:
 None of the investment objectives.
 None of the CSF.
 Advantages do not outweigh
disadvantages.
 Identified benefits are not
deemed very relevant in the
status quo.

Meets:
 Partially all of the investment
objectives.
 3/5 of the CSF.
 Advantages partially outweigh disadvantages.
 Expected benefits are partially relevant.
 Other expected benefits in
the minimum scope are not
deemed very relevant.

Meets:
 All of the investment objectives, fully or partially.
 4/5 CSF.
 Advantages outweigh disadvantages.
 Other expected benefits in
the intermediate scope are
deemed to be partially relevant.

Risk Appraisal (Rank)

1

2

3

Consequently, the intermediate option emerges clearly as the preferred option because it has:
 The highest NPV.
 The most significant intangible benefits (meets all investment objectives and most of CSF, and its
advantages outweigh its disadvantages, as well as the expected benefits are deemed to be partially
relevant).
 A low risk level, especially when contextualised (105 out of 350 of risk score).
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement;
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for the
deployment of Smart Park and Charge in the city of Berlin was defined and assessed. Furthermore, a
preferred way forward for implementing BC5 was confirmed by Gewobag housing company and SenUMVK.
In the next stage of the project (D2.2 - Outline Business Cases) an assessment of the likely commercial viability
and the procurement and commercial procedure of the selected option for implementing BC5 will be defined.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC5 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the full participation of Berlin cluster. The commercial strategy
details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to the point the current
status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
In this Full Business Case phase all private sector bids are identified and described and VFM assessment of
the procurement options is elaborated, considering the results of the pilot demonstration.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
“Smart Park and Charge” is an e-mobility innovation project partially publicly funded under the MEISTER
project within H2020 framework. The project will also utilise public infrastructure (charging stations)-already
in place for 4 years in Lindenstrasse, and was publicly funded through local and state resources-, as well as
newly privately installed charging points by Gewobag in Lindenstra?e. The commercial route defines the
structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to procure the required services and
goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
As a public entity, SenUMVK’s approach to the market will rely on the use public procurement proceedings.
The tendering processes are intended to meet the following objectives:




Ensure transparency and openness.
Incentivise providers to deliver high quality services and goods.
Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC5 to the best attainable quality
for the lowest cost.

SenUMVK’s approach to market fits with local, national and EU procurement policies and rules. For this, the
entity has ensured that public procurement processes and contractual agreements to be launched for the
delivery of solutions under BC5 will comply with all relevant procurement regulations.
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In the case of Gewobag, the collaborating promoter in BC5, its approach to the market as a private entity will
primarily rely on private contracting arrangements. This approach will be guided by several key factors:
 Getting useful feedback from the market.
 Ensuring an efficient use of time and resources.
 Properly assessing financial and non-financial characteristics of the deals mapped within BC5 for an
appropriate supplier and agreement selection.
 Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC5 to the best attainable quality
for the lowest cost.

7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC5, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.

7.2.1 Key contractual agreements and payment and charging mechanisms
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BC5 in the short-term has been
conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant for the first piloting phase in the MEISTER
project, and are a first step for a theoretical full roll-out. Further assessment is needed to detail the overall
contractual scheme taking into account other key partners.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services likely to be required for BC5
(object of the contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) to be used. Possible
suppliers whose offers have been deemed as most interesting have also been identified (provider) and
indicative timescales have been outlined (timescale). Moreover, funding sources for each contract have been
defined.
Finally, a first payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made for
the goods and services to be procured for the delivery of BC5.
In each contract, the specific payment structure will depend on the contractual relationship between the
parties, as well as on the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of
the agreement. It is important to note that there will be no money earned by the promoter (SenUMVK)
during the pilot period, so the money paid by end-users (for the charging process and not the reservation)
will be earned by the MSP/CPO.
During the piloting activities, it will be further discussed how different potential charging mechanisms could
be implemented. Some of these potential contracts with end-users and related charging mechanisms, that
is, user fees creating revenue streams in BC5, are already set forth in the table. However, expenses and
revenue streams resulting from these contractual relationships are dealt with in detail in the Financial Case.
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements
Contract

Contracting
part

Object of the contract

Provider

Type of agreement

Timescale

Estimated
cost

Funding source

Payment

#C1

SenUMVK/Gewobag

CP operation

Allego/ other

Public procurement/private
Contract

Already in
place –2022

~ 9.000€

Payment of a quarterly settlement fee for operation depending
of type of CP (AC or DC)

SenUMVK

#C2

SenUMVK
/Gewobag

Provision and Installation of parking barriers; monitoring and
operating parking barriers; software maintenance

#C3

SenUMVK

Platform provider for
Smart park and charge

#C4

SenUMVK

Meister Tuning of charging infrastructure

#C5

SenUMVK

Charging infrastructure

#C6

SenUMVK

Parking spots

Contracting part

To be determined through
public tender

Public procurement /Private
contract

VMZ

MEISTER agreement

Initially,
MEISTER pilot duration

Initially,
MEISTER pilot duration
MEISTER pilot start

~20.000

Payment linked to defined
milestones (coordination and
installation of infrastructure,
information phase, 1st and 2nd
testing and evaluation phases,
dismantling and final data
transfer).

To be determined

MEISTER agreeTo be determent
mined
MEISTER agreeN/A
ment / Existing
Gewobag/Allego
MEISTER pipublic contract
(SenUMVK)
lot
with Allego
MEISTER agreeMEISTER piN/A
Gewobag
ment
lot
Contracts with end-users and charging mechanisms
SenUMVK

Service

Private end-user




Usage of reservation functionality.
Parking + charging

Commercial Enduser




Usage of reservation functionality.
Parking-charging
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Provider



MEISTER Consortium.
Mobility Service Provider-Charging Point
Operator.



MEISTER Consortium

SenUMVK
/MEISTER
budget

N/A

MEISTER
budget

One-off payment

MEISTER
budget

N/A

N/A during the
pilot

N/A

N/A during the
pilot

Charging mechanism




After every use of the reservation functionality or at the end of every month.
Parking time tariff+ energy consumption
tariff.
After every use of the reservation functionality or at the end of every month.
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Mobility Service Provider-Charging Point
Operator



Parking time tariff+ energy consumption
tariff.
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Further information on key contractual agreements has been defined as follows:
o #C1. The CP operation is part of an existing SenUMVK-Allego contract, where there are three
different timelines of rolling out and operating charging infrastructure. Since May 2019, a
supply-oriented expansion has been taking place based on post-compaction. In this
expansion, 200 charging points are planned.
o #C2. A parking barrier company selected through a public tendering process, will pay Allego
a fee for using and blocking their charging infrastructure. In the short-term and for pilot
purposes, this contract will start with the installation of the parking barriers in June 2020 and
will end in May 2021 with their dismantling.
o #C3. ‘Platform provider for Smart Park and Charge’ is a contract common to all Business
Cases in BM5, under the MEISTER project.
o #C4. The ‘MEISTER tuning of infrastructure’ is a contract common to different Business Cases
within the MEISTER project.
o Infrastructure for #C5 and #C6 is made available by Allego (public contract with SenUMVK)
and Gewobag for the piloting activities.

7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others. Some
contracts have been broken down into their basic components for specification purposes, while others have
been grouped for practical and assessment purposes due to their close connection. Those contracts that are
concluded by supporting stakeholders as Gewobag, and that are not a dedicated part of MEISTER project and
BC5, have not been detailed.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference
contract

Required outputs/ services

#C1

CP operation

#C2

Supply of communication technology

#C4

Booking services
Billing and payment services
MEISTER Tuning of Charging Infrastructure

#C5

Charging infrastructure

#C6

Parking spots

#C3

Desirable attributes
• Operation of public charging infrastructure.
• Timely installation at the convenient phase.
• Automated functionality for the opening and closing of the parking barriers.
• Dismantling of infrastructure
• Operation and support during the pilot phase.
• Full maintenance services.
• Access to usage data
• Access to usage data
• MEISTER logos
• 11 Charging points (both AC and CP) installed in
relevant location(s).
• 11 parking spots available in relevant location(s):
city centre and residential neighbourhoods.

Aspirational attributes
Provision of
usage data.
-

7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan to be followed over the duration of the first piloting
phase of BC5 for approaching the market.
Only one of the contracts in which SenUMVK is a contracting party entails the launching of a public tendering
process, namely the contract for the ‘Provision and Installation of parking barriers; monitoring and operation
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of parking barriers and software maintenance’. Given the nature of the goods and services to be procured
under the foreseen contract, the recommended approach to market is a one-step open competitive tender.
The rest of the contractual agreements were either already in place well before the definition of BC5, or
would theoretically be concluded in the MEISTER framework. Hence, none of these need the organisation of
a public tender procedure in the short and mid-term.

7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC5 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC5 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between the different parties participating
in the pilot. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk borne by each party. In the FBC stage,
further assessment of the long-term risk allocation for a theoretical full roll-out of BC5.
Table 18 - Risk allocation for BC5
Potential allocation of risk

Risk Category

Business risks

Public
(SenMUVK)

Private
(Gewobagparking
spot
provider)

Private
(CPO,
parking
barrier
provider,
etc.)

Reason
Shared

The CPO bears the business risk related to the charging
process (smart charging) and MEISTER promoters bear
overall business risk, but specially for the booking of
parking spots (smart parking).
However, the charging station infrastructure is already
installed and in use by the CPO and has a decent customer base.
The barrier is designed by an external stakeholder
(company).
A private company develops and installs the barrier,
the CPO is also in charge of the Charging Stations, but
the app and platform are the responsibility of MEISTER
partners

30%

30%

40%

√

-

-

100%

-

Development
and
Construction

20%

20%

60%

√

Transition and
Implementation

80%

20%

-

√

SenUMVK is in charge of implementation.

Availability and
Performance

20%

20%

60%

√

All parts must function (barrier, charging station, app).

Design

Operating

40%

40%

20%

√

Revenue

0%

0%

100%

√

Termination

0%

0%

100%

Technology and
Obsolescence

35%

15%

50%
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√

All parts have to be operated individually.
The MEISTER consortium controls the barrier and the
app, but the charging stations are still operated by Allego, which are also working for SenUMVK via public
procurement.
No money will be earned during the pilot period for the
charging process by SenUMVK, the money paid by customers will stay with the MSP/CPO.
A revenue stream coming from charging customers for
the reservation functionality is being analysed.
The parking barriers will be uninstalled by the barrier
provider after the pilot ends.
The parking barriers will be uninstalled by the barrier
provider after the pilot ends.
Charging infrastructure will be provided by a private
company through an already existing public contract.
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The app will be developed by the MEISTER Consortium
(both promoters are part of it).

Financing

50%

50%

-

√

Parking barriers are financed through MEISTER funding.
Overview of estimated costs in ‘Key contractual agreements for BC5’ table.

Legislative

-

-

-

-

Assessed as not relevant.

√

Residual value risk for barriers is with the barrier provider.
Residual value risk for public charging infrastructure is
also with CPOs, selected through public/private procurement. At the end of the corresponding contract
(outside of the time scope of MEISTER), the ownership
of the Charging Infrastructure in semi-public locations
passes to Allego.
Residual value risk for the app is with MEISTER Consortium.

Residual value
risks

7.4

0%

0%

100%

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

Contract management arrangements and key contractual issues have been considered for BC5 over the
preparatory tasks of OBC (D.2.2.). Their current status is recorded as follows:


Main milestones. Main milestones and Work Packages have been planned by SenUMVK for the key
contract to be tendered for BC5: ‘#C4-Provision and Installation of parking barriers; monitoring and
operating parking barriers; software maintenance’.
o Five (5) different Work Packages are defined for the barrier provider to fulfil and will serve
as:
 WP1 Arrangements and provision of the required interfaces and localities.
 WP2 Installation of infrastructure.
 WP3 Operation and support during the pilot phase.
 WP4 Dismantling of infrastructure/postprocessing.
 WP5 Collection and provision of usage data.

The following timeframe summarises the content and length of each Work Package, although it is dependent
on the timely provision of funding.
Table 19 - Contract Milestones
Period

Activity

WP

#C2-Provision and Installation of parking barriers; monitoring and operating parking barriers; software maintenance
Coordination and installation of the infrastructure
WP1 and WP2
3/2020-4/2020
Information phase
5/2020-7/2020
First Testing phase
8/2020-11/2020
WP 3
WP 5
First Evaluation phase
12/2020
1/2021-4/2021
5/2021



Second Testing phase
Second Evaluation phase
Dismantling and final data transfer

WP4

Specific clauses.
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-

-

All contracts contain standard terms and conditions regarding Roles and responsibilities,
Asset ownership arrangements, Compliance with appropriate regulations and standards and
Agreed deliverables and Services.
Moreover, all contracts foresee specific sections for dispute resolution procedures and
operational and contract administration arrangements.

BC5 continuity after the end of MEISTER project would create the following possibilities:


7.5

Change in approach for public contracts with CPOs. SenUMVK could assess the potential of changing
its approach for public contracts with CPOs, including the revision and incorporation of necessary
provisions to enable the existence of Smart Charge and Park options in the concept of public charging
infrastructure in Berlin.

VFM ASSESTMENT OF PROCUREMENT OPTIONS

The following agreements have been needed to develop the test pilot. However, only #C2 —Provision and
Installation of parking barriers; monitoring and operating parking barriers; software maintenance— have
been carried out in a public procurement. In the following table it is explained the type of agreement and
the value for money for the public procurement:
ATable 20: VFM Assessment of Procurement Options
Reference
contract

Private Sector Bids

C1

BID 1 (selected): Allego (public contractor)

Public CPO which was tendered in 2013 way prior to the project

BID 1 (selected): GMS GmbH

best product, but higher price

C2

C3
C4
C5
C6

7.6

Comparative VFM

BID 3: Dorr Solutions GmbH

Middle range price, but not quite the desired product and only a fewpreviouos projects
Lowest prices, but weak product presentation

BID 1 (selected): VMZ
BID 1 (selected): Artegraph
BID 1 (selected): Allego
BID 1 (selected): Gewobag

project partner
Unterschwellenvergabe (tender amount under 1.000€)
Public CPO which was tendered in 2013 way prior to the project
Project partner

BID 2:Makaio GmbH

FULL DETAILED OUTPUTS SPECIFICATION.

The output of all the contracts complies with the requirements, except for C3, where billing and payment
could not be implemented during the pilot time.
Table 21: Full detailed outputs specification
Reference
contract
#C1

Required outputs/ services
CP operation

Desirable attributes
• Operation of public charging infrastructure.
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Full detailed output specification
CP operation
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Reference
contract

#C2

Required outputs/ services

Supply of communication
technology

Booking services
#C3

Desirable attributes
• Timely installation at the convenient phase.
• Automated functionality for the opening and closing
of the parking barriers.
• Dismantling of infrastructure
• Operation and support during the pilot phase.
• Full maintenance services.
• Access to usage data

Billing and payment services

• Access to usage data

#C4

MEISTER Tuning of Charging Infrastructure

• MEISTER logos

#C5

Charging infrastructure

#C6

Parking spots

• 11 Charging points (both AC and CP) installed in relevant location(s).
• 11 parking spots available in relevant location(s):
city centre and residential neighbourhoods.
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Full detailed output specification

Supply of communication
technology

Booking services
Billing and payment could
not be implemented during the pilot time
MEISTER Tuning of Charging Infrastructure
Charging infrastructure (7
Charging points)
4 Parking spots in Lindestrasse.
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FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable considering potential funding sources for
Gewobag and SenUMVK to deploy Smart Park & Charge was defined. In the OBC stage, the Financial Case
studies the delivery of the BC within the available or potential capital resources. The purpose is to address
the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential funding sources, and to this end, the detailed
financial implications of the said option are described.
For BC5 financial forecasting, an analysis timeframe of 6 financial years has been selected by relevant
SenUMVK managers.

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires an estimated capital and operational expenditure of around 256.000 € over
the 6-year appraisal period.
The funding for the project could be made up from the following main sources:
 MEISTER funding, mainly for the development and piloting of the MEISTER Apps.
 Own public funds for covering the funding gap during the first year and a half (demonstration phase).
 Revenues coming from charging BC5 services. These could serve to fund operational costs of BC5,
including in a potential long-term scenario where BC5 is fully rolled-out.
 Other sources, which still need to be further assessed, including: Berlin transport company and other
private companies.
The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 6-year modelled period.
Table 22 - Capital requirements for BC5
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

29.468,00 €

29.468,00 €

29.468,00 €

29.468,00 €

29.468,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

51.552,60 €

51.552,60 €

51.552,60 €

51.552,60 €

51.552,60 €

-109.226,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

Preferred option:
Total

109.226,00 €

*Funded by:
Existing funds
(Budget)
Revenue
Total funding
requirements

8.2

TBD

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
The delivery of ‘Smart Park & Charge in Berlin’ (BC5) could entail the introduction of the charging mechanisms
already described in the Commercial Case.
The service will be free during the MEISTER project (piloting phase) and therefore no money will be earned
by SenUMVK. Only the charging process will be charged according to each consumer’s usage.
However, with regard to the long-term implementation of BC5, the following charging mechanisms are
suggested:
 A fee per parking or reservation action.
 Additional parking fees could include charges per unit of time.
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8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Implementation of BC5 ‘Smart Park & Charge in Berlin’ would probably result in an increase of assets (parking
barriers and communication technology).
All things considered, no major negative impacts neither on the balance sheet nor on the income and
expenditure account are expected, and SenUMVK managers have not identified significant issues nor risks.

8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply an increase in capital and revenue costs comparing to the existing
arrangements in the Status quo option.
The overall costs of BC5 over the appraisal period have been studied. The annualised spend profile is
presented in the table below.
Revenues from BC5 services could allow the service to fully or at least partially refinance itself and, therefore
to be fully or partially self-sustainable. The annualised cashflow is negative in the first financial year, but is
positive from the second year onwards, making the negative cumulative cashflow to show signs of
improvement each year.
Table 23 - Cashflow Analysis for BC5
Item
Revenue
(inflow)

FY0

FY1

Annualised cashflow (€)
FY2
FY3

FY4

FY5

Total

0,00

51.552,60

51.552,60

51.552,60

51.552,60

51.552,60

257.763,00

Cost (outflow)

-175.226,00

-29.468,00

-29.468,00

-29.468,00

-29.468,00

-29.468,00

-322.566,00

Annual cash
flow

-175.226,00

22.084,60

22.084,60

22.084,60

22.084,60

22.084,60

-64.803,00

Cumulative

-175.226,00

-153.141,40

-131.056,80

-108.972,20

-86.887,60

-64.803,00

Regarding the overall affordability of BC5, there should be no funding gap in capital and operational costs of
the service during the demonstration phase, neither in the medium term. Contingencies have not been
foreseen but their need will be assessed in later stages.
In conclusion, BC5 financial case shows the preferred option is affordable and that SenUMVK should be able
to fund, through different sources, the overall cost of deploying BC5 throughout the pilot period, and also
through the whole analysed period.
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9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC5, and at the same time details the arrangements
foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The management case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC5.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project is considered high due to the interest of the SenMUVK and Gewobag Housing company in deploying
Smart Charge and Park service.
Considering the readiness and resources of the municipality as well as the support from Gewobag in
participating in this BC, the management structure of the project was defined in detail in the OBC stage
(D.2.2.- Outline Business Cases). In the OBC stage, a specific workshop to discuss the definition of the
Management case took place in Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the full participation of Berlin
cluster. The resulting Management case describes the basic BC5 management structure and project team. It
also deals with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a
benefits realisation plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.
After the pilot demonstration the details of the project management have been verified or updated.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project Management structure established for BC5 within SenUMVK is mainly coordinated and leaded by
Sabrina Schimmel (Project Coordinator and Manager). Group IV A, within which MEISTER project is dealt
with, is inserted in the Transport Department of SenUMVK and, specifically in the Division of Transport
Policies.
The Project Management structure within SenUMVK counts on the project roles and key responsibilities of a
Project coordinator, a direct Project supervisor, a Finance Representative, an EU-Project expert, a Legal
representative and a Charging Infrastructure Office. As a public administration, projects similar to BC5 are
not the ‘core business’ of SenUMVK, so there is no specific project management methodology in place nor
plans to implement one.
The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the already described
governance arrangements for BC5 within SenUMVK. Key roles and responsibilities are also named in the
chart.
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Table 24 - Project organisation structure for BC5 within SenMUVK

The assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps in the project
structure. Key activities not provided in-house or by any MEISTER partner have been outsourced to external
service providers, who hold the following project roles:





Gewobag. Gewobag is a partner within MEISTER and the second promoter organisation of BC5, that
supports SenUMVK efforts in Smart Park and Charge. It is also the key provider of the parking spots
used in the pilot phase.
Charging Point Operator. Allego is the Charging Point Operator that guarantees the availability and
operation of its charging stations for BC5.
Mobility Service Providers (MSPs). They make available a combined offer or mobility-related
services to the end-users.
Smart Parking barriers provider. It provides, installs and operates the parking barriers. It also pays
the CPO for blocking the charging infrastructure.

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC5 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 25 – BC5 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes

Strategic Planning
(Planning)

Activities
• e-Mobility strategy review.
• Analysis of citizens’ needs.
• Project proposal in Horizon 2020
programme.
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Resources

Key points for
monitoring

Internal
resources

• Acceptance of project
proposal.

Date
Early 2017 2018
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Stages or outcomes

Engagement with
stakeholders for BC
piloting
(Initiation)

Funding
(Preparatory works)

Installation of
infrastructure and
equipment
(Preparatory works)

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)

Key points for
monitoring

Activities

Resources

Berlin Cluster Meeting to discuss different options for BC5.

MEISTER
resources

• Successful planning
outcome about alternatives and business
scopes.

Beginning of
2019

Discussions with legal department
and finance department on possible
pilot locations and options.

MEISTER
resources

• Successful planning
outcome.

Beginning of
2019

Communication and engagement
once the preferred option has been
agreed with Allego.

MEISTER
resources

• Successfully arousing
business interest.

Mid 2019

Communication and engagement
once the preferred option has been
agreed with parking barrier
operators.

MEISTER
resources

• Successfully arousing
business interest.

Mid 2019

Communication and engagement
once the preferred option has been
agreed with commercial end-users
and MSPs.

MEISTER
resources

• Gewobag as connecting point.

End 2019

Administrative formalities.

MEISTER Funding

• Obtention of expected
funding

Beginning
2020

Tendering process.

MEISTER funding

• Successful selection of
a parking barrier supplier and operator.

Mar 2021

Installation of barriers and other
equipment.

MEISTER funding

• Successful installation.

02/2021

MEISTER
resources

• Management of potential delays and
other pilot-related issues.

03/202101/2022

Evaluation of BC5: actual usage.

MEISTER
resources

• Appropriate assessment of overall affordability or user interest
and potential challenges ahead.
• Effective change management and internal
communication of results.
• Improvement opportunities defined and
realised.

Roadmap to changes in SenUMVK’s
approach to public charging
infrastructure.

Internal
resources

To be determined.

End
2021/2022

Enhanced framework.

Internal
resources

To be determined.

End
2021/2022

Demo site preparation.

Go-live (potential next
steps after MEISTER)
(Completion)
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9.2

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that no change management plan is
currently in place in SenUMVK for deploying BC5. However, it has been deemed essential to assess and
present some broad change management considerations that will be key to ensure the successful
implementation and testing of BC5 Smart parking and charging.
Therefore, the present section deals with the potential impact of the changes brought by BC5 itself on the
internal culture, systems and processes of the promoters’ organisations, and that have been studied as an
integral part of the project. A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC5 and affecting the
promoters’ organisations has been elaborated.
Table 26 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change

Communicating Change

Reinforcing change

Business impact:
• Implementation of BC5 will require
new public tendering processes, in
line with those presented in the Commercial Case, to ensure the provision
of the needed goods and services (i.e.,
smart parking barriers).
• There will be a temporary designation
of specific charging infrastructure to
the pilot, affecting their continuity
within the Berlin Model.
• If BC5 is successful, SenUMVK could
implement some lessons learnt in
their next version of the ‘Berlin Modell’.

Internal staff involved:
• SenUMVK civil servants and employees, and specifically those whose position is directly related to procurement
activities, for the setting up of the
new contractual arrangements.
• Press and public affairs department,
for the information on BC milestones.
• All other Gewobag employees, and
relevant civil servants form SenUMVK,
for the lessons learnt exercise.
External stakeholders involved:
• Commercial users.
• Private users.
• Berlin citizens.
• CPO and other external providers.

How is change going to be supported?
• After the end of MEISTER project and
the demonstration of BC5, SenUMVK
will reassess its approach to public
charging infrastructure under the Berlin Model.
• Measures for reinforcing change will
include a lessons-learnt exercise.

Impact on processes:
• BC5 results and lessons learnt will
feed into the public e-mobility and urban planning strategy of SenUMVK
and into future e-mobility innovation
projects.

9.3

How is communication going to take
place?
• For internal staff:
Circulating lessons-learnt reports. Holding general and/or specific meetings.
• For Berlin Citizens and private users:
Information to Berlin citizens and private users on exception of Berlin Model,
and on new parka and charge opportunities, through stickers, project website
and app.
• For commercial users:
Information on start of the pilots and
special invitation to commercial users
(special app token).
• CPO and other external providers:
Meetings to discuss interest in taking
part in the pilots. Regular contacts via
mail and phone.

BENEFITS REALISATION

Considering the definitive KPIs from the pilot demonstration, the findings from the ex post evaluation in D.7.2
show:
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Evidence that the BC can decrease the on-street parking demand by charging processes:
•

BC outcome was substantially distorted by unauthorized charging processes.

•

Further evaluation would be needed in order to provide definitive proof.

•

Business-as-usual scenarios show rising trend of additional parking demand by charging
processes
•

Measures to overcome this issue become more relevant.

Demonstrate that the BC can increase the relative offer in charging infrastructure:

9.4

•

Further potential to increase the relative offer lies in the electricity consumption per
charging process (impact by PHEVs).

•

BC outcome was slightly embellished by unauthorized charging processes.

•

Further evaluation would be needed in order to provide definitive proof.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC5.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists most of
the risks identified in earlier steps, as well as new additional risks assessed during the definition of the Outline
Business Case. The table will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input facilitated
by involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or workshops.
Table 27 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

-

Change in municipal parking and charging regulations

-

Berlin Modell fails or
changes the strategy of
the City of Berlin

• SenUMVK

-

Lack of participation of
relevant stakeholders

• Gewobag
• SenUMVK

-

Interoperability challenges with the installed
charging infrastructure

-

Responsible
organisation
• SenUMVK

Interdependencies
with other risks
• Indirectly related to
all other risks.

Mitigation measures
Continuous monitoring of the developments in local regulations.

-

Flexible design of the Business models
and study of alternative locations.
Review of usage data for timely decisions
about the BC5 concept.

-

Flexible design of the Business models
and study of alternatives, as finding new
external providers, such as another CPO,
would be complex.

• MEISTER consortium / CPO

-

Early interoperability tests need to be
carried out or directed by relevant partners within MEISTER consortium, so
timely changes can be made.

Restrictions of current
parking law.

• SenUMVK
• Gewobag

-

Foresee the possible use of semi public or
private areas.

-

Increasing costs of electricity.

• Allego

-

Costs will be handed down to end- users.

-

National and European
regulation on EVs and
charging infrastructure.

• Gewobag
• SenUMVK
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9.5

PILOT MANAGEMENT

BC5 demonstration has as its objective:


Equipping public charging infrastructure in a semi-public location in the inner-city area of Kreuzberg
(Lindenstrasse) with IoT-controllable parking barriers to increase the turnover per parking spot and
charging station.

Some decisions taken as a response to unforeseen events have been recorded and presented as follows:



Lack of presence of necessary physical set-up contributors in the Meister Consortium. There is no
smart barrier provider in the Consortium, nor a provider of charging infrastructure. Hence, SenUMVK
and Gewobag set-up the needed tendering processes.
Temporary designation of selected charging infrastructure for the pilot. Selected charging
infrastructure will still be available for public use, but only if booked through the MEISTER app.

The pilot consists of 4 parking barriers, installed and dedicated to MEISTER project —instead of 11 as defined
in the preferred option—. Those smart parking barriers will make the charging points bookable via app for
private and commercial EV users.
All parking spots will be provided by Gewobagin Lindenstrasse, with the public charging infrastructure (2 AC
and 2DC CPs) will be operated by Allego (CPO), while the private charging infrastructure (4AC CPs) will be
operated by Chargepoint.
Further information is included in D.6.3
Key stages of the pilot phase of BC5 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 28 - Key stages and arrangements for pilot phase
Key stage

First pilot concept
definition

(Pre-) Pilot analysis
and definition

Planning and
deployment of
resources

Pilot phase
(validation of BCs

Resources

Actions planned to overcome
complications

Approximate
date

Internal resources

• Study of e-mobility context in
Berlin.

2019

Activities

Pilot user seeking

Internal resources

Location/partner seeking

Internal resources

Obtention of permits

Internal resources

Tendering process

App and on-site
questionnaire

Internal resources
MEISTER funding

MEISTER consortium
partners
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• Definition of pilot users’ profile.
• Assessment of commercial
users’ need of exclusive
charging infrastructure.
• Study of potential locations.
• Appropriate design of partnership approach with the
provider of the parking lots
(Gewobag).
• Exactly which permits and
how?
• Early planning of the tendering process (screening phase,
pre-contractual phase, contractual phase).
• Carry out the needed dealings to speed up the reception of the MEISTER funding
for the procurement of the
smart parking barriers.
• Design and integration of the
questionnaire through the

2019 and 2020

2019

1Q 2020

Q4 2020

2021
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Key stage

Activities

Resources

with pilot users)

Collecting user data

Pilot review and
reporting of results

MEISTER consortium
partners

Public communication

Internal resources.

BC review: analysis of
usage data.

Project partners of
MEISTER

Actions planned to overcome
complications
collaboration between different MEISTER partners.
• In-advance planning.
• Survey pre-testing.
• Continuous internal communication among MEISTER
providers of technology and
the promoter organisations.

Approximate
date

Press release on pilot results.
• Reporting of results to MEISTER partners.
• Adaption of BC concept and
operationalisation.
• Report to relevant SenUMVK
managers via a ‘Vermerk’ or
a ‘note’.

2021

2021

2021/2022

Further information about the results of the pilot demonstration is included in D.6.3.

9.6

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post pilot
demonstration assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
Business Case Smart Park and Charge in Berlin unfortunately turned out to be not really suitable for the new
planning of public charging infrastructure in Berlin during the piloting phase. The implementation with physical barriers is only possible in semi-public or private space, while the operation of public charging infrastructure will continue to take place mainly in public space in the future. The BC is probably more suitable for
owners of charging infrastructure in semi-public and private spaces, such as housing associations, who also
have close contact with the user group and can ensure support for the infrastructure.
The pilot test has not allowed to demonstrate the best value for money since it has been carried out with
internal contracts. However, the involving of all stakeholders in the management of the project and the close
supervision of the technical staff are key aspects for the successfully delivery of the preferred option. Since,
the preferred option is not going to be implemented, the Five Case methodology must be finished in this
stage without the final elaboration of Full Business Case.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IA

Impact Assessment

IOT

Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit
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Acronyms List
SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUMVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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BUSINESS CASE 6. SMART PARK AND CHARGE IN
MALAGA
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the Smart Park & Charge in Málaga (BC6) that has been developed, tested and validated
within MEISTER project. The BC has been analysed, developed, and documented in the pilot city of Málaga
(Spain).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirmation of the business
needs and objectives included in the economic case. Secondly, all private sector bids are identified and described and a detailed comparative Value For Money assessment of all bids is included. Thirdly, the Capital
and Revenue impact is fully updated for preferred option and, finally, it fully outlines the governance and
project management arrangements crucial in each BC to approach the market
The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the contracting process, financial implications and actual
implementation according to the pilots demonstrations carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Smart Park & Charge in
Málaga (BC6). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Málaga (Spain) and provides an overview of
the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as the main stakeholders involved in BC6.
Chapter five includes a detailed description of the strategic context of Smart Park & Charge in Málaga (BC6).
Chapter six includes the economic appraisal with the results of the process of selection of the preferred
option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit Analysis. Chapter seven offers a broad
commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement options and the tendering process with
the detailed comparative VFM assessment of all the bids. Chapter eight includes the financial feasibility study
that provides information on the whole life cost of the investment and its affordability and long-term impact
focuses on BC6. Chapter nine includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual future implementation activities. Chapter ten summarizes the main results of the FBC report and the best practices and
lessons learn obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury and the Welsh Government
for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model provides a
disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment
proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This ensures that
important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case Model has
been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds
to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts, and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of
the project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city
and in other cities and countries.
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3

SMART PARK AND CHARGE IN MALAGA

The city of Malaga tackles parking issues by establishing parking fee zones, limiting the access of vehicles to
the city centre, implementing pedestrian-only streets and trying to keep parking out of the centre with a ring
of outlying parking lots and garages.
Currently, there are 15 on-street municipal parking stations for the exclusive use of EVs and 17 off-street
parking spaces with CPs in SMASSA underground parking facilities. The objective of the Smart Park and
Charge BC6 for the City of Malaga and SMASSA parking corporation is to test the implementation of smart
parking and charging services and applications that allow EV drivers to reserve public parking spots with CPs.
The objective of this BC is to facilitate the use of EVs, whilst reducing parking demand fostering efficient
parking and charging solutions. It will help to operate public and semi-public charging infrastructure more
efficiently through protecting it from incorrectly parked vehicles and making the parking and charging process more user-friendly.
The main business case is the increase of the turnover per parking spot and charging station through Smart
Park and Charge services and applications that will allow users to reserve a parking spot and a charging station.
Semi-public parking places, such as those located in restaurants, are a good option to test solutions that go
in the direction of improving the efficiency of these spaces. The restaurant in which the test has been carried
out has installed four new charging points, so it now has four spaces in its parking lot dedicated to electric
vehicles. Above all, on weekends, the car park fills up, making it a good ecosystem in which to test the solution
carried out.
Given this situation, ETRA and Malaga City Council will study within this BC the implementation of Smart Park
and Charge services and technology to offer EV drivers the possibility to know the status of the parking
stations (free/occupied) and to book parking stations with CPs at the restaurant facilities.
At the end, the Business Case were demonstrated in the facilities belong to the restaurant «Rsvd Toni» in the
municipality of Rincón de la Victoria, in the Malaga Metropolitan Area.

4

OVERVIEW OF E-MOBILITY IN MALAGA

Malaga has a broad range of experiences in preceding innovation projects in the field of e-mobility which
contributed to including e-mobility topics in the city’s strategic agenda and create a strong local network of
stakeholders dedicated to promoting innovative and sustainable mobility solutions. These projects include
EU-project Elviten which deployed 40 e-bikes for last-mile delivery and the EU-project, “Zero Emission Mobility to all” (ZEM2ALL) program which introduced the mass testing of EVs and charging infrastructure. Also,
it should be mentioned that e-mobility and sustainable mobility measures are strongly anchored in Malaga’s
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan [3].
One of the main strengths of the city of Malaga is the strong involvement of the public parking corporation
SMASSA in the city´s e-mobility strategies as a central stakeholder to enforce the e-mobility incentives. The
city administration in Malaga and SMASSA identifies the topics of parking and the use of public space as
crucial for the development of e-mobility and citizens’ mobility behaviour. The municipal parking corporation
(SMASSA) has the purpose to solve the parking problems that exist in the city of Malaga, providing a service
of quality to citizenship. Currently, SMASSA operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface and underground).
It offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the city of Malaga. Furthermore, SMASSA manages the SARE area. The SARE area includes the parking spaces that are on the public
road and are regulated with fees. The SARE area has the purpose of limiting the maximum time for parking
in high demand areas.
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Malaga City Council and SMASSA parking corporation introduced a set of incentives to foster EVs and their
drivers. Among the privileges and regulatory measures for EVs to foster e-mobility are the following ones:
•
Tax reduction and entering the restricted area of the historic city centre with EVs.
•

15 on-street parking spots for the exclusive use of BEV (free of fees). These parking spaces are in
large influx areas of the city. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs have free parking in
regulated on-street parking areas of the city (SARE area).

•

Currently, there are 17 parking spots (9 recharging posts) in 9 parking lots, reserved for EVs in
different underground SMASSA parking facilities. In addition to the reserved parking spots, EVs
can obtain an RFID card to access any off-street SMASSA parking, where they have 45 minutes of
free parking.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main regional and local plans and strategies from the city of Malaga on urban mobility, electric
and sustainable mobility are presented:

Regional plans

Table 1- Regional plans and policies in Malaga
Document

Description

Metropolitan Transportation Plan of the
Malaga Area (2015)

The purpose of the Plan is to establish the bases for a new mobility model with greater participation of sustainable modes to the detriment of the private automobile, a reduction in mobility
that is not necessary through the incorporation of urban policies and a definition of the multimodal transport system for the territorial scope.
The Strategy provides a proposal of regional action to attend jointly and in coordination with the
needs of the territory, and all the selected Motor Projects for sustainable development and improvement of well-being, quality of life and social cohesion of all citizens of Malaga, valuing the
most valid resources and with greater potential with which the province. Regarding sustainable
mobility, this strategy promotes actions for:
• Transformation of the province of Malaga towards a low carbon economy.
• Sustainable urban development in the province of Malaga.
• Sustainable transportation and connectivity.
The Agenda 21 document establishes concrete actions to face the challenge of rationalizing the
use of private vehicles.
The objective of this plan is to improve air quality and pollution level in Malaga and contribute
to reducing the emissions of gaseous particles originated by road traffic, one of the sectors that
pollute the most. Concrete objectives of this plan are to reduce air pollution and preserve air
quality, have better knowledge about the evolution of air quality and integrate objectives to improve air quality and pollution level in other sectoral policies and promote citizen awareness.
The Malaga 2020 Strategy establishes strategic lines to achieve sustainable mobility. The following are the main strategic lines: Promote intramodality to achieve efficient use of different modes
of transport. Promote the use of any means of transport non-polluting as an alternative to the
vehicle private motorized, both in the city and in the metropolitan area. Reach the goal of zero
deceased, zero injured, zero congestion and zero emissions pollutants. Facilitate the incorporation of the electric vehicle as an alternative to the vehicle for the private use of conventional
technology (thermal engines). Encourage the development of an infrastructure of support for
electric mobility, together with the increase in demand for use of electric vehicles. Define a series
of actions that may favour related industrialization activities with the production of the components and necessary infrastructures for the development of electric mobility. Achieve an agile
and orderly urban distribution of merchandise and products
The goals of the ordinance are to encourage the use of more sustainable modes (on foot, by
bicycle) and public transport. Reduce the dependence of private vehicles on intercity journeys.
Reduce the displacements generated by the peri-urban activity centres (industrial parks, technology centres, university campuses, health centres and hospitals).

Malaga Advanced
Territorial Strategy
(2016)

Agenda 21 Malaga
(2015)
Malaga Air Quality
Plan (2017)

Local plans

Malaga strategy 2020
(2017)

Municipal Mobility
Ordinance of Malaga
(2014)
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Document
Malaga Electric Vehicle Mobility Plan
(2017)

Malaga Council Government Plan
2019/2023

Malaga Smart: Strategic Plan for Technological Innovation
(2018 – 2022)
Malaga Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan
(SUMP) 2015-2035

4.2

Description
This plan describes the importance of promoting the development of charging infrastructures to
integrate the electric vehicle. In Malaga there is an electric charging network, with a total of 35
public charging points (26 fast charging). The Mobility plan defines the benefits provided to EVs
in the City of Malaga: The EVs have the maximum tax reduction, free parking and no time limit
in SARE area, and 45 minutes of free parking in the municipal parking buildings. There are 15
parking spaces of exclusive use for EVs distributed in the city and located at points with a large
influx. Furthermore, EVs can access the restricted area of the historic centre.
In its strategic line for sustainable mobility, there are some initiatives directly engaged with the
MEISTER project, among them:
• New plots for efficient and sustainable logistic in the City Centre and Port.
• Reserve one whole floor at the future new parking in Gigantes street for goods distribution in
the City Centre using EVs.
• The City Council will deploy Charge Points Net on street and new ones CP in off-street semipublic parking facilities.
• New parking slots for EVs and hybrids to get the number of 200 units by the whole city.
• By the end of 2023, the municipal vehicle fleet will be 100% integrated by EV and hybrid vehicles.
In this plan, the City Council of Malaga proposes three lines: Transport Intramodality, Integral
Traffic Management, Parking and Electric Mobility to contribute to Intelligent Mobility.

The Malaga SUMP was approved in 2015 and has its horizon in the year 2035. It is a tool for
anticipating urban growth with the objective to promote the use of different modes of transport
to improve travel and strengthen neighbourhoods. Among the most relevant general objectives
of the Plan to achieve the new mobility model urban area, the following stand out: (1) Create
safe and functional spaces for walking. (2) Achieve a high-quality, integrated and competitive
public transport system. (3) Encourage the use of bicycles as a regular mode of transport. (4)
Promote rational use of the private car. (5) Use parking management as a tool to achieve sustainable mobility. (6) Promote intramodality. (7) Make mobility safe as well as developing necessary regulations to achieve all these goals. (8) Achieve an urban distribution of merchandise and
products that are agile and orderly. (9) Get safe mobility. (10) Inform, train and educate on the
principles and strategic lines that are formulated in this Plan.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Malaga.
Table 2– Stakeholders in the city of Malaga
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
Malaga City Council is a public institution with a wealth of experience in European Funding programmes.
Since 1989, it has been coordinating projects and networks with a direct influence on public policies especially related to the Urban Environment.
The following departments of Malaga City Council are directly involved in MEISTER project:
• The Innovation and New Technologies Department is responsible for the deployment of charging infrastructure, deployment of intelligent management systems, digitalization of public services and fostering
renewable generation facilities. Furthermore, it prepares and manages projects for ICT deployment.
Within MEISTER, the innovation department will provide and manage the EV fleet for the E-car sharing
in the municipal fleet (BC1).
• The Urban Environment Observatory (OMAU) of the city of Malaga manages the urban development
projects executed in the municipality. The OMAU deals with the preparation and implementation of the
projects, including tasks such as the communication and dissemination of project results. Furthermore,
OMAU is responsible for managing the Urban Agenda that is the strategic framework for the sustainability of the city. It also deals with the technical implementation of local and transnational projects which
are related to the Agenda. The main tasks include the development and updating of the monitoring tools
linked to the system of indicators which are processed via a Geographic Information System.
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Stakeholders

Description
• The Management of Urbanism Department is responsible for managing, modifying and reviewing the
general planning and urban infrastructure works in the municipality of Malaga as well as the participation of the municipality in European programs.
• The Mobility and Accessibility Department is responsible for the management, regulation and information of traffic and mobility in the city, performing, among others, studies on traffic, mobility and public transport and dissemination of sustainable mobility y in Malaga.

Local entities

• SMASSA is the Municipal Parking Corporation of Malaga. It is 51% owned by Malaga City Council and is
integrated at the Mobility Area of the Malaga Council. It operates 12 parking facilities (on the surface
and underground) and offers a total of 6302 parking spaces for residents, neighbours and visitors of the
city of Malaga. SMASSA is currently also responsible for location planning of public charging points as
well as issuing tenders for charging infrastructure implementation phases.
• CIEDES Foundation is the Centre for Strategic Research and Economic and Social Development of the
city of Malaga. It is a private non-profit organization in charge of providing technical advice to the city
of Malaga. CIEDES is responsible for conducting strategic plans, feasibility studies and technical studies
as well as identifying financing sources for the municipality. Furthermore, it represents Malaga City in
national and international networks and cooperation projects.

5

STRATEGIC CASE

Following the five-case methodology, this part of the strategic case confirms the strategic context for Smart
Park and Charge BC in the city of Malaga. This part of the strategic case:
•
defines the strategic objectives,
•
identifies the current needs,
•
defines the potential scope and service requirements,
•
identifies the benefits, and
•
identifies the risks.

5.1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Malaga City Council with regards to the Smart Park and Charge BC are the following ones:
1.
Increase the number of EVs and charging points in public spaces.
2.
Enable EV drivers to reserve and pay for the use of parking and charging stations.
3.
Study the profitability of the occupation of the parking spaces with charging points.
4.
Optimize the use of parking spaces with charging points.

5.2

CURRENT NEEDS

The expected increase of electric vehicles in the city must be accompanied by an increase in recharging
infrastructure. In turn, public and semi-public parking space in the city is becoming more and more precious,
so there is a great interest in the city council to find innovative formulas that allow to maximize the use of
these spaces and the associated recharging infrastructure. In addition, to increase the confidence in EV
among users, they must be certain that when they book a recharging point they will find the place free and
not occupied by an unauthorized vehicle or one that has finished charging a long time ago.

5.3

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to assess the potential scope and the associated service requirements of the BC in terms of a
continuum of business needs, ranging from the minimum, intermediate and maximum scope. The minimum
scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope requires
delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering the
essential, desirable and aspirational service requirements.
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•
Minimum scope:
Within this scope, Smart Park and Charge will be deployed in off-street four parking stations with CPs in «Rsvd
Toni» restaurant parking facilities located in Rincón de la Victoria (Málaga Metropolitan Area). MEISTER EVdrivers app (P3D) and Smart Mobility Dashboard (P3C) will be implemented. The EV-drivers app will be used
by EV drivers to access to the services available for charging the vehicles, including the reservation of CPs and
associated parking spots, and the management of charging transactions/ access to accounting information.
The Smart Mobility Dashboard will be used by Malaga City Council to display the status and performance of
the electromobility in the city. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support
this BC.
•
Intermediate scope:
Smart Park and Charge will integrate all the municipal parking spots with CPs from SMASSA parking
association. This scope includes twenty SMASSA off-street and one on-street parking station. MEISTER EVdrivers app (P3D) and Smart Mobility Dashboard (P3C) will be implemented. Citizens registered in the EVdrivers app will be able to book and pay for the use of CPs via MEISTER EV-drivers app. Furthermore, MEISTER
products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
•
Maximum scope:
Smart Park and Charge will integrate public, semi-public and private parking stations with CPs. MEISTER EVdrivers app (P3D) and Smart Mobility Dashboard (P3C) will be implemented. MEISTER EV-drivers app will
allow EV drivers to reserve charging stations, manage the reservation as well as extend or cancel the
reservation period. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2 and 4 will be implemented to support this BC.
Table 3– Potential scope and service requirements of BC6
Scope

Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Off-street parking stations with CPs
from SMASSA.
Potential users: registered citizens.

On-street and off-street parking
stations with CPs from SMASSA.
Potential users: registered citizens.

Public, semi-public and private
parking stations with CPs.
Potential users: registered citizens.

Technology
 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
requirements
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting
legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient
and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3):
- EV-driver app (P3D): The app will be used by EV drivers to access city services available for charging the
vehicles, including the reservation of CPs and associated parking spots, and the management of charging
transactions/ access to accounting information.
- Smart Mobility Dashboard (P3C): The web app will be used by Malaga City Council to display the status
and performance of the electromobility in the city.
 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.

5.4

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that the ‘Smart Park and Charge BC’ could provide to the City of Malaga. The
following table identifies monetary and non-monetary, direct and indirect, as well as qualitative and quantitative benefits:
Table 4 -Benefits of BC6
Benefits
categories
Welfare

Description
 1.Raise awareness and change citizens’ culture on the use of EVs.
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Beneficiaries
• 1. Citizens (directly).
• 2. Citizens (directly).

Approximate
quantification
Not quantified.
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Benefits
categories

Environmental

Reputational

Mobility

Technological

Economic

5.5

Beneficiaries

Description

Approximate
quantification

 2.Improvement of the mobility offer to EV
drivers.
• 3.Increase the value and confidence of EV users.

• 2. Citizens (indirectly).

 4.Reduction of gas emissions and noise pollution to the atmosphere.
 5.Promote the use of non-polluting transportation means as an alternative to motorized
vehicles.
• 6.Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.

• 4. Citizens (indirectly).
• 5. Citizens /city administration (directly/ indirectly)
• 6. Citizens /city administration (indirectly).

Not quantified.

 7.The positioning of the City as innovative
and sustainable.
 8.Promotion of innovation in the City.
• 9.Contribution to the brand image of the City:
attraction of investments and tourism due to
innovative positioning and commitment to
sustainability.

• 7. City administration / companies in
the tourism industry (directly / indirectly)
• 8. City administration / companies in
the tourism industry (indirectly)
• 9. City administration / companies in
the tourism industry (directly)
•
• 10.Citizens (indirectly)
• 11. EVs users (directly)

Not quantified.

• 12. Private IT companies (directly)
• 13. EV users / city administration (directly/indirectly)

Not quantified.

14. Citizens /private companies (indirectly)
15. Citizens/ city administration (directly)
16. EV users (directly)

Not quantified.

 10.Reduction in the number of fossil fuels
cars in circulation.
• 11.Cover the mobility needs of EV drivers.
 12.Implementation of innovative technology
platforms.
• 13.Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructures of sustainable technologies.
• 14.Creation of wealth in the city and the companies of the city.
• 15.Creation of employment (new business
and jobs).
• 16.Reduction of fuel consumption and its
costs.

Not quantified.

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered, described and managed during the tasks for
the definition of the Outline Business Case.
Table 5 - Constraints of BC6
Constraints
Technical requirements
Users Training / Staff
training
Economic Feasibility

Description
•
•
•
•

Guarantee of service continuity: adequate preventive and corrective maintenance of the CPs.
Guarantee of service continuity: adequate preventive and corrective maintenance of the platform.
Right devices for the automatic detection of EVs are needed (e.g. barriers, etc.).
Need to ensure the effective training of the users and the employees in the use of the App (platform and drivers app) and infrastructure (devices, CPs…).
• Achieve high demand that outweighs the opportunity cost of the ordinary use of the parking spots.
• The prices charged for the services have to be in line with the market.
• Attractive rate scheme for both services: parking and charging EVs.

Dependency of BC6 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
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Table 6 - Dependencies of BC6
Dependencies

Description

Regulatory framework
Technological obsolescence

5.6

• Services as an energy supplier and CPO have to abide by the current regulation.
• In the medium term, an adaption of the technology of the Charging Points to the technology of
the EVs will be required.

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by Malaga stakeholders.
Table 7– Risks of BC6
Risk categories

Description

Business risks

 Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the evolving needs of the city of Malaga.
 Local regulation does not allow booking public parking spaces.

Service risks

 Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. EV users, shopping centres and malls) for the deployment of parking and charging stations.
 Lack of charging points for the expansion of EVs use.
 Interoperability challenges with the installed charging infrastructure: installed charging infrastructure
may not work properly.
 Costs of implementation of charging points (and uncertain gains).

External environmental risks






6

Existing regulation does not allow reserving parking and charging stations at public on street parking.
Private competitors who might lower prices could decrease the demand for public CPs.
Increasing costs of electricity.
National and European regulation on EVs and charging infrastructure.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
identifies critical success factors (CSF),
•
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
•
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

6.1

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC6
CSF
Strategic fit and business
needs
Potential value for money
Supplier capacity and capability
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

Description





Creation of wealth in the city and the companies of the city.
Creation of employment (new business and jobs).
Reduction of fuel consumption and its costs.
Optimization of the use of parking stations with CPs.






Increase in the number of parking and charging stations in public and private parking facilities.
Standardization of charging infrastructure.
The profitability of parking and charging infrastructure for SMASSA company.
Scalability of the parking and charging infrastructure to private parking facilities.

 Availability of personnel and technical resources at SMASSA for the deployment of the service.
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CSF

Description
 EV driver’s acceptance and involvement.
 The proposed service scope abides by the local regulation.

6.2

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for Smart Park and Charge BC in the strategic case.
The alternatives were defined according to the way in which this BC can be delivered in terms of scale, scope
and location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of services provided, level of coverage
and target end-users.
•
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
•
Service delivery alternatives include potential service providers.
•
Funding alternatives include the potential funding sources for funding the project.
Malaga stakeholders involved in MEISTER project assessed the alternatives during the MEISTER meeting that
took place on the 18th of June 2019 in Malaga. The alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives
that need to be further analysed (M), and the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
Table 9– Options assessment of BC6
Dimension

Options within each Dimension

R

M

P

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☒

Smart Mobility Dashboard (P3C).

☐

☐

☒

Malaga City Council.

☒

☐

☐

SMASSA parking association.

☐

☐

☒

Private company.

☒

☐

☐

MEISTER project funding (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from the Malaga City Council.

☐

☒

☐

Funding from SMASSA.

☐

☐

☒

Smart Park and Charge in ten SMASSA off-street parking stations with CPs (Minimum scope).
Scale,
scope and
location
Service solution
Service
delivery

Funding

Assessment

Smart Park and Charge in SMASSA on-street and off-street parking stations with CPs (Intermediate
scope).
Smart Park and Charge in private, semi-public and public parking stations with CPs (malls, shopping centres, etc.) (Maximum scope).
EV-driver app (P3D).

When combined, the preferred and possible alternatives of the above-presented table give rise to only two
feasible options to be further studied, which correspond to the Minimum and Intermediate option.
During the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options has been considered
for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of private managers involved. The summary
table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and the degree
to which each option meets investment objectives, Critical Success Factors and Key service requirements, as
well as an assessment of advantages and disadvantages.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration, yellow implies
the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the aspect analysed.
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Table 10 - Advanced options assessment of BC6
Status Quo

Minimum Option

Intermediate Option

Increase the number of EVs and
charging points in public spaces

Partially

Yes

Yes

Enable EV drivers to reserve and
pay for the use of parking and
charging stations

No

Yes

Yes

Study the profitability of the
occupation of the parking spaces
with charging points

No

Yes

Yes

Optimize the use of parking
spaces with charging points.

No

Yes

Yes

Does it meet the investment objectives?

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?
Strategic Fit and Business
needs

No

Partially

Yes

Creation of wealth in the city
and the companies of the city.

No

Partially

Partially

Creation of employment (new
business and jobs).

No

Partially

Yes

Reduction of fuel consumption
and its costs.

No

Partially

Yes

Potential Value for Money

No

Partially

Yes

Optimization of the use of
parking stations with CPs.

No

Yes

Yes

Supplier capacity and
capability

No

Partially

Yes

Increase in the number of
parking and charging stations in
public and private parking
facilities.

No

Partially

Yes

Standardization of charging
infrastructure.

No

Partially

Yes

Potential affordability

No

Yes

Yes

The profitability of parking and
charging infrastructure for
SMASSA company.

No

Yes

Yes

Scalability of the parking and
charging infrastructure to
private parking facilities.

No

Yes

Yes

Potential achievability

No

Yes

No

Availability of personnel and
technical resources at SMASSA
for the deployment of the
service.

No

Partially

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EV driver’s acceptance and
involvement
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Status Quo

Minimum Option

Intermediate Option

Yes

Yes

No

Advantages

• Both services are provided:
parking and charging.
• There is no time limit for
parking and the charging
process can be completed.
• SMASSA provides current
electric charging services.
• Good location of EVs spots
in off-street parking stations.
• Public parking already promotes electric mobility.
• Charging points with standardized connectors
(Mennekes).

• Not assessed as the option
is deemed to be not potentially achievable.

Disadvantages

• EVs parking spots are not
occupied all time (lower
use than a conventional
parking spot).
• There is no information
available regarding availability of EV parking spots.
• There is no possibility to
book parking spaces for EV
charging.
• There are no control systems in the parking spots
for EVs (such as barriers,
cameras, etc.).
• There is only semi fast
charging infrastructure.
• Technological dependence
on the current software
provider.

• Both services are provided:
parking and electric charging.
• There is no time limit for
parking and the charge can
be completed.
• Good location of EVs spots
in off-street parking lots.
• Public parking already promotes electric mobility.
• Electric charging points
with standardized connectors (Mennekes)
• Added value for users
thanks to the new drivers’
app: possibility to book an
EV parking spot and a CP,
to check availability, to optimise the route to the
parking lot, etc.
• Number of current users is
expected to grow (higher
demand).
• Technological devices (e.g.
barriers, sensors, cameras,
etc.) will be synchronized
with users’ app to control
booked parking spots.
• Training is required for using the new app.
• Service price (parking and
e-charging) could increase
due to newly added services.
• Technical maintenance of
the charging points and the
platform are essential for
the service continuity
(need for outsourcing the
service).

The proposed service scope
abides by the local regulation.

Do advantages outweigh disadvantages?
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6.3

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on the assessment presented, Malaga stakeholders recommended the minimum option as the preferred way forward, assessed the intermediate scope as possible and rejected the maximum scope option.
In the OBC stage (MEISTER Deliverable 2.2), however, Malaga managers also rejected the Intermediate option, as the installation of on-street charging points was neither deemed to be feasible under the current
regulation nor is this possibility included in the urban planning for the medium term. Following the options
for further examination in the Outline Business Cases are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. In this BC, the Status quo is not a realistic option as a Smart Park and Charge
service is an innovative service so it will be the first time that will be deployed in the city.
•
Minimum scope option (Preferred way forward):
This option was selected as the preferred way forward and represents a realistic and achievable option that
should be further analysed in MEISTER D2.2 Outline Business Cases. The option consists of providing an offstreet SMASSA parking stations in the city centre, specifically aimed at providing charging possibilities for the
EVs through the availability of already installed charging infrastructure. SMASSA parking association will
manage the Smart Park and Charge service (service delivery). MEISTER EV-drivers app will be implemented
for registering users and for booking parking and charging stations, and the Smart Mobility Dashboard will
be used by Malaga City Council to display the status and performance of the electromobility in the city
(service solution). Testing the app and the integration of currently installed Charge Points with the MEISTER
platform is required. Detection devices will be needed (such as cameras, barriers, sensors) and will be
synchronised with the App. This will guarantee current CP users are the same ones booking the service
through the app. Funding for the development and installation of EV-drivers app will be included in the
MEISTER project, as wll as funding for the detection devices (funding).

6.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The different options assessed share several project implementation risks. The Outline Business Case process
identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively affect the achievement of the
investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘Risks of BC6’, , and new risks not considered before have
been added, such as “design risks”, “building risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”.
•
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
•
A final risk score has been calculated.
The results of this detailed comparison of risks for each option are presented below.
Table 11 - Risk matrix
Risk
Design
Building
Funding
Operational
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Minimum
Status Quo
Scope
Prob

Score

Prob

Score

N/A
N/A
N/A
2

N/A
N/A
N/A
4

3
2
2
4

5
2
2
5
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Minimum
Status Quo
Scope

Risk
Change of strategies, policies and plans based on the evolving needs of the city of Malaga.
Local regulation does not allow booking public parking spaces.
Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. EV users, shopping centres and malls)
for the deployment of parking and charging stations.
Lack of recharge points for the expansion of EVs use
Interoperability challenges with the installed charging infrastructure: Currently, installed
charging infrastructure does not work properly.
Costs of implementation of charging points (and uncertain gains).
Existing regulation does not allow reserving parking and charging stations at public parks.
Private competitors who might lower prices could decrease the demand for public CPs.
Increasing costs of electricity.
National and European regulation on EVs and charging infrastructure.
Risk score
Rank

6.5

Prob

Score

Prob

Score

3
3
N/A

4
1
N/A

3
3

5
4

2

5

4

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

3
1
3
1
5
5
3
4
4
5
131/250
1

3
3
3
4
5
5
3
4
4
5
203/350
2

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study. Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been
assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and figures have been mostly based upon the
information provided by ETRA and Málaga Cluster.
An initial assumption is that the appraisal period is 15 years.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for each shortlisted option. A
minus sign denotes a Net Present Value rather than a Net Present Cost. The intermediate scope option
emerges as the one with the highest Net Present Value.
Table 12 - Cost analysis of shortlisted options in BC6

€m
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs
Operational expenses (maintenance
and staff)
Charging point Maintenance expenses

Cost analysis
Quantifiable costs
Status quo

Minimum scope

-€
180.000,00 €

369.000,00 €
315.000,00 €

180.000,00 €

180.000,00 €

-€

30.000,00 €

App Maintenance (preventive)

-€

27.000,00 €

App Maintenance (corrective)

-€

18.000,00 €

Surveillance maintenance
Civil Liability Insurance
Other expenses
Total project cost
Net Present Cost

-€
-€
-€

15.000,00 €
30.000,00 €
15.000,00 €

180.000,00 €
111.900,52 €

684.000,00 €
531.902,33 €

Main benefits emerging from BC6 have been defined as the savings in CO2 emissions generated in each
option. The calculations in the below-presented table show CO2 savings obtained from the minimum scope
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option comparing business as usual scenario.
Table 13 - Benefits analysis of shortlisted options in BC6
Cost and benefit analysis
Quantifiable benefits
items

Status quo

Cost of C02 emissions mitigated
Total

Minimum scope

40.043,88

113.894,74

40.043,88

113.894,74

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in each option is analysed and presented.
Table 14 - Cost and Benefits annualization for shortlisted options in BC6

Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Present cost
NPC

6.6

Cost and benefit analysis (€)
Status Quo
Costs
Benefits
12.000,00
2.153,02
12.000,00
2.217,61
12.000,00
2.284,14
12.000,00
2.352,67
12.000,00
2.423,25
12.000,00
2.495,94
12.000,00
2.570,82
12.000,00
2.647,95
12.000,00
2.727,38
12.000,00
2.809,21
12.000,00
2.893,48
12.000,00
2.980,29
12.000,00
3.069,70
12.000,00
3.161,79
12.000,00
3.256,64
139.956,12
111.900,52

Minimum scope
Costs
369.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00
21.000,00

Benefits
4.893,23
5.186,83
5.498,04
5.827,92
6.177,59
6.548,25
6.941,14
7.357,61
7.799,07
8.267,01
8.763,03
9.288,82
9.846,15
10.436,91
11.063,13
570.105,26
531.902,33

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Based on the assessment of the qualitative benefits and of the risks, the Minimum Scope option has emerged
as the Preferred Option pending the result of Cost and Benefit Analysis.
Rationale behind this selection is based on:
 Significant intangible or qualitative benefits.
 A medium risk level when contextualised (203 out of 350 as risk score).
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The table below summarises the key outcomes of the benefits (quantifiable and also qualitative: Critical
Success Factors and Advantages) and risk appraisals of the shortlisted options.
Table 15 - Economic Analysis Results
Status Quo

Minimum scope

Result

Result

111.900,52 €

531.902,33 €

Evaluation Results

Economic Appraisal (CBA)

Qualitative benefits appraisal

Risk Appraisal (score)
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Meets:
 Partially 1 /4 of the
investment objectives.
 None of the CSF.
Advantages do not outweigh
disadvantages.
1

Meets:
 All of the investment
objectives.
 All of the CSF, although 3 of
them are partially met.
Advantages partially
outweigh disadvantages.
2
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7

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for
implementing the Smart Park and Charge in the city of Malaga was defined and assessed. Furthermore, a
preferred way forward for implementing BC6 was confirmed by Malaga City Council and SMASSA parking
corporation.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BC6 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the participation of Malaga CC and SMASSA representatives. The
commercial strategy details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to
the point the current status of the related implementation activities have permitted.

7.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house. BC6 constitutes an e-mobility
innovation project, where some procurement activities will be funded under the MEISTER project within
H2020 framework. The rest of the foreseen procurement needs will be mainly funded through SMASSA and
Malaga City Council own budgets.
The tendering processes are intended to meet the following objectives:




Ensure transparency and openness.
Incentivise providers to deliver high quality services and goods.
Attaining the best Value for Money, which implies implementing BC6 to the best attainable quality
for the lowest cost.
Specific tendering guidelines, recommendations and relevant regulation must be observed for the sourcing
of the required goods, services or expertise. Malaga’s approach to market fits with local, national and EU
procurement policies and rules. For this, the entity has ensured that public procurement processes and
contractual agreements to be launched for the delivery of solutions under BC6 will comply with the abovementioned framework and all other relevant procurement regulations.

7.2

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for delivering BC6, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and services to be
procured.
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7.2.1 Key contractual agreements
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BC6 in the long-term, has been
conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant for a potential full roll-out.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required for BC6 (object of the
contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) to be used. Possible suppliers have
been considered (provider), as well as indicative timescales (timescale), although they are still to be further
defined. Moreover, funding sources for each contract have been defined.
Finally, a first payment structure intending to achieve an optimum equilibrium between risk and return, has
been outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a foreseen payment will be made for
the goods and services to be procured by Malaga City Council and SMASSA for the delivery of BC6.
In each contract, the specific payment structure will depend on the contractual relationship between the
parties, as well as on the type of conditions that define the delivery of the outputs and the performance of
the agreement. Additionally, potential contracts with end-users and related charging mechanisms, that is,
user fees creating revenue streams in BC6 are also set forth at the end of the table. However, expense and
revenue streams resulting from these contractual relationships are dealt with in detail in the Financial Case.
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements

#C

Contracting
part

Object of the contract

Provider

Type of agreement

Timescale

Estimated
cost

Payment

Funding source

#C1

SMASSA

Underground parking
space

SMASSA

In-house

Concluded after
MEISTER project.

40.000€/parking spot

N/A

SMASSA

#C2

SMASSA

Civil liability insurance:
Document Management

SMASSA

In-house

Concluded after
MEISTER project.

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

#C3

SMASSA

Building insurance

To be decided

Public procurement

1.000 €

Single payment

SMASSA

#C4

SMASSA

SMASSA

In-house

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

#C5

SMASSA

To be decided

Public procurement

500 €

Single payment

SMASSA

#C6

SMASSA

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

#C7

SMASSA

8.000 €/ CP

Single payment

SMASSA

#C8

1.000 €

2 payments

SMASSA

400 €

Single payment

SMASSA

500 €

Single payment

MEISTER/ETRA

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

2.000 €/barrier

Single payment

To be decided

1.000 €

2 payments

SMASSA

500 €

N/A

MEISTER/ETRA

Technical control office:
Document Management
Technical control office:
execution
Document management
and bid specifications
Additional Charge points
installation

SMASSA

In-house

E.g. Imesapi + current infrastructure

Public procurement

SMASSA

Project: Management

SMASSA

Municipal regulations

#C9

SMASSA

Safety and Health coordination

SMASSA / outsourcing

In-house/ Public procurement

#C10

ETRA

ETRA

Meister Agreement

#11

SMASSA

SMASSA

In house

#C12

SMASSA

To be decided

To be defined

#C13

SMASSA

Project: Management

SMASSA

Municipal regulations

#C14

ETRA

Barrier software integration with Platform

ETRA

Meister agreement

Meister Platform integration with current CPs
Document management
and bid specifications
Barrier for EV’s access
control
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Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Initially, MEISTER
pilot duration.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
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#C15

ETRA

#C16

SMASSA

Surveillance Camera and
spot detector
Maintenance contract extension for Camera

To be decided

To be defined

To be decided

Public procurement

Public procurement

Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.

7.000 €/unit

N/A

MEISTER/ETRA

1.000 €

Single payment

SMASSA

Already in place.

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

#C17

SMASSA

Insurance for Charging infrastructure

Currently in place.
Scope to be
changed in the
long-term.
To be decided.

#C18

SMASSA MLG city
council
(GMU)

Other expenses and other
works required

SMASSA /To be decided

Public procurement +
In house

Concluded after
MEISTER project.

1.000 €

Single payment

SMASSA

#C19

SMASSA

SMASSA

In house

Concluded after
MEISTER project.

1.000 €

N/A

SMASSA

#C20

SMASSA

To be decided

Public procurement

1.000 €

Single payment

SMASSA

#C21

SMASSA

SMASSA + others

In house + Public procurement

3.000 €/year

2 payments

SMASSA

Currently provided
by MEISTER Consortium
In the long-term:
To be decided

To be defined

To be decided

Single payment

To be decided

#C22

SMASSA

Contracting part
End-users (citizens)

Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management
Dissemination/Advertising: Execution
Other operational contracts

Platform (App)

Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Concluded after
MEISTER project.
Initially, MEISTER
pilot duration.

Contracts with end-users and charging mechanisms
Service
Provider
EVs charging.
Specifications: Continuity of service, power and
SMASSA
connector according to app information, safety
use conditions, clear use instructions, clear billing
information, call centre, etc.
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7.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods in relation to their quality and innovative design, among others.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference

Required outputs/ services

Desirable attributes

#C1

Underground parking space

 Sectorial regulation

#C2

Civil liability insurance: Document Management

 SMASSA requirements

#C3

Building insurance

 Based on regulation (Public sector contracts Law, sectoral
regulation)

#C4

Technical control office: Document Management

 SMASSA requirements

#C5

Technical control office: execution

 Based on regulation (building technical code)

#C6

Document management and bid specifications

#C7

Charge points

 SMASSA requirements.
 Civil work, installation, procedures, legal procedures,
maintenance.
 Based on building construction Law, Low Voltage Regulation, Municipal Guidelines.
 Electric energy from renewable energies, High power
(kW) to achieve at least semi-fast charger, standardized
connectors, communication protocols (WIFI)

#C8

Project: Management

#C9

Safety and Health coordination






#C10

Meister Platform integration with current CPs

 Meister specifications

#11

Document management and bid specifications

 Based on building construction Law, Low Voltage Regulation, Municipal Guidelines.

#C12

Barrier for EV’s access control

 Civil work, installation, signalling, procedures, legal procedures, maintenance.
 Based on building construction Law, Low Voltage Regulation, Municipal Guidelines.

#C13

Project: Management

#C14

Barrier software integration with Meister Platform

#C15

Surveillance Camera and spot detector

#C16

Maintenance contract extension for Camera

 Supply, installation, Meister platform integration
 Meister specifications
 Meister specifications

#C17

Insurance for Charging infrastructure

 Meister specifications

#C18

Other expenses and other works required

 SMASSA requirements

#C19

Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management

 SMASSA requirements

#C20

Dissemination/Advertising: Execution

 Municipal guidelines (GMU, mobility)

#C21

Other operational contracts

 SMASSA requirements based on maintenance contracts
already subscribed

#C22

Platform (App)

 Include different functionalities: book parking spot, book
charging point, optimal route to parking lot, billing information (price, consumption, etc.).
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License request and fees payment.
Based on Municipal Regulation
labour risks prevention services
Based on regulation (Public sector procurement Law,
building technical code, labour risk prevention Law)

 License request and fees payment
 Based on Municipal Regulation
 Meister specifications
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7.2.3 Commercial timescales
The procurement implementation timescale is the plan to be followed over the BC6 full roll-out for
approaching the market.
Depending on the nature of the goods and services to be procured, the recommended approach to market
will be defined. According to the applicable law, the approach may take the form of a full or simplified tender,
following an open or restricted procedure, or might also be a minor contract with a different and specific
procedure. Contracting procedure in Malaga CC and SMASSA is based on the public sector procurement Law
(Ley 9/2017, BOE 9-11-2017) and on additional internal provisions (approved by the Board of Directors of
SMASSA, 16/June/2018).
Given the fact the full roll-out of BC6 is distant in time and depends on the results of the MEISTER pilot phase,
the need to further detail the procurement timescales in the long run, will be assessed in the Full Business
Case Stage.

7.2.4 Potential Risk Allocation
Key commercial risks of BC6 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC6 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between SMASSA, and the rest of the private
stakeholders involved in BC6. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk borne by each party.
Table 18 - Risk allocation for BC6
Potential allocation of risk
Risk Category

Description

SMASSA

Others (defined
in description)

Shared

Client / Business risks

100%

0%

√

-

Design

40%

60%

√

 IT provider as developer of the platform.

Development and
Construction

N/A

N/A

Transition and
Implementation

40%

60%

√

 IT platform providers and control devices providers (camera, barriers,
etc.)

Availability and Performance

70%

30%

√

 Shared with private providers (CP,
devices, platform, etc.)

Operating

50%

50%

√

 Shared with private providers (CP,
devices, platform, etc.)

Revenue

100%

0%

-

Termination

100%

0%

-

0%

100%

-

Financing

-

-

Legislative

100%

0%

Residual value risks

100%

0%

Other project risks

90%

10%

Technology and Obsolescence
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 Not applicable.

 Not considered relevant.
√

 European, National and local regulation
-

√

 Regulation changes, private competitors, increasing electricity price, etc.
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7.2.5 Contractual Issues
Contract management arrangements and key contractual issues have been considered for BC4 during the
preparation tasks for the OBC (D.2.2.). Accordingly, contract and relationship management is going to be
performed by the below-defined departments within SMASSA and Malaga City Council. For those goods and
services in-house provided, the department defined as responsible is the one in charge of securing the said
provision.
Table 19 - Contract management and responsibilities for in-house provided goods and services
#
#C1
#C2
#C3
#C4
#C5
#C6
#C7
#C8
#C9
#C10
#C11
#C12
#C13
#C14
#C15
#C16
#C17
#C18
#C19
#C20
#C21

Contract
Underground parking space
Civil liability insurance: Document Management
Building insurance
Technical control office: Document Management
Technical control office: execution
Document management and bid specifications
Additional Charge Points installation
Project: Management
Safety and Health coordination
Meister Platform integration with current CPs
Document management and bid specifications
Barrier for EV’s access control
Project: Management
Barrier software integration with Meister Platform
Surveillance Camera and spot detector
Maintenance contract extension for Camera
Insurance for Charging infrastructure
Other expenses and other works required
Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management
Dissemination/Advertising: Execution
Other operational contracts

#C22

Platform (App)

Area responsible
Technical office (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
ETRA (Meister Project)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
ETRA (Meister Project)
ETRA (Meister Project)
Services (SMASSA)
Legal area (SMASSA)
Technical office (SMASSA)
Communication responsible (SMASSA)
Communication responsible (SMASSA)
Services (SMASSA)
MLG city council: Town planning Department (GMU),
mobility

BC6 continuity after the end of MEISTER project will raise the following issues:






Tendering of new contracts for a longer term (goods and services currently provided by MEISTER
consortium). Needs to tender contracts for the provision of services currently contracted under
short-term agreements for the pilot phase or under the MEISTER agreement have been considered.
This is especially applicable for #C10 ‘Meister Platform integration with current CPs’ and #C22 ‘Platform (App)’.
Tendering of new contracts (goods and services not currently provided by MEISTER consortium).
Needs to tender new contracts for the provision of goods and services not currently provided by
any partner of the MEISTER Consortium have been assessed. Some of the contracts outlined in the
Commercial Case do not currently exist and will need to be purpose-developed and tendered. This
is the case of #C7’ Additional Charging Points installation’, #C12 ‘Barrier for EV’s access control ‘,
#C14 ‘Barrier software integration with Platform’ and #C15 ‘Surveillance Camera and spot detec-
tor’, among others.
Extension and broadening of the scope of some contracts. Decision-makers have considered the
matter of extending or broadening of the scope of existent contracts to be relevant, especially for
#C17 ‘Insurance for charging infrastructure’, when new CPs are installed in the long-term.
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7.3

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BC6 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BC6 have assessed the way to allocate the risks between SMASSA, and the rest of the private
stakeholders involved in BC6. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk borne by each party.
Table 20 - Risk allocation for BC6
Risk Category

Potential allocation of risk

Description

SMASSA

Others (defined
in description)

Shared

Client / Business risks

100%

0%

√

-

Design

40%

60%

√

 IT provider as developer of the platform.

Development and
Construction

N/A

N/A

Transition and Implementation

40%

60%

√

 IT platform providers and control devices providers (camera, barriers,
etc.)

Availability and Performance

70%

30%

√

 Shared with private providers (CP,
devices, platform, etc.)

Operating

50%

50%

√

 Shared with private providers (CP,
devices, platform, etc.)

Revenue

100%

0%

-

Termination

100%

0%

-

0%

100%

-

Financing

-

-

Legislative

100%

0%

Residual value risks

100%

0%

Other project risks

90%

10%

Technology and Obsolescence

7.4

 Not applicable.

 Not considered relevant.
√

 European, National and local regulation
-

√

 Regulation changes, private competitors, increasing electricity price, etc.

CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER ISSUES

The contract management is going to be performed by different areas of SMASSA.

7.5

VFM ASSESTMENT OF PROCUREMENT OPTIONS.

Any procurement procedure has been carried out for developing the demonstration because is made under
MEISTER project resources. Hence, it has not been possible to make an assessment of the value for money
of procurement options.
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7.6

FULL DETAILED OUTPUTS SPECIFICATION.

The output of all the contracts under Meister resources complies with the requirements, except for C22,
where billing and payment could not be implemented during the pilot time.
Table 21: Full detailed outputs specification
Reference

Required outputs/ services

Desirable attributes

Full detailed output specification
 Electric energy from renewable energies, High power (kW) to achieve
fast charger, standardized connectors, communication protocols
(WIFI).

#C7

Charge points

 Civil work, installation, procedures,
legal procedures, maintenance.
 Based on building construction Law,
Low Voltage Regulation, Municipal
Guidelines.
 Electric energy from renewable energies, High power (kW) to achieve
at least semi-fast charger, standardized connectors, communication
protocols (WIFI)

#C10

Meister Platform integration with
current CPs

 Meister specifications

#C15

Surveillance Camera and spot detector

 Supply, installation, Meister platform integration
 Meister specifications

#C19

Dissemination/Advertising: Document Management

 SMASSA requirements

Platform (App)

 Include different functionalities:
book parking spot, book charging
point, optimal route to parking lot,
billing information (price, consumption, etc.).

#C22

8

 Meister specifications
 Civil work, installation and integration with Meister Smartphone App
EV drivers.
 Video for disseminating the service.
 Include different functionalities:
book parking spot, book charging
point, optimal route to parking lot,
billing information (price, consumption, etc.).

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, a list of options that are affordable considering potential funding sources for Malaga
City Council and SMASSA to deploy Smart Park and Charge BC was defined. Lack of timely provided financial
information for BC6 has hindered the detailed definition the Financial Case (financial information provided
on April 28th, 2020).
In this final stage, the Financial Case study the affordability of the Preferred Option considering potential
funding sources, and to this end, the detailed financial implications of the said option will be described.
For BC6 financial forecasting, an analysis timeframe of 15 financial years has been selected.

8.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

The preferred option requires an estimated capital costs of 369.000 € —especially for recharging point
installation—and operational expenditure of around 315.000 € over the 15-year appraisal period (21.000
€/year).
The funding for the project could be made up from the following main sources:
 MEISTER funding, mainly for the development and piloting of the MEISTER Apps.
 Own public funds for covering the funding gap during the first year and a half (demonstration phase).
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Revenues coming from charging BC6 services. These could serve to fund operational costs of BC6,
including in a potential long-term scenario where BC6 is fully rolled-out.
 Other sources, which still need to be further assessed.
The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 15-year modelled period.

8.2

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

8.2.1 Net effect on prices
The delivery of ‘Smart Park & Charge in Málaga’ (BC6) could entail the introduction of the charging
mechanisms already described in the Commercial Case.
The charging process will be charged according to each consumer’s usage.

8.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
Implementation of BC6 would probably result in an increase of assets (surveillance system and
communication technology). All things considered, no major negative impacts neither on the balance sheet
nor on the income and expenditure account are expected.

8.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option is expected to imply an increase in capital and revenue costs comparing to the existing
arrangements in the Status quo option.
The overall costs of BC6 over the appraisal period have been studied. The annualised spend profile is
presented in the table below.
Revenues from BC6 services could allow the service to fully or at least partially refinance itself and, therefore
to be fully or partially self-sustainable. The annualised cashflow is negative in the first financial year, but is
positive from the second year onwards, making the negative cumulative cashflow to show signs of
improvement each year.
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Table 22 - Cashflow Analysis for BC6
Annualised cashflow
Item
Revenue
(inflow)
Cost
(outflow)
Annual
cash flow
Cumulative

FY0

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

FY5

FY6

FY7

FY8

FY9

FY10

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

Total

122.365,04

129.706,94

137.489,36

145.738,72

154.483,05

900.617,36

-

68.328,00

72.427,68

76.773,34

81.379,74

86.262,53

91.438,28 96.924,57

102.740,05

369.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00 21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

21.000,00

684.000,00

47.328,00
51.427,68
321.672,00 270.244,32

55.773,34
214.470,98

60.379,74 65.262,53
154.091,24 88.828,71

70.438,28 75.924,57
18.390,43 57.534,14

81.740,05

87.904,45

94.438,72

101.365,04

108.706,94

116.489,36

124.738,72

133.483,05

906.400,47

139.274,19

227.178,64

321.617,36

422.982,40

531.689,34

648.178,70

772.917,42

906.400,47

369.000,00
369.000,00
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108.904,45 115.438,72

FY11
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Regarding the overall affordability of BC6, there should be no funding gap in capital and operational costs of
the service in the medium term. Contingencies have not been foreseen but their need will be assessed in
later stages.

9

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case confirms the achievability of BC6, and at the same time details the arrangements
foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the risks.
The Management Case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BC6.

As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), the potential achievability of the
project is considered high due to the interest of SMASSA parking association in optimizing and the use of
parking and charging stations in their parking facilities.
Considering the existing parking and charging stations in the municipal parking facilities as well as the support
from the City Council in overseeing the progress of the project, the management structure of the project was
defined in detail in the OBC stage (D.2.2.- Outline Business Cases). In the OBC stage, a specific workshop to
discuss the definition of the Management case took place in Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the
full participation of Málaga cluster. The resulting Management case describes the basic BC6 management
structure and project team. It also deals with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition
of a risk register, outlining of a benefits realisation plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.
Although SMASSA has not been involved in the pilot phase, no changes have been included in BC
management that will have to be assessed once the project is deployed.

9.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SMASSA’s internal areas and roles involved in BC6 include the Managing Director and Subdirector, the
Technical office, the Services Area, the Accounting and Administrative Area, the Legal and Administrative
Unit, the Communication Area, the Human Resources Area, and the IT Area.
For BC6, there is a specific Project management procedure approved by Quality planning area. However,
some departments (e.g. Technical Office) have asked for the improvement of this procedure, which are
foreseen to take place in the mid-term.
The Project Management structure established for BC6 is mainly coordinated and leaded by SMASSA’s
Technical Office. Internal coordination procedure is defined as follows: The Technical Office is in charge of
the coordination with the other areas involved within SMASSA. This Area internally scales the necessities of
the project to other areas if it is necessary. There is also a continuous coordination and communication with
the project coordinator in Malaga (CIEDES) and Malaga City Council.
The Technical Office is in charge of internally supervising the development of BC6 implementation, which is
at the same time reviewed and centralised by the general coordinator entity (CIEDES). There are also internal
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periodic meetings to coordinate the Project development (SMASSA, Malaga City Council and CIEDES) which
make possible progress reporting.












Managing Director. Strategic decision making.
Managing Subdirector (not shown in the official chart) is the responsible for the Administration,
Sales, New Developments Legal Department branch.
Technical office. Area in SMASSA in charge of new projects development, reforms, civil works,
reforms, civil work maintenance, subsidies coordination, other agencies coordination, contacts
monitoring. It has an active technical participation in Meister Project, as well as acts as the Project
Coordinator within SMASSA.
Services Area. Area in SMASSA in charge of the Parking lots management, facilities maintenance,
work centres responsible (internal staff and outsourcing), parking lots access authorization, contract
monitoring (cleaning, security, facilities maintenance, relationship with end users, etc). It also
directly contributes to pilot execution.
Accounting and Administrative Area. In charge of accounting the costs and revenues of MEISTER
and BC6.
Legal and Administrative Unit. Reviews the modifications regarding current contracts and design of
new possible contracts after MEISTER pilot (e.g. app development).
Communication Area. Coordinates dissemination Activities of Meister BC6 pilot.
Human Resources. In charge of human resources tasks regarding employees involved in BC6.
IT Area. Computer and systems Support activities.

The following is a schematic chart of the project organisation structure, that outlines the already described
governance arrangements for BC4 within Malaga City Council/SMASSA.
Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC4

The assessment of the achievability of the project has brought to light no resource gaps in the project
structure. Key activities not provided in-house or under the MEISTER project have been outsourced to
external public entities or service providers, who hold the following project roles:
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Malaga City Council (Mobility, OMAU, NT, GMU). Coordination with some Malaga City council
Areas is required to share information, ensure compliance with municipal policies, obtain municipal
data, guarantee municipal regulation compliance, etc.
CIEDES. In charge of the project coordination in Malaga, project consulting and Technical/Economic
monitoring of the Project in Malaga.
Providers. Coordination with providers is required to define contracts conditions (e.g., technical
attributes, scope, price, etc.), such as the App developer (ETRA for the pilot), etc.

Additionally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution
of BC6 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities
and critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 23 – BC6 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes

Strategic Planning
(Planning)

Activities

• Documentary review of current
charging points technical specifications.

• Internal meetings (Services area,
Technical area) for the definition
of the current service needs.
Engagement with
stakeholders for BC6
(Coordination for
initiation)

• Coordination meetings for the establishment of partner roles (Malaga, SMASSA and CIEDES).

BC feasibility analysis
(Preparatory works)

• Analysis of current contracts, current use of parking lots and EVs
parking spots, advantages, target
definition, revision of regulations
and compatibility check with local
policies and other relevant guidelines.

Piloting and
evaluation
(Execution)

 Selection of site
 BC pilot plans
 Definition and deployment of
resources.

Go-live (potential next
steps after MEISTER)
(Completion)

To be determined

9.2

Resources

Key points for
monitoring

• Internal staff
• MEISTER Consortium

• Coordination with
MEISTER partners in
charge of app development.
• Technical specifications of the new services to be studied.

Internal staff

Internal staff

Date

2019-2020

• Ensuring MEISTER project objectives and
SMASSA needs converge in BC6.
• Revision of the agreement amendment.

2019-2020

 Business Model definition (WP2).
 Deliverables within
WP6 relative to pilots.
• Compliance with logistic, environmental
and mobility
measures.

2019/2020

Internal Staff

• Management of potential delays.

2019-2020

To be determined

• To be determined

Mid 2021
onwards

 Internal staff.
 Engineering
firm.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it has been concluded that no change management plan is
currently in place in SMASSA, as a promoter organisation in BC6. However, it has been deemed desirable to
assess and present some broad change management considerations that will be key to ensure the successful
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implementation and testing of BC6 Smart Park and Charge, considering that new processes and services are
to be provided. Therefore, the present section deals with the potential impact of the changes brought by BC6
itself on the internal culture, systems and processes of the promoters’ organisations, and that have been
studied as an integral part of the project.
A roadmap for dealing with changes associated with BC6 and affecting the promoters’ organisations has been
elaborated.
Table 24 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change
Business impact:
• Introduction of a new added-value
service, which creates opportunities
to increase the number of smart park
and charge users.
• New procurement processes. If the pilot is successful, the full-scale implementation of BC6 will require an important amount of new public
procurement processes, in line with
those presented in the Commercial
Case, to ensure the provision of the
needed goods and services (i.e. new
CPs, barriers, camera and other control devices, etc.).
Impact on processes:
• Optimisation of the use of parking lots
with charging infrastructure.
• Use of new apps. BC6 would mean for
EV drivers the use of a new app for
booking and billing.
• Introduction of a new charging mechanism that internalises service improvement.

Communicating Change
Stakeholders involved:
• EV drivers.
• Internal Staff.
How is communication going to take
place?
For internal staff.
• SMASSA and other entities’ key departments need to coordinate for the
definition and design of the new contracts to be potentially subscribed.
• SMASSA and the rest of the entities
involved, should coordinate to define
the future price to be charged for the
service.
• Training activities for employees directly involved in BC6, on app functionalities, control policies and other
answers to possible users’ requests.
• Employees will also be contacted and
informed via email and news from the
‘employee portal’.
For EV drivers.
• For communicating with current and
potential EV drivers using the parking
and charging infrastructure, information will be included in the app and
in a printed brochure, about the booking service and the overall addedvalue.
• A service satisfaction survey should be
implemented for better addressing
the customers’ needs and adapting
the service accordingly.
• Reaching new potential clients (EV
drivers) through different communication channels: news, official website,
brochures, the MEISTER app itself,
etc.
• A specific procedure or guidelines
should be developed for the adequate
use for the platform (app) by the endusers.
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Reinforcing change
How is change going to be supported?
• BC6 pilot execution will conclude with
a lessons-learnt exercise, which will
impact on the design of the future potential contracts, on the design of the
future provision of new services- including value proposal and financial
sustainability issues- and on the elaboration of the training and communication materials.
• Health and safety policies will also be
reviewed.
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9.3

BENEFITS REALISATION

Even though the social impact of BC6 could not be evaluated completely during the MEISTER project term
the demonstration showed the BC’s capability of providing a user-friendly charging scheme.
In addition, the CO2 saving potential and the socio-economic benefit of BC6 are prone to increasing strongly
in the future due to an increase CP search traffic.
It should also be highlighted at this point that the findings on the CP search traffic could also be linked to the
BC’s impact on the transport system, as the reduction of CP search traffic is likely to contribute to
streamlining the urban traffic flows in general.

9.4

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BC6.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists all risks
identified in earlier steps and will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input
facilitated by involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or
workshops.
Table 25 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

-

Change of strategies, policies and plans based on
the evolving needs of the
city of Malaga.

Mayor and Town Councillors / CIEDES / / New
Technologies Dept.

-

Local regulation does not
allow booking public parking spaces on street.

-

Lack of participation of
relevant stakeholders (i.e.
EV users, shopping centres and malls) for the deployment of parking and
charging stations.

-

Lack of CP’s for the expansion of EVs use.

-

Interoperability challenges with the installed
charging infrastructure.

-

Costs of implementation
of charging points (and
uncertain gains).

Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures

-

 Contact with legislators to reach
consensus.
 Adaption to the new policies keeping
the main objectives of the BC.

-

 Change to off-street semi public or
private spaces.

-

 Dissemination and active PR campaign.

-

 Installation of new infrastructure.
 Contact with private CP’s operators
to allow the use of their infrastructure.

MEISTER Consortium
partners

-

 . Platform development adaption
for “non transparent” Apps and infrastructure of third parties. It is important to ensure MEISTER software
is compatible with current thirdparty devices and is easy to adapt for
its integration with future devices
not currently installed.

ETRA

Linked to private
competition risk
and increasing
costs risk.

Malaga Council Mobility
department / Malaga
Town Council Legal
Dept.
SMASSA PR department
and Managing Director

Malaga Council Mobility
department
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 Search for funding public funding.
 Admit third parties as whole installers and service providers.
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New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

-

Existing regulation does
not allow paying for
charging nor installing
charging stations at onstreet spots.

-

Private competitors who
might lower prices could
decrease the demand for
public CPs.

-

Increasing costs of electricity.

SMASSA Management

-

National and European
regulation on EVs and
charging infrastructure.

SMASSA / NNTT /
Mayor and Town Councillors

9.5

Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures
 Change location of parking spaces to
non-public ones.
 Vehicles authorized (with special
conditions) to park in public space.
(by letting BC6 MEISTER customers
to use exclusively some public onstreet spots) even if they don’t pay
for it (this should be authorised by
Malaga CC Mobility department).

Malaga Mobility department / Malaga Town
Council Legal Advisor
Dept./ New Technologies Dept.

-

SMASSA Management

Link to increase in
costs risk and cost
of CP implementation risk.

 Add services for customers.

Linked to private
competition risk
and cost of CP implementation risk.

 Implementation of Renewable and
off the grid forms of energy production in SMASSA premises.

-

 Adaptation to the new legal regulations.
 Joining forces with other stakeholders to make suggestions to regulation bodies.

PILOT MANAGEMENT

BC6 demonstration has as its objective:


Testing the effectiveness and viability of the introduction of Smart Park & Charge options for EVs,
with the aim of improving occupancy rate and increasing turnover of parking spots with charging
infrastructure.

The pilot site has been located in the facilities belong to the restaurant «Rsvd Toni» in the municipality of
Rincón de la Victoria, in the Malaga Metropolitan Area. One parking lot with four parking spots dedicated to
the pilot The target group consists of clients and providers of the restaurant as well as private customers and
business customers of the Malaga Metropolitan Area who use this semipublic charging stations with their
EV. The pilot has not been exactly executed as the preferred option was defined (since surveillance system
have been installed instead of barriers). However, it has not had important implications for the business case
developed.
The MEISTER Smartphone app for individual EV drivers allows end users to make a reservation for the associated charging points at « Rsvd Toni » restaurant with a time window of 60 minutes. Once the place is
booked, the transaction is immediately started, during which no other customers can start a charging process. If the intelligent camera system detects that the place is occupy by a vehicle the charge point will appear
as unavailable. In the same way, if the camera system detects that the place is being occupied by a car that
has finished the charge, the user will receive a message through the app inviting him to let the place free.
The use of the app and the associated intelligent camera system helps the previously described target group
to make charging processes more plannable and user-friendly. In addition, more accurate monitoring of
charging points and parking spaces is possible, which should protect against incorrect or unlawful occupancy
and increase efficiency. The reservation function is particularly interesting for end users who want to carry
out their charging processes at a specific time and need planning certainty.
In the mid and long-term, BC6 will seek to expand the number of users while the price charged for the
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additional services will also be increased. The full-scale deployment will entail the incorporation and
dedication of other parking lots for EV users. Further analysis of the convenience of incorporating barriers
and detection cameras synchronised with the app is to be carried out.
Further information about the results of the demonstration is in D.6.4.
Key stages of the pilot phase of BC6 have been listed and the potential complications have been assessed as
follows:
Table 26 - Key stages and arrangement for pilot phase
Key stage

(Pre-) Pilot analysis
and definition

Pilot preparation
(pilot users’
engagement and
resource
deployment)

Pilot phase
(Execution)

Dissemination and
reporting of results

9.6

Activities
BC pilot design and
definition:
 Coordination meetings.
 Analysis of current
mobility needs.
 Document for current
users (online) informing
about new added value
in the service through
the MEISTER app.

 Testing of the App and of
the integration of
charging infrastructure
with the MEISTER
platform

 Communication of
MEISTER approach.
 Reporting and circulation
of results report.

Resources

Actions planned to overcome
complications

Approximate
date

Internal Staff
(SMASSA)

• Achievable scope, internal
organization, in line with
SMASSA guidelines and procedures.

2018-2020

• Creating communication
channels with customers for
possible Q&A.
• After the state of alarm due
to COVID-19 and recover of
economic activity: current
occupation of parking drastically dropped.

2019-2021

• Previous revision of technical
app requirements.
• Testing of demo versions.
• Validation of functionalities
and interface.

2021-2022

• Coordination with third-parties.

Whole MEISTER
project
duration.

Internal staff
(CIEDES, ETRA).

MEISTER
Consortium.
Internal staff (,
CIEDES, Malaga
CC, Technical
office and IT
area).
MEISTER
Consortium
Internal staff:
Communication
areas of CIEDES
and Malaga CC.
Other MEISTER
partners, as
ETRA.

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post pilot Business
Case assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in D.7.2.
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10 RESULTS
Since the pilot has not been completed, it is necessary to make a final assessment of the financial, commercial
and management cases in order to confirm the benefits and expected financial and economic impacts and,
thus, to elaborate the Full Business Case of the project.
In addition, the involving of all stakeholders in the management of the project and the close supervision of
the technical staff are key aspects for the successfully delivery of the preferred option, so it will be necessary
to agree with Malaga City Council and SMASSA the final project management infrastructure.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IA

Impact Assessment

IOT

Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic
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Acronyms List
RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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BUSINESS CASE 10. SMART CHARGING IN STOCKHOLM
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of D2.3 is to document the work carried out in task 2.3 (Full Business Cases - FBC). D2.3 includes
a detailed picture of the Smart Charging Business Model that was going to be demostrated in Berlin, Malaga
and Stockholm (BC10) bus has finally only able to be developed, tested and validated within MEISTER project
in the last city. This BC includes both the general analysis of a theoretical case for any city (in Meister the
three mentioned) and the concrete case of the pilot developed —in the last months of the project— in Stockholm (Sweden).
The purpose of the FBC is to provide private and public sector managers a clear balance of the scope and
benefits of the Business Case against their related risk and cost. The results of the OBC have been updated,
revisited and compared with the original planning and forecasts. These definitive outcomes together with
the managers and external stakeholders’ feedback will allow the drawing of insightful and more accurate
conclusions about the Business Models.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The FBC is the third stage in the BC development process. The FBC builds on the confirmation of the business
needs and objectives included in the economic case. The FBC contains the results of the monitoring of the
contracting process, financial implications and actual implementation according to the pilot's demonstrations
carried out by the cities.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured into nine chapters. Present chapter one deals with the purpose, scope and structure of the document. Chapter two introduces the concept of BM and BC and describes the five-case methodology for developing MEISTER BMs and BCs. Chapter three describes the Business Case Smart Charging in
Stockholm (BC10). Chapter four focus on electro mobility context in Stockholm (Sweden) and provides an
overview of the current plans and policies in the field of electro mobility as well as the main stakeholders
involved in BC10 and includes a detailed description of the strategic context of Smart Charging in Stockholm
(BC10). Chapter five includes the economic appraisal with the results of the process of selection of the preferred option that maximises Value for Money through a Cost and Benefit Analysis. Chapter six offers a broad
commercial strategic that identify and describes all the procurement options and the tendering process.
Chapter seven includes the financial feasibility study that provides information on the whole life cost of the
investment and its affordability and long-term impact focuses on BC10. Chapter eight includes the management strategic planning to guide the actual future implementation activities, the pilots and the post-pilot
assestment. Chapter nine summarizes the main results of the FBC report and the best practices and lessons
learned obtained of the pilot demonstration.
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2

FIVE CASE BUSINESS MODEL METHODOLOGY

Public organisations are subject to continual change. Projects for significant change can involve difficult
choices to be made about reallocating and consuming scarce resources. Many strategies, programmes and
projects can fail to achieve their objectives and fail to deliver anticipated benefits to stakeholders. This can
happen if the key phases of the project have been inadequately scoped and planned, or the associated risks
have not fully been considered and managed appropriately [1,2].
The Five Case Business Model Methodology is recommended by HM Treasury (UK) and the Welsh Government for the preparation of BCs and is widely used across the UK Public sector [1]. The Five Case Model
provides a disciplined, step by step approach that helps to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust
investment proposal is explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This
ensures that important aspects of the analysis are less likely to be omitted or under-weighted. The Five Case
Model has been already used by governments – e.g. UK, New Zealand – to appraise proposals before committing funds to a programme or project through five key cases [2]:


Strategic case: It demonstrates that the project is well- aligned to any relevant Government, sectoral
or regional goals and priorities and reflects the organisational strategy. The strategic case should
provide a clear specification of the objectives and the required service.



Economic case: It demonstrates that a wide range of options for delivering the required service and
meeting the objectives have been identified and assessed. The preferred option should provide the
optimal mix of potential benefits, costs and risks under varying options.



Commercial case: It shows that the preferred option will result in a transparent, accountable and
sustainable procurement arrangement that provides value for money.



Financial case: It shows that the preferred option can be funded and is affordable to the organization
and external funders under various future scenarios.



Management case: It demonstrates that the preferred option can be delivered successfully using
available capability and project management processes. This includes setting processes in place for
the project, change, risk and contract management.

MEISTER will implement the Five Case Model methodology [1] to promote the adoption of innovative BMs
boosting the high penetration of EVs in cities. The methodology provides a disciplined, step by step approach
that helps public and private bodies to ensure that each of the key aspects of a robust investment plan is
explicitly and systematically addressed as part of the BC development process. This methodology reduces
costs and timescales associated with the implementation of BCs, facilitating the transferability of knowledge
to other cities.
Within MEISTER six novel BMs will be implemented in the pilot sites, as shown in Figure 1. MEISTER BMs will
be analysed, developed and documented in the cities of Berlin, Malaga and Stockholm, enabling the elaboration of 10 BCs – each BC is the application of one BM to one geographic and strategic context.


BM1 - E-car-sharing as Housing Service: The construction of new buildings and neighbourhoods
creates the necessity to provide future-oriented mobility services to its new inhabitants. These new
services should be as environmentally friendly as possible and an attractive alternative to a privateowned car. This BM will study the opportunity for a housing company to provide these e-mobility
services.



BM2 - E-car-sharing in the Municipal Fleet: Municipalities have the duty to give example in good
mobility practices. For this reason, providing an e-car-sharing service with the municipal fleet for the
civil servants of a City Council must be studied to provide an example of new sustainable ways of
mobility, which can, at the same time, result in a better mobility operation model for municipal fleets.
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BM3 - Delivery of Home Care Services with EVs: This BM will study the replacement of fossil fuel
vehicles and the use of EVs for delivering home care services for elderly people.



BM4 - City E-logistics Enabling Ultra-low Emissions Hubs: The logistics sector is one of the most pollutant. It is necessary to create new tools and BMs to reduce emissions. The integration of e-mobility
services into collaborative urban logistics are two of the main activities to study in this BM.



BM5 - Smart Park and Charge: As parking is one of the main issues of our current urban transport
policy, the integration of smart parks that also allow the charge of EVs is one of the BMs that MEISTER
will study to provide the cities with a better environmental framework. The objective is to facilitate
the use of EV, whilst reducing the parking demand.



BM6 - Smart Charging: EVs integration in the Smart Grid framework enables the possibility of smartening the charge through smart EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Thus, it is possible to
charge the vehicle according to the grid and environmental requirements, opening a new market to
drivers and energy companies to trade for the best charging – and discharging (V2G) –strategies.

Figure 1: MEISTER BMs and BCs.

MEISTER BCs will describe the feasibility of the e-mobility innovative services in each city, introducing both
the public interests and the private view. MEISTER BCs will be developed in three steps. First, the BCs will be
designed in the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC), then implemented in Outline Business Case (OBC)
and finally assessed in the Full Business Case (FBC).
The process to develop the SOBC has been essential for the creation of a first consensus to test models satisfying both public and private stakeholders in the project. The OBC has been key for the consensus of the
technical, legal and financial details of the implementation. The FBC will show the results of the BMs in different contexts and will be essential to agree on a common vision among the public and private actors of the
project about the “goodness” of the model and its potential to be broadly introduced in the same city and in
other cities and countries.
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THE CASE OF SMART CHARGING IN STOCKHOLM.

Smart Charging in Stockholm focuses on stabilizing the low voltage distribution grid by controlling EV chargers
on public charging stations. More specifically, the Distribution System Operator (DSO) sends a request for
reducing power consumption for a specific duration of time to the charging point operator (CPO) via the
Smart Charging and Storage Platform (SCSP). The SCSP at its core contains an optimization algorithm that
calculates the charging power profile to be delivered by each EV charger and ultimately, the SCSP sends the
set-points to the EV chargers. The DSO finally evaluates the request fulfillment in real time using actual measurements taken from various points of the low voltage grid.
Power steering, essentially being a power reduction request, unlocks consumption flexibility. This is particularly useful in cases of an increased electrification in urban areas; such illustrative case is the City of Stockholm
which is in need of tackling peak forecasted load consumptions particularly prominent in winter time.
Smoothening the aforementioned load peaks can facilitate and accelerate the deployment of more public
charging stations in the City of Stockholm in the coming years.
BC10 was carried out together with Ellevio, DSO in Stockholm and Vattenfall, one of the CPOs offering public
charging facilities in the inner city, whilst experiments were coordinated by CERTH.
This BC10 6, studied opening a new market to energy companies/charging point operators. It will unlock new
revenue streams for charge point operators (CPOs) and provide additional value to the distribution system
operator (DSO)and the aggregator who acts as a communicator between them. The end-user in this scenario
is the DSO as it is requesting the flexibility services.

4

STRATEGIC CASE

The City of Stockholm has the ambition and objective of becoming one of the world’s leading clean vehicle
cities by 2030. This will help transform Stockholm’s inner city by reducing emissions and noise [4]. To achieve
this, the City of Stockholm has a Climate Strategy and a Clean Vehicles Programme to phasing out fossil-fuels
by 2030 in the municipal organisation and 2040 in the city as a whole.
Furthermore, the City of Stockholm’s urban mobility plan advocates prioritisation of sustainable modes of
transport. Enabling a transition to electrified transportation and e-mobility is considered an important component of the City’s work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, use of fossil-fuel, and to improve air quality.
The City of Stockholm is addressing e-mobility and the electrification of transportation using a multi-pronged
approach, requiring interaction with multiple stakeholder groups, vehicle types and mobility service providers. Following is a set of the tasks performed by Stockholm City Council:


Development of a market for different kinds of EVs by coordinating the national procurement of EVs
with public and private organisations.



Demonstration activities of various electric fleets for the delivery of public services such as smart
logistics in various EU projects (e.g. CIVITAS Eccentric, GrowSmarter).



Development of a comprehensive approach to identify potential charging points and facilitate the
installation of charging points by third parties.



Deployment of wide-ranging public information campaigns aimed at housing associations, fleet managers and other purchasers of EVs and users of charging infrastructure.

To foster knowledge exchange and international cooperation, the city of Stockholm is also an active member
in several European and global networks and initiatives, e.g. CIVITAS initiative, Covenant of Mayors, Clinton
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Initiative C40, EUROCITIES, Citelec, ICLEI, Cities for Climate Protection and European Sustainable Cities and
Towns Campaign.

4.1

PLANS AND POLICIES

Following, the main local plans and strategies from the city of Stockholm on electric and sustainable mobility
are presented.
Table 1 - Local plans and policies in Stockholm.

Local Plans

Document
Strategy for a
fossil-fuel free
Stockholm by
2040 (2016)

Fossil-fuel free
organisation
2030 (2018)

Local Plans

The Stockholm
Environment
Programme
2016-2019
(2016)

Guidelines for
managing vehicles within the
municipal organisation and
municipal companies (2016)
Clean vehicles in
Stockholm
(webpage)
(2016)

Description
This strategy lays down a framework for how the City of Stockholm may contribute to eliminating fossil
fuels, recognising those areas where the city has the mandate to act. The strategy has three main parts:
sustainable energy use, eco-efficient transport and resource-efficient natural cycles. ‘Sustainable energy use’ includes buildings, district heating and electricity production with renewable energies. ‘Resource-efficient natural cycles’ includes recycling and biogas production. ‘Eco-efficient transport’ includes fossil-free road transport, aviation, shipping and heavy machinery. Regarding road transport, the
city’s population will grow, and thus more passenger and goods transport will be required. The strategy
emphasises physical planning as an important measure for the City of Stockholm to influence transportation, but it also recognises that the City and the Swedish government may use regulations and financial incentives to reduce fossil fuel use.
The strategy places responsibility for action plans and implementation of the strategy on municipal
committees and boards. Some high-level policies are:
• The City works to introduce local Environmental Zones from which vehicles running on fossil fuels
will be banned by 2040 at the latest.
 The City presents an action plan for a fossil free road transport sector and investigates the feasibility
of prohibiting the sale of fossil-fuels by 2040, with a sub-target for 2030. A report with proposals
for action was presented by the end of 2017.
The document contains a brief inventory of the City’s fossil fuel use for buildings and transport. A conclusion from this is that they have already come rather far in phasing out fossil fuels. Yet, the main part
of the document contains suggestions for further reductions in fossil fuel use. With respect to transport,
suggested measures include enabling infrastructure for renewable fuels and procuring fossil-free
transport services.
Comprehensive targets: Sustainable energy use, Environmentally friendly transport, Sustainable land
and water use, Resource-efficient recycling, A non-toxic Stockholm, A healthy indoor environment.
Within the target ‘environmentally friendly transport’, sub-targets include reduction of car traffic, clean
air, noise reduction, reduction of fossil fuel use and a city that is more attractive for pedestrians. Road
transport is in focus, although the programme covers all means of transport. Responsibility for implementation and follow-up of measures to reach the targets and sub-targets is placed on the City’s boards
and committees, which incorporate the targets in their activity plans. The environmental programme
provides quantitative indicators for follow-up. The programme does contain suggested measures, such
as offering land for charging stations, considering noise in procurements and using ICT (information and
communication technology) measures in traffic planning.
These guidelines specify the management of vehicles within the municipal organisation and the
municipally owned companies. Responsibilities are defined, as are environmental and safety-related
requirements. There are also guiding principles for when a car may be procured and when other means
of transport should be considered instead. If possible, when procuring a car weighing less than 3.5
tonnes, choose a fully electric vehicle. Otherwise, choose a plug-in hybrid EV. Third option is a biogas
or ethanol car, and fourth option a mild hybrid. Carpools are encouraged when the expected distance
driven is lower than 7500 km/year.
This webpage summarises the responsibilities of the municipal department Clean vehicles in Stockholm
and presents goals and outcomes. The department guides individuals and organisations in finding
sustainable options, contributes to projects and procurements, and works with infrastructure for
sustainable fuels and vehicles. The webpage has links to reports and statistics. Relevant goals are
reaching 100% ‘green’ cars in the municipal fleet and 20% of sold cars in Stockholm to be electric.
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Document
Urban Mobility
Strategy (2012)

Strategy for
electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrids (2011)

Local Plans

City of Stockholm’s EV strategy

4.2

Vehicle strategy
for the municipal organisation
and municipally
owned companies (2016)

Description
The strategy is based on an expected growth of the Stockholm region’s population by 25% until 2030.
For efficient transport, city planning needs to facilitate walking, cycling and using public transport to a
higher degree. Car traffic needs to be reduced. The strategy contains four aims: enabling increased
transport needs without using more space; ensuring accessible and reliable transport alternatives; increasing attractiveness for pedestrians; and minimising negative impact from transportation. Each of
these comprehensive aims is further defined in more specific objectives.
This document contains a synthesis of knowledge for introducing electric vehicles and charging infrastructure and a strategy for the introduction of this technology (which at the time of writing, 2010, was
rather immature). It summarises regulations that determine where and how charging infrastructure
may be developed, as well as which vehicles that exist on the market and how electric vehicles may
spread among citizens. Some issues are raised, where there is a need for more knowledge and/or policy
for how the City should act, such as distribution and payment for charging electricity and responsibility/ownership regarding charging infrastructure. Responsibility for introducing charging infrastructure
is distributed among municipal entities. The participation in national and EU EV projects is encouraged,
as is participation in procurement initiatives and in the update of national regulations on EVs.
The strategy provides an assessment of relevant regulations and a list of measures that need to be
implemented so that essential infrastructure can be installed in an efficient and optimal way.
 The strategy gives the City of Stockholm the task of creating and implementing technology-neutral
incentives for super-clean vehicles. The City shall work to achieve changes to parking regulations,
which today prevent the introduction of reduced or free parking in public places for clean vehicles.
 The strategy gives the Environment and Health Administration the task of initiating a national or
international stakeholder group for procurement of EVs and plug-in hybrids, apply for national
and/or EU projects for EVs and plug-in hybrids and develop regulations related to EVs and plug-in
hybrids
 The strategy gives the Traffic Committee the task to monitor to ensure that systems for charging and
payment are as accessible and user-friendly as possible, propose a limited number of places on
streets in the inner city where CPs for EVs can be located without major disruption to road-users,
street cleaning and waste collection services.
 The strategy gives Stockholm Parking AB the task to conduct a limited expansion of CPs, analyse how
CPs are used, monitor that the electricity supplied at CPs on municipal land or in municipal parking
garages should be environmentally certified
 The strategy gives the property Management Committee the task to install CPs for those administrations that purchase electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles.
 The strategy gives the Urban Planning Committee the task to monitor the need to establish rapidCPs operated by commercial entities and develop aesthetic guidelines for the design of CPs.
 Procurement and ownership of vehicles within the municipal organisation and the municipally
owned companies shall be economically and ecologically sustainable, and traffic safety shall be a
guiding principle. The document provides procurement guidelines.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following stakeholders were identified as key stakeholders in the deployment of e-mobility in Stockholm.
Table 2 - Stakeholders in the city of Stockholm
Stakeholders
Local government

Description
Stockholm City Council (Stockholms stad) is the main actor responsible for the transport system and environment aspects of transport in the city.
• The Environment and Health Department from the City of Stockholm is the authority for citizens’ health
and environmental issues in the city of Stockholm and comprises approximately 200 employees. The
Department is also responsible for the climate action planning of the city. The climate action group coordinates the work and monitors the implementation and the result of all climate actions undertaken in
the city. The Environment and Health Department has extensive experience in EU-projects as coordinator of GrowSmarter, BEST, Trendsetter and Zeus and as a participant in ECCENTRIC, BiogasMAx, Catalist,
Cute, Moses, Plume, Niches, Elcidis and E-tour projects.
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Stakeholders

Description
• Serviceförvaltningen is the Procurement department of Stockholm City Council responsible for developing the criteria and requirements for the procurement process.

Local entities

• Transport Department, Stockholm Parking

Private companies

• CPOs (Vatelfall), DSO (Ellevio).

4.3

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

BM6 has studied the potential of V2G technology to use BEVs potential to its fullest and simultaneously
stabilize the local grid, refinancing charging infrastructure and offering BEV end-users another way for using
the battery of EVs more efficient. The deployment of V2G technology in Smart Charging aims at achieving
the following revenue streams:
1.
Utilisation of locally generated energy which will be cheap (but fluctuating renewable energy from
photovoltaic modules) for lower energy charging costs for EVs.
2.

No late and expensive cabling refurbishment costs as enough electrical infrastructure will be
involved in the first planning phase.

3.

Reduced investment in the private grid (city quarter) and public grid (DSO) by using EV batteries
for peak shaving and other grid flexibility and stabilisation services.

4.

Use of EV batteries for the grid balancing services for the local DSO.

5.

Generating revenue through the aggregator who places flexibility services for grid stabilisation on
the energy market.

4.4

CURRENT NEEDS

Currently, four grid services on DSO or more precisely on low voltage level can be foreseen according to the
requirements stated in the EU grid codes- Network Code Requirements for Generators and Demand
Connection Code defined by European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity, namely:


Reactive power management: Disturbances in the grid can stem from a phase shift between the alternating voltage and current. This will reduce the active power and increase reactive power, which
will heat up the equipment and reduce the transfer of electric energy. One countermeasure is to take
energy from the grid and reverse feed it into the grid with the right phase. The process is to reduce,
consume, takeout, rectify, invert and feed the energy back in the grid. This can be done using batteries. The metering will be done with typical 3-phase and phase angle metering devices, which can be
available on a steerable transformer. Otherwise, a metering device will have to be implemented.



Correcting grid harmonics: An increase or a decrease in the voltage level of the low voltage grid due
to different frequencies fed into the grid is called grid harmonics. These voltage peaks and drops can
cause damage in the whole electrical infrastructure. To avoid such a situation, when the DSO requests for a stabilisation service, the aggregator will feed the energy from the grid to the EVs, which
is the process of taking energy out (from the grid), rectifying, inverting and then feeding it back in
the grid (Vehicle-to-grid).



Power overdemand in the DSO grid: A very basic function is load management. When a grid comes
to transport a power close to the maximum value possible in the grid, all equipment will start to heat
up, which has a negative impact on lifetime and maintenance requirements of the components. The
EV charging might be a strong part of the grid load, going up to power values higher (AC up to 22 kW,
DC up to 50 kW) than a typical household maximum value. Thus, the reduction of the charging load
will be a fast and reasonable counter measure. An alternative is the local start of discharging (V2G),
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which will reduce the energy transfer from the mid voltage across the transformer and thus reduce
the degradation of these parts of the power system.


Renewable Energy source consumption at the low voltage level: This use case focuses on the decentralised generation of renewable energy at the pilot site. The energy produced will be used for charging the EVs instead of transporting the energy in the mid voltage level.

The Smart Charging and Storage Platform will define a seamless protocol to address the above-mentioned
issues. These disturbances would be addressed by considering the charging behaviour of the car and the
State of Charge (SoC).

4.5

POTENTIAL SCOPE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

The minimum scope requires delivering the essential or core service requirements, the intermediate scope
requires delivering essential and desirable service requirements, and the maximum scope requires delivering
the essential, desirable and aspirational service requirements.
•
Minimum scope:
A pilot charging point which supports V2G technology and a vehicle with V2G technology will be implemented
in a laboratory to test the potential benefits of V2G technology for charging and discharging EVs. MEISTER
Smart Charging and Storage Platform (product 5) will be developed and implemented in the Lab with the
required technical equipment to monitor the energy that is charged and discharged in the EVs. Furthermore,
MEISTER products 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be implemented to support this BM.
•
Intermediate scope:
Within this scope, a pilot charging point which supports V2G infrastructure and a vehicle with V2G technology
will be deployed in private Charge Points (CPs). MEISTER Smart Charging and storage platform (product 5)
will be used to providing billing and payment services for registered EV drivers by providing the data on the
EV behaviour to the billing and roaming platform. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be implemented to support this BM.
•
Maximum scope:
Within this scope, V2G infrastructure and vehicles with V2G technology will be deployed in authorized CPs.
It might be difficult to implement as currently, the public charging stations cannot be blocked, except in certain circumstances adhering to the regulations of the specific country. The V2G CPs will be connected to the
EV fleet management system that will sign up in the MEISTER Smart Charging and Storage Platform. The CP
management system will be controlled by the Aggregator who will control the chargers for the V2G process.
MEISTER Smart Charging and Storage Platform (product 5) will provide the data for the billing and the roaming platform for the creation of invoices for the DSO and the EV fleet manager. Furthermore, MEISTER products 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be implemented to support this BM.
Table 3– Potential scope and service requirements of BC10
Scope

Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

A CP and a vehicle with V2G technology will be deployed at a laboratory.

A CP and a vehicle with V2G technology will be deployed at private
CPs.

CPs and vehicles with V2G technology will be deployed at authorized
public CPs.

Technology
 Replication, Market Uptake and Deployment Handbook (MEISTER product 1): It provides information on the
requirements
details of the BMs defined by the project, how to use the technological solutions supporting their implementation (P2, 3, 4 & 5), the practical results coming from the BMs validation at the project sites, and the supporting
legal, administrative and financial tools to help upscale and deploy all the above.
 Intelligent Billing & Roaming Platform (MEISTER product 2): MEISTER will provide an operator and service provider independent platform for e-mobility providers that will enable an easy, non-discriminatory, convenient
and barrier-free access to end-users for EV charging billing features in urban areas.
 Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking Services (MEISTER product 3).
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Minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

 European eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) and eSUMPS knowledge base (MEISTER product 4): It will be
used by MEISTER stakeholders for the transfer of best practices from the three MEISTER pilot cities.
 Smart Charging and Storage Platform (MEISTER product 5). (Explained above).

4.6

BENEFITS

There are multiple benefits that BC10 could provide to Stockholm. The following table identifies monetary
and non-monetary, direct and indirect, as well as qualitative and quantitative benefits:
Table 4– Benefits of BC10
Benefits
categories
Welfare

Environmental

Reputational

Mobility

Description

Beneficiaries

Approximate quantification

• Raise awareness and change citizen’s culture
on the use of EVs.
• Improvement of the mobility offer to EV drivers.
• Reduction of gas emissions and noise pollution to the atmosphere.
• Promote the use of environmentally friendly
transportation means as an alternative to private motorized vehicles.
• Promote the use of energy-efficient vehicles.

• Citizens (indirectly)

• V2G opportunities can increase the social acceptance
of electric mobility and the
use of EVs.

• Citizens (indirectly)

• The positioning of the City as innovative and
sustainable.
• Promotion of innovation in the City.
• Contribution to the brand image of the City:
attraction of investments and tourism due to
innovative positioning and commitment to
sustainability
• Reduction in the number of internal combustion engine (ICE) cars in circulation.

• City administration
(indirectly)

• Reduction of the noise caused
by fuel cars.
• Elimination of air-pollutant
emissions, that amount to
several million tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions per
year.
• V2G enables renewable energies’ integration due to the
avoidance of the peaks and intermittency of the former .
• An improved city-brand image
is expected to spawn worldwide attraction.

• Citizens (indirectly).
• City administration
(indirectly)

Technological

• Implementation of innovative technology
platforms.
• Implementation and expansion of EV infrastructures of sustainable technologies.

• DSOs (Directly)
• Power grid (Directly)

Economic

• Reduction of fuel consumption and its costs.
• Economic incentives for EV users.

• DSOs
• EV users (directly).
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• Potential financial benefits of
V2G for owners will foster the
use of EVs, which allow the access to low-emissions areas in
the cities.
• DSOs are better equipped
with flexibility services to
cope with local congestions or
technical problems (e.g. voltage, reactive power.).
• Balancing electricity demand
reduces the need of reserve
power plants which usually increase the electricity prices.
• Reduction of RES shutdowns
and substituting them by conventional generation (redispatch).
• DSOs avoid new investments
in additional infrastructure to
avoid damages.
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Benefits
categories

4.7

Description

Beneficiaries

Approximate quantification

• Carsharing operators
(directly)
• Tenants/community
of owners.
• RES producer.

• EV users and e-carsharing operators can take advantage of
the off-peak hours to store
energy and use it during the
more expensive peak hours,
generating savings on the
monthly bill.
• V2G can help to reach an optimum balance in the demand
of electricity for buildings,
avoiding additional costs for
tenants or communities of
owners.
• V2G can allow using RES for
charging and, therefore, generating higher revenues to the
RES producer.

RISKS

Risks result from uncertain events that either improve or undermine the achievement of benefits. The
following risks were identified by MEISTER Consortium partners.
Table 5 – Risks of BC10
Risk categories

Description

Business risks

• Lack of EVs and CPs with V2G integration technology.

Service risks

• Costs for deploying V2G infrastructure.
• Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. Electric grid distributor, EV users) for the deployment
of V2G infrastructure.
• Demand for using the V2G service lower than expected.
• Low information from the DSO about payment of services.
• National and European regulation on V2G infrastructure and battery management.
• Increase in the cost of electricity.
• DSO are driven by regulation and might prefer CAPEX for grid updates.

External environmental risks

4.8

CONSTRAINTS AND DEPENDENCIES

Constraints are restrictive factors that shape the boundaries within which the Business Case has to be
delivered. The following list of constraints has been considered, described and managed during the tasks for
the definition of the Outline Business Case.
Table 6 - Constraints of BC10
Constraints

Critical demand

Description
There is a need of a sufficient potential demand for flexibility services by DSOs. The DSOs are typically
very hesitant with new and innovative approaches coming from the market. Whatever efforts occur,
these have to be approved by the regulatory bodies in advance: a long-lasting process which typically
includes changes in the legislation.

Dependency of BC10 on factors outside the scope of the project have also been specified in the following
table:
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Table 7 - Dependencies of BC10
Dependencies

Legal framework
Involvement of
stakeholders

5

Description
National legislation should allow for or force the existence of the market role of an Aggregator (specifying EU legislation on the field).
There are also restrictions posed by current legislation that do not allow the use of V2G technology.
There is no DSO as a partner in the MEISTER Consortium.

ECONOMIC CASE

The purpose of the economic case is to identify the preferred way forward that optimizes value for money.
Having determined the strategic context for the project, this part of the economic case:
•
•
•

5.1

identifies critical success factors (CSF),
identifies and assesses the list of options for delivering the service needs, and
describes a preferred way forward based on the preferred option.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF are the attributes essential to the successful delivery of the project, against which the available options
are assessed. CSF must be crucial (not desirable) and set a level that does not exclude important options.
Table 8– Critical success factors of BC10
CSF
Strategic fit and
business needs
Potential value for
money
Supplier capacity
and capability
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

5.2

Description
• Contribution to the reputation of the citiy. The city continues to being a leading market for EV and
charging infrastructure.
• Optimization of the costs of deploying V2G infrastructure.
• Standardization and technological compatibility of V2G infrastructure and EVs.
 Revenue of the DSO support service and profitability for EV fleet drivers.
• Stakeholder’s involvement (EV users, electric grid operators, parking managers, DSO, car-sharing fleet
owners, Aggregator, CPOs, etc.).

LIST OF OPTIONS

This section identifies a list of alternatives that achieve the objectives and service requirements and lie within
the boundaries of the scope and CSF that were defined for Smart Charging BC10 in the strategic case. The
alternatives were defined according to the way in which BC10 can be delivered in terms of scale, scope and
location, service solution, service delivery and funding categories.
•
Scale, scope and location alternatives include the level of services provided, level of coverage and
target end-users.
•
Service solution includes the alternative ways in which the service is delivered according to the
technology that can be used.
•
Service delivery alternatives include the potential service providers.
•
Funding alternatives include the potential funding sources for funding the project.
MEISTER consortium partners assessed the alternatives that need to be rejected (R), the alternatives that
need to be further analysed (M), the preferred alternatives (P) within each category were identified.
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Table 9 – Options assessment of Business Cases in BM6
Dimension
Scale,
scope and
location
Service solution
Service
delivery

Funding

Options within each Dimension

Assessment
R
M
P

Installation of V2G technology at a laboratory (Minimum scope).
Installation of V2G technology in private CPs (Intermediate scope)
Installation of V2G technology in authorized CPs (Maximum scope).
A platform from CPO connecting to the DSO and the fleet management.

☐
☒
☒

☐
☐
☐

☒
☐
☐

☐

☒

☐

MEISTER Smart Charging and the storage platform (Product 5).

☐

☐

☒

Private Parking company.

☒

☐

☐

Distribution System Operator (DSO).

☒

☐

☐

Aggregator (such as EON) offering services to the DSO and contracting CPs utilisation

☐

☒

☐

Funding from MEISTER project (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from a private company.

☒

☐

☐

Public funds from other funding entities.

☒

☐

☐

When combined, the preferred alternatives of the above-presented table gave rised to only one feasible
option to be further studied, which corresponds to the Minimum scope option, as a general solution for
development BM6 in the three countries (Sweden, Germany and Spain). Nevertheless, only in the case of
Stockholm, the pilot of the BC10 was finally carried out together with Ellevio, DSO in Stockholm and Vattenfall, one of the CPOs offering public charging facilities in the inner city, focusing on stabilizing the low voltage
distribution grid by controlling EV chargers on public charging stations. Due to the lack of Distribution System
Operators (DSOs) of the pilot sites in Berlin and Málaga within the project and other technical constraints
(V2G vehicles and charging points available at pilot sites, smart grid control centres, etc.) the demonstration
was handled as lab tests.
Table 10 – Options assessment of BC10
Dimension
Scale,
scope and
location
Service solution
Service
delivery
Funding

Options within each Dimension
Installation of V2G technology at a laboratory (Minimum scope).
Installation of V2G technology in private CPs (Intermediate scope)
Installation of V2G technology in authorized CPs (Maximum scope).
A platform from CPO connecting to the DSO and the fleet management.

Assessment
R
M
P
☒ ☐ ☐
☒ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☒
☐

☒

☐

MEISTER Smart Charging and the storage platform (Product 5).

☐

☐

☒

Private Parking company.

☒

☐

☐

Distribution System Operator (DSO).

☐

☐

☒

Aggregator (such as EON) offering services to the DSO and contracting CPs utilisation

☐

☐

☒

Funding from MEISTER project (software).

☐

☐

☒

Funding from a private company.

☐

☐

☒

Public funds from other funding entities.

☒

☐

☐

In this regard, during the Outline Business Case’ preparation stage, the above-described list of options was
considered for a further analysis in order to support decision-making tasks of relevant managers involved.
The summary table included below presents an overview of the balance between the resources available and
the degree to the said option meets investment objectives as well as Critical Success Factors.
Red colour indicates the option assessed does not meet the factors taken into consideration, yellow implies
the factors are partially met, and green denotes the option fully meets the aspect analysed.
It logically follows that Status Quo option (non-existence of the Smart Charing service) does not deliver any
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of the proposed investment objectives nor CSFs. The assessment of the Minimum option, on the other hand,
confirms it meets the essential factors and business objectives that comprise the initially delineated
framework for BM6.
Table 11 - Advanced options assessment of BC8, BC9, BC10
Status Quo

Minimum Option

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Does it meet the investment objectives?
Utilisation of locally generated energy which will be cheap
(but fluctuating renewable energy from photovoltaic modules) for lower energy charging costs for EVs.
No late and expensive refurbishment costs as enough electrical infrastructure will be involved in the first planning phase.
Reduced investment in the private grid (city quarter) and
public grid (DSO) by using EV batteries for peak shaving and
other grid flexibility and stabilisation services.
Use of EV batteries for the grid balancing services for the local DSO.
Generating revenue through the aggregator who places flexibility services for grid stabilisation on the energy market.

No

Does it meet Critical Success Factors?
Strategic fit and business needs
Contribution to the reputation of the cities. The cities continue
to being a leading market for EV and charging infrastructure.
Potential value for money
Optimization of the costs of deploying V2G infrastructure.
Supplier capacity and capability
Standardization and technological compatibility of V2G infrastructure and EVs.
Potential affordability.
Revenue of the DSO support service and profitability for EV
fleet drivers as well as for drivers.
Potential achievability
Stakeholder’s involvement (EV users, electric grid operators,
parking managers, DSO, car-sharing fleet owners, Aggregator,
CPOs, etc.).

5.3

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

Based on the assessment, MEISTER Consortium partners involved in BM6 selected the minimum scope option
as a possible option and rejected intermediate and maximum scope options. Following the options for further
examination in the Outline Business Cases (MEISTER Deliverable 2.2) are described:
•
Status quo option:
This option represents the current situation and should provide a baseline against which the other listed
options should be compared. In BC8, BC9 and BC10, the Status quo is not a realistic option as Smart Charging
is an innovative service that will be deployed in the city for the first time.
•
Minimum scope option (Preferred way forward):
This option consists of testing the potential benefits of V2G technology for charging and discharging EVs at a
laboratory. MEISTER Product 5 Smart Charging and Storage Platform (SCSP) will be developed in a Laboratory
with the required technical equipment for registering test users and monitoring the energy that is charged
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and discharged in the EVs (scope, scale and location). Smart Charging service will be provided by an aggregator (EON) that will also oversee managing MEISTER SCSP platform. The SCSP will provide flexibility and stabilisation services to the DSO upon request (needs) (service solution and delivery). Specifically, the SCSP will:
-

Provide the EV fleet manager with a cheaper source to charge the cars (decentralised source): when
there is an excessive generation of renewable energy, the power could be fed into the available cars
connected to the charger. This will (1) prevent shutdown of RES and (2) allow to use the RES for
charging and thus bringing higher revenues to the RES producer, than by feeding into the grid.

-

Allow grid balancing: including the EV batteries and their V2G functionality as a main component of
the SCSP will permit the fulfilment of the stabilisation and flexibility request of the DSO. At the same
time, this would allow revenue generation for the Aggregator who offers flexibility services.

-

Decrease the needed CAPEX for grid infrastructure and equipment to avoid damages : digitalization
on the IoT level providing data on how many cars are connected and how much is the State of Charge
(SoC) for each EV, as well as availability of uni-directional and bi-directional chargers, and the role of
an Aggregator/CPO who can control the charging and the discharging of the cars, can permit a reduction in the investment of the DSO in grid updates such as the replacement of copper equipment,
stationery batteries, steerable transformers and cables, to avoid damages.

Finally, the development of MEISTER SCSP platform will be covered with MEISTER project funding (funding).

5.4

RISK ASSESSMENT

The Outline Business Case process identified and evaluated the key risks which could potentially negatively
affect the achievement of the investment objectives, whether preventing, degrading or delaying its
attainment.
The methodology used to quantify risks has comprised the following steps:
•

•
•
•

Main business, service and other external risks have been contemplated drawing on the results
of the SOBC presented in the table ‘Risks of BC10’, and new risks not considered before have
been added, such as “design risks”, “funding risks” and “operational risks”. Risks not applicable
anymore have not been scored (-) and new adapted risks have been included. Materialised risks
are marked with an ‘(m)’.
Each risk has been assigned a score from 1 to 5, depending on its impact and probability of
happening with regard to each option.
A final risk score has been calculated.
An initial assumption is that there is no substitutional offer so far (Satus Quo), which underpins
the impossibility and lack of need of quantifying Status Quo risks.

The results of this assessment of risks are presented below.
Table 12 - Risk matrix
Risk
Design
Funding
Operational
Lack of EVs and CPs with V2G integration technology.
Costs for deploying V2G infrastructure (borne by the fleet manager or the owner of the
city quarter).
Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders (i.e. Electric grid distributor, EV users) for
the deployment of V2G infrastructure.
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Minimum option
Prob.

Score

3
1
3
5

5
5
5
5

3

3

3

3
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Risk Score (Impact x Probability)
Minimum option

Risk
Demand for using the V2G service lower than expected, affecting the following associated use cases: reactive power and RES and Grid harmonics.
Low information from the DSO about payment of services.
National and European regulation on V2G infrastructure and battery management.
Increase in the cost of electricity.
DSOs are driven by regulation and might prefer CAPEX for grid updates.
Total Risk Score

5.5

Prob.

Score

3

1

1
4
1
3

1
4
1
5
125 / 275

COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND NPC FINDINGS

This section deals with an indicative Cost and Benefits Analysis (CBA) that details the key costs and benefits
associated with each of the options selected for further study. The purpose of the analysis is to identify which
of the short-listed options provides the greater Value for Money, that is, presents greater benefits for the
least cost.
Only quantifiable costs and benefits have been assigned monetary values in the CBA. Basic assumptions and
figures have been mostly based upon the information provided by DSOs. An initial assumption is that the
appraisal period is 10 years.
The discount rate applied in the economic analysis reflects the social view on how future benefits and costs
should be valued against present ones. According to Annex III to the Implementing Regulation on application
form and CBA methodology (Cost and benefit analysis), for the programming period 2014-2020 the European
Commission recommends that for the social discount rate 3 % is used for major projects in Member States
other than Cohesion countries.
The following table summarises the results of the cost and benefit analysis for each shortlisted option. A
minus sign in the last row denotes a Net Present Value, rather than a Net Present Cost.
The Total Project Cost and the Total Net Present Cost show excellent results under the preferred way
forward, especially when compared to the Status Quo.
Table 13 - Cost analysis of shortlisted options in BM6
Cost analysis
Quantifiable costs
€m
Capital cost
Revenue cost
Vehicle renting
Charge Point Operation
Energy consumption
Employees
SIM, backend (Aggregator)
Fee for V2G chargers (DSO)
Transformer operation
Transformer maintenance
Parking lots (opportunity costs)
Total project cost
Net Present Cost
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Status quo

Minimum scope (preferred way
forward)

176.500,00 €
6.240.747,70 €

626.500,00 €
7.365.497,70 €

4.904.762,50 €
206.250,00 €

4.904.762,50 €
-€

304.735,20 €
825.000,00 €

304.735,20 €
825.000,00 €
66.000,00 €
1.100.000,00 €
99.000,00 €
66.000,00 €

528.000,00 €
6.945.247,70 €
1.914.544,12 €

528.000,00 €
7.991.997,70 €
- 279.516,68 €
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Main benefits emerging from BM6 and analysed are the savings in CO2 emissions, the benefits in RES
utilization and in CHP utilization. Savings from the preferred way forward are clearly higher than in the
counterfactual Status Quo.
Table 14 - Benefit analysis of shortlisted options in BM6
Benefit analysis (€)
Quantifiable benefits
Status quo

Cost items
Reduction in CO2 emissions
RES
CHP utilisation
Total

21.120,00
21.120,00

Minimum scope (preferred way forward)
21.120,00
1.320.000,00
220.000,00
1.561.120,00

Following the annual distribution of Costs and Benefits (including non-cash benefits and estimated revenue
streams) in each option is analysed and presented. A minus sign in the last row of the table denotes a NPV
instead of a NPC.
Table 15 - Cost and Benefits Analysis
Cost and benefit analysis (€)
Status Quo
Year

Costs

Minimum scope (preferred way forward)

Benefits

Costs

Benefits

0

791.840,70

158.420,00

1.344.090,70

663.420,00

1

615.340,70

194.920,00

717.590,70

559.920,00

2

615.340,70

231.420,00

717.590,70

1.819.760,00

3

615.340,70

293.920,00

717.590,70

658.920,00

4

615.340,70

366.920,00

717.590,70

731.920,00

5

615.340,70

439.920,00

717.590,70

804.920,00

6

615.340,70

512.920,00

717.590,70

877.920,00

7

615.340,70

585.920,00

717.590,70

950.920,00

8

615.340,70

658.920,00

717.590,70

1.023.920,00

9

615.340,70

731.920,00

717.590,70

1.096.920,00

10

615.340,70

804.920,00

717.590,70

1.169.920,00

Net Cost

1.965.127,70

-615.122,30

NPC

1.914.544,12

- 279.516,68
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5.6

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED OPTION

Once all costs, benefits and risks have been assessed and quantified, the preferred way forward has been
selected. The minimum scope option emerges clearly as the preferred option because it has:
 The highest NPV.
 A low risk level, especially when contextualised (105 out of 350 of risk score).
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6

COMMERCIAL CASE

The Commercial Case outlines the proposed deals in relation to the preferred option selected in the economic case, clarifying:







a commercial route and plan;
the products and services intended for procurement
a risk sharing allocation plan;
the key contractual agreements;
a set of payment and charging mechanisms;
other contractual details;

In this case, the Commercial Case also includes the description of the pilot executed in Stockholm during
Meister Project.
As a result of the SOBC stage (D.2.1. – Strategic Outline Business Cases), a list of possible options for studying
and testing BM6- Smart Charing, during MEISTER project, was defined and assessed. Furthermore, a
preferred way forward for implementing this BM was confirmed by MEISTER Consortium.
In the Outline Business Case phase, an assessment of the likely commercial viability and the commercial
procedure of the selected option for implementing BM6 was discussed in a specific workshop that took place
in Berlin, on October 23th, and gathered the full participation of the MEISTER Consortium. The commercial
strategy details were further defined through bilateral interviews and information exchanges, to the point
the current status of the related implementation activities have permitted.
Later on, in the case of Stockholm, a pilot of the BC10 was finally carried out together with Ellevio, DSO in
Stockholm and Vattenfall, one of the CPOs offering public charging facilities in the inner city, focusing on
stabilizing the low voltage distribution grid by controlling EV chargers on public charging stations.

6.1

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

The commercial route defines the structured and best-suited way selected to approach the market and to
procure the required services and goods, which cannot be supplied in-house.
BM6, Smart Charging, is a smart grid innovation project whose testing is to take place in a laboratory, where
4 main Use Cases defined in advance will be demonstrated. This assumption has an impact on the commercial
route planning activities, that in the short-term will be focused on the needs and possibilities posed by the
lab environment. The short-term approach to the market will primarily rely on the outsourcing of the needed
services and goods for lab-testing activities.
The following is an overall description of the contracting strategy for the provision of technical assets and
services for the testing phase.





Collaborations under the MEISTER framework are foreseen with CERTH for developing the SCSP
and relevant protocols for communicating with an intermodal e-Mobility Platform.
Collaborations with other research entities within E.ON group (E.ON Energy Research Center) for
a full-scale simulation of the distribution system. ERC participates because the test environment
in the ERC consists of the RTDS system (Real Time Digital Simulator), application and servers. The
protocol converter application and the RTU (Remote Terminal Unit), which is installed in the lab
and is communicating directly to the EAS setup at SHN.) for the lab testing phase.
Private contracting agreements with the DSO, providing SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data
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6.2

Acquisition) and GCC systems.
CPO with EVs connected with V1G.
The venues for the lab testing activities are the relevant labs at CERTH, E.ON, SHN and E.ON
Research Center.
The final what-if analysis, explaining (1) the grid stabilisation by communicating with the Grid
Control Center and (2) the improved efficiency in a city quarter by communication between the
SCSO and a local Energy Control Center, will not be outsourced but will be carried out by BM6
promoter organisation, E.ON.

COMMERCIAL PLAN

The commercial plan has as its objectives to provide a detailed mapping of the main contractual
arrangements needed for the full implementation BM6, to set realistic timelines and to specify goods and
services to be procured.

6.2.1 Key contractual agreements
A detailed study of the key contractual agreements needed to implement BM6 in the short (testing and
piloting), but also long-term, has been conducted. Therefore, the results of this activity are relevant both
during the first piloting phase under the MEISTER project, as well as for the subsequent potential full rollout.
The below-presented table includes information on the goods and services required for BM6 (object of the
contract), their estimated cost and the delivery mode (type or agreement) to be used. Possible suppliers have
also been identified (provider) and indicative timescales have been outlined (timescale). Funding sources and
estimated cost have also been foreseen.
A payment and charging structure is also outlined. The payment mechanism is the formula against which a
foreseen payment will be made for the goods and services to be procured by the key organisation (E.ON) for
the delivery of BM6. The anticipated charging mechanisms, on its part, shape the regime (fees, tariffs, etc.)
established for charging end-users of BM6 for the reception of services delivered under this framework, as
well as for paying other partners within the Business Case.
Some initial assumptions on the payment and charging framework of BM6 are:





The end-user is the DSOs, that is requesting flexibility services.
The SCSP is the trading platform between the DSO, the Aggregator () and the Fleet Manager.
Once the SCSP is in place, the DSO will not have to invest in additional infrastructure to avoid any
damages due to the 4 situations explored (use cases), hence receiving a monetary benefit or saving
by reducing CAPEX needed due to replacement of copper equipment with IT solutions.
The Aggregator-which is also the CPO in MEISTER- and the Fleet manager, will be entitled to a
revenue based on the contractual agreements between all the three parties (DSO and Aggregator,
Aggregator and Fleet operator).
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Table 16 - Key contractual agreements
#C

C1

C2

C3

C4

Contracting
part

Object of the contract

DSO

Distribution System Operator role:
provision of times
and types of flexibility services requests, as well as
facilities and technical infrastructure.

DSO

CPO role: provision
of management
services for the
charging infrastructure.

DSO

Fleet Manager
role: provision of
EV batteries and
EVs database by a
MSP.

DSO

Facility manager
role/Households
role: Provision of

Provider

DSO: Schleswig Holstein
Netz AG (SHN)

DSO (Optional role. It could
be a CPO itself or the Aggregator acting as the CPO.
In MEISTER, the Aggregator
is also the CPO, that defines the charging)

Type of agreement

Private contract

Timescale

Initially,
MEISTER project duration

Estimated
cost

To be determined

Initially,
MEISTER project duration.
To be determined

In-house provided

Initially,
MEISTER project duration.
MOQO (MSP), provides
V1G EVs.

Households/Private users
(In MEISTER, Households
are not part of the set up.
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To be determined

Private contract

Private contract

Initially,
MEISTER project duration.

To be determined

Payment and charging structure

• The tariff model used by the Aggregator can be: a dynamic tariff
(depending on time and consumption) or net utilisation fee (kWh
consumption units) based in time,
duration and amount of power
used.

• Incentive earned by the CPO in
case it accepts and correctly handles the flexibility request.
• Rejection can lead to a penalty depending on the contract.
• A higher revenue stream can be attained by the Aggregator/CPO
thanks to previous simulations that
allow to find an optimal allocation
of EVs.
• The Aggregator forwards part of
the fee paid by the DSO, to the
fleet manager or private EV user as
a small compensation or profit fee
for ‘blocking’ the EVs.
• The EV fleet manager also obtains
a cheaper energy source for EV
charging.
• Dependent on price of kWh.
• Cheaper price of energy for residents.

Funding
source

-

MEISTER
funding

MEISTER
funding

MEISTER
framework
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C5

DSO

C6

DSO

C7

DSO

charging infrastrucGEWOBAG will be the facil• Reduction of parking spaces
ture and RES proity manager offering the lo(~30.000€/parking space) due to
carsharing.
duction.
cal energy management.)
Contractual agreements only in place for BM6 testing/piloting (to be update in accordance to Stockholm pilot when defined)
Additional supplier
See “ComPrivate contract
and manufacturer
mercial time(Exclusive cooperarole: Provision of
scale”
tion and developTo be deV2G EVs, suitable
To be detrmined
Not relevant.
ment partnership
termined
chargers, and an
in Europe and leasapp for accessing
ing of EVs)
EVs data.
Other collaboraSee “Comtions I: supporting
MEISTER framemercial timeTo be deCERTH
N/A
technical developscale”
work (VMZ, CERTH)
termined
ments of P5.

MEISTER
funding

Other collaborations II: Simulation
tasks and relevant
technical facilities
and infrastructure.

Meister
funding.
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To be determined

Private subcontracting agreement
with ERC.

See “Commercial timescale”

To be determined

N/A

Meister
funding.
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6.2.2 Required outputs and services
The purpose of this section is to outline the scope of the procurement activities drawing on the key
contractual agreements already identified. The following table contains a first overview of the required
attributes for the services and goods.
Table 17 - Required outputs and service streams
Reference
contract

Required outputs/ services

#C1

Flexibility services requests.

#C2

Management of the charging infrastructure.

#C3

Provision of EV batteries and access to EV database by a MSP.

#C4

Provision of charging infrastructure and RES production

#C5

Provision of V2G EVs, suitable
chargers and app.

#C6

Other collaborations (CERTH,
VMZ)

#C7

Other collaborations (ERC)

Desirable attributes
• Collection of metering data (In MEISTER this is simulated by E.ON Research
Center)
• Identification of “amber” status.
• Issuance of requests for stabilization services from the Aggregator.
• Provision of SCADA and GCC systems
• Charging infrastructure operation and maintenance (control of the
chargers).
• Unidirectional EV batteries (V1G) for flexibility services.
• Provision of access to EV database: data about the State of charge of the
EVs and location.
• Generation of Renewable Energy
• Technical infrastructure and requirements for cooperation between DSO,
Aggregator and Fleet Manager.
• Energy management system with real time data on local energy generation.
• In MEISTER, a local Home energy management systems is set up in CERTH
premises. The SCS platform also takes the role of the CPO for the EV
chargers in this case.
• EVs and EVSE with vehicle-to-grid V2G or reverse charge functionality.
• Access to data about SoC of EVs, through an App provided by Nissan.
• Development of the Smart Charging and Storage Platform (SCSP) with technical functionalities to address the four services already described in the
Strategic Case (Business needs).
• Intermodal e-Mobility Platform.
• Communication architecture.
• RTDS system, application and servers.
• Protocol converter application and RTU, communicating directly to the EAS
setup at SHN.

6.2.3 Commercial timescales
The commercial implementation timescale is the plan to be followed for approaching the market just over
the duration of BM6 pilot phase.
Given the fact the full roll-out of BM6 is uncertain and can be distant in time, the need to further detail the
procurement timescales in the long run, will be decided in the Full Business Case Stage.
Table 18 - Indicative procurement timeline
Procurement Milestone
Screening phase
Commercial Plan outlined.
Scoping of goods and services requirements.

Description

Indicative date/period

Key features delineated.
Internal discussions with MEISTER partners for the specification of technical requirements.

3Q 2019
3Q 2019
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Procurement Milestone
Pre-procurement market sounding.

Description
Identification of different suppliers and first talks.

Pre-contractual phase
Key contractual arrangements.

Definition of main characteristics of the contractual agreements.
Engagement with stakeholders, including key suppliers (i.e.
holding interviews with different DSOs- SHN, ENDESA, etc.-,
MSPs- MOQO- and V2G EVs manufacturers -NISSAN-).

Pre-procurement market engagement.
Evaluation.
Contract negotiation.

Assessment of deals and terms.
Discussion of contract terms.

Contractual phase: contract signing
Provision of times and types of flexibility services requests (#C1)
Provision of EV batteries and EVs database by a MSP. (#C3)
Provision of V2G EVs and suitable
chargers. (#C5)
Other collaborations (#C6)
Other collaborations (#C7)

6.3

Indicative date/period
3Q 2019

3Q 2019
3Q 2019

3Q 2019
3Q 2019- 1Q 2020

Contract period initially covers in-lab testing phase.

1Q 2020

Contract period initially covers in-lab testing phase.

1Q 2020

Contract period covers in-lab testing phase.

1Q 2020

Contract period covers in-lab testing phase.

1Q 2020

Contract period covers in-lab testing phase.

1Q 2020

POTENTIAL RISK ALLOCATION

Key commercial risks of BM6 have been identified, evaluated and recorded in the risk register. Relevant
managers within BM6 have assessed the allocation of risks between the Aggregator/CPO, the DSO, the EV
fleet manager and the Facility manager. The table below illustrates the percentage (%) of risk borne by each
party.
Table 19 - Risk allocation for BM6
Potential allocation of risk
Risk Category

Aggreg
ator/
CPO

DSO

EV fleet
manager

Facility
Manager

Other
(CERTH,
VMZ,
ERC…)

Client / Business
risks

100%

-

-

-

-

Design

80%

10%

10%

-

-

Development

50%

-

-

-

Transition and
Implementation

40%

20%

20%

20%
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50%

-

Reason

• The Aggregator bears the business risks
as BM6 revolves around the provision of
flexibility services by the Aggregator to
the DSO, who is the end-user.
• The risk of not delivering the service to
the required quality standards is mostly
borne by the Aggregator/CPO (E.ON),
that develops the SCSP solution under
the MEISTER framework, in collaboration
with the DSO and the EV fleet manager.
• The risk of the software and other technical developments is not completed on
time, to budget and to specification is
with E.ON and other collaborators directly involved the R&D tasks.
• Seamless transition from status quo to
BM6 is highly fragmented, as it depends
on the correct collaboration between the
Aggregator (E.ON), and third parties such
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Availability and
Performance

100%

-

-

-

-

Operational

50%

50%

-

-

-

Revenue

100%

-

-

-

-

Termination

-

-

-

-

-

Technology and
Obsolescence

-

-

-

-

-

Funding

-

-

-

-

-

Legislative

100%

-

-

-

-

Residual value risks

90%

-

-

-

10%
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as the DSO, the EV fleet manager and the
Facility manager.
• The risk that the flexibility services provided are less than that required under
the contract is borne by the Aggregator.
• However, close collaboration with the
DSO (end-user) in the R&D activities under MEISTER ensure the future service
provision aligns with the DSO demands.
• BM6 framework foresees potential penalties for the Aggregator if it rejects to
handle certain flexibility service requests
from the DSO.
• The risk of the variation of operating
costs and of the non-provision of the service, is borne by the Aggregator/CPO
(E.ON) and the DSO. The former is the
one concerned with the profitability of
BM6, and the latter is the one that ultimately bears the economic costs related
to operation (OPEX), as BM6 generates
savings in CAPEX.
• As the DSO would be in a contractual
agreement with the Aggregator, the contract will specify each stabilisation service and it´s associated tariffs.
• However, the risk that the demand for a
service does not match the levels projected is with the Aggregator (E.ON), as it
provides the main service in BM6.
• The risk of termination is not significant
for BM6 as it is still an in-lab project, and
depends on certain legislative/policy
amendments for its full implementation.
• The risk that changes in technology result in services being provided using suboptimal technical solutions is not relevant as BM6 is testing an innovative solution with potential to open new market
segments.
• The funding risk, which could potentially
lead to delays and reductions in scope of
BM6 is not significant, as it is funded under the MEISTER project.
• Legislative or policy changes leading to
unforeseen consequences constitute a
risk borne by the Aggregator (E.ON), but
also an enabling factor for BM6.
• The RTUs to connect the SCADA system
with the ERC RTDS and the SCS platform
will be usable in other projects
• The V2G box is used for testing purposes
in the E.ON lab anyway; so no stranded
investments.
•
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6.4

CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER ISSUES

The following additional commercial issues have been considered by E.ON:
 The EV owners or operator’s permission to manage the EV charging process and potentially blocking
the EV for some time, based on research results: a sort of warranty that the battery lifetime will not
be inflicted.
 A significant or complete reduction of the grid utilization fees which allows the Aggregator to provide
the DSO ancillary services without endangering the business model.
 A relevant market share and functionality of load and reverse injection power. In Germany, payments
for ancillary services in the low and mid voltage are also expected.

6.5

PILOT IMPLEMENTATION.

Finally, the BM Smart Charging was tested in Stockholm. To mitigate the consequences of the owithdrow of
EON as business model leader for the Stockholm pilot, for reasons however unrelated to the pilot itself, the
project consortium reached out to charging point operators in Stockholm. Vattenfall recognised both the
scientific and commercial innovation potential from the MEISTER SCSP and in particular this BC and accepted
to provide their public EV charging infrastructure to the project. Overall, the change of the CPO did not affect
the research outcomes from the pilot whatsoever. So, in the Implementation of the demonstration were
involved Ellevio, DSO in Stockholm and Vattenfall, one of the CPOs offering public charging facilities in the
inner city, whilst experiments were coordinated by CERTH.
The pilot was located in three streets, namely Kungsgatan, Lindhagensgatan, Västmannagatan hosting a total
of 22 charging points from GARO company, run by Vattenfall (Figure 7 and 8). To ensure uniformity in the
retrieval of the experimental results, the 22 EVSE have been selected to be identical. More precisely, each
EVSE is a 3-ph AC charger with a nominal power of 22 kW and double Type 2 sockets.
After performing several tests in order to ensure the proper and seamless operation of the SCSP, the Stockholm pilot began officially on the 06/09/2021. The Stockholm pilot experiments were carried out continuously for over two months until 12/11/2021.
Smart Charging in Stockholm focuses on stabilizing the low voltage distribution grid by controlling EV chargers
on public charging stations. More specifically, the Distribution System Operator (DSO) sends a request for
reducing power consumption for a specific duration of time to the charging point operator (CPO) via the
Smart Charging and Storage Platform (SCSP). The SCSP at its core contains an optimization algorithm that
calculates the charging power profile to be delivered by each EV charger and ultimately, the SCSP sends the
set-points to the EV chargers. The DSO finally evaluates the request fulfillment in real time using actual measurements taken from various points of the low voltage grid.
Power steering, essentially being a power reduction request, unlocks consumption flexibility. This is particularly useful in cases of an increased electrification in urban areas; such illustrative case is the City of Stockholm
which is in need of tackling peak forecasted load consumptions particularly prominent in winter time.
Smoothening the aforementioned load peaks can facilitate and accelerate the deployment of more public
charging stations in the City of Stockholm in the coming years.
Overall the MEISTER SCSP successfully managed 2729 charging sessions. In parallel a total of 101 power steering requests was dispatched successfully from the platform to various chargers from the portfolio, the control
of which was properly realized by the SCSP. In average two power steering requests were dispatched and
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managed daily by the SCSP. The maximum power reduction per request that was achieved during the Stockholm pilot reached 10 kW, while the maximum chargers that were controlled at the same time during one
request, were three.
The end users for this BC pilot were the CPOs. The EV drivers had not been involved in the implementation
of the BC10 pilot, owing to two main reasons:


Limited time, i.e. finalizing the business case, formalizing contracts and streamlining input with
WP7, made it impossible to include EV drivers in this pilot. EV drivers as end user inclusion requires considerable resources to inform EV drivers prior to the pilot so as to meet incoming questions efficiently as well as to draft, dimension and carry out a proper user evaluation.



Although power steering (power reduction) at times of capacity shortage is necessary for the
continued electrification of the transport sector, the individual EV user can perceive it as a reduced or downsized service, i.e. charging the battery with lower power, leading to longer charging duration. This is a general remark that corresponds to most demand side management Smart
Grid applications. Such misconceptions are expected to become obsolete in the near future. To
ensure the rollout of the pilot without unjustified customer hindering, a joint decision between
Vattenfall, Ellevio, the city of Stockholm and CERTH was made to leave the EV drivers outside of
the BC10 demonstration.

The Stockholm pilot demonstration included the interconnection between three distinctive platforms,
namely the Vattenfall platform (local Charging Point Management Platform), the Ellevio platform (Distribution System Monitoring Platform) and the MEISTER Smart Charging and Storage Platform, while the coordination of the pilot was held from Stockholm city, see Figure 10.

Figure 2: Solution architecture for BC10
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7

FINANCIAL CASE

As a result of the SOBC, short-listed options that are affordable for implementing this BM, considering
existing potential funding sources were defined.
In the OBC stage, the Financial Case studies the implementation of the BM, addressing its affordability and
detailing its financial implications.
BM6 Financial Case is broken down in 4 Use Cases, one per service solution developed.

On the other side, the main financial assumptions for BM6 are described in the following tables.
Table 20 - Use Case 1 financial assumptions
Use Case 1- High load
Service description
High load can occur where additional strong loads are being connected, like EV-chargers, heat pumps, electrical heating. Wherever
this occurs, the installation of smart devices is mandatory or the installation of a local energy management system. The high load
will lead to a faster degradation of the grid devices – transformer, power electronics, cabling – and might lead to either a refusal
to connect more devices or in the worst case to a temporary shutdown of the grid.
DSO activities without smart grid
DSO activities with smart grid
The DSO will have to upgrade the grid physically, i.e. it would In this case the DSO would fall back on flexibility offerings in the
have to:
local grid segment.
For this it will have to implement low voltage metering devices

Implement local metering devices.

Upgrade the transformer and also upgrade the and most likely also start doing forecasts on consumption in the
cabling and the grid accesses or install another grid segments.
transformer and put more copper = cabling into the The aggregator will have to contract the households or fleets
using EVs to allow it to manage the EV charging.
ground.
A preliminary calculation of the activities without smart grid will
show, what the additional costs will be and thus give an
indication, what price would be efficient for the DSO.
CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO
CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO and cost savings
This means excessive CAPEX. The OPEX would remain CAPEX:
unchanged, the extension of the Grid Control Centre to the low V1G: The V1G installations would require smart chargers and in
voltage will have to be done anyway.
the best scenario OCPP1.6 ready devices – thus allowing the
control of the power via setpoints.
Additional CAPEX would include:

The first 20 11-kW chargers should not bring a

Additional intelligent transformer station.
problem for the grid.

Upgraded cabling estimated.

V2G: 1 out of 2 chargers would be equipped with

Depreciation over 20 years.
V2G. There is an initial assumption of a max. of 10
V2G chargers leading with depreciation over 20 years
OPEX:

V1G: Additional efforts would be communication and
backend operation.

V2G: the same applies to V2G.
The physical upgrade of a local grid (segment) will not be
needed, and this would entail cost savings regarding:

Installation of an intelligent transformer.

Digging, putting new cabling.
Depreciation period: 20 years.
CAPEX and OPEX for the Aggregator
The smart upgrade in a grid – assumed the problems stemming
from the EV chargers – would mean an upgrade of 10 V1G
chargers to V2G chargers, that would today offer an injection
power of 100 kW in total. Depreciation period: 10 years.
Other operational fees are also considered.
Rationale behind the Business Case for UC1.
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The idea is that the DSO pays for this injection and omits net utilization fee. The injection would substitute the energy delivery
via the mid voltage and benefit from reduced net utilization fees. A case by case service payment can be expected. The regulatory and legislator framework for that is not yet in place but under work.

Table 21 - Use Case 2 financial assumptions
Use Case 2- Local RES consumption
Service description
Whenever the local RES generation is higher than the local load, the energy will be transported to the mid voltage. In case of too
many RES generators feeding into the mid voltage there is an option to shut down the RES generation or more the injection into
the local grid. The fee for the generation is however being paid to the prosumers. The alternative is to consume the energy locally
by starting EV chargers (V1G).
DSO activities without smart grid
DSO activities with smart grid
The DSO will shut down the RES generation and pay
approximately 5 ct/kWh to the prosumers – and the forecasted
generation, which is now missing, has to be substituted by a
conventional generation (“redispatch”), typical values are 3,5
ct/kWh.

The DSO would, in case of a forecasted low load and high RES,
ask the aggregators for flexibility. In this case it will ask them if
they would be able to start charging.
In case of a local consumption, the DSO would be relieved with
around 3,5 ct/kWh. This, however, assumes that the
apportionment and the grid utilization fee would not have to
be paid.
CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO and cost savings
In case of too high RES generation in the low voltage, especially
from PV, the generation will be shut down – starting at
installation with >= 30 kW(peak). The generation fee would
have to be paid in any case, as well as a redispatch in a power
plant will have to be triggered to substitute the missing energy
from the shutdown.
This has to be paid by the DSO and is socialized within the Law
on RES generation framework. The fee is presently at 9 ct/kWh
for generation and 3,5 ct/kWh for the redispatch.
Cost savings:

The socializing of the shutdown is avoided, the DSO and the
overall EEG process saves 9 – 12,5 ct/kWh.
CAPEX and OPEX for the Aggregator
The aggregator would receive the energy for free and would
partially hand over this advantage to the EV user.
Rationale behind the Business Case for UC2.
The idea is that the DSO reduces or omits the net utilization and other fees. The regulatory and legislator framework for that is
not yet in place but it is under work.
With the local consumption of the RES, the consumer will have to pay the generation fee (9 ct/kWh) and charge at a reduced net
utilization fee ( ~ 3 ct/kWh): he consumes for 12 ct/kWh instead of 28-30 ct/kWh, the typical value in Germany – and thus saves
~ 18 ct/kWh.
The omission of the net utilisation fee leads to a positive Business Case.

Table 22 - Use Case 3 financial assumptions
Use Case 3- Harmonics
Service description
Harmonics occur when a “wrong” frequency is being injected into the grid. Wherever this occurs, the distribution system is in
danger. The Energy Quality boundaries are violated. A technical solution is the setup of device, which rectifies the whole power
flow and then inverts it again, thus removing the harmonics.
Another possibility (smart grid) is to use the V2G functionality, one group of chargers will start charging (V1G), another group will
start injecting the same power (V2G): the effect is similar to the above-mentioned device.
The assumption is that the V2G chargers are already in place (service no. 1) so this is a value-added service which needs no
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investment.
The EV chargers and the embedded power electronics will contribute to a rise of harmonics.
DSO activities without smart grid
DSO activities with smart grid
The DSO will have to install the above-mentioned device and in
the mid-term the DSO will have to find the source of the
harmonics and solve the problem there.

In this case the DSO would fall back on flexibility offerings in the
local grid segment. For this he will have to implement low
voltage metering devices.

Wherever a short-term reaction is required or the problem
cannot be solved, the above-mentioned service could be
requested and avoid a local shutdown of the grid and the
compliance with EN 50160.
CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO

The aggregator will have to contract the households or fleets
using EVs to allow him to manage the EV charging.

CAPEX:

CAPEX:




Additional rectification/inverting device plus
installation.
Alternative: analysis

OPEX


CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO and cost savings



The metering device and the above-mentioned
device would have to be maintained and managed.

V1G: while the V1G installations would require
smart -chargers and in the best of all worlds OCPP1.6
ready devices – thus allowing the control of the
power via setpoints = no additional expenses.
V2G: 1 out of 2 chargers would be equipped with V2G,
assuming a max. of 10 V2G chargers - depreciation
over 20 years.

OPEX



V1G: Additional efforts would be communication and
backend operation.
V2G: the same applies to V2G.

Cost savings:


Investment avoided regarding ‘filtering’ device and
installation and remote control.
CAPEX and OPEX for the Aggregator
None –this will be used as a value-added service on top of
service no. 1
Rationale behind the Business Case for UC3.
The idea is that the DSO pays for this parallel consumption and injection service and reduces or omits any net utilization fee. The
regulatory and legislator framework for that is not yet in place but under work.
An annual fee per V2G charger would be an additional and full revenue stream for the Aggregator.

Use Case 4- Reactive power
Service description

Table 23 - Use Case 4 financial assumptions

Problems with reactive power occur when a power consumption or injection works not aligned with the actual phase of the
current and the voltage in the grid, thus creating a phase shift. For commercial grid accesses typically, a planning is being done
and the setup of a compensation facility.
With households and especially prosumers this is not being done explicitly – so no compensation is in place and the efficiency of
the power transfer can be gravely worsened.
A possibility (smart grid) is to use the V2G functionality to inject reactive power, which will compensate the problem in the grid.
The EV chargers and the embedded power electronics will contribute to a rise of reactive power.
DSO activities without smart grid
DSO activities with smart grid
The DSO will have to install a metering device and a general
compensation facility or will have to accept the low efficiency.

In this case the DSO would fall back on flexibility offerings in the
local grid segment. For this he also will have to implement low
voltage metering devices.
The aggregator will have to contract the households or fleets
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CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO

using EVs to allow him to manage the EV charging.
CAPEX and OPEX for the DSO and cost savings

Additional CAPEX:

CAPEX:




Additional compensation facility: depreciation over
20 years.
Installation per grid segment.

V2G: 1 out of 2 chargers would be equipped with
V2G, assuming a max. of 10 V2G chargers - depreciation over 20 years.

OPEX

OPEX:




The compensation facility and the metering device
would have to be maintained and managed.



V2G: Additional efforts would be communication
and backend operation.

Cost savings:


Compensation facilities are not expensive in general
for a commercial grid access. To install a
compensation facility for the whole grid segment will
be expensive.

The metering and optimal position must be analysed.
The installation itself is estimated per grid segment.
Depreciation over 10 years.
CAPEX for the Aggregator
None, the service is regarded as a value-added service for
service no. 1. Installation of V2G chargers just for the
compensation of the reactive power is not envisaged.
The injection will, however, improve the power factor and thus
reduce the energy ‘losses’ in the reactive power – thus gravely
improving the energy efficiency and the power quality.
Rationale behind the Business Case for UC4.
The idea is that the DSO pays for this injection service and the energy and reduces or omits any net utilization fee.The regulatory
and legislator framework for that is not yet in place but under work.
An annual fee per V2G charger would be an additional full revenue stream for the Aggregator.

7.1

POTENTIAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

For BM6 financial forecasting, an analysis timeframe of 10 financial years has been selected.
The preferred option requires an estimated capital and operational expenditure of around 8 million € over
the 10-year appraisal period.
The funding for the project could be made up from the following main sources:
 MEISTER funding, mainly for the development and piloting of the MEISTER software (SCSP).
 Revenues coming from BM6 four main services.
 Own funds for covering potential initial funding gaps (investments).
The table below sets out the estimated financial outputs (capital and revenue impact) of the preferred option
over the 10-year modelled period.
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Table 24 - Capital requirements
Capital and funding requirements
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Preferred option:
Capital costs
Revenue costs
Other
Total

626.500,00 €
669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

669.590,70 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

48.000,00 €

1.344.090,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

717.590,70 €

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

521.500,00 €

558.000,00 €

594.500,00 €

657.000,00 €

730.000,00 €

803.000,00 €

876.000,00 €

949.000,00 €

1.022.000,00 €

1.095.000,00 €

159.590,70 €

-123.090,70 €

60.590,70 €

12.409,30 €

85.409,30 €

158.409,30 €

231.409,30 €

304.409,30 €

377.409,30 €

*Funded by:
Existing funds
Revenue
Total funding
requirements

- 822.590,70 €

-
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1.168.000,00 €
450.409,30 €
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7.2

OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS

7.2.1 Net effect on prices
No analysis on net effect on prices has been developed as a consequence of the immaturity of the context to
develop BM6.

7.2.2 Potential impact on balance sheet and on the income and expenditure account.
This section provides an approximation to the impact of BM6 in the key public organisations’ balance sheet
and income and expenditure account. As the pilot and the options have been analysed only in cases where
the owner of the infrastructure were private companies, no potential impact on the balance sheet of the
local councils has been identified.

7.2.3 Overall affordability
The preferred option implies an increase in capital and revenue costs comparing to the existing arrangements
in the Status quo option. The estimated overall costs of BM6 over the appraisal period have been studied. A
rough annualised spend profile is presented in the table below.
Revenue streams foreseen for BM6 make it fully financially viable in the long-term. Regarding the overall
affordability of BM6, there is an initial funding gap corresponding to the capital investments needed for the
model which, however, would be outweighed over the appraisal period. Although the annualised cashflow is
negative until FY4, it turns positive from then onwards, making the negative cumulative cashflow to show
signs of improvement and to become positive in FY8.
In conclusion, BM6 financial case shows the preferred option is viable and potentially affordable. Current
financial information and modelling will be further completed with additional data in future stages of product
implementation.
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Table 25 - Cashflow Analysis for BM6
Annualised cashflow (€)
Item
Revenue (inflow)

FY0

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

FY5

FY6

FY7

FY8

FY9

FY10
1.168.000,00

521.500,00

558.000,00

594.500,00

657.000,00

730.000,00

803.000,00

876.000,00

949.000,00

1.022.000,00

1.095.000,00

Cost (outflow)

-1.296.090,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

- 669.590,70

Annual cash
flow

- 774.590,70

- 111.590,70

-

-

12.590,70

60.409,30

133.409,30

206.409,30

279.409,30

352.409,30

425.409,30

498.409,30

- 774.590,70

- 886.181,40

- 973.862,80

- 913.453,50

- 780.044,20

- 573.634,90

- 294.225,60

58.183,70

483.593,00

982.002,30

Cumulative

75.090,70
961.272,10
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Total
8.974.000,00
7.991.997,70
982.002,30
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8

MANAGEMENT CASE

The Management Case should confirm the achievability of BM6 (BC8, BC9, BC10), and at the same time details the arrangements foreseen to ensure the delivery of the expected benefits and the management of the
risks.
The management case defines the following components of a comprehensive management strategy:






The project management arrangements in place;
The change management arrangements planned;
The realisation of the benefits;
The management of the risks;
The evaluation of the success of BM6.

The potential achievability of the project needs to be further analysed given the existing limitations in the
regulation of V2G technology deployment.
However, the management structure of the project was defined in the OBC stage (D.2.2.- Outline Business
Cases). In the OBC stage, a specific workshop to discuss the definition of the Management case took place in
Valencia, on February 17th 2020, gathering the participation of E.ON and managers from the three pilot cities.
The resulting Management case describes the basic BM6 management structure and project team. It also
deals with commitment of key stakeholders, project planning, definition of a risk register, outlining of a
benefits realisation plan, and other pilot-related arrangement activities.

8.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The Project Management structure established for BM6 was a typical organisational structure within E.ON:
SteerCo, Program Management, PM Office and projects. The SteerCo consists of managers from E-Mobility,
Innovation Management and Energy Solutions. The following is a schematic chart that outlines this
organisational structure.
Chart 1 - Project organisation structure for BC8, BC9 and BC10

The projects in the area of E-Mobility are managed according to the PMI standards. In respect of internal
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coordination, the Innovation Management and the Energy Solutions reach out to the Sales departments in
the organization. Moreover, the project is overseen by the SteerCo, which receives a monthly status report.
BM6 continuity after the end of MEISTER project will be dependent on the future development of the
Stockholm’s pilot. In respect to the other two cities (Berlin and Malaga), it will depend on the availability of
the following resources:







Charging Infrastructure (V1G and V2G chargers controlled by the SCS platform).
Specific App or the availability of API to know about the SoC of the EVs.
Decentralised generation of energy: Renewable energy sources like PV installation or windmill.
Grid control centre of the operating DSO and the connection of the SCADA system to the SCSP.
Normal and reverse charge capable electric vehicles like Nissan Leaf.
Charge point Management system operated by the Aggregator.

Finally, a chronological summary of the overall definition, implementation and post-MEISTER evolution of
BM6 has been elaborated considering elements such as main stages, key approvals, resources, activities and
critical paths or key points for monitoring.
Table 26 – BC8, BC9 and BC10 Scheduling
Stages or outcomes

Strategic planning
(Planning)

Activities

Resources

Key points for monitoring

Date

 Request from E.ON DK to take
over their role in the MEISTER
project

E.ON
Solutions,
E.ON Energy
Solutions

 Availability of resources,
market potential in the
B2M market

June 2018

 Analytics to define the legal or
regulatory boundaries for a
business case

E.ON, IKEM…

 Timeline of bringing the
relevant grid codes into
force

October –
December
2018

 Workshop with 2 major DSOs on
the EU guidelines for grid
stabilization

Engagement with
stakeholders
for BC piloting
(Initiation)

Obtention of expected
funding/financing (if
applicable) (Execution)

E.ON, SHN,
e.dis

 Approval by the DSOs

January 2019

March – June
2019

 Communication with DSOs:
- Endesa, Spain
- Gothenburg
- Malmö (E.ON)
- Stromnetze Berlin
- Bayernwerk Netze
- HEDNO, Greece

E.ON

 Perspective of the DSOs,
awareness of the grid
codes. interest in V2G
based ancillary services

 Decision of GEWOBAG not to
install local generation facilities
and a private grid

E.ON

 Refocusing on public
grids and V2G
functionality only

July 2019

 Decision to take ERC on board
for simulation of the low voltage
grid

E.ON, ERC

 Feasibility of the
simulation, alignment
with original plan for
WATERKANT

August 2019

 Decision to take SHN on board

E.ON, SHN

 Technical requirements
for connection ERC <>
SHN <> Certh / ITI

September
2019

 Research project
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 N/A.

N/A
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Installation of
infrastructure
/equipment
(Execution)

 Resource recruitment and
 equipment procurement

Execution

 Piloting

Go-live (potential next
steps after MEISTER)
(Completion)

8.2

E.ON

-

City of
Stockholm

-

Autumn 2019

Sept 2021

 Assessment and enhancements,
analysis of costs of scaling in
Stockholm.

CSO

 Integration with EMobility platform and
Virtual Power Plant
(VPP)

 Roadmap to full BC deployment

CSO

 Joint approach with BD,
Marketing and Sales

 Enhanced BC rollout

CSO

 Depending of results of
the project and the
regulation

2021
onwards

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

At the end of the OBC definition activities, it had been concluded that there was a change management plan
is in place in E.ON, as a promoter organisation for BM6.
The following change management actions had already been adopted:








The WP-5 project team has – with support from the metropoles and other partners in the project
consortium – reached out to the DSOs operating in Gothenburg, Malmö (E.ON), Malaga (ENDESA),
Stockholm (Ellevio), Berlin (Stromnetz Berlin), Greece (HEDNO), Netze Schleswig Holstein(E.ON),
Bayernwerk (E.ON) and has analysed if the DSOs have a technical interest in the stabilization services
provided by WP-5. As of April 2020, E.ON is trying to identify a potential piloting case for WP6.
In Germany there was a consultation going on, in which the Ministry of Economics and Energy
disputes with the utilities the future of the grid stabilization i.e. avoiding digging and installing copper
wires in the ground but instead establishing a smart grid infrastructure. The consultations finished in
autumn 2020, after that legislation and regulation start and not finished in time for the piloting.
In Malaga, the technical setup does not provide the necessary boundaries for a piloting, also the DSO
in Malaga is focussing on other topics.
In Stockholm, finally was implemented the pilot..

A broad roadmap for dealing with additional changes associated with BM6 has been delineated.
Table 27 - Change Management roadmap
Understanding change

Communicating Change

Reinforcing change

Business impact:
• Implementation of BM6 means a refocussing to a specific customer segment. Originally planned was the energy control in a city quarter, after a
re-alignment this shifted to stabilisation services in public distribution
grids.

External stakeholders:
• The WP-5 project team has – with
support from the metropoles and
other partners in the project consortium – reached out to the DSOs in
Gothenburg, Malmö (E.ON), Malaga,
Stockholm, Berlin, Greece (HEDNO),
Schleswig Holstein (E.ON), Bayern
(E.ON) and has analysed if the DSOs
have a technical interest in the stabilization services provided by WP-5.

How is change going to be supported?
• Measures for reinforcing change will
include a lessons-learnt exercise.
• The information will be dispersed
within the E.ON group via the contacts established by the project management, the included E.ON companies and the Steering Committee. The
MEISTER results will be communicated via the E.ON Intranet.

Impact on processes:
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Understanding change
• The above-mentioned shift has resulted in not talking to commercial
customers (B2M, B2B) but instead
having to include public grid operators, which are under a completely
different legislation and especially under regulation.

Communicating Change
• Car sharing company (pilot user).

Reinforcing change

Internal stakeholders:
• Internal staff.
• Decision-makers and concerned departments.
How is communication going to take
place/has taken place?
External stakeholders:
• The DSOs in Germany and Spain are
presently not included due to the fact
that they are by regulation not allowed to pay for the services that are
envisaged. The same applies to the
Greek DSO, HEDNO. The DSO in Stockholm is tendering flexibility and thus a
potential pilot user.
• In Germany, there is a consultation
going on, in which the Ministry of Economics and Energy disputes with the
utilities the future of the grid stabilization i.e. avoiding digging and putting
copper in the ground but instead establishing a smart grid. The consultations shall be finished until autumn
2020. Legislation and regulation activities will start after that and, therefore, will not be finished in time for
the piloting.
• In Stockholm, the DSO (Ellevio) is already tendering for stabilization in the
low voltage based on public charging
infrastructureStockholm City Council
will support the piloting approach
with Ellevio.
• The Malaga, technical setup does not
provide the necessary boundaries for
a piloting, also the DSO In Malaga is
focussing on other topics.
• Engagement actions are planned for
contacting a fleet management or carsharing company in Stockholm.
Internal stakeholders:
• The internal communication has
started already with focus on Germany and Sweden.
• The innovation management decisionmakers of E.ON are included in the
talks with the German government, to
support the establishment of the
above-mentioned services.

8.3

BENEFITS REALISATION

Considering the definitive KPIs from the pilot demonstration, the findings from the ex post evaluation in D.7.2
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show:
•

The BC shows the potential to decrease EV support equipment operational costs by reducing the
maximum simultaneous charging power through power steering
•

The potential might be affected by the share of PHEVs in the future

•

The economic potential would be alleviated by the lower turnover due to the decrease in electricity
consumption caused by power steering

•

The BC demonstrates the potential significant amount of flexibility services tendered by DSOs
•

•

8.4

In order to realize this potential, it should be made possible to steer all types of charging
(from one-phase to three-phase)

The BC shows the potential of power steering to prevent the possible capacity issue in the future and
can therefore contribute to an increased offer of charging infrastructure (higher availability and
faster deployment)

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risks resulting from limited knowledge, experience or uncertainty about the future or from changes in the
relationships between parties were identified early in the Strategic Outline Business Case (D.2.1) and will be
monitored during the development of BM6.
The framework for dealing with the management of risk is summarised in the following table. It lists all risks
identified in earlier steps, as well as new additional risks assessed during the definition of the Outline Business
Case. The table will be periodically updated through the course of the project, with input facilitated by
involved stakeholders and through periodic information exchanges, meetings and/or workshops.
Table 28 - Risk management framework
New
risk?

Key Risks

Responsible
organisation

-

Lack of EVs and charging points with V2G integration technology.

City Council/DSO

-

Costs for deploying V2G infrastructure.

City Council/DSO

-

Lack of participation of relevant stakeholders
(i.e. Electric grid distributor, EV users) for the
deployment of V2G infrastructure.

City Council/DSO

-

Demand for using the V2G service lower than
expected.

City Council/DSO

-

Low information from the DSO’s about payment of services

City Council/DSO

-

National and European regulation on V2G infrastructure and battery management.

City Council/DSO

-

Increase in the cost of electricity.

City Council/DSO

-

Public opinion affecting and changing the demand on e-mobility services.

City Council/DSO

-

DSO’s are driven by regulation and might prefer CAPEX for grid updates.

City Council/DSO
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Interdependencies
with other risks

Mitigation measures

Interrelated with
other context risks

• Analyse the status of flexibility
services in the lower voltage
levels in the EU.
• Participate in government
consultations and relevant associations to disseminate the
results of the MEISTER project.
• Include more DSOs to wonder
if these flexibility services
might be interesting.

Interrelated with
service risks

• Participate in government and
EU consultations and relevant
associations to disseminate
the results of the MEISTER
project.
• Convince E.ON grid companies
of the MEISTER approach.
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8.5

POST PILOT ASSESSMENT
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13
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more

All power steering
requests with one

Standard
deviation [kWh]

Mean [kWh]

The post project assessment reviews the project from business case definition to execution. This allows to
ratify the delivery of the services is taking place as outlined in the Outline Business Case. A post pilot Business
Case assessment has been carried out by IKEM and is included in the next pages (and in D.7.2. ).
Within BC10 pilot solely the economic impact as well as the impact on the energy and transport system have
been measured within the indicator analysis . Moreover, the BC has been finalized only during 2021 (cf. D6.5).
Therefore, it was not possible to define a thorough baseline specification for BC10 as for the other BCs.
Furthermore, the associate partners of the BC10 agreed to provide real-world data for the IA, as long as the
published indicator would mostly refer to relative changes only, but not reflect absolute numbers. Therefore,
the indicator selected for BC10 only consists of pure ex-post values that reflect relative changes during a
power steering period compared to the theoretical situation, where no power steering measures would have
been activated.
The BCs impact on the energy and transport system is measured by three different indicators, namely the
change of charging volume in kWh, share of successful power steering requests and power steering success
rate. Figure 3 illustrates the change of charging volume in kwh for all 24 power steering request periods, for
the 15 power steering request periods with one steered charger and for the nine power steering request
periods with two or three steered chargers. The chart shows that the average change of charging volume of
all power steering request periods has been very low (below 1 kWh). However, this effect is mainly due to
the fact that the charging volume for power steering requests with one steered charger increased by an
average of 6 kWh. During those periods, the effect of power steering was often distorted by parallel started
charging processes, which significantly increased the charging volume. Power steering requests with two or
three steered chargers show the effect of power steering. In those periods, the charging volume has decreased by an average of 12 kWh. Moreover, the high standard deviation of those period points out that the
reduction of the charging volume has been even higher during some request. The maximum reduction of the
charging volume during one request accounted for 27 kWh. Apart from that, the steering duration of each
power steering request was exactly 60 minutes. Together, those two findings demonstrate the potential of
the BC to prevent the possible capacity issue in the future and thereby contributing to an increased offer of
EVSE.

All power steering
requests with

charger steered
than one
charger(n=15)
steered (n=9)

Mean

Standard deviation

Figure 3: Average change of charging volume

Figure 4 depicts the average share of steered power in total power for all 24 power steering request periods,
for the 15 power steering request periods with one steered charger and for the nine power steering request
periods with two or three steered chargers. The average share of steered power in total power is quite similar
for all three categories, as it ranges from 13.4 % to 14 %. The low standard deviation values on the secondary
axis of the chart prove that this share this share was achieved relatively evenly for many power steering
requests.
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Figure 4: Average share of power steering in total power

Additionally, Figure 5 illustrates the share of successful power steering requests in all power steering requests1. The chart demonstrates that in total less than 50% of the power steering requests have been successful. However, this again due to the distorting effect charging processes, which have been started during
an active power steering request and therefore significantly increased the charging volume. Out of the nine
requests with two or three steered chargers six have been successful. Therefore, the share of successful
requests is significantly higher for this category.
Share of successful power
steering requests [%]

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
All power steering
requests (n=24)

All power steering
requests with one
charger steered (n=15)

True

All power steering
requests with more
than one charger
steered (n=9)

False

Figure 5: Average share of successful power steering requests

The average success rate2 of all successful power steering requests is shown by Figure 39. The average success rate accounts for 200% for all successful requests and even for 314% for all successful requests with two
or three steered chargers. Those very high rates are largely due to charging sessions that have not been
steered but finished during a power steering request period. The high values of the standard deviation of this
indicator point out that there has also been request with a success rate significantly lower than the average
rate. When the results of those three indicators are combined, it can be seen, on the one hand, that the BC
has a high potential to provide the DSO with a high amount of (tendered) flexibility services. On the other
1

A successful power steering request is defined as a request, which manages to reduce the charging energy after the
end of the request period compared to the beginning of the request period.
2

The success rate measures the difference of the charging energy after the end of the request period and at the
beginning of the request period divided by the requested energy.
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hand, the results also prove that this potential has been severely limited within the demonstration due to
the distorting effect of simultaneous charging processes that were not steered.

Standard deviation

Figure 6: Average power steering success rate
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The economic impact dimension of BC10 is measured by the three different indicators. Those indicators consist of share of power steering among chargers, the relative charging energy variation and relative change of
maximum simultaneous charging power during a power steering request. Figure 40 illustrates the share of
power steering among chargers for all 24 power steering request periods, for the 15 power steering request
periods with one steered charger and for the nine power steering request periods with two or three steered
chargers.

Mean Standard deviation

Figure 7: Average share of power steering among chargers

Figure 7 shows for all three categories that the share of the power steering set points3 was on average not
higher than 30% of the nominal power of the charging stations. The relatively low figures of the standard
deviation prove that this finding counts for the majority of the power steering requests. Apart from that, the
relative change of maximum simultaneous charging power during a power steering request is depicted by
Figure 41. The graph demonstrates that the maximum simultaneous charging power was on average even
slightly higher after the power steering request than before the start of the power steering. But this is again
due to the distorting effect of charging processes that were started at the same time as the power steering
period. However, Figure 41 also shows that the maximum simultaneous charging power could be reduced by
15% on average, when two or three chargers have been steered. The high values of the standard deviation
depicted on the secondary axis of Figure 41 point out that also within the nine requests with two or three
steered chargers the maximum simultaneous charging power could in some cases not be reduced significantly. When combining the findings of Figure 7 and Figure 8, it can be concluded that BC10 has a significant
3

A power steering set point is defined as the target power of the power steering request.
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potential to decrease the EVSE operational costs by decreasing the maximum simultaneous charging
power4, if the distorting effect of charging processes that are started during an active power steering request period, can be resolved.
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Figure 8: Average relative change of maximum simultaneous charging power
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Figure 9 shows the results of the b-a-u scenario that has been prepared for BC10. The chart clearly demonstrates that the maximum simultaneous charging power of all chargers of the pilot site is likely to be reached
soon at least once per year if the market ramp up of EVs in Stockholm continues to rise as forecasted. Thus,
the outcome of the b-a-u scenario underlines that the opportunity cost for not reducing the maximum simultaneous charging power of a period is very likely to increase significantly within the next years. This finding
clearly accentuates the economic potential of BC10.

0

Maximum simoultaneous charging power

Figure 9: Change of maximum simultaneous charging power – B-a-u-scenario

Furthermore, Figure 10 shows the relative change of the charging volume during a power steering request
period compared to the theoretical period without power steering. Due to the distorting effect of charging
session that have been started during a power steering request, the charging volume have been increased
by 7% on average during the power steering periods. But the charging volume has been decreased significantly on average during power steering periods with two or three steered chargers. Hence, Figure 10

4

In Sweden, as in many other European countries, the CPO has to pay a monthly (yearly) fee according to the highest
simultaneous charging power measured per month (year) at the grid connection level.
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demonstrates that the economic potential of BC10 would be alleviated by the lower turnover that is generated due to the lower charging volume during power steering request periods.
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Figure 10: Average charging energy variation
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9

RESULTS

Only one BC of the three BCs originally included in Business Model 6- Smart Charging had concluded with
executing a pilot in the city: the one in Stockholm. This result shows two findings: a) the immaturity of regulation and electrification in most of the cities to explore business models demanding more complex services
and b) the economic and financial interest of BM6 in the short term, especially considering the boost in EVs
sales.
The main driver for this BC is the necessity to release capacity in order to keep up with electrification targets.
According to the city's budget (2022), Stockholm will have to equip 100% of the municipally owned parking
spaces in the inner city with charging infrastructure by 2030. Electricity prices have in parallel reached record
levels during autumn 2021. Overcoming capacity shortage is a complex project requiring long term investments in improving the electricity distribution from the north to the south of Sweden and short term investments, such as flexibility markets and power steering tools, to enable the rollout of charging at a pace that is
necessary. In this regard, the DSO Ellevio was already working on a flexibility market but power steering will
be a necessary complement, together with other tools, in order to keep up with the city's targets for electrification of the transport sector.
Smart Charging pilot demonstrated a functional case of power steering on public charging in Stockholm for
the first time. In view of the capacity shortage expected to occur a few times during the year, there is a clear
need for cooperation between DSO and all CPOs offering charging in Stockholm. Power steering offers a
complementary tool to flexibility markets for DSOs, CPOs and cities across Europe with high paced electrification.
The pilot has shown a clear potential for upscaling after MEISTER, but the BC cannot be implemented after
the project lifetime as it is right now. It needs some design changes and improvements in the tools that are
used. A new project will likely be initiated to solve outstanding technicalities, test and validate with more
CPOs, and clarify ownership and coordination issues mainly between the DSO and the CPOs in Stockholm.
Nonetheless, due to the high impact that it has in the grid stability it is the best starting point for finalizing
the processes and protocols from the DSO side for more CPOs being able to participate in the Power Steering
Requests Program. Organisational issues such as ownership of the platform in the future are also necessary
to clarify before the platform can be commercialised.
In any case, the electrification targets make it necessary for all the involved actors to find a way to overcome
capacity shortage. The DSO has a clear interest to deploy power steering in order to be able to connect more
charging stations in the future, and the CPOs realise it is necessary to collaborate. The City of Stockholm is
interested in facilitating this process in order to achieve its electrification targets.
Pilot results demonstrated that CPOs could offer their capacity as flexibility to the DSOs so they can in turn
mitigate distribution grid problems from peak power consumption. The MEISTER Smart Charging and Storage
Platform can operate as the middleware, successfully handling and delivering the instant power reduction
requests from DSOs (Ellevio) to CPOs (Vattenfall). When successfully demonstrated, the CPOs can exploit
distributed hidden flexibility from public on-street charging stations in order to reduce on the spot the overall
consumption from EVs. The experimental results were in line with partners expectations, demonstrating
commercially exploitable potential.
In conclusion, BM6 has a high potential to deploy in cities where capacity shortage starts becoming prevalent
in the distribution system. BC10 has shown a significant potential to decrease the EVSE operational costs
by decreasing the maximum simultaneous charging power5, if the distorting effect of charging processes
5

In Sweden, as in many other European countries, the CPO has to pay a monthly (yearly) fee according to the highest
simultaneous charging power measured per month (year) at the grid connection level.
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that are started during an active power steering request period, can be resolved. The studies done in
Stockholm underlines the opportunity cost for not reducing the maximum simultaneous charging power of a
period is very likely to increase significantly within the next years, result that clearly accentuates the
economic potential of BM6.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IOT

Internet of Things

MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case
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Acronyms List
OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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4

MEISTER PRODUCTS

The following products have been developed by the MEISTER partners during the project for testing in different Business Case:


P2. Meister Roaming & Accounting Platform



P.3 Meister Integrated Real Time Information & Booking Services.



o

P3A: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility app

o

P3B: MEISTER Neighbourhood mobility display

o

P3C: MEISTER Smart e-mobility dashboard

o

P3D: MEISTER Smartphone app for EV drivers

o

P3E: MEISTER Urban Logistic Companies App

o

P3F: MEISTER Municipal e-carsharing App

P.5. Meister Smart Charging and Storage Platform.

4.1

MEISTER ROAMING AND ACCOUNTING PLATFORM (P2)

The roaming and accounting platform has been developed as a component within the MEISTER P3 product,
providing the capability for interacting with other EV charging management platforms via OCPI.
The MEISTER ‘central’ instance of MEISTER P3 backend was configured in order to facilitate the
interoperation with other EVSE management platforms, including the instance dedicated to Malaga site. The
configuration is made by means of the population of a data model that describes:






The ‘partners’ (EVSE management platforms) and the role played within the integration:
o EMSP: management of users’ identity and permissions (they assume all the responsibility for
billing)
o CPO: direct access to the infrastructure and the equipment, providing information in real
time (location, status) and managing charging transactions (either initiated by means of an
app at the EMSP side, or by means of a contactless card at the charging point).
 Malaga instance of MEISTER P3 has been defined here with this role.
For each ‘partner’, communication parameters for OCPI protocol (URL of the endpoint, registration
tokens)
Grouping criteria for the organization and presentation of the elements of the EVSE infrastructure to
the MEISTER users (that do not need to be necessarily identical to the grouping used by the CPO)
Specific users with particular contracts and tariffs to be used within proof-of-concepts
demonstrations and for which MEISTER shall act as EMSP (although not performing any real billing).

In order to facilitate the P2 proof-of-concept demonstrations, the instance of MEISTER P3 specialized for
Malaga pilot BC6 demonstration has been also configured to provide roaming functionality acting as CPO or
EMPS:



MEISTER P3 ‘central’ platform recognized as EMSP, in order to allow demo users to access Malaga
charging infrastructure.
Specific tariffs for billing demonstration transaction (e.g. for free)
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Figure 1 – Configuration of roaming interoperability

4.2

MEISTER NEIGHBORHOOD APP (P3A)

The MEISTER Neighborhood App is available via APP Store (Apple) and Play Store (Android). The overall
concept of the MEISTER Neighborhood App is to combine reservation services of E-Carsharing and parking
spots at charging points needed for BC 1 and BC 5 with the overall urban mobility information services.
The MEISTER Neighbourhood Mobility App provides real-time
information on actual multimodal mobility options. For E-Carsharing as
a Housing Service (Spreeauto) the multimodal MEISTER
Neighbourhood Mobility App is extended with access to the technical
E-Carsharing provider platform.
Therefore, E-Carsharing service is embedded within the MEISTER
Neighbourhood Mobility App display through a deep-link integration of
the technical operator’s backend. As a result the designated pick-up
zones and all available e-cars are highlighted on the map view of the
MEISTER Neighbourhood App. Users are then directed to the
registration form of the technical operator, where they set up a driver’s
account and put in following information:





profile data (address, phone, e-mail address)
Payment profiles (payment methods, billing address)
Security (PIN)
Documents (driver's license)

Figure 2 - MEISTER Neighborhood App
for E-Carsharing

After the registration is completed and the documents have been fully verified, the driver’s account is active.
The user can book an E-Carsharing car via smartphone app. After agreeing to the terms and conditions of
using the service, the user open the e-cars via smartphone app and finds the car keys in the glove box.
The MEISTER Neighborhood App is connected with the overall multimodal mobility platform of VMZ that
includes real-time urban mobility information (mobility options, charging stations, parking, etc.) and provides
corresponding backend services (routing, navigation, et al).
For the specific MEISTER BC demonstrations, the platform has been extended with backend services to
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integrate parking spot reservation in the overall real time mobility information and services (MEISTER
Product P3: Real time Information and Booking service).
This backend service enables to include location, availability, routing, and reservation of parking spots at
charging points in the MEISTER Neighborhood App and is a basic service for the MEISTER Neighborhood App.
This software product is a developer tool that serves an essential basis for the technical implementation of
the MEISTER Neighborhood App product.
Based on the multimodal mobility platform and the integrated real-time information and booking service the
MEISTER Neighborhood App was extended for the BC 1 E-Carsharing as a Housing service with deep links to
the Carsharing provider platform and the charging point operator’s platform that has been contracted by
GEWOBAG.
For the BC 5 Smart Park and Charge the MEISTER Neighborhood App backend has been connected with the
platform of the parking barrier provider GMS.

4.3

MEISTER NEIGHBORHOOD MOBILITY DISPLAY (P3B)

MEISTER Neighborhood Mobility Display combines urban mobility information with information about
Spreeauto. The Neighborhood Mobility Display is an overall mobility information for GEWOBAG tenants and
visitors that provides real-time information on public transport, traffic situation and the Gewobag ECarsharing Service Spreeauto.
The product has been configured in coordination with the housing company Gewobag and integrated into
Gewobag's infrastructure network. The backend-platform of the Mobility Display is running in VMZ servers.

Figure 3 - MEISTER Mobility Display informs tenants at the entrance of the housing area

The display will be installed in or in front of a building and will be used by residents in order to be informed
about all mobility offers available to leave the locations. It will allow seeing different mobility offers as carsharing, bike-shar-ing, departure times of public transport and others in the surrounding area.
The main features of the mobility display for housing companies are:


Mobility Map
o

Static walking paths to the next transport stops

o

Bikesharing options
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o

Carsharing options

o

eScootersharing options

o

Public charging station

o

Traffic situation

Mobility List
o

Real-Time departures times of public transport

o

Current Availability of employee-sharing options


NextBike bikesharing



Gewobag e-carsharing



Ticker for traffic notifications



Real-Time weather information

The software architecture of the Mobility Display is less complex than the architecture of other MEISTER
products as its main purpose is to show relevant mobility information but it does not provide any user interactions. Basically the mobility display only receives data but does not provide any data to other MEISTER
products. For this reason no architecture diagram was designed for D3.3.
The mobility display has one interface, which is directed to P3: Integrated Real-Time Information and Booking
Services. The mobility display requests all real-time mobility information that it visualizes. The integrated
Real-Time Information and Booking Services in turn have interfaces to all service providers including the ecarsharing and charging stations providers relevant for the MEISTER use cases.
Furthermore the mobility display has an interface to an editor webclient over which certain messages, news
or notifications can be generated for visualization on the mobility display.
An online version of the mobility display for housing companies can be reached over the following link:
https://gewobag.momo.vmz.services/client/momo. The Mobility display consists of a 55-inch screen in a rollable stele with internet connection.
The following screenshot shows the finalized implementation of the mobility display for housing companies.
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Figure 4 - Screenshot of Mobility Display for Housing Companies

4.4

MEISTER SMART E-MOBILITY DASHBOARD (P3C)

The MEISTER Smart e-mobility dashboard is a specific frontend for cities and operators, which monitors and
access to real-time information regarding smart electro-mobility information and services available in the
city. It has been deployed as part of the backend of the MEISTER Product P3 Integrated real-time information
and booking services.
The dashboard system is relatively agnostic to the information being provided, and it is the configuration that
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provides the definition of the information to display and the layout and contents of the dashboards. The
system uses a meta-model that has been populated with:







Metrics to be managed (magnitudes, units),
Sources of information (within MEISTER P3 shared database), and processing method (SQL
sentences),
Time aggregation parameters (integration and sampling periods)
Spatial aggregation (grouping), considering the different pilots and the domains within the pilots
(services, areas, etc.),
Kind of graphical component (table, bar graph, line graph, sectors graph, map) to be used for each
metric in each dashboard,
Layout of each dashboard (location of graphical elements, label) and appearance (colors, fonts),
o A collection of dashboard has been defined this way, each one devoted to display the
performance of the system in the context of each BC, showing different aspects (user
acceptance, energy provided, usage of the infrastructure) , for different time periods and per
pilot.

The MEISTER modules acting as adaptors with Berlin infrastructure were configured to use some REST
services offered by the MEISTER backend for writing into MEISTER database the values of metrics obtained
and/or computed by the adaptors.
The rest of the services offered by MEISTER Backend have been implemented in such way that they, during
their normal activity, store records in MEISTER shared database with details about the transactions they
manage (reservations of vehicles and parking spaces, EV recharges). Those records are the basis for the
metrics calculated and presented by the dashboard.
MEISTER Platform provides a number of Dashboards with statistical data useful for the system administrators. The values shown in these statistics come from the interaction of the users with the multiple data registered in the system.
The access to the Dashboards is determined by the profiles system established on the Website. Operators
will only have access to those Dashboards they have permission, being the administrator able to establish
restrictions depending on the user profile.
The Dashboards available for operators are in the platform top bar menu:
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Figure 5 - MEISTER Platform Dashboard Menu

As it is shown in Figure 6, there are five dashboards available, three related to the electric vehicle charging
system, one related to the parking booking system and the last one related to the shared vehicles system. A
detailed description of each dashboard can be found in Deliverable D3.8.

4.5

MEISTER SMARTPHONE APP FOR EV DRIVERS (P3D)

New EV related services such as combined smart parking and charging, monitoring and information in public
and semi-public space, reservation of parking and charging stations, have been developed in MEISTER. These
integrated services (backend) will allow EV drivers to plan their trip according to the status of their EV
batteries, find and book in advance a parking spot with a suitable charging point by means of this smartphone
app.
The MEISTER app for EV drivers makes use of the services offered by this particular instance of MEISTER
Backend.
The backend software has been deployed in the cloud computing environment that hosts the Malaga
instance of MEISTER Backend. This includes:





Data model SQLServer database.
Administration and configuration Web Server.
Backend micro-services, in charge of the real time operations (management of reservations, status
of vehicles, etc.).
REST services front-end for the end-user mobile applications.

The MEISTER application software and configuration files have been bundled in the appropriate packages
and uploaded to the market servers of the mobile platforms (Android Google Play and iOS App Store).
The P3 data model has been populated with the required information for the exploitation of BC6 in the pilot:












Location and characteristics of the EVSEs and their connectors (power, type of connector)
Spatial organization of the infrastructure (hierarchical grouping)
Communication parameters of the EVSEs (hostname/IP address, port, OCPP protocol identification,
version of protocol used).
For the EVSEs to be used in parking spaces equipped with barriers, identity of each barrier and
parking space and association to the connector(s) affected.
For the EVSEs to be used in parking spaces equipped with cameras, identity of each camera and
parking space and association to the connector(s) affected.
Communication parameters (URL and authentication to be used) for accessing the image recognition
service that provides the occupancy status of the camera
Parameters of the service:
o Tariff
o Reservation cost
o Availability timetables
o Unused reservations expiration time, guard time between reservations.
Personal data of the users of the service and information about their contract with CPO granting the
right to use the service.
Identity token (RFID) of the customers cards, including the balance (prepaid) assigned to each one at
the time of the system startup.
Identity and permissions of the operators of the management and administration Web
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Regarding the cameras installed in some parking spaces, they were configured with the communication
parameters (URL and authentication) required for them to get access to the server of the image recognition
service in order to transfer periodically a still image of the parking space.
On its side, the image recognition system was configured with the identity of each camera and the parking
space where each one is located, as well as with specific parameter for optimizing the performance of its IA
and adapting to the particularities of the location of the camera (light, perspective, etc.).

Figure 6 - MEISTER Smartphone app for individual EV drivers

MEISTER places detection system on a solution that implements the capability to process photograms
periodically fed by IP cameras with a specifically trained neural network, which is able to determine the
presence of vehicles on certain parts of the picture. System is used therefore to determine whether the
controlled parking lots are available or occupied.
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–
Figure 7: MEISTER Smartphone app for individual EV drivers. Parking slots

Figure 8 - MEISTER places detection system by the integrated intelligent camera system at «El Reservado». Parking
1 - day
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Figure 9 - Configuration of EVSE connectors

4.6

MEISTER URBAN LOGISTICS COMPANIES APP (P3E)

The MEISTER Urban logistics companies App supported the managing and implementation of the BC4 in
Malaga pilot site. City logistics companies’ EV drivers and managers will benefit from extended features by
means of this specific app supporting logistics operators, to make optimal use of public resources offered by
the municipality, like spaces for parking vehicles, where performing load and unload operations at strategic
locations inside or near areas restricted to traffic. The app functionality includes the availability and
reservation status of the resources, and the management of reservations and control of usage by multiple
operators. It has been deployed within the MEISTER App as part of the MEISTER Product P3 Integrated realtime information and booking services, sharing with them some functionality like the user authentication
and permissions management, or the cartography representation.
The backend software has been deployed in the cloud computing environment that hosts MEISTER Backend.
This includes:





Data model SQLServer database.
Administration and configuration Web Server.
Backend micro-services, in charge of the real time operations (management of reservations, status
of vehicles, etc.).
REST services front-end for the end-user mobile applications.

The MEISTER application software and configuration files have been bundled in the appropriate packages
and uploaded to the market servers of the mobile platforms (Android Google Play and iOS App Store).
The P3 data model has been populated with the required information for the exploitation of BC4 in the pilot:







Location and characteristics of the parking spaces
Parameters of the service:
o Tariff (0€)
o Reservation cost (0€)
o Availability timetables
o Unused reservations expiration time, guard time between reservations.
Personal data of the users of the service (drivers of logistics companies participating in the pilot), and
contractual information granting the right to use the service.
Username, password and permissions of the fleet managers of logistic companies, as users of the
MEISTER Web with access to parking spaces reservation functionality.
Identity and permissions of the operators of the management and administration Web
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Figure 10 - Configuration of parking spaces

4.7

MEISTER MUNICIPAL E-CARSHARING APP (P3F)

The MEISTER Municipal e-carsharing app was developed to enable municipal employees of Malaga City
Council to share the use of the 4 municipal EVs outside the working hours. It has been deployed within the
MEISTER App as part of the MEISTER Product P3 Integrated real-time information and booking services,
sharing with them some functionality like the user authentication and permissions management, or the
cartography representation.
The backend software has been deployed in the cloud computing environment that hosts MEISTER Backend.
This includes:





Data model SQLServer database.
Administration and configuration Web Server.
Backend micro-services, in charge of the real time operations (management of reservations, status
of vehicles, etc.).
REST services front-end for the end-user mobile applications.

The MEISTER application software and configuration files have been bundled in the appropriate packages
and uploaded to the market servers of the mobile platforms (Android Google Play and iOS App Store).
The P3 data model has been populated with the required information for the exploitation of BC2 in the pilot:







Identification and characteristics of the vehicles
Location of the vehicles
Parameters of the service:
o Tariff (0€)
o Reservation cost (0€)
o Availability timetables (out of the workday of municipality officers)
o Unused reservations expiration time
Personal data of the users of the service, and contractual information granting the right to use the
service.
Username, password and permissions for the operators of the management and administration Web
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Figure 11 - BC2 configuration samples: service tariff and availability periods

The beta version was published for the first time in September 2020. During October, the project partners
asked for some improvements in specific features and were implemented. Currently the version available in
App Stores is 1.8.1.
The MEISTER App is available via Google Play Store (Android) and in APP Store (Apple).

Figure 12 - MEISTER Municipal e-carsharing app

4.8

SMART CHARGING AND STORAGE PLATFORM (P5)

MEISTER Smart Charging and Storage Platform provides innovative and advanced functionalities for the
smart management of the Electric Vehicles Supply Equipment (EVSE) and the charging processes of the Electric Vehicles (EVs).
The Smart Charging and Storage Platform accompanied by a dedicated User Interface which provides to the
CPOs several functionalities regarding real-time monitoring and control of their portfolio, see Figure 13. Additionally, the SCSP works as an intermediate actor between the DSO and the CPOs in order to optimize the
consumed power from the EV chargers for supporting the electrical grid at times that the load consumption
reaches very high levels. It has been configured to support multiple communication protocols such as Open
Charge Point Protocol (OCPP), Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI), IEC60870-5-104 and Restful APIs. In addition, the platform supports Basic Auth for user’s credentials authentication.
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Figure 13 - Smart Charging and Storage Platform (Main dashboard)

The Smart Charging and Storage Platform is used by aggregators, in order to optimize the charging and
discharging of EVs, making it possible to use them as dynamic and flexible distributed energy storage systems.
The smart dis-/charging modifies upon demand the electricity consumption curves, by fully controlling the
electricity stored within EV batteries. The developed platform fully supports V2G capabilities, meaning that
electrical power can be fed back to the local grid when needed, responding to the flexibility requests from
the DSOs.
For this purpose, the platform provides an optimal management of the charging stations by taking into
consideration:
(i)

the requests coming from the DSO utilizing dynamic tariffs

(ii)

the requirements from the e-fleet managers

Therefore, the EVs are employed towards correcting demand variations (e.g. use EVs as supporting storage
units to cover the demand peaks or use the EVs’ storage capability to flatten load curves). It is important to
note that the aforementioned functionalities respect e-fleet managers preferences, meaning that constraints
like charging level, arrival times etc. have priority in the charging sessions scheduling process.
The platform allowing a smooth integration of both the EV batteries and their interfacing infrastructure in
the local electric grid. To achieve this, the developed smart grid integration software collects information
from different sources (parking stations, electric vehicles, charging infrastructure, e-fleet managers’
preferences etc.) and provides the optimal charging and discharging of EVs fleets batteries.
The Smart Charging and Storage Platform (SCSP) has different dashboards with user friendly layouts in order
to support the functionalities of a central management system, like real time monitoring, DSO’s requests
handling and optimal electric vehicle allocation.
A detailed description of this product can be found in deliverable D5.2.
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5

STANDARD DOCUMENTS FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF MEISTER PRODUCTS

The public procurement of MEISTER products must comply with European competition rules, and especially
Directives 2014/23/EU, 2014/24/EU, and 2014/25/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26
February 2014 on public procurement. In order to fully comply with the aforementioned regulations while
still facilitating the design of tender documents by public procurers, the following templates have been
drafted. The templates should be adapted to the particularities, needs and characteristics of the procurer,
since they provide a general approach to the procurement of MEISTER products.
Likewise, the following templates can be adapted and used by private procurers.
The templates refer to the following documents:


Preliminary market consultation / Request for information: by which suppliers are requested to
provide information on how to better define or solve the problem or need described by the procurer.



Contract notice: an extract of the key information regarding a tender and the subsequent contract.



Request for proposals, including administrative and technical specifications: which the offers presented by the suppliers will have to comply with; these documents will also establish the grounds for
the awarding of the contract.

5.1

Preliminary market consultation.

5.1.1 Preliminary market consultation announcement.
Before publishing the preliminary market consultation form, the contracting authority shall made available
an announcement that offers a general explanation and information on the purposes and characteristics of
the planned tender.
The announcement shall include the following elements:
1. Introduction.
[Name Contracting Authority] has published the Preliminary Market Consultation to promote a procurement
process whose purpose is that of [purpose of the procurement. For MEISTER products, the purpose and the
contract object must be defined based on one or more of the following concepts: 1) Implementation of a
roaming and accounting solutions for urban mobility; 2) Development and deployment of integrated
software solutions for urban mobility and private users; 3) Deployment of smart charging infrastructure for
E-Mobility]
The deadline for submitting tenders is [deadline]. The information of the call, as well as the form to be filled
out by those companies wishing to participate, is available at [indicate the website where the information is
available].
[Name of the contracting authority] invites all agents and suppliers in the [E-Mobility and urban mobility]
sector to participate in the present procedure. Those interested shall send the following form to this email
address: [insert email].
2. General information.


[Title of the preliminary market consultation.]



[Reference number]



[Contracting authority]
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Description: [please briefly specify the purpose of the consultation and its legal basis. For the purpose
of the consultation, a small description of the procurer’s needs related to one of the three E-mobility
and urban mobility concepts mentioned above should be mentioned. For the legal basis of the consultation, please refer to the applicable national law on public procurement or to article 40 of Directive 2014/24/EU].



Participation period: [please specify the opening and closing date of the consultation].



Access to the conditions: participation in the consultation is open to any interested party.

3. Information on the preliminary market consultation.


Subject of the preliminary market consultation: [please specify the scope of the consultation on the
basis of E-Mobility and urban mobility. A short reference to one the following concepts is applicable:
1) Implementation of a roaming and accounting solutions for urban mobility; 2) Development and
deployment of integrated software solutions for urban mobility and private users; 3) Deployment of
smart charging infrastructure for E-Mobility].



General description of the service and the current needs and challenges:
[Please describe the context of the contracting authority, including the needs and challenges that it
has identified. Some of the potential needs that can be satisfied through MEISTER products are: 1)
Real time information in urban mobility and public transportation; 2) Digitalization of urban mobility;
3) Improvement of urban logistics and efficiency of both traffic flows and parking spaces occupation;
4) Increase of urban charging infrastructure to promote E-Mobility and facilitate its use by the private
drivers; 5) Improvement in the efficient use of public resources (public vehicle fleets; charging infrastructure, etc.); 6) Promotion of environmental-friendly solutions for urban traffic: car and bicycle
sharing].
[Please describe the physical place (city) where the contract shall be performed, as well as a brief
overview of the urban mobility (traffic flows, parking management, public transportation, municipal
services affected, etc.) or E-Mobility (available charging infrastructure for private and public use, implemented software or apps, etc.) context. If applicable, indicate a set of goals of targets that are
ideally expected from this procurement]



Planned tender.
[If the Contracting Authority knows it, it must indicate the estimated budget for the future tender,
as well as a description on the selected procurement procedure and its expected launch date].



Instructions
[Description of the way the form must be answered and submitted and instructions on how to attach
documentation, if applicable]
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5.1.2 Preliminary market consultation form.
1. Identification and consent


Name of the Company/Public Institution



Position



Name and Surname



Contact phone and email

Consent is expressed so that [name of the contracting authority] can disseminate the information provided in
this questionnaire except for that expressly indicated as confidential. [YES/NO]
The participant shall express that the following aspects of the response to the form be considered confidential.
[Please, briefly indicate the reason for each case]. It shall not be allowed to declare the entire response as
confidential.
2. Initial questions
1. Have you participated in projects of a similar nature to the object of the consultation?
[YES / NO]
[If so, please provide information]
2. Do you have any means / solutions that can satisfy the need for this consultation?
[YES / NO]
[Additional comment, question or contribution]
3. How long have you had these means?
[Response]
4. Regarding the equipment:
[Maintenance characteristics]
3. Initial approach
Please answer the following questions taking into account the Preliminary Market Consultation
announcement available on the [contracting authority]’s website.
1. Brief description of the initial situation.
2. The scope and objectives of the project are clear.
3. The tendering procedure is clear.
4. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the initial approach?
5. Do you think the proposed approach is adequate?
6. Do you have any recommendations for improving the focus of the tender?
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7. Is the scope of the need / functionality consistent with the work plan (deadlines)?
8. Is the budget for the need / functionality within the scope?
9. What type of technologies do you propose to implement?
10. What type of methodologies would you use to manage the project and its technological development?
11. How would you ensure compliance with all functional requirements? Assess possible deviations.
12. How would you ensure the legal compliance aspects of the solution? Describe possible legal barriers and
solutions to adopt throughout the implementation process, especially in terms of Intellectual Property Rights.
4. Technological Solution
Please describe the ideal technological solution that you propose to successfully achieve the set objectives
set. In the description, please respond to the following questions:
1. How could the solution contribute to the accomplishment of the targets set by the contracting
authority? Are they realistic?
2. What are your solution’s applications that improve its versatility and adaptation in order to satisfy
the needs the contracting authority?
3. What is the innovation potential that this product could bring to the [Please, specify the field covered
by the procurement (parking services, municipal services, urban traffic management, etc.)]?
4. What is the innovation or other potential that this product could bring to the market?
5. Could your company cooperate with the contracting authority and the affected municipal services?
6. Could your company cooperate with another company / companies?
7. [Add or eliminate questions as needed]
5. Implementation of the solution
Describe the details of the technology solution implementation process:
1. Is the implementation of this product a challenge for your R&D?
2. Describe the work plan and methodology for the implementation of the products or solutions.
3. How can your organization demonstrate its technical capacities?
Similar products and services on the market
Patents and IPRs
R&D projects with national and/or external funds (EU, etc.)
Other
4. Is the provision of the product feasible and affordable within the initial budget? If possible, provide an
assessment of your cost
6. What difficulties could arise that could increase the budget? Can you guarantee that there shall be no
budget increase during the performance of the contract?
7. What improvements does the implementation process of your solution offer compared to other possible
ones?
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5.2

CONTRACT NOTICE.
[Contract title]
[reference]
Contract notice

LEGAL BASIS
Section I: Contracting authority
1. Name and addresses
[Official name, Postal address, E-mail, website]
2. Communication
The procurement documents are available: [full direct access]
Tenders or requests to participate must be submitted electronically via: [postal address/e-mail]
3. Type of the contracting authority
[Type of procurer according to the applicable national legislation on public procurement]
4. Main activity
Section II: Object
1. Scope of the procurement
1.1.
Title: [For example: “Services for the design, implementation and maintenance of a municipal
mobility app platform and its associated infrastructure”]
1.2. Main CPV code: [Applicable CPV codes include: 51110000-6; 72.262000-9; 72.263000-6.
72.265000-0; 72.266000-7; 72.267100-0 72000000-5; 65320000-2 ; 48421000-5 and 453170002]
1.3.
Type of contract and short description: [The procurement of MEISTER products mostly matches
the “services” type of procurement, although mixed contracts, as defined in article 3 of the
2014/24/EU Directive, could be applicable depending on the case]
1.4.
Estimated total value:
1.5.
Information about lots: [MEISTER products and specially the apps and software solutions are
designed in a way that can be fully implemented in a city or infrastructure. The division in lots is
not advised for the procurement of MEISTER products or, in general, in any other procurement
where the supplier will manage and integrated network or sets of infrastructure]
2. Description
2.1.
General Information of the Contract
[Place of performance]
[Description of the procurement, Framework agreement, Estimated value]
[Duration of the contract]
[This contract is subject to renewal: YES/NO. Description of renewals]
2.2.

Award criteria

[Please specify the award criteria]
2.3.

Members of the Evaluation Committee
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[Indicate the name and position of the members of the Committee].
2.4.

Funding

[Specify the financing of the contract through own funds or external funds that come from the European
Union or other International Organizations, etc.]
2.5.

Other Information:

[Variants, and Additional information]
Section III: Legal, economic, financial and technical information
Selection criteria, indicated in the contracting documents
1. Conditions for participation
[Suitability to pursue the professional activity, including requirements relating to enrolment on professional
or trade registers]
[Economic and financial standing]
[Technical and professional ability]
2. Conditions related to the contract
[Contract performance conditions]
[Information about staff responsible for the performance of the contract: the names and professional
qualifications of the staff]
Section IV: Procedure
3. Description
[Type of procedure. An open procedure shall be used in most of the situations. The use of a competitive
procedure with negotiation depends on whether the MEISTER product and the rest of the available solutions
in the market require an adaptation or innovation to fully satisfy the procurers’ needs].
4. Administrative information
4.1.
Time limit for receipt of tenders or requests to participate
4.2.
Estimated date of dispatch of invitations to tender or to participate to selected candidates
4.3.
Languages in which tenders or requests to participate may be submitted:
4.4.
Minimum time frame during which the tenderer must maintain the tender
4.5.
Conditions for opening of tenders
[Date, Local time, Place and Information about authorized persons and opening procedure]
Section VI: Complementary information
1. Information about appealing [According to the applicable national law]
2. Additional information
3. Procedures for review
3.1.
Review body
[Official name, Postal address, E-mail, Telephone and Internet address]
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3.2.

Review procedure

[Specify information on deadline(s) for review procedures]
4. Date of dispatch of this notice
[Date]
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5.3

ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIFICATIONS.

1. SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCUREMENT
1.1. Contracting authority
[Please identify the contracting authority].
1.2. Subject
The subject of this call for tenders aims to [Please, offer a short description of the scope of the contract. The
following concepts are applicable to MEISTER products: 1) Implementation of a roaming and accounting
solutions for urban mobility; 2) Development and deployment of integrated software solutions for urban
mobility and private users; 3) Deployment of smart charging infrastructure for E-Mobility].
The following public needs are expected to be satisfied through this contract: [please identify the needs that
the contract shall satisfy. Some of the potential needs that can be satisfied through MEISTER products are:
1) Real time information in urban mobility and public transportation; 2) Digitalization of urban mobility; 3)
Improvement of urban logistics and efficiency of both traffic flows and parking spaces occupation; 4) Increase
of urban charging infrastructure to promote E-Mobility and facilitate its use by the private drivers; 5)
Improvement in the efficient use of public resources (public vehicle fleets; charging infrastructure, etc.); 6)
Promotion of environmental-friendly solutions for urban traffic: car and bicycle sharing].
This contract shall be financed through [please identify the sources for financing and determine whether they
constitute the public procurer’s own resources or external funds. If the contract is to be financed through
external resources (such as EU innovation funds) a more detailed explanation of the characteristics and
requisites of the sources, as well as their legal basis, shall be provided].
These administrative specifications have been designed in accordance to the results of a preliminary market
consultation that was launched in [date]. Enough companies participated in the consultation and enough
information was obtained from it for the preparation of these specifications. The conclusions of this
consultation can be found in [please indicate whether the results are attached to the specifications or are
published on the contracting authority’s website or contracting profile].
1.3. Description
[Please describe the content of the contract, based on the aforementioned scope and needs, as well as a
brief overview of the urban mobility (traffic flows, parking management, public transportation, municipal
services affected, etc.) or E-Mobility (available charging infrastructure for private and public use,
implemented software or apps, etc.) context. If applicable, indicate a set of goals of targets that are ideally
expected from this procurement].
1.4. Place and phases of performance
[Please specify the place of performance of the contract]
1.5. Nature of the contract
[Specify whether the contract constitutes a public service contract, a mixed contract or a different type of
procurement].
1.6. Volume and value of the contract
The estimated total amount of all services under this contract is [please specify the total amount].
The specificities of the services over the total duration of the contract are [please add a table with the annual
amounts throughout the duration of the contract].
1.7. Duration of the contract
The contract resulting from the award of this tender shall be concluded for at most [number of months/years].
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[If applicable, contract renewals could be foreseen] It shall be possible to renew the contract for a maximum
of [number of months/years].
1.8. Notifications
[Indicate by what means the notifications shall be made, and how companies can contact the Contracting
Authority to send questions related to the tender]
1.9. Data protection
[Please refer to Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016,
and specify the applicable national legislation on data protection and ensure that the contracting authority
and this tender shall comply with it].
2. GENERAL INFORMATION ON TENDERING
2.1. Legal basis
[Please indicate the current regulatory framework in accordance with applicable national law and the
relevant contract legislation]
2.2. Procurement procedure
[Indicate the procedure by which the contract is awarded].
2.3. Ways to submit a tender
[Please specify the electronic means by which the tenderers shall submit their tenders and documentation].
2.4. Subcontracting
Subcontracting is the situation where the contractor enters into legal commitments with other economic
operators which will perform part of the contract on its behalf. The contractor retains full liability towards the
Contracting authority for performance of the contract as a whole.
[Indicate and specify the national law applicable to subcontracting. And determine what shall not be
considered subcontracting].
The persons mentioned in [the national law] will be considered as "personnel" of the contractor as will be
defined in the contract.
All contractual tasks may be subcontracted unless the Technical specifications expressly reserve the execution
of certain critical tasks to the sole tenderer itself, or in case of a joint tender, to a member of the group.
Tenderers are required to give an indication of the proportion of the contract that they intend to subcontract,
as well as to identify and describe briefly the envisaged contractual roles/tasks of subcontractors meeting any
of these conditions
Any such subcontractor must provide the tenderer with a commitment letter drawn up in the [model] and
signed by its authorised representative.
Changes concerning subcontractors identified in the tender (withdrawal/replacement of a subcontractor,
additional subcontracting) during the procurement procedure (after the submission deadline and before
contract signature) require the prior written approval of the Contracting authority.
2.5. Termination
The contract will be terminated according to the following causes:
[Please specify the causes for terminations in contracts according to the applicable national law. Among
others, these may include: the death or supervening incapacity of the economic operator or the extinction
of the legal personality of the contractor company; an insolvency procedure; the mutual agreement between
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the contracting authority and the contractor; the delay in contract performance; the delay in due payments
to the contractor; breach of the essential obligations of the contract].
2.6. Jurisdiction
[Please indicate which is the competent jurisdiction of national law and the resources by which participation,
award, etc. is protected of the public procurement process]
Litigious issues related to the preparation, award, effects, compliance and termination of this contract will be
resolved by the competent contracting authority, whose agreements put an end to the administrative process
and against them, an appeal for replacement may be brought optionally within the term of [time period]
before the same contracting authority appeal within [time period], counted from the day following its
notification or publication.
The jurisdictional order [according to the applicable national law] will be competent to resolve the litigious
issues of this contract.
In the case of participating foreign entities, they must submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts and Tribunals
[of the competent country] of any order, for all incidents that directly or indirectly may arise from the
contract, waiving, where appropriate, the foreign jurisdictional jurisdiction that may correspond to the
tenderer.
3. EVALUATION AND AWARD
The evaluation of the tenders that comply with the submission conditions shall consist of the following
elements:


Verification of non-exclusion of tenderers on the basis of the exclusion criteria;



Selection of tenderers on the basis of selection criteria;



Verification of compliance with the minimum requirements defined in the Tender specifications;



Evaluation of tenders on the basis of the award criteria.

3.1. Exclusion grounds:
The objective of the exclusion criteria is to assess whether the tenderer is in any of the exclusion situations
listed in [please specify the applicable national contract law].
Tenderers must prove that they have legal capacity to perform the contract and the regulatory capacity to
pursue the professional activity necessary to carry out the work subject to this call for tenders. The tenderer
(including each member of the group in case of joint tender) must provide the following information in its
tender [Please specify the information required by national law differentiating between natural and legal
persons].
As evidence of non-exclusion each tenderer needs to submit with its tender a [please specify the required
documents. Usually, a Declaration of Honour shall suffice and it should be included as an annex to these
specifications].
3.2. Selection criteria:
Tenderers must prove their economic, financial, technical and professional capacity to carry out the work
subject to this procurement procedure.
The selection criteria for this call for tenders, including the minimum levels of capacity, the basis for
assessment and the evidence required, are specified in the following subsections.
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Tenders submitted by tenderers not meeting the minimum levels of capacity shall be rejected.
[Please specify the selection criteria using the following subsections or as many others as necessary: 1)
Economic and financial capacity; 2) Technical and professional capacity; 3) Suitability to pursue the
professional activity].
3.3. Compliance with the minimum requirements of the Tender specifications
By submitting a tender the tenderer commits to perform the contract in full compliance with the terms and
conditions of the procurement documents for this call for tender. Particular attention is drawn to the minimum
requirements specified in the Technical specifications document and to the fact that tenders must comply
with applicable data protection, environmental, social and labour law obligations established by [please
specify the applicable national law].
The minimum requirements shall be observed throughout the entire duration of the contract. Compliance
with these requirements is mandatory and cannot be subject to any assumptions, limitations, conditions, or
reservations on the part of a tenderer.
Tenders that are not compliant with the applicable minimum requirements shall be rejected.
3.4. Award criteria
The objective of the award criteria is to evaluate the tenders with a view to choosing the most economically
advantageous tender, according to the “best price-quality ratio” award method.
Tenders shall be evaluated on the basis of the following award criteria and their weighting. Tenders must
score minimum [percentage] for each criterion and sub-criterion, and minimum [percentage] in total. Tenders
that do not reach the minimum quality levels shall be rejected and shall not be ranked. The weighting of the
price and quality shall apply:
[Given the technological impact of the E-mobility and urban mobility solutions, it is recommended to set a
general minimum score of 60% and a minimum of 50% for each criterion]
1. Price – [percentage; It is recommended that this criterion does not amount to more than 51% of the
total points, since the objective of the tender is to implement urban mobility solutions that are innovative and efficient]
The price considered for evaluation shall be the total price of the tender, covering all the requirements set out
in the Tender Specifications.
The following formula will be used to award the points referred to this criterion:
[Please specify the formula for this criterion]. A basic valid formula would be:
Tender budget - Offered price / Tender budget−Best offered price * (percentage awarded to the price
criterion)
2. Quality – [percentage]
The quality of the tender shall be evaluated based on the following criteria:
[Please specify the award criteria (and, if necessary, sub-criteria) measuring the quality of the tender, as well
as their individual weight].
[For urban mobility and E-Mobility products, some of the possible quality criteria are:
- Quality and suitability of the technological solution proposal for the municipal system
- Integration with existing municipal software.
- Provision of hardware.
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- Offer on corrective, preventive, and developmental IT maintenance.
- Communication strategy
- Functional organization of the system, and the improvements proposed for the automation of processes
- Charging infrastructure: design, charging times, accessibility, maintenance and management.
- Description and ffulfillment of technical requirements: these may include an evaluation of the routing
capabilities, app design, vehicle sharing options, mapping capabilities, real information tracking, etc.]
[For the evaluation of these criteria, points should be awarded based on the matching of the technical
requirements with the technical proposal; points should be awarded when the proposed solution offers
improvements beyond the expected results or the current mobility systems].
3.5. Evaluation Committee
Tender evaluation shall be performed by the [contracting authority]’s Evaluation Committee. The Evaluation
Committee consists of the following members:
[Please identify the members of the Committee and their position].
The Committee shall decide on the award according to the following procedure:
[Please describe the evaluation procedure, including the deadline for a decision].
The tender ranked first after applying the aforementioned criteria shall be awarded the contract.
4. FORM AND CONTENT OF THE TENDER
4.1. Form of the tender: how to submit the tender?
Tenders will be presented and sent in accordance with those established by the Contracting authority.
Companies may only submit a single request to participate. They may do so individually or in the form of a
grouping of economic operators. Likewise, you will not be able to subscribe any proposal in Grouping with
others, if you have done it individually or appear in more than one temporary grouping. Violation of these
rules will lead to the non-admission of all the proposals signed by him.
The request for participation and the necessary documentation will be electronically through the following
site: [indicate the website]
The deadline for submitting applications will be [indicate the deadline] from the date of publication of the
notice [indicate the place of publication]. If the last day of presentation coincides on [please specify the nonbusiness days in accordance with national law], in the location of the contracting authority, the deadline for
presentation will be extended to the first following business day.
The end time for submitting applications will be [indicate time].
Applications that are not submitted within the aforementioned deadlines will be excluded.
4.2. Technical and Financial offer
The following documents are to be submitted with the tender:
[Please specify the necessary documents in accordance with national law. The documents may vary
depending on the configuration of the tender and the scope of the contract. The following documents are
set as an example and may be adapted as necessary]:


Technical offer: The technical offer must provide all the information needed to assess the compliance
with the Technical specifications document [please refer to the Technical specifications] and the applicable award criteria. Tenders deviating from the minimum requirements or not covering all the
requirements may be rejected on the basis of non-compliance and not evaluated further.
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Financial offer: A complete financial offer needs to be presented. [If applicable, please refer to a financial model form or any other documents]

[Please add as many other documents as needed, including a “request for participation” in case of a joint
venture].
4.3.

Signature policy: how can documents be signed?

Where a document needs to be signed, the signature must be either hand-written, a qualified electronic
signature or an advanced electronic signature based on a qualified certificate as defined in [indicate
applicable regulation].
All documents must be signed by the signatories (when they are individuals) or by their duly authorised
representatives.
For the following documents, when signed by representatives, tenderers must provide evidence for the
delegation of the authorisation to sign: [Please specify the documents, which may include the tender report
and the Declaration of Honour of the tenderer].
4.4. Confidentiality of tenders.
Once the Contracting Authority has opened an offer, it becomes its property and will be treated confidentially,
based on and in accordance with national law [indicate national law], the following:
- The Contracting authority is entitled to make available (any part of) the tender to its staff and the staff of
[please specify other institutions, if applicable], as well to other persons and entities working for the
Contracting authority or cooperating with it, including contractors or subcontractors and their staff provided
that they are bound by an obligation of confidentiality.
- The Contracting authority may decide to withhold certain information that it assesses as being confidential,
in particular where its release would prejudice the legitimate commercial interests of economic operators or
might distort fair competition between them. Such information may include, without being limited to,
confidential aspects of tenders such as unit prices included in the financial offer, technical or trade secrets.
- The Contracting authority may disclose the submitted tender in the context of a request for public access
todocuments, or in other cases where the applicable law requires its disclosure. Unless there is an overriding
public interest in disclosure, the Contracting authority may refuse to provide full access to the submitted
tender, redacting the parts (if any) that contain confidential information, the disclosure of which would
undermine the protection of commercial interests of the tenderer, including intellectual property.
4.5. Communications and publicity.
[If the contract is financed through external sources such as the EU innovation funds, the corresponding
requirements on publicity shall be complied with]
4.6. Property of the work carried out and Industrial and intellectual rights management.
[Indicate the industrial and intellectual property rights management. Bear in mind that, unless otherwise
specified, the execution of a service that implies the development and deployment of a product protected
by Intellectual Property Rights will imply its transfer in favour of the contracting authority; this will not affect
pre-existing Intellectual Property rights].
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5.4

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

1. OBJECTIVES
The subject of this call for tenders aims to [Please, offer a short description of the scope of the contract. The
following concepts are applicable to MEISTER products: 1) Implementation of a roaming and accounting
solutions for urban mobility; 2) Development and deployment of integrated software solutions for urban
mobility and private users; 3) Deployment of smart charging infrastructure for E-Mobility].
The following public needs are expected to be satisfied through this contract: [please identify the needs that
the contract shall satisfy. Some of the potential needs that can be satisfied through MEISTER products are:
1) Real time information in urban mobility and public transportation; 2) Digitalization of urban mobility; 3)
Improvement of urban logistics and efficiency of both traffic flows and parking spaces occupation; 4) Increase
of urban charging infrastructure to promote E-Mobility and facilitate its use by the private drivers; 5)
Improvement in the efficient use of public resources (public vehicle fleets; charging infrastructure, etc.); 6)
Promotion of environmental-friendly solutions for urban traffic: car and bicycle sharing].
2. TASKS
2.1. Scope
The scope of the tasks will be to implement [the aforementioned E-mobility or urban solution]. Thus, the
contractor will be required to design a detailed and comprehensive approach that encompasses all phases of
the contract.
The scope includes tasks that shall be developed by the contractor throughout the duration of the contract
and in accordance to the timing and other requirements foreseen in these specifications.
[The scope of the tasks may vary depending on the configuration of the tender and the public procurer’s
plans. If necessary, a more detailed description of the scope of the tender may de added].
2.2. Key assignment issues
The contract will consist in the following tasks:
[General tasks for the performance of a contract related to MEISTER products may include some of the
following:
 Carrying out the functional analysis.


Technical Design.



Programming.



Documentation of the new application.



Implementation and acceptance of the system.



Integration with Infrastructure or other systems.



Unit and integrated and performance test plan and its execution.



Testing.



Migration plan and data migration.



Transfer of knowledge



Communication]

[A more detailed and product-oriented set of tasks and specification is provided. These tasks should be included as subtasks of one or more of the mentioned general tasks. Both the general tasks and the subtasks
should be adapted to the specific needs and planning of the procurer]:
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App development:
o

App description

o

Component and sequence diagram

o

Software configuration

o

User registration and profile management

o

Development of the mobility map and real-time information tracking system

o

Routing system

o

Integration

o

Testing and demonstration

o

Deployment

o

Payment and accounting management.

Charging infrastructure management:
o

Ensuring accessibility

o

App and graphic design

o

Management of incidences and audit operations.

o

Interoperability and integration.

o

User registration and profile management

o

Points location and mapping. Listing, tagging and identification.

o

Charging Station search tool

o

Reservation system: development of options to reserve and to modify and cancel a reservation

o

Payment and accounting management.



Monitoring and reporting. The contractor will be required to design and implement a monitoring and
reporting system for all the beforementioned tasks. The system will be validated by the contracting
authority.



Communication strategy. The last challenge will be to design and implement a communication strategy for the results of the contract. The strategy will be validated by the contracting authority and it
will link the results of this contract.

[Please adapt the number and the content of the tasks according to the scope of the contract].
[For each task (and, if applicable, subtask), an output should be defined as way to evaluate and prove its
completion. These outputs will be explained by the contractor in the corresponding report].
3. INPUT BY THE CONTRACTING AUTHORITY
The contracting authority shall provide the following inputs to the contractor:


Any background material necessary for the performance of the contract.
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Any possible contact persons necessary for the performance of the contract.



Scientific information and reference necessary for the performance of the contract.



Access to the public facilities where contract elements [e.g. charging points] are located.

[Please add any other necessary inputs that are required by the scope of the contract].
4. REPORTS
All tasks must be completed within [please specify the duration of the contract] after the signature of the
contract.
The present assignment includes the submission of a series of reports and other deliverables. [Please specify
the submission procedure of the reports to the contracting authority].
Each report will be written in [the applicable national language; translations to other languages may be
foreseen]. Reports must be approved by the contracting authority [Please, specify the procedure for the
approval of the reports]. With work progressing and in the light of new findings, revisions of reports already
approved may be necessary. It is essential that all the reports be clear, concise, unambiguous, and
comprehensive. They should also be understandable for non-specialists.
The reports must be provided to the contracting authority in both MS-Word and Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format
with the charts in Excel (other formats may be added). They must be accompanied, where requested, by
appropriate annexes and delivered in accordance with the deadlines and requirements set out in these
specifications.
The following reports and presentations shall be delivered:
[Please specify the required reports based on the selected tasks, as well as their type: recurrent tasks such
as the management of the of the app of the charging points and the provision of information regarding its
use will require periodic reports; interim reports will be used to inform on already finalized tasks such as the
deployment of the system or test runs].
[A draft and final report may be also requested]:


Draft final report: The report will contain a consolidated version of the work done, with outputs of all
tasks. The draft final report will include an executive summary (synthesis of analyses and conclusions),
the main report, technical and other annexes.



Final report – The report will be submitted after the comments made by the contracting authority on
the draft final report. The final report should have the same structure as the draft final report. It will
take into account the comments and the results of the discussion regarding the draft final report
insofar as they do not interfere with the autonomy of the contractor in respect to the conclusions.

[Other deliverables may be requested if necessary].
5. TIMING OF REPORTS
The contractor shall observe the deadlines for the deliverables irrespective of vacation periods and public
holidays that may occur within the duration of the project.
The deadline for submission of deliverables and for payments is as follows. [Please specify the deadlines for
all the beforementioned tasks and reports, and the respective payments. Deadlines should be established as
a number of days/months since the signature of the contract. The contractor may be left in charge of
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proposing a schedule for the detailed steps of some of the tasks].
6. METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE
[Please provide details on methodological aspects of the performance of the contract, including the
establishment of points of contact between the contractor and the contracting authority].
7. CONTRACT INFRINGEMENTS AND PENALTIES
In the event that the contractor infringes one of the aforementioned technical requirements during the
performance of the contract, the following penalties will apply:
 For a delay of more than 1 day but less than 30 days in the performance of one of the technical tasks
or the submission of the reports, a penalty consisting of 2% of the tender budget will be imposed.


For a delay of more than 30 days in the performance of one of the technical tasks or the submission
of the reports, a penalty consisting of 4% of the tender budget will be imposed.



In the event of recidivism in the delay of the performance of the task or the submission of the reports,
a penalty consisting of 2% of the tender budget will be added to the aforementioned penalties.



For a delay of more than 1 day but less than 30 days in the provision of one of the technical reports,
a penalty consisting of 2% of the tender budget.



For a faulty performance of any of the tasks, a penalty consisting of 4% of the tender budget will be
imposed.



In the event of recidivism in the delay of the performance of the task or the submission of the reports,
a penalty consisting of 2% of the tender budget will be added to the aforementioned penalty.

[Please add or adapt as many infringements and penalties as necessary. The infringements and penalties
should be also foreseen in the administrative specifications].
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6

EU REGULATORY AND STANDARD FRAMEWORK

The European regulatory and standard framework on the topic of charging infrastructure for EVs plays a
role for the market update and deployment.

6.1

EUROPEAN REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

This chapter provides an overview of the European regulatory framework, which is applicable to charging
point infrastructure for EVs.


Directive 2014/94/EU - Deployment of Alternative Fuels Infrastructure (AFID)1

The AFID is a key regulation for the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure in the European Union.
According to Art. 1 AFID this includes charging point infrastructure for EVs, as alternative fuels are defined
as electricity, hydrogen, liquid gas (LPG) and others. Moreover, it describes duties and rights of the relevant
stakeholder involved in business models around electric-mobility, like charge point operators (CPOs), electromobility service providers (EMSPs), and distribution system operators (DSOs). The goal of non-discriminatory access of users is key. As the AFID is not directly applicable in European member states the relevant
national implementation laws need to be taken into account.


Proposal for Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation (AFIR Proposal)2

The Commission has introduced a proposal for a AFIR taking into account that the AFID is not suitable for the
increased climate ambition in 2030. The proposal is laid out under the “Fit for 55” package and wants to
foster the deployment of charging infrastructure for alternative fuels. The objectives of the proposal are:
-

“ensuring minimum infrastructure to support the required uptake of alternative fuel vehicles across
all transport modes and in all Member States to meet the EU’s climate objectives
ensuring the infrastructure’s full interoperability;
ensuring full user information and adequate payment options.”3

The legislative procedure should be followed closely for any news.


Directive 2014/23/EU - Awarding of Concessions Contracts4

The administrative preparation of the deployment of charging infrastructure for EVs might include concession processes. The Directive on Awarding of Concession Contracts requires non-discriminatory and fair access to the EU-market, ensuring competition. Throughout concession processes the national implementation laws of need to be taken into account throughout public investment in infrastructure.

1

Directive 2014/94/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure, L 307/1, 28.10.2014.
2

Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure, and repealing Directive 2014/94/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, COM(2021) 559 final,
2021/0223 (COD), 14.07.2021.
3

Proposal AFIR p.2.

4

Directive 2014/23/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the award of concession
contracts, L94/1, 28.3.2014.
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Directive 2014/24/EU - Public Procurement and Concessions5

Since the deployment of charging infrastructure might include concession, as well as procurement activities
by the local authorities, the national implementation laws of the public procurement and concessions Directive need to be followed. The goal is to simplify the procurement process, while offering transparency
and fair competition.


Directive 2014/32/EU -Measuring Instruments Directive (MID)6

The Directive harmonizes national laws of the member states concerning measuring instruments, through
the establishment of certain minimum requirements for the measuring instruments. The MID is applicable
to the category of electrical energy meters (MI-003), which includes measuring instruments installed in
charging points for EVs.


Directive 2016/679/EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)7

The GDPR protects personal data in process activities. Business models around EVs and charging infrastructure might process personal data of EV users in certain cases, due to the link of the user’s identity with
measurement data. Therefore, the requirements arising out of the GDPR e.g. the legal ground for the processing of personal data, or higher protection requirements for specific types of personal data must be met.


Directive 2018/844/EU - Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD)8

The requires the installation of either charging points for EVs, or the provision of the necessary electrical
infrastructure needed to install charging points at a later stage. Thereby, the EPBD distinguishes between
newly build residential and non-residential buildings. The laid out requirements might also arise if either
existing non-residential or residential buildings face major renovation activities.


Directive 2019/944/EU - Common rules for the internal market for electricity9

The Directive includes provisions on non-discriminatory access for CPOs to the grid, as well as smart grid
services. It offers harmonization of the EU market for electricity taking into account the important role of
consumers in regard to grid flexibility topics.

5

Directive (EU) 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on public procurement and repealing
Directive 2004/18/EC, L 94/65, 28.3.2014.
6

Directive 2014/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the harmonisation of the
laws of the Member States relating to the making available on the market of measuring instruments (recast), L 96/149,
29.3.2014.
7

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC
(General Data Protection Regulation), L119/1, 4.5.2016.
8

Directive (EU) 2018/844 of the European Parliament and of the Council of May 2018 amending Directive 2010/31/EU
on the energy performance of buildings and Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, L156/75, 19.6.2018.
9

Directive (EU) 2019/944 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on common rules for the inter nal
market for electricity and amending Directive 2012/27/EU, L 158/125, 14.06.2019.
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Proposal to amend the Renewable Energy Directive (Red II)10

The RED II defines bidirectional charging for the first time. Moreover, it aims to oblige the Member States to
ensure the non-discriminatory access of mobile storage systems, like EVs, within the energy markets. The
legislative procedure should be followed closely.

6.2

STANDARD FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENT

The standardisation landscape includes international, European as well as national organisations. The most
important standardisation domains for electromobility are:
-

Accessories
Communications
Charging topology.11

In these fields a wide range of IEC and ISO standards have been introduced.12

10

Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive (EU) 2018/2011 of the European
Parliament and of the Council, Regulation (EU) 2018/1999 of the European Parliament and of the Council and Directive
98/70/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the promotion of energy from renewable sources,
and repealing Council Directive (EU) 2015/625, COM(2021) 557 final, 2021/0218 (COD), 14.7.2021.
11

DIN,
Overview-Emobility-standards-data,
available
https://www.din.de/blob/71592/8f14594082a9ec0dab86e7e6b1d0d4b0/overview-emobility-standards-data.pdf.

at:

12

DIN,
Overview-Emobility-standards-data,
available
https://www.din.de/blob/71592/8f14594082a9ec0dab86e7e6b1d0d4b0/overview-emobility-standards-data.pdf.

at:
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms List
AC

Alternating Current

API

Application Programming Interface

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

BC

Business Case

BM

Business Model

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost and Benefit Analysis

CHP

Cogeneration through combined heat and power

CP

Charging point

CPO

Charging point operator

CSF

Critical success factors

CUDE

Centre of Ecological Distribution

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution system operator

E-car

Electric car

E-mobility

Electro mobility

EMP

E-mobility service provider

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FBC

Full Business Case

GCC

Grid Control Center

IOT

Internet of Things
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Acronyms List
MSP

Mobility Service provider

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

OBC

Outline Business Case

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RTDS

Real Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCSP

Smart Charging and Storage Platform

SCSO

Smart Charging and Storage Operator

SenUVK

Senate Department for the Environment, Transport and Climate Protection

SOBC

Strategic Outline Business Case

SoC

State of Charge

SUMP

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

UC

Use Case

V1G / V2G

Vehicle to grid (unidirectional and bidirectional).

WP

Work package
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